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Foreword

I believe this conference took us forward in our understanding of the situation in Eastern Europe,
with implications for the republics of the former Soviet Union. The performance of these econo-
mies following the recent market reforms is somehow puzzling.

Suppose that suddenly two-thirds of our telephones stopped working. Economists would
observe that telephone services were a small part of GDP and struggle to attribute the resulting
loss of output. Would demand shocks be responsible-because of inability to place orders? Or
supply shocks-because firms could not talk to their suppliers? Eventually sanity would prevail
and we would see the problem for what it was-a temporary absence of effective coordinating
mechanisms.

The problem in the reforming socialist countries is partly of this type-a combination of
plans without controls and markets without incentives. Why then are we surprised? Why
alarmed? Say output fell by 20 percent in two years. Following Berg, the fall "is really" 15
percent; following Rodrik, the trade shock accounts for 6 percent; this leaves only 9 percent. The
consider the need for a major restructuring and that hyperinflation had not yet been vanquished.
This accounts for 4 or 5 percent-so what is the problem?

There are two reasons for concern:
First, the persistence of recession. No one is forecasting an extended spell of growth at, say,

7 percent. It will take a long time to make up lost ground.
Second, the background of an assumed vast potential for improvement, based on the end of

communism.
There are several lessons for Russia:
(i) Limbo is the worst state of allfor enterprises. We need decisions on what is to be

privatized and tight administrative controls on other enterprises. There may also need to be speedy
action on the financial sector, in particular to net out all interenterprise debts in a systematic way.

(ii) Externalfinancing is very important. Poland might have avoided many of its present
difficulties with more finance. The worst cases in Eastern Europe faced perhaps a one-thiird cut in
import availability. Russia faces a cut of half from its 1989 level. More than the $24 billion level
of assistance discussed so far will be needed.

(iii) It was a mistakefor Poland to move sofast to one of the world'sfreest trade regimes-
for two reasons. The first is the need for fiscal revenues. The second is the need for more time to
manage change at the enterprise level.

(iv) The reforms in Eastern Europe have probably paid inadequate attention to trying to
secure Paretian improvements-for political economy as well as poverty-based reasons. Enthusi-
asm for price liberalization and enterprise reform must also extend to the social sectors.

Lawrence H. Summers
Vice President, Development Economics,

and Chief Economist, The World Bank
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The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies:
introduction to the conference

Mario I. Blejer and Alan H. Gelb

L Introduction are dwarfed by the looming challenge facing the
ex-Soviet states. In some areas ofthe transforna-

Following a period of declining economic growth tion there has been remarkable progress, notably
and stagnation during the last years of commu- in the establishment of private and semi-private
nist rule, one Eastern European country after product markets, the reorientation of interna-
another embarked, after the fall of the Berlin tional trade, and small-scale private sector
Wallin 1989,onapoliticaltransformation aimed growth. In other areas, including large-scale
at establishing pluralistic and democratic re- enterprise privatization, adoption of market-
gimes, free of socialist domination. Regional po- oriented managerial practices in the state-owned
litical reform accelerated in 1992, in the after- sector, conversion and restructuring of produc-
math of the collapse of communism in the Soviet tive activities, and the consolidation of institu-
Union and the political disintegration of the tional reform to support the implementation of
former superpower. At the same time, most of macroeconomic policies, the process has moved
the countries of the region initiated radical relatively slowly.
economic transformations, while others inten- Although the experience of the various coun-
sifiedpreviously-initiated reforms. Reforms were tries has differed in a number of important ways,
directed towards the establishment of free-mar- a notable common feature of the transformation
ket economies, where private initiative would has been the large decreases in measured output
replace central planning as the engine of eco- levels observed in all of them as comprehensive
nomic activity. The main objectives of the eco- reforms were put in place. The most dramatic
nomic reforms, in addition to directly support- output losses have been in Albania and in the
ing the political change, were to increase produc- former GDR, and probably now in what used to be
tivity and efficiency, inordertorestartthegrowth Yugoslavia. These extreme cases, where mea-
process, to improve standards of living, and to sured outputhas fallen by halfand even more, are
reintegrate economically Eastern with Western plausibly due to special circumstances-the dis-
Europe. ruptive disintegration of an unusually closed re-

More than two years have gone by, and the gime in the case of Albania; the absence of a
hopes for a rapid transition to prosperous market macroeconomic constraint, with its implied pro-
economies have all but faded. Although it is tection of domestic production through the ex-
undisputable that the changes observed in most change rate in the GDR; and the intensification
of these countries are startling, in general, the ofcivil war in some parts ofYugoslavia. Neverthe-
initial euphoriahasbeen replacedbyamore sober less, by most conventional measures all the other
assessment of the magnitude and the complica- countries of Eastern and Central Europe seem to
tions entailed in the task ahead-which in turn be in the grip of a severe and extended recession.
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The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies: introduction to the conference

On average, after falling by 8 percent in 1990, the IL Output decline: common features and
GDP of the five countries (Bulgaria, Czechoslova- characteristics
kia, Hungary, Poland, and Rumania) declined
another 8 percent or so in 1991. Industrial The nature, the speed, and the scope of the con-
production has dropped even faster, by an aver- traction in production has taken quite specific
age of 17 percentin 1990 andabout llpercentin twists in the various countries of the region.
1991. Undoubtedly, the developments in each country

Of course, like many of the statistics in Eastern reflect particularfeatures and peculiarities, butit
Europe, it is possible to challenge the validity of is possible to note four general common features.
each one of these figures. In fact-like estimates
of output decreases in many developing countries * Regardless of their initial specific conditions,
undergoing economic transformation-they al- all the countries of Eastern and Central Europe
most certainly overstate the degree of production have experienced large losses in measured output.
losses since they do not properly account for the The various countries of the region began their
growth in private sector activity. Yet it is now reforms from somewhat different initial condi-
beyond dispute that the level of economic activ- tions and have followed somewhat different re-
ity has declined sharply in each country. As of form strategies. But output contractions have
March 1992, only the former GDR showed some been extremely severe in all of them. Detailed
clear signs ofhavingturned the corner, with signs descriptions of the macroeconomic standing of
of an upturn in Poland some months later. Pro- each country at the inception of the reforms are
duction in the other economies appears still to be presented in the various country studies of this
falling, even if not so rapidly as before. In most of conference. However, even without going into
the countries the decline in output is taking place precise comparisons it is evident that the prevail-
in a situation where inflation continues to be ing macroeconomic positions were quite dissimi-
high' and unemployment growing.2Itistherefore lar when reforms where initiated. Poland, for
a cause of deep concem to policy makers, gener- instance, started its reform process displaying
ates bitterness and disillusion among large seg- clear chronic open macroeconomic disequilibrium
ments of the population, and could threaten the whereas excess demand in Bulgaria appeared to
sustainability of the reform process. be substantially repressed. Hungary had accu-

This developments are indeed a good reason for mulated a particularly heavy foreign debt bur-
the importance of understanding (i) the charac- den, while Romania had fully repaid its foreign
teristics and causes of the output decline, (ii) its debt. Czechoslovakia was the only country to
economic significance and, (iii) probably even start substantial reforms from an equilibrated
more important, the prospects and timing for dosmetic and external macroeconomic position
recovery in Eastern Europe. However, there is and, in principle, it had a wider range of reform
another, possibly even more important reason. options than those available to a country in
The example of Eastern Europe is being observed Poland's desperate position.
by many other countries-in the former Soviet There were also substantial dissimilarities in
Union, in Africa, and in Asia, as they weigh their the timing of reforms and the approach towards
reform strategies. An understanding of the rela- them. Although an across-the-board radical-
tionship between systemic reform programs and ization of economic reforms could be observed in
economicperformance,particularlyregardingthe all countries after 1989, some of the Eastern
impact ofreforms on the level of economic activity European countries had been experimentingwith
and on the prospects for growth, is therefore offar systemic reforms long before. Hungary's reform
wider interest. program stands out, among the more advanced

These issues, the crucial policy implication for cases, for its prolonged and relatively measured
the countries involved, for those on the verge of approach towards liberalization. This probably
reform, and for the international organizations, reflects its ability to build on 20 years of gradual
are the main themes of this conference. The and partial reforms. Poland and Yugoslavia, too,
remainder of this introduction outlines some ap- had adopted a number of significant features of
parently common features of the output contrac- the marketeconomybefore 1990, whereas Czecho-
tions and some of the proposed explanations, slovakia, Bulgaria, the GDR and Romania were
which underlie the structure and organization of still traditionally planned economies when they
this conference. embarked on radical transformation.
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The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies: introduction to the conference

The ubiquity of the collapses has prompted the form, and the countries have faced appreciable
question of whether reforming socialist countries terms of trade losses.
must experience some sort of output J-curve.3 In The weight of the J-curve hypothesis versus
other words, is the phase of sharply falling output that of systemic shocks essentially unrelated to
an unavoidable part of the reform process? If so, reform programs, is therefore an important area
is output loss a desirable, although costly, devel- of research.
opmentgiven the needforradical structural trans-
formation? Should it therefore be regarded as a * The extent of output contractions were not
problem, or is it rather part of the solution? The appropriately anticipated, even when the radical
J-Curve hypothesishasbeen related to the type of nature of the reform programs was apparent.
systemic transformation required at the Projections made by many western experts as
microeconomic level, one that usually takes time well as by international organizations have con-
and that, while taking place, tends to disrupt the sistently underestimated the rates of output de-
process of production. The J-curve claim is based cline in 1990-91. This suggests, either that the
on the observation that, since modern economies nicroeconomicfoundationsofthereformingcoun-
involve close coordination of a very large number tries were imperfectly appreciated, and therefore
of complex decisions, the destruction ofa centrally that the consequences of radical changes could
planned (or quasi-planned market-socialist) sys- not be properly assessed, or that the external
tem of coordination before a new market system environmentcommon to the East European coun-
could be well established would usually result in tries deteriorated much more and/or in an unex-
an initial collapse of production. Moreover, it has pected way in the past two years.
been further claimed that, without actively cur- Many analysts, as well as scores of local econo-
tailing the scope of public economic activity, mar- mists, have of course been well aware of the fact
ket mechanisms cannot effectively take root. The that reforms would extract a toll. But, while there
initial fall in output is, then, a signal ofsuccessful are established models to copy in the task of
economic transformation. settingup institutional, legal, and administrative

Therearetwo counterarguments tothe inevita- frameworks for a market economy, there are no
bilityofthe outputJ-curve. One isthe existenceof proven models for transforming a state-owned
importantcounterexamples.Thebestdocumented and centrally planned system into one centered
is, of course, the case of China, which has sus- on private ownership. This lack of a clear pattern
tainedhighratesofoutputandproductivitygrowth for consistent analysis also makes it harder to
while substantially reforming its economic sys- assess the quantitative consequences ofsuch trans-
tem from plan to market.4 formation and, therefore, attempts to predict the

The second counterargument is the common impact of the transformation are extremely im-
timing of the collapse, and the inclusion in such precise.
collapse of a case such as Cuba, which suggests Regarding the deterioration of the common
that reform is not needed for a socialist economy external environment, the focus is, again, on one
to contract sharply. Although recent data are important component of such environment,
sketchy, Cuba appears to be experiencing a very namely, trade with CMEA partners and, in par-
sharp economic contraction despite (or perhaps ticular, with the ex-USSR and the former GDR,
because of) the absence of reform following cut- which fell far more than had generally been
backs in Soviet assistance. The fact that the anticipated.'
contractions in all the countries of Eastern Eu-
rope are taking place at about the same time may * The fall of output does not seem to have been
indicate that the drop in output is largely due to accompanied by the radical economic restructur-
common and systemic factors not necessarily ing that many expected as part of the reform
related to internal economic reforms. Among the process.
most important of these factors are trade and While unemployment has risen in the reform-
energy-price shocks. Eastern European econo- ing countries (see note 2), except in the special
mies have been battered by the almost total case of the former GDR and in certain regions of
breakdown of the CMEA trade and payments the countries affected, it is still lower than that
system that took place over a very short period of experiencedby market economies, including some
time. Trade with the Soviet Union and the former in Europe, during major crises.6 Especially con-
East Germanyhas all butvanished in its previous sidering the tradition of labor-hoarding of social-

3



The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies: introduction to the conference

ist enterprises, the increase in unemployment IEL Are such large output falls really
has been surprisingly moderate. Even lower has so unusual?
been the incidence ofbankruptcyand liquidations
(outside the former GDR) and the enforcement of In considering post-1989 Eastern Europe it is
tight financial discipline on enterprises is still lax tempting to consider whether there are clear
and erratic. Firns have had access to various precedents. Without going too far back in history,
buffers, including inventories and involuntary we consider three types of contraction experi-
interfirm credits. The weakness of both owner- enced by industrial countries and the experience
ship and creditor institutions appears to have of developing countries since the 1950s.7
cushioned the transmission of shocks and of The depressions of the 1930s. Output fell in the
macroeconomic policies to the level of the indi- major industrial countries, by 30 percent in the
vidual enterprise. USA, less in Europe. Recovery to previous peak

By impairing resource reallocation at the micro levels took from four to six years.
level, these factors may have prevented a more Postwar restructuring. For the U.S. and U.K,
efficient output response and so worsened the averaged output fell by 15 percent after 1943-44
downturn. Moreover, in many countries price and recovery to peak levels averaged five years-
liberalization, an integral component of the re- about the same time needed to convertfully to the
forms, resulted in large aggregate price increases war economy. Restructuring required sizeable
but in comparative small changes in relative reallocation of spending, mainly from wartime
commodity prices, possibly due to the preserva- demand towards investment, with consumption
tion of monopolistic structures in the economy. stable or rising.
Without significant changes in relative prices, it Postwar reconstruction. Germany, Japan, Italy
is less likely that economic structures will change and France all experienced large output losses
rapidly and that the resources freed in the declin- relative to previous peaks. In the case of the two
ing sectors will be successfully absorbed in new former countries, output may have fallen over 50
productive branches. percentfrom peak levels, and recovery to the peak

averaged 9.5 years.
*Theprospectsforarapidupturn inproduction The second and third cases arguably have more

do not seem favorable across the region. in common with the problems facing Eastern
The prospects for an acceleration ofgrowth that Europe, as the countries needed to restructure

will rapidly return output to its pre-reform level away from wartime economies much as the East
are not very favorable in any of the Eastern European countries need to restructure away
European countries. In some countries, such as frompreviousmarketsandproducts.However,in
Hungary and Czechoslovakia it has been esti- the post-war cases, the countries did not face the
mated that real output per capita might return to task of reforming their economic institutions to-
pre-reform levels by 1996 while in others such as wards those of the market economy, which is
Bulgaria and Romania may take until the next arguably more difficult than replacing capital
decade. stocks.

Some have argued that the type of macro- Postwar peacetime experience. Although the
economic adjustment followed is responsible for postwar period has been one of unprecedented
this grim prospect: investments have been dras- growth, large output falls are less rare than
tically cut and credit squeezes have discouraged might be thought. Out of 129 countries (exclud-
the accumulation ofnew capital, endangeringthe ing Eastern Europe) with data from 1960 on-
prospects of a quick and sustained recovery, even wards, there have been 22 contractions exceed-
followingsubstantialreforms. Moreover, thebusi- ing 20 percent and half have had at least one
ness environment has not improved enough to period of cumulative loss of 10 percent or more.
attract substantial foreign investment. The typical contraction of 20 percent involved a

This observation, although probably containing downturn of three years and a total of eight
some truth, needs careful qualification. Levels of yearstoregainpreviouspeakoutput.Thisseems
investment have been extremely high in socialist not out of line with World Bank projections for
countries and have not necessarily been condu- Eastern Europe-except that the experience of
cive to sustained growth. Moreover, the role of the sample has less relevance because the coun-
credit squeezes has been questioned and is one of tries that have seen major contractions are
the subjects discussed in detail in this conference. typically small monoexporting countries. Middle
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The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies: introduction to the conference

income countries with sizeable industrial bases While this type of bias may have disappeared
and diversified exports have seldom contracted under the new system, a bias in the opposite
by over 10 percent and OECD countries are direction may now be present since it is highly
more stable still. Nevertheless, the importance likely that the emerging private and quasi-pri-
of size and trade structure in the prevalence of vate system'0 is not appropriately accounted for.
large contractions does seem to support the It is plausible, therefore, that the extent of the
importance ofheavily concentrated trade within actual output collapse is much smaller.
the CMEA region as a crucial explanator for Moreover, it has been frequently claimed that
Eastern Europe's output loss.' This conclusion in the transition from a command to a market
is further supported by cross-country evidence economy it is not possible to map with any degree
that a terms of trade loss of 1 percent of GDP of precision the relation between production and
translates, on average, into a 0.85 percent slow- consumers' welfare. Even if production, in physi-
down in growth over the corresponding period.' cal quantities, was higher before the introduction

of reforms, the changes that are taking place in
IV. The possible causes of the the quality and composition of output could be

output decline welfare-enhancing.
Therefore, this hypothesis claims, there is little

Even if considered in a wider historical perspec- orno actual production collapse. And even if some
tive the circumstances of Eastern Europe stand measures of output may indicate a serious de-
up as quite particular, and the four stylized facts cline, any actual decline does not really have
discussed in Section II are so generalized, that a adverse welfare effects.
number of distinctive explanations have been
offered to account for the output fall. In addition MACROECONOMIC ADJusMENr AND srABUAzATION

to the inevitability argument(the J-curve hypoth-
esis discussed above) and to the special cases of Even in cases, such as in Czechoslovakia, where
political disintegration and total structural col- no seriousmacroeconomicimbalance was evident
lapse (Yugoslavia, Albania), four major hypoth- before the start ofthe reforms, ithas been evident
eses have been advanced to explain the phenom- that the process oftransition to a market economy
enon. These are explored in detail in the confer- requires the tightening of macroeconomic poli-
ence sessions: cies. Such tightening has been especially neces-
* Measurement errors sary in those countries where blatant
* Macroeconomic stabilization macroeconomic imbalances (reflected in rampant
* The trade shock or supressed inflation and unsustainable exter-
* Inadequatemicrofoundationsandlackofstruc- nal positions) prevented any attempt at correct-
tural reforms ing other distortions, but macroeconomic stabili-

zation has been, and still is, an integral compo-
MEASUREMENT ERRORS nent of all the countries' reforms. In very general

terms, it is possible to characterize the
This hypothesis states that the extent of real macroeconomic adjustment in Eastern Europe as
decline in output is grossly overstated. Conven- a combination of longer-run building of
tional measures of production are biased by a macroeconomic institutions (central banks, fi-
number of factors. In general, it is claimed that nancial systems, tax reforms, budgetary institu-
pre-reform output was largely overstated while tions) and short-run tightening of aggregate de-
post-reform production is undermeasured. This is mand through strict fiscal management and very
so because the reported level of output under the restrictive credit policies.
centralized system was based on planned quanti- Some claim that this combination of macro
ties, administrative allocations and state orders, policies is largely responsible for the contraction
and misreporting was extremely widespread. in production since it has curtailed demand (di-
Managers had incentives to overstate their pro- rect governemnt demand and the real income of
duction targets to receive adequate inputs. They the population) and has shifted leftwards the
were therefore forced, or it was practically un- aggregate supply curve, particularly through
avoidable, to report the stipulated levels of pro- an over-drastic contraction in the flow of real
ductionevenifactualproductionfellmuchshorter credit available to producing firms and a sharp
than planned. increase in costs of production arising from the
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The contraction of Eastern Europe's economies: introduction to the conference

large exchange rate devaluations that accompa- reorganize assets in order to maximize produc-
nied all the adjustment programs, and that re- tion but instead attend to other goals (paying
sulted in large jumps in the prices of imported wages, avoiding layoffs, etc.), and partly because
inputs. of the disarray that arises from the need to reor-

ganize production in circumnstances when the
THE TRADE AND THE TERMS OF TRADE SHOCK incentives provided by private ownership are

absent.
Eastern European countries were effectively in- Some observers therefore seeaconflictbetween
sulated from world market developments by be- the time needed to implement structural restruc-
longing to the CMEA 'club," an economic ar- turing policies, particularly regarding ownership
rangement based largely on barter and arrangements, and tight macro policies. Others
countertrade and that ensured the availability of argue that the weakness ofmarket-based institu-
key raw materials and energy supplies at negoti- tions and structures is no argument to let up on
ated/subsidized prices. Furthermore, final com- tight macro policies.
modities enjoyed captive markets in other CMEA There is surely some truth in all of the above
countries so thatfluctuation in world demand and four explanations, so that the question is more of
the threat of foreign competition were not really degree than of right and wrong. It is also quite
important. likely that the importance of each explanation

The collapse of CMEA, the breakdown of the may differ across the various countries. For ex-
Soviet Union and the disappearance of the GDR ample, itisclearthatinAlbaniaandRomaniathe
combined to cut the markets for final Eastern economic system just fell apart and that Poland
European goods and to increase dramatically felt less of a CMEA shock than, say, Czechoslova-
input costs, in addition to strongly limiting the kia or Bulgaria. Each one of these claims will be
availability of some key input supplies. Such therefore extensively discussed in the following
generalized systemic shock could help to explain sessions and their importance for each country
the simultaneous leftward shifts in demand and will be evaluated in the country studies.
supply curves in all the countries of the region.
The magnitude of the shock, and the extent to Notes
which it in fact contributes to accelerate the
restructuring of a largely distorted and, in cur- 1. The measured inflation rates for 1991 in the
rent circumstances unsustainable, system, re- five countries were the following: Bulgaria
mains to be measured. 200 percent, Czechoslovakia 40 percent,

Hungary 36 percent, Poland 80 percent, and
INADEQUATE MICROFOUNDATIONS AND LACK OF Romania 130 percent. Inflation rates in
STRUCTURAL REFORMS Albania and Yugoslavia may have exceeded

1,000 percent.
It has been widely argued that even if the 2. Reported unemployment rates have
macroeconomic policies are in the right direction, increased in all five countries:
the existing, largely unreformed, organizational
foundations of the former socialist economies In percentage
cause them to have a very negative impact. Al- 1990 1991
though ownership issues are at the core of the Bulgaria 1.6 2.7
transformation, it is evident that property rights Czechoslovakia 1.0 2.8
arrangements, particularly regarding large en- Hungary 1.6 2.9
terprises, have not yet been radically changed. Poland 6.1 7.3
Moreover, lending discipline is weak, competitive Romania 0.0 3.6
practices are not widespread, and management
methods and approaches continue to be dictated 3. Brada, J.C. and King, AE., 'Is there a J-
by old habits. In these conditions of incomplete Curve for the Transition from Socialism to
reform the system of incentives that arises from Capitalism?' Economics of Planning (1992).
tighteningbudget constraintsresultin unusually 4. China has not, of course, privatized its
sharp output contraction. This is partly because economy, but the productivity gain has been
the motivation of managers that do not own a concentrated in quasi-private or nonstate
clear stake in the firms is such that they do not activities. China has also introduced new
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managerial incentives in the large state- 8. Other conclusions from cross-country postwar
owned sector and has allowed competition in experience are that investment rates rose
previously monopolistic sectors. only once recovery was well under way (rather

5. It may be argued that extrapolative than leading recovery) and that countries
projections naturally tend to under-project with large output contractions grew a little
the declines and that the projecting more slowly over a 30-year period than did
institutions naturally have an optimistic bias. more stable countries.
Yet not all aspects of the projections have 9. This draws on unpublished results of a
been optimistic. For example, foreign research project on long-run growth,
investment is now running at close to double underway in the Country Economics
the US$1.5 billion level projected by the Department, World Bank.
World Bank, with Hungary alone receiving 10. Private economic activity was present to
as much as had been projected for the region. different degrees in the communist system

6. For example, Spain and Portugal experienced (and was rarely included in official statistics).
very high levels of unemployment in the However, the extent of these activities has
1970s, even before embarking on their main grown exponentially immediately following
economic reforms. the initiation of market reforms.

7. This draws on Fozouni and Schrenk,
"Macroeconomic Crashes," forthcoming.
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Comment

Richard Portes

I am unhappy this conference is necessary, but I analogy with economic transformation as a seri-
welcome the effort to address this fundamental ous hypothesis, except in the trivial sense that it
problem. It isjust as importantintellectually asit predicts that output will eventually turn up. It
is for policy. We have had too many papers on simplyrestatestheproblem. In anyease, whatwe
privatization and how to do it, on convertibility have now still looks like an L-curve.
and why to do it, etc. Normal science makes Such a contraction and its persistence were not
progress by posing and solving puzzles. Analysis predicted. The authors suggest this reflects either
of economic transformation should do the same. misunderstanding of the microfoundations or
Here we confront the big puzzle: why has output unforeseen external shocks. I have some sympa-
fallen so quickly and sharply in Central and thy with the cock-up hypothesis: that those
Eastern Europe (CEE), and why has the fall devising policies and forecasting their outcomes
persisted? simply got the policies wrong. Alternatively, they

It is truly a puzzle and a difficult one, for a very may have foreseen the outcomes but believed
simple reason: although central planning was nevertheless that the policies were the best fea-
not totally devoid of virtues-at least by com- sible, and hence put a gloss on the consequences
parison to disorganized markets with poor in- to minimize political opposition.
centives-it was very inefficient in a conven- Theauthorspointoutthatthefallinoutputhas
tional sense: it yielded an allocation far inside not been accompanied by radical restructuring.
the utility-possibility frontier. It should have Despite initial labour reserves in the enterprises,
been possible tomove towardsthatfrontier with relatively little open unemployment has been
Pareto-very-superior reallocations. The puzzle created, and there have been few bankruptcies.
is why, instead, the switch to market allocation Thishashindered resource reallocation and wors-
in Central and Eastern Europe appears to have ened the downturn ofoutput. Tight macro policies
reduced output a lot and made most people have hitinvestmentandhave thereby also impaired
worse off. restructuring. I shall return to these issues.

First I discuss the paper's generalizations and I now turn to the explanations the authors
its suggested explanations of the fall in output. propose for the decline in output.
The authors start with the J-curve hypothesis:
that an initial phase of sharp contraction is un- Measurement errors
avoidable in the transition, the inevitable cost of
restructuring and cutting back the public sector. Managers had incentives to overstate production
The original J-curve story about the effects of targets and were forced to report fulfillment of
devaluation on the trade balance rests on the those plans even if actual production was less.
distinction between short- and long-run elastici- And now the private sector is underreported.
ties and is empirically testable. I do not regard the Moreover, measured output is not closely related
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to welfare-quality and composition and avail- Macroeconomic stabilization
ability are all up.

(i) We should be somewhat skeptical about Blejer and Gelb say that even Czechoslovakia
massagingthe data repeatedly. The October 1991 required macroeconomic tightening, although
version of the Berg-Sachs paper preceding Berg's there was no serious macro-imbalance at the
paper for this conference estimated the fall in outset. But why tighten?
Polish consumption in 1990 at 7.3 percent and (i)IntheCSFRaselsewhere,thepolicymakers
that in GDP (expenditure measure) at 7.7 percent. started with exaggerated notions of excess de-
The December 1991 version published in Economic mand, the monetary overhang, and the virtues
Policy (April 1992) revised these to 4.8 percent of the free-market exchange rate. They there-
and 4.9 percent respectively. At least the version fore overestimated the extent of devaluation
we have today does not take this any further. required.

(ii) We should also recall that under central (ii) The excessive devaluation gave an unneces-
planning, there were incentives to under-report sarily large inflationary shock, which then did
output in some circumstances. The ratchet effect indeed require severely restrictive policies to stop
penalized excessively good performance; and to propagation.
get more inputs in a period (t + 1), managers (iii) Macroeconomic policy was therefore much
wanted to show unfavourable input-output coef- too tight in the CSFR (see Begg, 1991, who also
ficients in period t. The balance of incentives to suggests that Czechoslovakia could and should
over- and under-report depends on the lag struc- have borrowed abroad to cushion the shock). In
ture of plan-performance-bonus relationships. Poland, the initial devaluation caused a fall in the

(iii) The increase in private sector output is real money supply. The argument of Gomulka,
primarily in services. No one is seriously claiming (1992, cited approvingly by Williamson, 1992),
that Poland is like Northern Italy with little that so much of household monetary assets were
manufacturing firms tucked away, all escaping held in dollars that devaluation did not reduce
taxes. Even Berg and Sachs put the share of real balances, is not correct: although the devalu-
private industry at only 3 percent of Polish GDP ation was excessive, the new rate was not as low
in 1989 and have it growing only 5 percent in as the initial free market rate, so the domestic
1990. These countries do need some transfer of value of foreign exchange holdings fell, while the
labor into services, but perhaps more of it should price level jumped substantially.
come from agriculture than from industry; do we (iv)As Beggand I argue (1992a), acredit squeeze
want them eventually to look more like Germany cannotreallyrestrictmanyfirms which can effec-
or the U.S.? tively force their banks or suppliers to lend, so for

(iv) Consider the unwanted output argument a a given degree of required macro-tightness the
little more carefully. Unwanted must refer to squeeze has to go further and differentially hits
demand, and thus to price: the true or world the small firms and the private sector.
market price of these goods is very low. In the (v) Finally, we must definitively reject the
extreme, unwanted output is production generat- rationalization that 'macroeconomic stabiliza-
ing negative value added at world prices (see tion typically does have a temporary cost in
Hughes and Hare, 1991). In that case, stopping it terms of lost output" (Williamson, 1992; see
should show GDP up at world prices. So is thisjust also Burda 1992 and various reported com-
a measurement problem? No, because in many ments of Sachs). This is simply false. Survey
cases the value-subtracting activities had ap- papers from the World Bank (Kiguel and
pearedprofitablebecausetheyweresupportedby Liviatan, 1990) and the IMF (Vegh, 1991) cov-
other sectors, such as underpriced primary prod- ering over a dozen major stabilization efforts
uct or intermediate good output. The switch to show that 'hyperinflation has been stopped
world market prices should raise measured value almost instantaneously with no major output
added in those sectors. The question then arises costs, while stabilization programs in chronic-
whether the market has worked: whether it is inflation countries have resulted in an initial
eliminating the unwanted, value-subtracting expansion followedby alater recession" (Vegh).
production or whether the contraction is more So either CEF is very different or policies are
random, less rational. Unfortunately, recent re- doing something wrong-or indeed, policies are
search suggests the latter (Hughes and Hare, wrong because those who are guiding them do
1992). not realize that CEE is very different.
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Foreign trade-the demand and terms of data (there are great discrepancies between the
trade shocks, primarily from the former Polish import data and OECD mirror statistics).

Soviet Union So there is a prima facie case for initial tariff
protection-for senile even more than for infant

But we should not forget that the trade hreak- industries. Indeed, the case is also that some of
down was partly self-inflicted, at the initiative of the apparently senile industries and firms could
the CEE countries; they knew the shift to world in fact adjust, but do not get a chance. This may
market prices and the disintegration of CMEA be third-best to the second-best of a wage sub-
were coming; and they made little effort to miti- sidy, which maybe infeasible (Flemming, 1991;
gate the shock. Moreover, some who use this as a see also Akerlof et al., 1991, Begg and Portes,
rationale for the contraction in output also tell us 1992b, making the necessary adjustments to
that this trade was undesirable anyway, that the arguments originally developed for East Ger-
exports to FSU in particular were the output from many).
the dinosaur firms that ought to go as soon as (iii) The authorities should immediately take
possible. steps to reverse the state desertion that has left

state-owned enterprises floundering: commer-
Inadequate microfoundations and lack cialize them, pay attention to their management

of structural reforms in property rights, and the environment in which it operates, im-
lending discipline, managerial prove corporate governance insofar as is possible

motivation, and much else without privatization, and rehabilitate industrial
policy. In the conditions of CEE, we cannot trust

These are key factors to which I return below. All the market to select and eliminate negative value-
these explanations doubtlesshave some role. There added activities and to develop those that do have
is certainly no acceptable monocausal interpreta- good long-run prospects (Hughes and Hare, 1992;
tion. Moreover, there may be different primary Dooley and Isard, 1991). The market cannot and
causes for the initial contraction and for its subse- will not restructure the large state-owned enter-
quent persistence, with correspondingly different prises (SOEs)-and they are too big to fail, until
policy implications for the FSU and for CEE now. they are broken up and there is some expansion

So what lessons do we draw for policy? The elsewhere in the economy. Simply citing Erhardt,
main issue is not, in my view, big bang versus theWirtschaftswunder,andOrdnungspolitikwill
gradualism-rather, it is sequencing and priori- not do (and is a misuse of history). The modus
ties, although I think too that some policies have operandi and experience of the Treuhandanstalt
simply been wrong. confirm that even Germany recognizes that (Carlin

(i)In external policy, I stand by the view thatthe and Mayer, 1992). But we cannot trust the old
move to convertibility should come as soon as it is nomenklatura to guide the restructuring any
at all feasible (ofcourse a sufficient devaluation of more than the market. This is therefore a major
the nominal exchange rate will eliminate excess challenge for foreign advice and advisors.
demand for foreign exchange, but that may give a (iv) A financial cleanout is long past due. The
real exchange rate so low as to be unsustainable market cannot and will not work ifcredit markets
and indeed undesirable). But going to convertibil- do not function. Begg and Portes (1992a) elabo-
ity must be accompanied by a sensible exchange- rate on this in some detail. The bottom line is that
rate policy: do not devalue excessively; peg ini- it is urgently necessary and quite feasible:
tially; then go to a crawling peg. Some of the * to recapitalize the banks,
output loss in Poland and the CSFR is due, * cancel the debts of firms to be privatized, and
directly or indirectly, to violation of one or more of * institute cash-limited subsidies to the SOEs
those principles. meanwhile.

(ii) Excessively abrupt opening of the economy Not to have done this immediately was the
has unwisely and unnecessarily exaggerated the single most important error in sequencing, with
initial shock (see also McKinnon 1991 and the greatest cost to restructuring and to output.
Williamson 1992). Berg and Sachs (1992) claim (v) Finally, some of the lost trade could and
that their cross-industry regressions show that should be recreated. Within the FSU, and be-
increased imports are uncorrelated with output tween it and its former CMEA partners, a sub-
declines. But the econometrics is crude, with stantial part of the problem is that the switch to
highly endogenous regressors, usingvery suspect the market has been incomplete. After the initial
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shock ofliberalization, there is a serious coordina- Berg, A., and J. Sachs, 1992, Structural
tion failure-markets are not yet functioning, adjustment and international trade in
The enforced move to barter has created great Eastern Europe: the case of Poland,
inefficiency and has brought a dramatic fall in the Economic Policy 14.
volume of transactions and consequently of out- Burda, M., 1992, Discussion of Calvo-Coeicelli,
put. The most urgent measure is to create the Economic Policy 14.
simplest institutional framework for monetary Carlin, W., and C. Mayer, 1992, Restructuring
exchange-a payments or settlements mecha- enterprises in Eastern Europe, paper tor
nism with a mutually acceptable means of ex- Economic Policy Panel, April, forthcoming
change and facilities for organizing transactions. in Economic Policy 15.
Grand schemes for payments unions are a dis- Dooley, M., and P. Isard, 1991, Establishing
traction; they are not feasible (and perhaps not incentive structures and planning agencies
desirable). But if we believe in the market, the that support market-oriented transformations,
least we can do is to create the institutional IMF WP/91/113, November.
framework for it to function. This is the quickest Flemming, J., 1991,
way to raise output in the short run, or at least to Gomulka, S., 1992, Polish economic reform 1990-
stop it from falling yet further. 91: principles, policies and outcomes,

Cambridge Journal of Economics.
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Stabilization and reform in Eastern Europe:
preliminary evaluation

Michael Bruno

I. Introduction' ence, however, is not only one of timing or of
degree. Here it is the whole political and eco-

The transformation of Eastern Europe provides nomic framework that has collapsed. Far-reach-
an unprecedented challenge for policymakers in ing political reform was followed by adopting an
these countries as well as for the international economic reform whose desired end product is
community involved in the financing and moni- similar to that of some other middle-income
toring of their economic programs, especially countries, but the distance between the initial
the IMF. It is also an unusual challenge for the point, at which the reform impinges, and the
economics profession, mainly because there is desired goal, is substantially larger in a sys-
hardly any prior experience from which the temic sense.
lessons could be learned for the present con- The present discussion is confined mainly to
text.' the lessons that can be learnt from the after-

The East European countries, by the custom- math of stabilization and price reform programs
ary classification, belong to the group of middle- adopted with Fund support in five East Euro-
income countries. Their relative income levels pean countries-Hungary, Poland, Czechoslo-
(with suitable correction of relative prices), their vakia, Bulgaria, and Romania-in the course of
past growth rates, their levels of education and 1990 and 1991.3 By this stage the beginnings
health, all put them in this class. Their political were already evident in some institutional re-
and economic crisis came in the wake of increas- forms, such as the breaking up of the monobank
ing maladjustment of the whole Soviet bloc to into separate centralbankand commercialbank-
the changing world growth and trade environ- ing systems. Yet privatization was only in its
ment. In that superficial respect the adjustment early legislation stage.
and structural reform problem of Eastern Eu- How similar are the aims of reform to those
rope would seem tobelongto the class of reforms that we have recently observed elsewhere? One
in middle-income countries, such as Brazil, is the attempt to reform and adapt the economic
Mexico, or Israel, which had enjoyed long peri- structure for integration into the world economy.
ods of growth and relative price stability in the This part involves the opening-up move from a
past but in the course of the 1970s and 1980s completely controlled and distorted set of rela-
underwent severe structural crises which were tive prices to relative world prices (as far as
either exacerbated or caused by poor response to tradable goods are concerned). The other is the
external shocks such as the oil and debt crises. macroeconomic stabilization objective, having
Some of these same shocks (e.g., energy and raw to do with the price level, as well as internal and
material prices) have only now been having a external balances. This, in turn, implies the
delayed effect in Eastern Europe. The differ- elimination of high or hyperinflation, which
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either already existed at the point of departure may in some cases be of a transitory rather than
or was bound to erupt once prices were decon- a permanent nature. The main surprise from
trolled because of the initial repressed inflation the point of view of both policymakers and the
situation (due to open budget deficits or soft Fund's initial forecasts was the estimated speed
budget constraints, monetary overhang, etc.). of response of the productive system to the new
Thus far the objectives (and even the means) are price and incentive signals. The collapse of the
quite similar to those in other reforms (consider, CMEA, which in a sense is an exogenous event
for example, the recent Mexican simultaneous from the point of view of each country taken by
stabilization and opening-up reform). itself, had disastrous consequences on outputin

The main novelty is in the revolutionary almost all countries, but this is probably notthe
change in the required norms of economic be- whole story. While a private, small enterprise
havior-in the financial system (such as the sector is developing, both demand and supply
breakup of a monobank system), in the fiscal factors have played their respective roles in
structure, in social safety nets, in the establish- sharply contracting output of the large state-
ment of private property rights, and in the mass owned enterprise (SOE) sector by more than
privatization effort. One could clearly point to was expected. While some ofthe latter may have
large segments of the noncentrally planned to do with the nature of the stabilization, the
economies thathave either soft-budgetnormsof more problematic issues are the slow speed of
behavior and/or a financially repressed busi- structural adjustment and the sluggishness of
ness sector and/or highly subsidized state enter- the privatization effort in virtually all cases.
pri ses. However, they differ in that their under- The latter will be of particular importance in the
lying structure is nonetheless largely market timing of an output rebound.
orientedandprivatepropertyrightsarereason- While this paper is addressed to common
ably well defined. While there is a lot to learn issues, one should not ignore differences in
from the reforms applied to distorted sub-sys- performance, some of which originate from the
tems in the other economies, it makes a sea of considerable diversity in the initial conditions
difference when the whole economy is one cen- that the various countries faced at the start of
trally controlled, nonmarket, publicly owned the present reform process. We start our discus-
and financed system, with no other normative sion in the next section (II) with a brief survey of
internal reference point and a market economy the initial conditions as well as the general
has to be created where it had not existed before. outline of the Fund-supported programs.5 This
This dictated an even more comprehensive ap- is followed in Section III by a general discussion
proach to the reform process than ever adopted ofthe conceptofeconomicreform,basedon what
to date. is known from previous experience with relative

The need for a simultaneous approach to speeds of adjustment in different markets and
macroeconomic stabilization, price reform, and spheres of economic behavior. A distinction is
property rights reform was recognized in the drawn between the stabilization of the price and
Fund approach to these programs at the incep- exchange rate levels, which can be achieved
tionstage. 4Whiletheprogramshavebeenlargely fairly rapidly, and between the responses of
heterodox in their approach to the stabilization production structure, investment and owner-
of the price level, they differed from their prede- shippatternsto sharp changes in relative prices,
cessors (e.g., Israel and Mexico) in several re- all of which tend to be extremely slow processes
spects, especially in the way in which wages of adjustment. Market failure may indeed per-
were controlled. But the programs were much sist for a longtime, naturally raising the vexing
more far reaching and ambitious in the attempt issues of sequencing and the need for, or extent
to move at great speed from the initial produc- of, residual government involvement in the tran-
tion equilibrium of the old system to the desired sition stage.
new market-based productive structure. The rest of the paper takes up a series of

As we shall see, the initial results on stabiliza- pertinent issues emerging from the Eastem
tion have by and large been impressive, even European stabilization and reform experience
though the initial price shock has in all coun- so far. The price overshooting and the output
tries been larger than expected, leading to infla- collapse, and their relation to the choice of
tionary persistence in most economies. Like- policies, are taken up in Sections IV and V,
wise, the balance of payments improvements respectively. Section VI discusses the fiscal bal-
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ance and, in particular, its sustainability in abouts could be considered the norm, a higher
view of the inevitable erosion of the state enter- ratio points to the extent of possible overhang,
prise tax base while pressures persist for addi- which was large in Poland (in 1989, and prob-
tional social expenditures (replacing the old ably even larger beforehand) and Bulgaria,
subsidies). In Section VII we address the prob- smaller in Czechoslovakia and Romania, and by
lems of financial reform, bad loan portfolios, this measure there was none in Hungary.
interenterprise credit arrears, and the need for It is interesting to note that during the 20
a major cleanup and capitalization of the weak years after the spring of 1968, Czechoslovakia
commercial banking sector. Section VIII raises reverted to a most orthodox centrally planned
the question of interim production, trade, and economy (see the relevant measures in Table 1)
financial regimes for the state enterprise sector and was thus, in a structural sense, much less
during the ambiguous ownership and control prepared for the sharp change. Yet it enjoyed
period. the most favorable initial internal and external

The subsequentSection IXdiscussesthechoice macroeconomic balance. It had only a small
of exchange rate, monetary, and incomes poli- monetary overhang and an extremely low exter-
cies to maintain relative stability during the nal debt-to-GNP ratio on the eve of the January
transition period. The paper ends (Section X) 1991 reform.8

with a few concluding remarks. Bulgaria stands out in having had the most
extensive industrial development in relation to

II. Initial conditions and country its starting point (with some 60 percent of the
programs labor force in that sector, compared to a mere 20

percent in the 1930s), much of it export-confined
While almost all the countries in question had to the U.S.S.R. (see line 9 in Table 1). In the
at some stage embarked on partial structural years since 1985 Bulgaria incurred a sizable
reform in the 1960s, in all but one-Hungary- external debt as its foreign finances faltered and
these reforms ground to a halt. Hungary pur- it faced a severe foreign exchange constraint by
sued a very gradual reform process, beset with the time the reform started, as well as a sub-
many setbacks, over a period of 20 years. While stantial monetary overhang. Romania, which
the end objective of that reform process had not had no external debt at all, and was less depen-
been a market-based economy, Hungary dent on CMEA trade, was nonetheless plagued
emerged better prepared than the other coun- by very severe internal economic, social, and
tries on the institutional economic front for the political problems on top of specific supply prob-
dramatic political liberalizations of 1989-1990. lems in the oil market.
This shows up in the extent of earlier price and At the beginning of 1991 three of the coun-
trade liberalizations,6 and in an earlier start in tries-Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Roma-
the small-scale private ownership sector. Be- nia-adopted programs that essentially re-
fore 1989, Hungary also put in place a two-tier sembled the Polish program of 1990: the main
banking system, a tax reform, and a corporate breakaway from the past consisted of an almost
law. Some private sector developments prior to complete price liberalization and a substantial
1989 characterized Poland, notably it always elimination of price subsidies, with the aim of
had a private agricultural sector.7 Both these achieving fiscal balance coupled with the estab-
countries, however, suffered from an initial ex- lishment of strict monetary targets and wage
ternaldebtoverhang(Tablel),andbothshowed ceilings. With respect to the exchange rate,
practically no growth in the 1980s. Unlike Hun- Czechoslovakia, like Poland in 1990, adopted a
gary, Poland's imbalance prior to 1989 was also peg as a nominal anchor (after several devalua-
felt on the internal front, having had a large tions in the preceding months which almost
monetary overhang, which the partial price doubled the exchange rate). Bulgaria and Ro-
liberalizations and ensuing hyperinflation of mania, for lack of foreign exchange reserves,
1989 helped to eliminate, or at least reduce floated and let the interbank market determine
substantially,beforetheJanuary1990program. a considerably depreciated exchange rate,

In the absence of an explicit measure of the therebytriplingthepreviousofficialrate(Chart
monetary overhang, the estimate of the money/ 1). The two countries did, however, differ in the
GDP ratio (line 6 of Table 1), gives a rough phasing of the exchange rate reform, which was
indicator. An order of magnitude of 0.4 or there- more gradual in the case of Romania. In all
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Table 1 Eastern Europe: Initial (pre-program) Conditions

Hungary Poland 1/ Czechoslovakia Bulgaria Romania

1. Population 2/ 10.6 37.9 15.6 9.0 23.2

(In millions, mid-1989)

2. GNP per capita 2/ 2,590 1,790 3,450 2,320 2,290

(1989 USS)

3. GNP growth 3/
(Average annual rate
in percent at constant
prices)

1970s 4.5 5.5 4.6 7.0 9.3

1980s 0.5 -0.7 1.4 2.0 1.8

4. Administered prices
(In percent of total) 15 100 100 100 80

(Excluding food
prices)

5. State ownership 90X 70% Economy-wide Economy-wide, Economy-wide n

except 15X of
agriculture

6. Money(M2)/GDP, 1990 0.4 0.9 0.7 1.3 0.6

7. External debt/GDP 
t

(1990, percent) 65 80 19 50 3

8. External debt
service ratio (1990) 57 4/ 56 23 116 -- X

9. Exports to CMEA (1990) 5/
In percent of total exports 43 41 60 69 --

In percent of GDP 16 14 25 34 --

1/ M2/GDP and exports to CMEA in percent of total exports are 1989 figures.
2/ World Bank: World Development Report, 1991; IMF staff estimate for Romanian GNP per capita. ALl of these data are highly

sensitive to the choice of exchange rates.
3/ The Vienna Institute for Comparative Economic Studies: COMECON Data, 1990; Net Material Product.

4/ In percent of merchandise exports.
5/ Estimates are highly tentative as they are very sensitive to distortions in intra-CMEA prices, and exchange rates. Data for

cn ~ exports are based on estimated world market prices (considerably above the official traded prices); however, the GDP data are based on 
0

actual official prices. For Romania export data are only available at official prices which would tend to underestimate 
the weight of

CMEA trade; on this basis, CMEA exports were 39 percent of total exports and equivalent to 6 percent of GDP.
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these countries the program included substan- tion stabilization stage (recent successes have
tial trade liberalization with current account been Bolivia, Mexico, and Israel).10

convertibility, and various other measures and Credibility, expectation signalling, and the
institutional changes pertaining to structural problem of nominal synchronization (i.e., avoid-
adjustment and privatization. ing very sharp changes in relative prices) dic-

Hungary adopted a gradualist program in tated a multiple anchor, or heterodox approach,
January 1991, involving a much smaller de- in the recent successful stabilizations of Israel
valuation (15 percent), a further liberalization and Mexico. Given the initial hyperinflation
of prices (up to 90 percent of the consumer outburst, this approach was also followed in the
basket by the end of 1991, having previously 1989-90 stabilizations of Poland and Yugosla-
moved gradually from 56 percent in 1985), and via. Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, and Romania in
restrictive fiscal, monetary, and incomes policy. 1991 also chose abigbangapproach, even though
This program, which had been preceded by inflationbeforetheopeningstagewasrelatively
other, less ambitious, programs, also included a low." The potential inflationary outburst, given
substantial further liberalization of imports and the repressed pre-reform system, may have jus-
another set of structural adjustment and tified this approach, which enabled these coun-
privatization measures.9 tries to avoid the hyperinflation that would

The programs for the first four countries (ex- have followed in the price liberalization stage,
cluding Hungary) were obviously conceived as in the absence of tight macro policies. We return
big bang moves. The underlying motto was that to this question in Section III.
the price and trade systems, with few excep- All of this, however, applies to price-level
tions, had to be liberalized all at once, under the stabilization and the achievement of initial in-
umbrella of fiscal, monetary, and incomes re- ternal and external balance. There still remains
straint. At the same time new financial institu- the question of how much and how fast one
tionswerebeingputinplaceandtheproductive should go on a broader reform front. For ex-
systems were slated for rapid privatization, so ample, does trade liberalization and a move to
as to minimize the uncertainties of operation convertibility, let alone privatization, necessar-
under public ownership and controls. ily require a big bang approach? The answer

In all countries the initial price liberalization here is much less clear ex ante and is even less
stage was expected to involve a substantial clear given the expost results. Trade liberaliza-
price level shock, to be followed a few months tion is an example where the right long-term
later by relative price stability. The actual re- signal can be given from the start, but execution
sults are discussed in Section IV. The prior could, in principle, be gradual. This is a question
assessment of output response is discussed in that will be taken up when we discuss the
relation to actual outcomes in Section V. First output collapse (Section IV). Similar examples
we digress on the more general philosophy of in either direction can be brought from other
economic reform. areas of reform, such as the opening up of

internal and external financial and capital mar-
III. Concepts of economic reform- kets. The U.K opted for a cold-turkey approach

big bang and gradualism while other European countries chose to move
more gradually and nonetheless achieved their

The key question for policy choice in any major targets. Israel applied a shock therapy to infla-
reform process, and certainly in the present tion but opened up its financial, capital, and
case, is the critical mass of reform steps that foreign exchange markets in a gradualist strat-
have to be undertaken at the major starting egy (as it successfully did with trade liberaliza-
point or, in other words, the choice of big bang or tion in the 1960s). It is claimed that even in the
gradualism in the move from the pre-reform communist camp, the examples of Vietnam and
distorted equilibrium to the desired new post- China in the Far East or of Hungary in Eastern
reform quasi-equilibrium. The answer to this Europe point to the availability of gradualist
question is not at all clear ex ante. Cumulative alternatives, although ithas to be admitted that
experience from episodes of hyperinflation and none of these cases were conceived, at least
high inflation (say, at least three-digit annual initially, as moves to a capitalist final state.
inflation rates) onlypointtothe clearadvantage A closely related issue is the speed of adjust-
of taking the cold-turkey approach at the infla- ment ofmarkets to the change in signals and the
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Chart 1 Eastern Europe exchange rates, 1989-92 (Local currency per US Dollar, in log
scale) (End of period)
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200 credibility which agents attach to announced

RonanIa signals of future market environments, which
(Lei) lare not yet evident in today's markets. It is well

100 l known that the speed of adjustment in asset
80l markets (such as foreign exchange or domestic
60l financial markets) is extremely high; the re-

sponse is often instantaneous because the ad-
40J justment costs are low. On the other hand,

adjustment in commodity and labor markets,
let alone the production response that follows

20. from the gestation of new investment, is con sid-
erably slower, often lasting three or four years.
Any reform that requires complicated legisla-

1CMA Wi JA'S ONODJFMAWIAIAS'OuNOJF'UiAJJAS'ONoiDJF tion, the introduction of new accounting proce-
1989 1990 1991 1992 dures, new implementation or monitoring

mechanisms, etc., such as privatization of large-
Sources: Notionoi authorities and IMF staff estimates, scale enterprise or the introduction of a value-

added or an income tax, where it had not existed
before, may take at least as long as that.
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It is important to stress that these long ad- 2). Of the first three countries, however, by the
justment lags are not the sole province of hith- end of 1991 only Czechoslovakia and Hungary
erto centrally planned economies. Structural were running rates of inflation below the 20
adjustment is a slow process even in a most percent annual mark,' 2 or a monthly rate of less
advanced market-based economy and even when than 1.5 percent, while Poland's rate has been at
the reform is credible. Such has been the case least twice as high (of the order of 3.0-3.5 per-
withthereconstruction effortof Europeanecono- cent a month, or 40 percent per annum). Of all
mies afterWorldWarII orthe structural adjust- five East European countries, the Czechoslovak
ment effort following upon a successful major stabilization was virtually a textbook case-the
stabilization (such as in Israel in the wake ofthe initial price shock was followed by price stabil-
1985 stabilization); consider even a country like ity throughout most of the second half of 1991
Finland, where the recent collapse of the CMEA (Chart 2 and Table A2).
caused a very substantial GDP drop. In all of Differences in initial conditions no doubt
these cases adjustment has been or will be played an important role. Poland started its
prolonged even though the underlying struc- program in the midst of a hyperinflation caused
ture is market based. by a series of preceding price hikes which may or

To sum up this point, in advocating a big bang may not have eliminated the monetary over-
it has to be made very clear what particular hang by January 1990 (this issue seems to be in
portion of the policy package is implied. Also, dispute). At any rate, a price shock of 45 percent
the argument for putting in a lot more at the was forecast for January 1990 which ended up
beginning may rest on a special political oppor- with an 80 percent increase ex post (for January
tunity as in Poland. But there may also be an and February together the respective figures
intertemporal political trade-off-overly costly are 67 percent ex ante versus 122 percent ex
programs, from a social point of view, might post). During the whole of 1990, inflation was
cause a political reversal at a later stage, as expected to be less than 100 percent and ended
adjustment fatigue sets in or social aspirations up at about 250 percent, showing that even the
as to employment and rising living standards residual inflation, after the initial shock, turned
are frustrated. Have these questions been sufri- out to be higher than planned.
ciently considered by the policymakers at the Czechoslovakia, which started from a stable
program inception stage? price level and apparently a considerably smaller

It is not clear whether there were any illusions monetary overhang, planned a price increase of
over the length of time it would take the Eastern only 25 percent, and ex post had a price level
European economies to reach the type of competi- shock of 40 percent in the first quarter of 1991,
tive market structure, private ownership, and a smaller relative discrepancy than Poland's.
properly functioning financial system of a typical Moreover, the residual inflation during the first
Western economy. But there seems to have been year was only 10 percentage points higher than
over-optimism, at the onset of the programs, as to expected, after allowing for the first quarter's
the speed of supply response and otherbehavioral shock. Both Bulgaria and Romania started off
responsesthatcouldcomeinthewakeofadrastic from a much worse initial position, made a
change in the economic environment. number of additional price corrections during

the year, and it is probably too early to pass
IV. Stabilization: was the initial price judgment on the success of the initial move as

shock necessary? far as price stabilization is concerned, particu-
larly in the case of Romania. The sharp foreign

In all cases except for Hungary, the initial price exchange shortage in these two countries, which
shock turned out substantially larger than ex- necessitated a different exchange rate regime at
pected, while inflation within six months of the the start and a considerably larger initial ex-
program came down to less than 2-3 percent a changeratehike, may also accountforthe worse
month in the case of Poland, Czechoslovakia, subsequent inflation profile. Hungary, as in
and Hungary. As for the other two countries, other aspects, is an outlier. Its initial price
inflation edged up, after a temporary drop, to an shock was small, 10 percent, as expected, and its
average monthly rate of 4-5 percent in Bulgaria residual inflation also hit the target (Table 2).
and 10 percent in the case of Romania (see Three questions arise in the face of these
averages in Table 2 and monthly data in Chart initial price developments, after taking due con-
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sideration of the fact that price comparisons the earlier phase could, according to the rules of
between a post-liberalization system and a dis- the game, be made up later and enterprise
torted and rationed pre-liberalization stage managers availed themselves ofthis option pay-
impart a considerable upward bias to the data.13 ing substantial additional taxes while doing so.
Why was the price shock in most cases so much Hence the third question-was there an op-
higherthanexpected;whataretheimplications tion of a smaller planned, or a smaller actual,
of the initial shock for the subsequent inflation price level shock at the beginning in Poland, for
profile (the implications for the real system will example (or, for that matter, in Bulgaria or
be discussed later); and was an initial price Romania)? Intechnicaltermstheanswerisyes,
shock as large as, say, Poland's necessary? in principle. Compare these programs to one

Possible answersto the first question (sources successful heterodox predecessor: Israel in July
of the higher-than-expected price level shock) 1985. With the substantial elimination of subsi-
are: existence of a larger unabsorbed monetary dies Israel limited its initial price shock to
overhang, underprediction of the effects of a 27percent by opting for an attenuated devalua-
large initial devaluation, and monopolistic be- tion (relative to what the fundamentals seemed
havior on the part of state enterprises such as to dictate) and introduced temporary price con-
would follow from the anticipated imposition of trols which were then gradually removed. It
price controls, etc. In Bulgaria, and partly in obviously had no monetary overhang and its
Poland,theinitialmonetaryoverhangmayhave relative price levels were certainly not as dis-
played a sizable role, while in the other coun- torted as those of the East European economies.
tries (including most of the effect in Poland) the Yet it may be argued that Poland could have
priceshockseemstobeassociatedwithoneof,or chosen a smaller upfront devaluation15 and/or
a combination of, the other factors, namely the leave price controls at a higher initial price
price response to the exchange rate devalua- vector for three months, say, and only then
tion. For example, it is known from inflationary decontrol completely either all at once or gradu-
experience elsewhere that the exchange rate, in ally. On the other hand, there is the argument
the absence of another reliable measuring rod, that with distortions as big as they were and the
often serves as the indicator to which pricing new government's initial credibility being high,
agents attach themselves even when their prod- it may have been just as well to "chop off the
uct is not tradable.'4 dog's tail all at once." It is interesting to note

This leads us to the second question-what is that Czechoslovakia did keep some controls on
the relationship ofthe initial shock to the subse- its initial price shock. This was done by stipulat-
quent inflation profile? If the answer to the first ing maximum prices or trade margins on some
question is confined to an existing monetary key commodities and by requiring prior notifi-
overhang, it would follow that a higher initial cation of price increases in some monopolistic
price jump would save the system from addi- sectors as well as by moral suasion. Also in some
tional inflationary adjustments later on and cases, such as Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria,
thus there would be a positive tradeoff between certain price increases were delayed (energy,
the initial shock and subsequent price stability. housing). The issue of the size of the desired
If this is not the case and if there is also a initial pricejump, as well as the fall in economic
tendency for other nominal magnitudes in the activity, to which we come next, is really one of
system (money and credit, wages) to subse- intertemporal economic and political tradeoff.
quently catch up in line with their initialplanned Do the initial benefits of a very big price bang'6

positions relative to the price level, then an outweigh the subsequent costs ofhigher inertial
initial price level discrepancy will also lead, inflationand/orothersocialcoststhathavetobe
through inertia, to higher-than-expected infla- borne as a result of the price shock? As far as the
tion profiles. This may have been the case in twin issues of devaluation and price liberaliza-
Poland and Bulgaria, but probably not, or less tion are concerned Poland was probably right in
so, in Czechoslovakia. In the second halfof 1990, choosing to abolish price controls at the begin-
money, credit, and wage ceilings were adjusted ning but it could have devalued by less and thus
upward in Poland, and a similar correction was reduced the initial shock. The result may have
made in the second half of 1991 in Czechoslova- been the need to realign the exchange rate
kia and Bulgaria. In Poland the difference be- earlier than in mid-1991, but the cumulative
tween the actual wage and the wage ceiling in price increase over the two-year period could
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N) Table 2 Eastern Europe: Selected indicators 1990-91

Consumer NominaL Broad Convertible Convertible

GDP 1/ Prices Wage Money Budget Current Current Total

(Percent (Year end, percent change) Balance 2/ Account Account Exports 3/ a

change) (Percent of GDP) (In billions of U.S. dollars)

HUNGARY

1990 Actual -4 33 23 4/ 29 -0.1 0.4 0.1 8.9

1991 Program -3 31 ... 23 -1.5 -3.6 -1.2 12.6

1991 Estimate -8 (-8) 32 20 4/ 29 -4.1 1.0 0.3 9.6

POLAND

1989 Actual -- 640 472 236 -7.4 -2.7 -1.8 8.1

1990 Program -5 94 ... 5/ 87 -0.1 ... -3.0 ...

1990 Actual -12 249 160 122 3.5 1.3 0.7 15.0

1991 Program 3 36 ... 5/ 43 -0.6 -2.7 -2.7

1991 Estimate -8 (-4) 60 54 49 -7.2 -2.9 -2.2 13.2

CZECHOSLOVAKIA

1990 Actual -- 18 8 1 -0.3 -2.4 -1.1 11.6

1991 Program -5 30 17 6 0.8 -7.1 -2.5 12.6

1991 Estimate -16 (-9) 54 14 27 -2.1 0.7 0.2 10.9

BULGARIA (

1990 Actual -12 64 32 12 -9.2 -16.1 -1.2 5.7

1991 Program -11 234 146 24 0.1 ... -2.0 6.6 Q

1991 Estimate -23 (-16) 339 142 25 -3.7 -11.8 -0.9 3.7

ROMANIA

1990 Actual -7 5 5/ 11 5/ 17 -0.5 -8.0 -1.7 5.8

1991 Program -- 104 ... 15 -1.5 .. -1.7 5.4

1991 Estimate -12 (-10) 223 124 66 -3.0 -6.6 -1.3 3.5

1/ Figure in parenthesis provides an estimate of the fall of GDP due to the fall in exports; percentage point contribution of

the change in total exports to the percent change in GDP.
2/ For Poland: general government balance. For Czechoslovakia: central and local governments, and extrabudgetary funds,

excluding takeover of export credits, and transfers to the banks and foreign trade organizations on account of devaluation

profits and losses. For Bulgaria: based on actual external debt service payments; for 1991, after external debt rescheduling

and debt deferral.
3/ Including transactions in nonconvertible currencies.

4/ For Hungary, large industrial enterprises' wages only.
5/ For Poland: year average only available for program; on this basis 1990 and 1991 programs: 240 percent and 68 percent

respectively; compared to actual of 382 percent in 1990 and estimated 76 percent in 1991. For Romania: year average 
figures.
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Chart 2 Eastern Europe CPI inflation and exchange rates, 198991
(Monthly percentage change)
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85 l nonetheless have been smaller. Czechoslovakia

75- Romania (and Hungary) seem to have chosen the right
65 -- eXCcnh., ratt level, and as far as the other two countries are

- . concerned, the question arises whether one could
sech rate No0 81=204.84 afford to opt for a far-reaching relaxation of

45 foreign exchange restrictions when the foreign
35 - - exchange shortage is as extreme as it was (and

still is). One counter argument is that the ad-
25 ministration of such restrictions would be inef-

15. fective.
Ending on a positive note-with all the com-

s- ments and quibbles that can be made in hind-

-5 . . ... : . sight-the overridingfactremains that in most
JF FMA MJ J A SO0NDJ 3FMA MJ J A SOND J F MA MJ J ASOD***
1989 1990 1991 cases far-reaching liberalization has been

achieved together with a reasonable measure of
macroeconomic stability in spite of a highly

Sources: National authorities and IMF staff estimates. distorted starting point and immense potential
economic and political risks. Finally, it is impor-
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tant to point out again, from a consumer-wel- were used to operate in a completely different
fare perspective, that against the statistical command environment in which their market
measure of price increase one should weigh the was assured and their finance was accommoda-
dramatic qualitative change that has taken tive, suddenly had to make their own decisions
place in the market environment now facing in a completely transformed environment in
consumers in these countries. which tremendous uncertainty prevails. The

first natural impulse is to adopt a wait-and-see
V. Was the output collapse unavoidable? attitude or to continue producing the old stuff

for inventory, as long as there is working capi-
There are several reasons for the large output tal. There is evidence pointing to unfulfilled
fall. Let us start with one channel, not necessar- credit ceilings in the first few months of the
ily the most important one, that is directly Polish, Czechoslovak, and Bulgarian programs,
linked to the price shock. First of all, the antici- followed by a period in which credit ceilings
pation of a sharp price increase stimulateshoard- were effectivebutwage ceilings were notreached.
ing, which is immediately followed by a sub- The latter was the case during much of 1991 in
stantial reduction in demand. Next, when prices the Bulgarian and Romanian programs. In the
rise by more than planned while money, credit, latter cases, as well as previously in Czechoslo-
and wages are kept within their specified nomi- vakia, the nominal interest rate was set at a
nal ceilings, the obvious result is a considerably level corresponding to the estimated post-shock
larger-than-expected reduction in real money rate of inflation rather than so as to assure a
and credit as well as in real wages. This hap- positive real rate of interest in the first month.
penedinPolandin 1990and was repeated in the It is important, however, to remember that in
experience of the other three shock cases. How these three countries, unlike the Polish case,
much of the outputreduction, which wasconsid- there was no preceding hyperinflation to con-
erably larger than expected, can be directly tend with. Therefore the fact that a more mod-
linked to this price shock discrepancy? The erate interest rate policy did not lead to an
results for the Polish program of 1990 show a inflationary outburst is no proof that this policy
considerable reduction in measured output, of shouldhavebeenpursuedinahyperinflationary
around 12 percent, compared to a considerably situation (such as Russia's).
lower forecast.' 7Both the real wage squeeze and It is important to remember that the credit
the real monetary squeeze certainly affected crunch and high real interest rates are a univer-
consumer demand and thus depressed output salproblemintheimmediateaftermathofsharp
on the demand side. The credit squeeze can also stabilizations (Bolivia, Mexico, and Israel). It
operate on the firm supply side, if we consider could also be argued that in the ex ante uncer-
the finance of working capital as one of the tainty about the outcome of stabilization, a
factors of production (see Calvo and Coricelli, highly contractionary monetary policy is justi-
1991).Anotherchannelthroughwhichthecredit fied as support for the exchange rate and/or
squeeze operates is the real interest rate if wage anchors. Ofthe two types of mistakes that
nominal interest rates are initially set at a level can be made it is better to err on the side of an
that is too high relative to the inflation rate that overly restrictive stance. However, once initial
is expected after the initial price level shock. success is achieved, a gradual, though careful,
There is some evidence that the high initial real relaxation is called for. A more pertinent prob-
interest has in fact constrained firms more than lem is that of the high bank interest margins
the quantity of credit'8 (to which they can, and associated with a bad loan portfolio. This issue
in fact did adjust, through inter-firm credit will be dealt with separately.
arrears). At the same time, how much of the Table 2 gives rough internal Fund estimates
output decline, even in 1990, could be ascribed of the part of the output drop in 1991 that can be
to this factor alone remains an open question. potentially ascribed to the export drop owing to

In Poland as well as in some of the subsequent the CMEA collapse. This estimate was based on
programs, in addition to the impact of the CMEA demand side, under the assumption of no short-
collapse to which we turn next, there was a run market substitutability (which obviously
general shock on the supply side that for want of did not hold for Hungary or Czechoslovakia-
a better term can be termed a comprehensive see Section IX). It did not explicitly take into
management shock. Enterprise managers who account the very sharp terms-of-trade effect of
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the CMEA collapse, which was a substantial The point is that given the magnitude of the
exogenous supply shock to the economies in output shock and the long time-lag of response
question, very much like the effect of the rela- of the productive system to the new market
tive rise of energy and raw materials prices on signals, there is no escape from lookingfor ways
the industrial countries in the 1970s and 1980s. to soften the blow to output and employment in
It is interesting to point out that, with the the interim period even if they may seem dis-
exception of Hungary, the implied unaccounted torted from the long-run point of view, providing
drop in output in Table 2 seems to be correlated the long-term signals are clearly made. The
with the degree of prior dependence of the coun- alternative is not the first best but very likely
try on CMEA trade (Table 1, line 9), which may governmentintervention in otherforms-extend-
be a proxy for the relative size of the potential ingereditandgrantingsubsidiestoailingenter-
terms-of-trade shock.'9 prises in a particular region or assigning larger

The fact that the discrepancy in Poland in budgetary allotments to unemployment relief.
1991 is relatively larger than would seem to be On the question of the speed of trade liberal-
warranted by CMEA dependence may have to ization, the wisdom of the cold-turkey solution
do with the complementary component of an could be questioned. A move to current-account
aggregate supply shock, namely the degree of convertibility can be envisaged also with a more
rigidity of real wages. In Poland, the real prod- gradual reduction of tariff barriers (see also
uct wage in 1991 did not continue to fall, but Greene and Isard, 1991; proposals by Tanzi,
rather increased by 15 percent, thus exacerbat- 1991; Mckinnon, 1991). There is a strong argu-
ing the effect of the terms of trade. The CMEA mentin favor ofthe elimination ofimportlicens-
collapse has caused most damage in Bulgaria, ing and quotas in one go. However, there is no
the bulk of whose exports had been to CMEA. good inherent reason to move all at once to a
Bulgaria, as well as Romania, suffered severely zero, or a very low, tariff. The objection to a
from a lack of raw materials due to the foreign- gradualist strategy is clear, since it may lend
currency constraint.20 At any rate, the compo- itself to discretionary reversals by governments
nentsoftheoutputcollapsemustbesubjectedto with low credibility. Its advantage when cred-
more detailed country studies before we can ible, however, is the attenuation of the immedi-
assess how big a margin needs to be explained ate output and employment costs, while the
over and above the 1991 CMEA effects. right price signals for long-term investment are

In this connection there is the obvious policy nonetheless retained. A commitment has to be
evaluation question-to what extent was this made to a well-defined time path from a differ-
unprecedented output drop unavoidable? Even entiated tariff structure toward a common low
if the answer to this question turns out to be tariff within a short span ofyears (no more than,
affirmative,thequestionremainswhetherthere say, five). There are positive examples in the
is enough in the set of policies to facilitate a history of trade liberalization which have suc-
moreflexibleoutputreboundin thenearfuture. cessfully followed the pre-announced gradual-
Part of the answer lies in the realm of structural ist path (e.g., consider the formation of the
adjustment policies and privatization to which Common Market by a precommitted gradual
we shall turn later. However, even before going mutual removal of tariffs in the 1950s and
into these there are the regional trade issues. A 1960s,21 as well as individual country cases such
substitute to CMEA in the form of a payments as Israel's trade liberalization in the 1960s).
union ortradearrangement couldcertainlyhelp. Even when the gradual path is chosen there
Given the financial and political problems af- remains a question of whether there should be
flicting the ex-U.S.S.R., it is not clear how much substantial differentiation ofinitial tariffs across
such an arrangement could have worked during goods. To avoid political pressures one may, for
1991. Keeping some of the distorted bilateral example, differentiate only by general category
arrangements during the transition could prob- of goods (raw materials, investment and con-
ably have softened the blow. An example is the sumption goods) rather than by individual com-
revival of some trade between Bulgaria and modity or producer. In the next section, in dis-
Russia under a clearing arrangement (applying cussing the fiscal balance, we shall argue in favor
a disagio on the Bulgarian export rate) which of at least a flat across-the-board tariff, for purely
wasfinallycarriedoutinAugust l991but could, fiscal reasons, until VAT is introduced. This in
in principle, have been implemented earlier. itself would not, of course, allow for a differenti-
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ated speed ofadjustment across groups ofgoods. agriculture could be a move toward the correct
A country that opted for an ambitious trade long-run equilibrium composition of output.

reform from the start, may not want to back- From a present policy planning point of view,
track at a subsequent stage because the cost in however, the most relevant issue is an assess-
terms of loss of credibility but it is a lesson to ment of the likelihood of immediate reversals in
bear in mind for future reference (e.g., in the output, and especially the employment down-
new Commonwealth countries). On the other turn. It will determine the economic and, in
hand, objections have been raised to the intro- particular, the political sustainability of the
duction of any customs duties or tariffs in some present set of stabilization policies into 1992
of the countries, either because of the complete and 1993.
openness of borders or for the lack of necessary
administrative capabilities. Unfortunately, that VL Is the fiscal balance sustainable?
argument would also hold against any taxation
like the VAT. The fact is that Poland eventually Akey feature ofthe initial stabilization phase in
introduced a new higher tariff structure in the all cases has been the balancing of the budget,
second half of 1991. primarily through a substantial permanent cut

Even if there is a reversal of the output down- in government expenditure on goods and ser-
turn in the course of 1992 (which remains to be vices subsidies. As against that, a certain in-
seen) past reform and structural change experi- crease in expenditure on the social safety net
ence shows (elsewhere as well as in Eastern was envisaged. Given the existing tax revenue
Europe) that there is substantial labor shed- base, budget balance was assumed to be as-
ding and increasing unemployment even while sured, as thefiguresforthe respective programs
output rebounds. show (see column 5 in Table 2). The budget

The sources of the output collapse are obvi- balance always requires careful scrutiny to iso-
ously very important subjects for further scru- late transitory from permanent changes. While
tiny. No less important is getting abetterhandle the initial budget outcome seems satisfactory in
on the actual numbers. While the public sector's most countries, the subsequent developments
output collapses, the small-scale private sector, (usually starting in the second half of the first
especially in trade and services, seems to be year) point to the emergence of serious problems
thriving. Given the small initial starting base for the second and third years of the programs.
even very large increases at this stage cannot Let us consider the various causes and implica-
overturn the aggregate result. Unfortunately, tions of these developments, using the experi-
one can only rely on partial evidence at this ence of Poland to start with.
stage. One even gets very different interpreta- At first glance, the Polish fiscal balance in
tionsofthemeaningoftheunemploymentnum- 1990 turned out to be a surprising success. It
bers. While unemployment in Bulgaria is al- switched from a deficit of about 7 percent ofGDP
ready around 10 percent, one is told that there in 1989 to a surplus of about 3.5 percent. As
can be no serious unemployment problem if one Timothy Lane (1991) shows in detail, it was
cannot even find cleaninghelp willing to work at initially expected that the budget would follow
the minimum wage; at the same time other aU-shapedprofileovertheyear,withashortfall
observers claim that serious unemployment in revenue in the first part of the year and an
problems are emergingfor the young. Both facts approximate balance over the year as a whole.
are probably correct,just as zero unemployment In actual fact, the balance followed an inverted
in Budapest or Prague may be entirely consis- U-shape with an increasing surplus in the first
tent with very serious unemployment in other two quarters of 1990 turning into a drop in the
heavily industrialized regions. It is also argued surplus in the third quarter and a deficit in the
thatonereasonwhyamajoremploymentreduc- fourth quarter of 1990. The estimates for 1991
tion in the Bulgarian state sector could take point to a deficit of 7.2 percent for the year
place with minimum social upheaval is the fact (compared to a planned approximate balance),
that many of these workers can return to family with the prospect of an even larger deficit for
farms or work on their own privately owned 1992 if no corrective action is taken.22 The
plots. For a country in which industrialization reasons for this outcome are important for fu-
has been excessive (60 percent of the labor ture reference. As a result of the price surprise
force!) a shift to small-scale services, trade, and there was an unexpected deep fall in real wages
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resulting in larger-than-expected profits and tion are pensioners; in Bulgaria they are esti-
higher tax revenues. To this was added a tax on mated to account for 35 percent of the voters.
capital gains on inventories and foreign cur- The relative number of people receiving pen-
rency deposits. The latter element is an entirely sions in Poland has recently exceeded 40 per-
fortuitous one-time effect which resulted from cent. In Czechoslovakia, pressure may also come
the lack of proper inflation accounting. The from the higher-than-average unemployment
profit tax element subsequently fell substan- rate in Slovakia (over 11 percent by the end of
tially once real wages rebounded and profits 1991 and rising, compared with only 4 percent
were squeezed. It is the latter element which in the Czech Republic, having been virtually
has persisted into 1991 and is the more perma- zero only a year earlier). As against these ele-
nent effect of the liberalization process to which ments there is also room for streamlining the
Mckinnon (1991) has recently drawn attention. social welfare framework, e.g., privatization of

Czechoslovakia has gone through a very simi- some of the health services, charging for medi-
lar process: a temporary surplus in the first few cation, which is presently very wasteful, pro-
months of 1991 and an increasing deficit toward gressively taxing child allowances (Hungary),
the end ofthe year. Similar problems are emerg- etc.
ing in Bulgaria, which differs from its precur- One way or another the net outcome, after
sors by not having its enterprises' initial capital taking into account the various factors, is likely
gains taxed away. Bulgaria showed a large to be a permanent imbalance unless the output,
increase in its deficit along with the output and sales, and profit base rebounds quickly or new
import collapse. Romania's budget was close to taxes are imposed. Past experience shows that
balance. In the case of Hungary, a deficit ofclose the introduction of VAT takes at least three
to 4 percent has emerged, even though it al- years in a country with reasonably organized
ready had the new VAT and PIT in place. enterprise accounts. It is unlikely that this

As was shown by Tanzi (1991) the Eastern period can be effectively shortened. In the first
European countries typically enjoyed a profit year in which a VAT is introduced and existing
tax revenue of about 15-20 percent of GDP, taxes are replaced there tends to be a reduction
compared to a 3 percent average for the OECD. in revenues anyway. There is thus urgent need
Table 3, based on Kopits (1991), gives an aver- to plan for temporary substitutes. For example,
age breakdown of general government revenues had trade liberalization been coupled from the
and expenditures for 1989, compared with the beginning with a considerably larger tax on
U.S.S.R. and the EEC. While the cut in subsi- imports (even at a flat rate, say) this could at
dies may account for 8-10 percent of GDP saved least in part temporarily close the gap.
on the expenditure side, there are now addi- In the absence of a tax alternative, the pres-
tional safety net expenditures and unemploy- sure to balance the budget usually leads to
ment benefits which are likely to expand as the expenditure cuts where the political opposition
process of structural change and labor shedding is least but the long-term economic cost is high-
deepens. As against that the drop in enterprise est, namelyinvestmentin infrastructure (roads,
profit taxes is likely to continue to exceed the net communications). This is the one area in which
drop in expenditures. government intervention is usually essential

A crucial problem in all of the countries is the and the positive externalities for the long-term
transition from a relatively egalitarian and well growth of the private enterprise sector may be
provided social welfare network into a market highest. There may be differences in the ur-
system in which all the income and wealth gency ofthe problem in different countries (prob-
distribution problems, risks of unemployment, ably less crucial in Hungary and possibly in
and other objectionable social side effects offree Czechoslovakia, more so in the other econo-
capitalism suddenly emerge. There is likely to mies), but there is a minimum requirement in
be social and political pressure to continue with each of the countries, quite apart from the com-
the existing generous social security services mon need for coping with the inherited environ-
and to correct for their recent erosion through mental damage.
the sharp price level increases. There is a very This discussion leads to two important policy
large percentage of voters who are pensioners. considerations. First, should a certain fiscal
Currently in Hungary, male employees retire at deficit be allowed for the interim period (until
60, females at 55, and 25 percent of the popula- tax reform is fully in place)? Second, should
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infrastructure investment be treated as part of tial internal and external debt situation. A clear
regular government expenditure? signal of precommitment along these lines may

The answers to both questions should be con- perhaps help to avoid the bad inflationary or
sidered very carefully in the particular context crowding-out effects that a protracted deficit
of each economy. The first and most important would otherwise entail.
general point is that, given the time-phasing Should infrastructure investment be treated
nature ofthe problem, it is of utmostimportance differently? A textbook solution would be to
to embed the annual budget plan within a well- distinguish between the total deficit and the
specified medium-term framework (of three concept of government (dis)saving. It is the
years, at least). Ideally, the country (and the latter which is the more important concept for
Fund) should endorse a precommitted budget gauging the internal balance (although the
framework trajectory for each of the coming former will still be important for financial plan-
years with full budget balance to be regained ning). In such a case infrastructure investment
within, at most, three years and the deficit in no could appear below the line as part of a separate
year exceeding a certain percentage GDP, say, 4 capital budget which need not be financed by
or 5 percent, as a safety margin. The finance of taxes. The objection to a pure solution of this
this deficit should not come from direct central kind comes from the potential abuse of such a
bank money creation23 but should be the respon- procedure. Anything, so practical wisdom says,
sibility of the Ministry of Finance, which must could be redefined as investment, be it teachers'
finance it from foreign or domestic private sec- salaries, defense expenditures, or the retrain-
tor borrowing, depending on the country's ini- ing of the unemployed. The way out would be to

Table 3 Comparative structure of general government budget, 1985
Eastern Europe, U.S.S.R and EEC

(Percent of GDP/GNP)

5 East European U.S.S.R. EEC
countries l/

Total revenue Al 46 Si

Znterprise taxes 17 18 4

Personal income tax 4 4 9

Social security 11 4 13

Trade taxes 2 6 --

Expenditure taxes 16 12 11

Other 6 2 7

Total expenditures 5 56 Ai

Current goods and services 20 21 16

Investment goods 3 8 21 3

Subsidies and transfers to
*nterpri-ss 19 18 4

Transfers to household. 12 8 15

Interest payments 1 -- 5

Other -- 1 3

Source: Based on Table 2 in Kopits (1991).

I/ Unweighted average.
2/ Includes some investment transfers to enterprises.
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use very strict definitions of what could legiti- the problem would still linger on. In the absence
mately be defined as direct government invest- of an upfront cleanup of bad debt either of two
ment, limit the percentage of GDP allowed (say, polar solutions should be avoided. One extreme
no more than an extra 3-5 percent) or not allow is to ignore the issue completely in the central
for separation of budgetsbutraise the allowable government's budgeting perspective by "letting
total deficit by 1 percent, for example, for each 2 the banks deal with the problem." For a while
percent of planned additional infrastructure this seemed to have been the predominant view
with a total ceiling of no more than 5-6 percent, in Czechoslovakia, for example. If such an ap-
say. Earmarkingof specificforeign lending(e.g., proach were fully followed, quite apart from
by the IBRD) does, of course, ease matters. giving the wrong price signals in the credit
There are no universal rules for these kinds of markets, it would eventually lead to a banking
considerations, and they must of necessity be crisis in which the government has to step in,
geared to each economy's specific risks or past and on a much larger scale than would be
record. There remains the issue of the fiscal required otherwise. The other extreme is to
treatment of financial restructuring of enter- yield to the cumulative political pressure of the
prisesorbanks,andtheproceedsofprivatization. debt-ridden enterprise sector and pass blanket
These will be discussed under the respective debt-cancellation laws. The latter seems to have
headings of the next two sections. been the recent approach in Romania. The

trouble with that solution, besides being indis-
VIIL What to do with bad loan portfolios criminate, is that of a serious moral hazard. It

and enterprise arrears preserves the bad borrowing behavior of the
past, in the expectation that next time around

In all of the Eastern European countries the enterprises will be bailed out again.
previous economic and financial regimes left a The size of the outstanding bad debt is esti-
legacy of bad enterprise debts which have since mated at 15-20 percent of total bank debt in
mounted considerably and have been stacked in Hungary and Czechoslovakia and may be of the
the portfolios of the commercial banking sys- order of 30-40 percent in Poland and Bulgaria.
tem.The sharp stabilization programs,the credit The ideal textbook solution would still be to
crunch, and the collapse ofthe ruble-zone export effect a one-time cleanup of the books, provided
market have exacerbated the problem and so it is credible, having the government buy up the
has the mounting interenterprise debt. In the debt through the commercial banks and go on a
early stages of stabilization this problem was in case-by-case basis, cleaning an enterprise only on
most cases put aside. Unfortunately, the prob- the basis of a clear recovery plan and with strict
lem usually does not go away while waiting but, conditionality attached and an overall strictly
on the contrary, gets worse as time proceeds, enforced budget constraint.24 Such a scheme does
and may interfere with the process of stabiliza- not seem to be workable for most of the coun-
tion and structural adjustment On the one hand, tries and enterprises and/or banks in question,
the existence of a large bad loan portfolio in the unless it is done at the time of privatization as
banks balance sheets is one of the causes of the part of the sale bargain. At the other extreme,
persistence oflarge gaps between the deposit and those enterprises which could be identified as
lending interest rates. On the other hand, it may total failures should be phased out as quickly as
distort the relative creditworthiness of enter- possible. Such was the recent procedure in part of
prises in a way that is not necessarily correlated the Hungarian coal-mining industry.
with their potential profitability or long-run sol- The biggest problem is the large share of
vency in the new market environment. enterprises whose future is as yet uncertain but

In theory this is one of the issues best dealt that have at least a potential for restructuring.
with upfront in the context of a broader cur- A weighty argument against across-the-board
rency reform. When done in the context of the cleanups, brought up by some policymakers in
large initial package there are better chances of these countries, rests on what is perceived to be
avoidingthe severe moral hazard problems that an inherited lack of credibility with which the
any loan cleanup entails. Anyway, it was not newgovernmentshavetocontend, and announc-
attempted in the first stroke; even if it had been, ing in advance that somethingis to be done once-
since much of the outstanding bad debt contin- and-for-all amounts to threatening with an
ued to accumulate in the post-stabilization phase, unloaded gun. Only a slow process of rejections
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and tough bargaining will, according to this How should one treat the public finance of
view, gradually instill the right discipline. bank capitalization and enterprise restructur-

In practice one observes that the problem is ing? It is important to recognize that this type
tackled in different countries through a gradual of public expenditure, if it takes the form of a
institutional and political bargaining process, once-and-for-all stock adjustment, should not
in several half-hearted ways. In Hungary, for be reckoned as part of the regular tax-financed
example, the government recently guaranteed budget. It is best to include it as part of the
50 percent (FtlO billion) of the bad debts inher- privatization accounts (as is done by the
ited by the banks from the previous regime. The Treuhandanstalt in East Germany or, implic-
remainingbaddebtthathasaccumulatedmainly itly, in the recent Czechoslovak financial injec-
as a result of the CMEA collapse, will be provi- tion). Even if there is an initial net debt position
sioned by the banks over a three-year period, this couldbe financed by issue of domestic bonds
with the implicit understanding that it will be and/or external financial aid. Alternatively, it
taken off the annual profits for tax purposes could be made part of a broader capital account
(this implies a 40 percent implicit participation budget from which infrastructure investment
of the state budget). From a public image or could also be financed (see previous section).
political point of view this seems a favored Monetary injection through this source should be
solution since it reduces the apparent profits of taken into account within the financial planning
the banks (which have recently been quite exor- done by the monetary authorities, but a one-time
bitant, given the large interest rate margins), stock adjustment, ifit is done credibly, should not
while appearing to conceal the implicit cost to be looked upon in the same way as a permanent
the budget. In Czechoslovakia, the government rise in the money and credit growth rates.25
recently decided to allow the National Property Finally, in all of this a crucial issue is that of
Funds, the recipients of the proceeds from giving the enterprise the right signal, that finan-
privatization, to issue Kcs 50 billion in bonds to be cial reschedulingis a one-time conditional act, not
used to write offold enterprise debt andto provide a precedent. This is part of a more general signal-
a direct capital injection to the banks. This solu- ling problem to which we now turn.
tion actually seems to be going in the right direc-
tion (see below), especially since Czechoslovakia's VIY Privatization of large state-owned
internal debt is small anyway. It remains to be enterprises-what to do during
seen if Czechoslovakia and Bulgaria can follow a the (long) transition
bank provisioning cum tax participation solu-
tion of the kind adopted in Hungary. Experience to date in all five Eastern European

On top of this problem is how to avoid enter- countries discussed here points to substantial
prises' continued borrowing to survive rather success in the privatization of (mainly small-
than to adjust. Recapitalizing the banks and scale) enterprises in trade and services, but a
lettingthemhandletheproblemwouldseemtobe virtual standstill in the realm of large-scale
right, provided the banks are sufficiently well enterprise, primarily in the manufacturing sec-
equipped to make the proper economic analysis, tor. The reasons for delay were partly legal
and that they could also take into account the (such as the problem of restitution in Czechoslo-
interests of the bond issuers, namely the govern- vakia), political (bad experience with instant
ment, or that of the taxpayers (who implicitly privatization in Hungary and Poland), or prac-
cover the tax losses). Unfortunately, the commer- tical (lack of foreign or domestic investors).
cial banks' financial interests and the long-run Even the most advanced voucher scheme that is
economic viability of the enterprise do not neces- being implemented in Czechoslovakia has yet to
sarily coincide and ideally the existing owner of be tested in practice, mainly as to the extent of
the asset, namely the state, should participate in corporate control that will emerge. One way or
the process. This is part of the more general the other, it is now clear that there will be a
problem of enterprise control in the transition prolonged interim period in which the state will
period (see next section). This is further com- continue to own a considerable part of the enter-
pounded by the fact that the commercial banking prise sector.
system itself is in most cases not yet financially Here again, either polar extreme (completely
independent from the central bank, leaving part ignore or completely continue the past regime)
of the quasi-fiscal deficit in ambiguity. does not seem workable and certainly is not the
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optimal solution. The problemishowtointroduce makes little economic sense in the medium-run
a market-oriented behavior on behalf of manage- point of view, since a considerable part of the
ment and workers while not unduly delaying the industrial product may be made marketable
privatization stage. The impression one gets is after marginal investments in physical and/or
that this problem has not been systematically human capital, especially on the marketing side.
addressed in any of the countries. Moreover, because of the huge potential unem-

In the case of Hungary, there is an attempt to ployment problem (with employment in SOEs
learn the lessons of the previous government's anywhere between 30 percent and 50 percent of
spontaneous privatization episode. The new Law the labor force), wholesale scrapping is not very
on Economic Transformation moves the state- likely to be viable.
owned enterprises (SOEs) from the jurisdiction A key issue on which much more work has to
of enterprise councils to a company status, un- be done is to learn the response of managers in
der the aegis of the State Property Agency (a SOEs to the sharp changes that have been
very similar idea is the commercialization of taking place. A very interesting beginning was
enterprises in Poland-seebelow). Thisinvolves made in a recent unofficial survey of 75 large
the introduction of audited balance sheets, in- Polish SOEs by the resident World Bank mis-
troduction of a board of directors, and the state sion (September 1991). A dynamic picture
becoming the legal owner, at least for the tran- emerges. Managers find themselves at odds
sition period up to privatization. Supervision of with the workers' councils, with much of the
managementispartly subcontractedto approved innovation and planned change coming from
advisory agencies which become the agents of the managers, while they remain restricted and
theSPA(whichistoounderstaffedtohandlethe subordinate to the council. Instead of bargain-
whole supervision). Much of the Hungarian ing with the center on raw materials or credit
privatization takes the form ofself-privatization allocation for investment, the attention of man-
whereby a manager looks for potential buyers agers now turns to enterprise performance in
which then have to be approved by the SPA or its terms of profit (rather than output) and market-
accredited consultingfirms. The process is obvi- ing and financial management (rather than
ously a very slow one (except for the known technical production expertise). There is consid-
cases ofTungsram, Ikarus, or Videoton; the last erable learning by doing, but there is also obvi-
was purchased by a local capitalist, with con sid- ous room to expedite matters by publicly fi-
erable bank credit, after using the Bankruptcy nanced training programs in management,
Lawproceedings) andfraughtwith political and marketing, accounting, and financial matters
legal problems. (the cost to the enterprise is high and the benefit

The Czechoslovak government seems, in prin- may not accrue to it if the manager is free to
ciple, to be taking the view that there is nothing move). Commercialization as an intermediate
to be done except for very speedy privatization, step was envisaged as important as it is more
since only the new owners will be able to do what likely to protect the manager from the control of
is good for the firm. As a result, no systematic the workers' council. In this context the problem
thought has apparently been given to the con- of managerial compensation is crucial, to avoid
trol of the enterprises in the so-called no-man's decapitalization of firms. Such compensation
land. While the view is understandable, ignor- could be given, at least in part, by long-maturity
ing the problem does not help since in the stock options or by including a longer-term
meantime there is mounting pressure to give profit share in the manager's contract.
subsidies or cheap credit to enterprises espe- There is a compelling alternative line of argu-
cially where regional employment problems ment, at leastfor the Polish case (see Dabrowski,
arise. Federowicz and Levitas, 1991) that the power of

An obvious argument against this line of the workers' councils is too important a legacy
thought is that it smacks of old-style state inter- left over by the breakup of the communist re-
vention and may help to keep SOEs in state gime to be easily dissipated. According to this
hands forever. Unfortunately, there seems to be view, the only way to resolve the political stale-
no escape from such murky half-way policies mate between the workers' councils' control and
unless one is willing to take the line that what that of the state's is by mass privatization
cannot be privatized instantaneously had bet- through giveaway schemes in which the present
ter be scrapped. The latter option, however, stakeholders in the enterprise, namely both the
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workers' councils and the managers will be the foreign exchange constraint in the case of Bul-
major beneficiaries. This would constitute, in garia and Romania. Looking at Table 2 (column
other words, some form of controlled spontane- 7) the current account is one area in which
ous privatization. programs seem to have overachieved their tar-

On the joint issue of debt rescheduling and gets. While this is no doubt an achievement, in
enterprise restructuring, one could also con- thefaceoftheCMEAexportcollapseandinview
sider the experience of the Treuhandanstalt in of the opening up to competing imports, part of
the former German Democratic Republic (GDR), this result could be entirely transitory. In all of
which has accumulated the most experience to the countries the propensity to import raw ma-
date in the field of privatization with prior terials and consumer goods is relatively large
restructuringand financial rescheduling. In the and while the opening up must have caused a
East German case the restructuring is very substantial increase in imports, the income ef-
costly and the management problem is partly fect must likewise have temporarily depressed
solved by co-opting managers from West Ger- them, given the output collapse. Once output
many, both options unlikely to be available and internal demand rebound imports will rise.
elsewhere in Eastern Europe. In the case of the Current account sustainability, like that of the
former GDR, too, it is claimed that while fiscal accounts, must thus be looked at in a
privatization has proceeded at a more rapid medium-term perspective. Two issues arise-
pace during 1991 there hasbeen undue concern exportpromotion,and,forsomeofthecountries,
over job preservation-only a small number of the debt strategy. Another related issue is that
firms have so far actually been shut, due to the of foreign investment.
regional employment problems. The first and obvious problem is the supply

The variety of experience across countries and demand response of exports to hard cur-
suggests that there may not be one best way of rency markets. Hungary, in particular, seems to
resolving the privatization issue and each coun- have been most successful in this respect so far;
try must choose the one that fits its political and its associate membership in the Common Mar-
social framework best. The most important con- ket and longer experience in market penetra-
clusion, however, is that it is important for each tion have no doubt helped. Both Poland during
country to adopt a transparent strategy and its first program year (1990) and Czechoslova-
give clear signals to both investors, managers, kia (in 1991) increased their exports to Western
and workers as to where it is heading, so as to markets. It remains to be seen whether this is
minimize the uncertainty in the transition pe- merely a one-time switch of goods from a se-
riod. Moreover, the upshot of both this and the verely depressed domestic market26 to export
previous section is that there is a severe limit to dumping in the West, or a serious beginning of
what can be achieved through macro policies the required longer-term trend. Much will de-
alone, and that at any rate, great importance pend on the internal structural adjustment pro-
attaches to the integration of micro-manage- cess and on the willingness to open markets
mentpolicieswiththegeneralpolicyframework from the external side. Anecdotal evidence in
right from the start as well as along the way. various countries (Hungary and Czechoslova-
This is no doubt one area, even more than in kia, in particular) points to the steady growth of
previous adjustment and structural reform ex- joint ventures, often relatively small ones, based
periences, in which the integration of the two on restructured public enterprises, using West-
approaches is essential. But obviously macro em marketing know-how, which are directed
policy retains its importance. We thus return to toward external markets. There is probably also
the macro sphere at this point. afairamountof (unrecorded?) exported services

across newly open borders, based on large skilled
IX What should be the ingredients of and professional labor cost differentials. But it

macro-policy in the transition? is too early to assess the scope of these develop-
ments and the extent to which they will apply to

In Section VI we discussed the problem of the the countries that are further away from West-
fiscal balance. We have not considered the ern markets, like Bulgaria and Romania.27

complementary problem of current account While Hungary's outstanding debt, and lack
sustainability, which has so far not presented a of a Polish-type write-off, is still exerting an
serious problem, except for the ongoing severe external long-term constraint (the growth rate
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has yet to exceed the weighted interest rate), it pected rate of devaluation, also taking into ac-
has benefited from very substantial inflows of count particular capital inflow or outflow con-
foreign investment, so that no immediate for- siderations.
eign exchange problem will arise. On the con- Judgingfrom the perspective ofa country that
trary, there may be undesirable pressure to is already two years past its initial stabilization
appreciate the exchange rate (see below). Polish program, namely Poland, there is great danger
foreign exchange reservesfell in 1991. Bulgaria's of repeating the inflationary patterns of adjust-
foreign exchange reserve position improved dra- ment exhibited by some middle-income coun-
matically in 1991, but it is still in a very precari- tries in the 1970s and 1980s. Lax fiscal policies
ous position, awaiting the debt rescheduling might be combined with monetary, exchange-
with the banks and it, more than any other rate and wage-rate accommodation to price in-
country, could make good use of a stabilization creases so as to maintain, at least, stable real
fund, to enable it to pursue a more stable ex- exchange rates. The rationale would be to main-
change rate policy. This brings us to the next tain an export supply response, but the cost
and main subject of this section-given reason- would be the loss of the nominal anchor, and
able balance in the fiscal accounts, what should accelerating inflation and recurrent internal
be the nominal anchor management ofthe econo- and/or external crises.
mies in the transition to sustainable growth? Should wage ceilings be maintained? As long

Whatever the choice of exchange rate regime as a large public sector persists there is no
and incomes policy dictated at the initial sharp escape from maintaining rather strict wage ceil-
liberalization and stabilization stage, there is ings for public sector enterprises, as a support
the issue of the appropriate policy stance and for an exchange rate anchor. In view of the
tools for the second stage. Poland, which pegged distortions caused to the wage structure these
its exchange rate at the beginning, opted for an could, of course, be eased up whenever sufficient
exchange rate crawl starting in May 1991, 16 alternative market discipline on the enterprise
months after the initial program. Czechoslova- level has been assured. In the private sector, a
kia has not had to move from the fixed rate distinction should be drawn between tradable
established in January 1991. Hungary has so or highly competitive nontradable products and
far managed the exchange rate more flexibly for monopolistic nontradable industries. The latter
some time. What would be an appropriate re- had better also be controlled through price or
gime for Bulgaria and Romania after the initial wage controls (or both). The alternative to wage
float? It would seem that, given the inherent controls, which are clearly distortive, would be
instability of money demand, preference should a social compact on incomes policy between the
be given to the exchange rate over monetary majorsectors(government,employers,andwork-
aggregates as a nominal anchor, as hasbeen the ers' unions) of the kind that has worked in some
case in other middle-income countries which middle-income (e.g., Israel, Mexico) or indus-
are running low or moderate rates of inflation. trial (e.g., Scandinavian) economies.
Also, while credit ceilings for individual banks Once foreign investments and other private
may be an indispensable tool in the initial sta- long-term capital inflows make their way into
bilization phase, or during limited financial the countries (as is already happening in Hun-
crisis periods, they become a hindrance when a gary) a Latin American-type real appreciation
more efficient financial intermediation system syndrome may set in. There has been an initial
has to be developed.28 overdevaluationinmostcountriesandnontraded

Once a country decides on its targeted infla- goods prices in particular are stil] very far from
tion rate it can set bounds for exchange rate world market prices. Given this, and assuming
movements over the planning period, whose that there are substantial untapped reserves of
average rate would be less than or equal to the productivity growth, these economies could af-
expectedinflation differential with respecttoits ford some real appreciation, providing it takes
trading partner. The option of an explicit crawl place within a well-managed macroeconomic
or flexibility within a moving band depends on framework. No general rules can be applied and
the particular institutional setup such as the it would seem that the choice of regime and the
degree of development of foreign exchange mar- mix of policies must be geared to the conditions
kets.' Interest rate policy can then be geared to of each country separately. In this respect, too,
the expected foreign interest rate plus the ex- there is no difference between these and other
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middle-income economies that are at a similar macroeconomic budget constraints without
mid-reform stage. awareness of its scope and implications.

Our discussion of various topics tended to
X Concluding remarks concentrate on issues common to the various

countries during the recent period, even though
Our discussion of the recent East European differences (not only those of Hungary) were
experience points to broad common denomina- also marked. As time passes such differences
tors both across countries as well as with expe- are likely to become more important from a
rience elsewhere in the stabilization part of the policy perspective, as they usually did in other
reform. The basic monetary and fiscal theory of cases of stabilization and structural reform.
sharp stabilization seems to apply more gener- There is one issue on which economists cannot
ally, and to the extent that there are differences be of much help, and that is the evaluation of the
across groups of countries they come from prob- internal politics of reform. The external ob-
lems in the ability to control the budget or the server is struck by the apparent consensus with
amount of credit or wage policy but not in the which the very drastic changes have been ac-
underlying conceptual macroeconomic frame- cepted so far, especially in view of the sharp real
work. The area in which the differences loomed wage cuts, the fall in living standards, and
larger from the beginning is also the one in rising unemployment. One meets with the un-
which the adjustment turns out to be consider- derstandable argument that the official statis-
ably harder than was expected-the change in tics do not really capture reality because of
the micro foundations of the economy, such as in statistical biases, incorrect coverage, etc. While
ownership rights and financial accountability. this appears to be true enough, one cannot help
The general lesson to be learned here is that the remembering, from the experience of other po-
policy reform package from the start has to put litical democracies, that numbers, even if inac-
even greater emphasis on the implementation curate, are used in the political market place
of the institutions and rules of behavior for the (e.g., the consumer price index is used in the
micro units. Otherwise the stabilization part of wage bargaining process, whether formally or
the reform might also eventually fail. informally). A few recent attempted strikes (by

There is another, somewhat related, issue air-traffic controllers, for example) in Czecho-
that has to do with the perceived role of govern- slovakia ran into public opposition, and it seems
ment in the transition from a communist to a that the policy stance of the government is well
market economy. In the old days, communism understood by the public at large. Bulgaria,
was often envisaged from the outside in highly with all its difficulties, seems to show a similar
simplified, minutely detailed central planning, pattern. In Hungary, on the other hand, one is
omnipotent government, terms. Likewise a capi- struck by the contrast between the apparent
talist economy is often imagined today by those success of recent macro policies and their per-
who desire to reach it from afar as consisting ception in public opinion, which seems quite
only of private property ownership and pure negative, as ifthe government was unsuccessful
laissez-faire, self-adjusting, market mechanisms in selling its policy product.
in which governments need not interfere. Not Both the experience with reforms elsewhere
only do we know that in the most laissez-faire as well as the more recent comparison across
economies market failures often occur (e.g., in countries in Eastern Europe point to the para-
financial markets) and government may have to mount importance of having government strat-
intervene in the micro economy. There is all the egies not only being spelled out in detail and in
more reason to believe that in the transition a terms that can be widely understood but also in
hands-offapproachcannotbeoptimal.Theobvi- the ability of the policymakers to sell their
ous example is that of financial restructuring. products to the public at large. The impending
The danger of resorting to the old central plan- internal social problems, in all of the countries,
ning mistakes obviously always exists but it will no doubt sooner or later put all the reform
cannot justify avoiding the issue of how best to efforts to a serious test, as political democra-
intervene in the transition. In the absence of tization proceeds and bliss appears further
this realization there will be intervention in away. This is no doubt the biggest imponder-
practice but in ways that are not clearly stated able in each of the countries: what, if anything,
and involving costs that may violate the can ensure the maintenance of the social con-
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Table Al Eastern Europe: Comparison of fund programs

Hungary Potand Czechoslovakia Bulgarfa Romania

1. Date February 20. 1991 February 5, 1990 January 7, 1991 March 15, 1991 April 11, 1991

2. Length 36 months 13 months 14 months 12 months 12 months

3. Exchange system 15 percent devatuation Initial sizable devaluations, 35 percent devalwution in Floating interbank Official rate-fixed.
in January, then mnaged, then fixed. October 1990, 15 percent Floating Interbank

devalwntion and
tinfication with tourist
rate in Decemter 1990, Convergence of official
then fixed. and interbank.

4. wages Tax-based incomes poticy. Tax-based incomes policy. Tax-based incomes policy, Real wage cut by Tax-based incomes policy.
35 percent; implemented
by ceilings on wage bilts.

5. Interest rates With the abolition of EstabLish positive real Increase before program Very large increase Complete leberalization
interest rate ceilings interest rates, and flexible management before program; flexible CDs with flexible rates.
will be mrket based. thereafter. adjustment thereafter.

6. Privatization Continue in 1991. Continue in 1991. Start in 1991. Start in 1991. Start in 1991.

7. Two-tier banking 1987 1990 1990 1989 1990
system 1l

1/ The establishment of a two-tier banking system served to end direct central bank involvement in commercial banking.
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Table A2 Eastern Europe: Monthly CPI inflation rates, 1989-91

(In percent)

Bulgaria Czechoslovakia 1/ Hungary Poland Romania

1989
Jan ... ... 4.5 11.0
Feb ... ... 3.4 7.9
Mar ... ... 1.0 8.1 ...
Apr ... ... 1.7 9.8 ...
May ... ... 0.5 7.2 ...
Jun ... ... 0.4 6.1 ...
Jul ... ... 2.1 9.5 ...
Aug ... ... 0.3 39.5 ...
Sep ... ... 1.0 34.3 ...
Oct ... ... 1.1 54.8 ...
Nov ... ... 0.7 22.4 ...
Dec ... ... 0.8 17.7 ...

1990
Jan ... ... 7.7 79.6 ...
Feb ... ... 5.3 23.8 ...
Mar ... ... 2.7 4.3 ...
Apr ... ... 2.5 7.5 ...
May ... ... 0.8 4.6 ...
Jun 3.5 ... 0.4 3.4 ...
Jul 3.6 10.0 2.6 3.6 ...
Aug 16.3 -- 2.9 1.8 ...
Sep 4.5 -- 1.5 4.5 ...
Oct 4.2 3.4 1.5 5.7 ...
Nov 5.3 0.8 2.1 5.0 23.4
Dec 10.2 0.8 1.7 5.9 11.6

1991
Jan 13.6 25.8 7.5 12.7 14.8
Feb 105.2 7.0 4.9 6.7 7.0
Mar 32.7 4.7 3.7 4.5 6.6
Apr 1.8 2.0 2.4 2.7 26.5
May 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.7 5.1
Jun 5.0 1.8 2.1 4.9 2.0
Jul 7.9 -0.1 0.9 0.1 9.4
Aug 5.1 -- 0.2 0.6 11.2
Sep 4.7 0.3 1.5 4.3 7.3
Oct 3.1 -0.1 1.3 3.2 10.4
Nov 3.5 1.6 1.4 3.2 10.4
Dec 3.1 1.2 1.7 3.1 13.7

Sources: National authorities and IMF staff estimates.

1/ Rates from July-December 1990 are estimates from quarterly data.
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sensus over the reform programs and its political 3. Several of the issues to be addressed here
sustainability in the near future? In other words, have already occupied the Fund in its interim
usinga recent quote0 'Are they, in return for true assessment of the 1990 programs (in an
freedom,prepared togive up bread lines for unem- internal document, March 1990), but the 1991
ployment lines?'The recentpost-election develop- programs had only just gone into effect.
ments in Poland, for example, do not bode well on 4. See 'The Role of the Fund in Assisting
this score. At any rate in this and as in many other Eastern European Countries," internal
areas surveyed in this paper, it is probably much document, February 1991. The comparative
too early to tell. details of the various programs are given in

Table Al in the Appendix to this paper.
Notes It is important to point out from the outset

that unlike many of the cases that the IMF
1. This paper was written at the request of has been confronted with in the past, Fund

Massimo Russo, Director of the European I programs in Eastern European economies
Department, IMF, during my stay as Visiting thus far have typically been self-imposed
Scholar at the Research Department of the drastic adjustment programs, to which the
Fund in December 1991-January 1992. A Fund has given its blessing rather than
draft ofthe paper was used as the background having been the primary initiator. Even in
document for a staff seminar that was held these cases, however, the Fund missions
in Paris in February 1992, in which the chief played an important role in design and
negotiators from the Eastern European detailed formulation. Fund technical
countriesin question participated. Although assistance has been crucial in the
the paper was written during my brief stay implementation phase.
at the Fund, it should by no means be 5. A more detailed discussion of developments
considered as reflecting anything other than in each country can be found in individual
my own views. country surveys published by the OECD and

This paper benefited from numerous in IMF working papers. Recent papers on
memos, very useful discussions, and helpful Hungary (Dervis and Condon, 1992), Poland
comments on earlier drafts from many (Berg and Blanchard, 1992) and
individuals. Without implicating any ofthem, Czechoslovakia (Dyba and Svejnar, 1992)
I wish to thank Bijan Aghevli, Caroline were also presented at a February 1992
Atkinson, Gerard B6langer, Olivier NBER conference on transition in Eastern
Blanchard, MarioBlejer, Guillermo Calvo, Europe.
Jeremy Carter, Kemal Dervis, Michael 6. By 1982 over 50 percent of consumer goods
Deppler, Stanley Fischer, Morris Goldstein, were free of control, the percentage gradually
Mohsin Khan, Anthony Levitas, Leslie increasing to 80 percent by 1990 and to over
Lipschitz, David Lipton, Michael Mussa, 90 percent in 1991. Trade liberalization
Massimo Russo, Hans Schmitt, Anoop Singh, proceeded more slowly. For the Hungarian
Gyorgy Szapary, and Emmanuel economic reform process since 1968, see Boote
Zervoudakis. I have also benefited a lot from and Somogyi (1991). For a good account of
conversations with several of the key the more recent economic developments see
policymakers and experts in these OECD Survey on Hungary (1991).
countries, to whom I am very grateful. 7. Also, in Poland the weakening of state control
Finally, I am indebted to Caroline Atkinson started already in 1981 with two solidarity-
for providing general help, and thanks go to induced laws that gave a measure of
George Anayiotos for preparing some of the autonomy to firms and induced the beginning
tables and charts. of a private sector outside agriculture. The

2. Hungary started its reform process at an other institutional reforms, however, lagged
earlier stage, and some of the lessons from behind Hungary's.
its experience are of considerable importance. 8. In an interesting recent account of these
However, the scope and speed at which the countries' developments in the pre-
reform in the other four countries was communist era (Solimano, 1991),
initiated have no precedent in a command- Czechoslovakia stands out as having had a
type economy. very prudent macroeconomic tradition. As
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is well known, it also had the most developed 16. It is worth pointing out that it was the Polish
industrial structure by the time communism authorities who opted for the toughest of
took over. The major subsequent development three options suggested by the Fund mission
in that respect took place in Slovakia, with at the time.
the relevant repercussions for the present 17. There is some doubt as to the relevance of
structural reform and inter-republican the -5 percent projected output drop.
political and social problems that According to the participants in the
Czechoslovakia undoubtedly has. planning stage, this had been a very

9. The average tariff dropped from 18 percent arbitrary estimate, not based directly on
in 1985 through 16 percent during 1986-89 any of the plan parameters.
to 13 percent in 1991. The share of imports 18. This information comes from a report
liberalizedrosefromzeroto 16percent(1989), (September 1991) by the World Bank
37 percent (1990) to reach 72 percent in resident mission, based on interviews in 75
1991. These figures appear in Dervis and stated-owned enterprises.
Condon (1992). 19. A recent estimate by Rodrik (1992) of the

10. Chile's 1970 stabilization was the only recent Soviet trade shock, which includes that of
successful stabilization from very high the terms-of-trade for Hungary, Poland, and
inflation that took a gradualist approach Czechoslovakia, is remarkably close to the
(while trade liberalization, interestingly numbers appearing in the brackets in Table
enough, was done in a relatively speedy 2, so they may include terms-of-trade effects
fashion). The social cost, however, was after all. In any case, none of the estimates
extremely high, and the strategy would by either IMF or Rodrik includes Keynesian
probably not be feasible under an open multiplier effects or the effect of aggregate
democracy. supply curve shifts under wage rigidity (see

11. Hungary could afford gradualism since its Bruno and Sachs, 1985).
opening up and structural reform process, as 20. This is a clear case in which the short-run
noted earlier, had been going on and off for marginal product of additional infusion of
much longer, going in some sense back to foreign capital inflow is very high. Given
1968. excess capacity in complementary factors

12. This is a convenient reference point as it of production, the marginal GDP product of
corresponds to recent rates of inflation in the foreign exchange equals the reciprocal of
successful stabilizers from high inflation: the raw material to GDP ratio.
Bolivia, Chile, Israel, and Mexico. 21. In the case of the Common Market, it has

13. An interesting question is to assess whether taken quite afew years to phase out declining
different initial conditions in the various industries, e.g., in the area of coal and steel.
countries might have led to different relative 22. Deficit, including arrears to the nonbank
biases in these price shock estimates. public and unpaid obligations of the

14. In Israel this is called the dentist effect government to the domestic banking
(because dentists, for example, raise their system. The cash deficit for 1991 is
fees by the same rate at which the price of estimated at 5.7 percent.
their material inputs rises even though the 23. In theory, once there is positive real growth
materials comprise only a small portion of of GDP, money supply could be increased,
the cost of treatment). assuming stable velocity, at the rate of real

15. In the Polish case, in the initial absence of growth. However, this had best be left to
alternative inflation-immune financial assets, the discretion of monetary policy and an
the free market exchange rate reflected a independent central bank and not be built
stock demand and far exceeded the relevant in as a potential source of deficit finance.
purchasing power parity exchange rate. This Otherwise political pressures on the central
was the reason for choosing a smaller bank to accommodate any deficit may
devaluation than initially planned. Er post it become ruinous. Recent developments in
may still have been too high-note that it several of the countries in question point to
took a year and a half of substantial inflation the prime importance of this caveat.
until the real appreciation of the exchange rate 24. Such a procedure was followed in Israel in
began to bite from a competitive point of view. recent major debt-rescheduling schemes for
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Measurement and mismeasurement of
economic activity during transition
to the market1

Andrew Berg

Each of the reforming Eastem European coun- The focus here is exclusively on Poland, partly
tries has reported dramatic drops in reported because of the ability to isolate the CMEA shock
consumption, living standards, and output.2 In- and partly for reasons of data availability: tak-
terpretations of these reforms now abound.3 ing the official data seriously cannot be done by
With some important exceptions, however, most reading the standard monthly and annual pub-
work has taken tried to explain the outcomes as lications.
reported, rather than analyze the data itself. This paper is not concerned with criticizing
Yet we know how poorly Soviet-style economies the performance of the Polish Central Statisti-
functioned. They produced much non-market- cal Office (GUS) nor, more sadly, with making
driven, low quality output. Furthermore, they direct suggestions for improvements in data
had too much industry and a repressed services collection. In fact, the problems result from the
sector. This study focuses on two central ques- revolutionary changes underway in the economy,
tions: How much ofthe output decline in Poland and methods of statistical collection are being
in 1990 shouldbe attributedto mismeasurement, reformed more rapidly than most institutions in
such as that related to these characteristics of Poland. The problems I discuss have to do with
the Polish economy? And what does available the use and interpretation of official statistics,
evidence say about declines in real consumption rather than with their production. Indeed, un-
and standard of living? less specifically mentioned otherwise all data

These questions are of general interest. In- sources in this paper are from GUS itself.
deed, the fact that each ofthe reforming Eastern The first section examines potential sources of
European countries has suffered severe output direct mismeasurement of output of individual
declines with liberalization suggests that expla- products. Section II discusses alternate mea-
nations should depend on special characteris- sures of real consumption and the standard of
tics of these countries as a group. The two living in 1990 that try to control for some of
outstanding candidates are the CMEA trade these problems. The main point is that mea-
shock and measurement problems associated surement problems in standard consumption
withthetransitionfromtheSoviet-styleeconomy indices are significant in the context of the
of shortage to the market. The example of revolutionary transformation undergone in
Finland suggests that the CMEA shock alone is 1990. An alternative measure is constructed
a powerful explanatory factor. The Polish case, from data which is less likely to be subject to
on the other hand, illustrates the fact that this these biases.
shock cannot be the only important explanation I then broaden the inquiry to discuss the
of the phenomenon, as this shock hit Poland overall fall in output and GDP. Section III
roughly one year after the big bang of January presents and discusses alternative estimates of
1990. the GDP change from 1989 to 1990. Section IV
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reviews the ideas that much of the output de- the factory to the private sector and, presum-
cline consisted of negative value added orjunk ably, do not report it, are widespread.
and confronts them with available evidence. One type of direct mismeasurement results
Section V concludes. from privatization transactions, which gener-

ally involve retail and service establishments,
I. Direct Mismeasurement of Output and small firms, or small pieces of larger firms being

Consumption Declines transferred to private hands.5 There are at least
two effects here. First, as discussed below, the

Two general sorts ofmismeasurementproblems private firm is probably more likely than the
can be distinguished. One, having to due with same firm as a cooperative or state-owned firm
the problem of valuing output during the tran- to under-report.
sition from a Soviet-style economy to a market Perhapsmoreimportantly, manyprivatization
economy,iscoveredfurtherbelow. Anotherhas transactions are such that the participants all
to do with direct mismeasurement of output, have an interest in keeping things quiet. In a
especially of inventories and the private sector, typical deal, a state manager would lease a
and is reviewed here. workshop to a private firm. Some ofthe workers

from the state firm would work in the new
STATE SECTR private firm, perhaps without quittingthe state

firm and therefore keeping social insurance
Potential mismeasurement in the socialized sec- benefits without having to register their private
tor relates primarily to changed reporting in- sector incomes. The state managers interest in
centives during the transition. The enormous the private firm would encourage him to sell at
production distortions arising in Soviet-style a low price. Note finally that such an arrange-
economies were once well known.' The impera- ment would be most likely at a firm which
tives of bureaucratic control combined with per- benefitted from strong demand for its products
vasive shortages and price controls to encour- and high profits, as such firms would have had
age manipulation of both information and ac- the most incentive to escape from the punitive
tual production in a number of ways. First, tax on increases in the wage bill of the enter-
simple falsification of output was widely ob- prise which applied most stringently on the
served. ItistruethatinPolandbyl989theplan state sector. (In 1991 the basis for the tax be-
was important for less than a quarter of sold came the average wage, and the tax was lifted
output, but scarce inputs such as foreign ex- entirely for the private sector.)
change, energy, bank credit and others were The nature of these transactions is thus such
still under significant bureaucratic control, and that they are best kept quiet. Such evidence as
it may still have been the case that increases in there is comes from surveys, which indicate that
reported output would help the firm obtain roughly one third oflarge socialized firms report
them. selling orleasingproductive assets by the middle

The set of incentives operating on the manag- of 1991. The share of assets released is report-
ers who report data changed radically in 1990. edly small-under 10 percent.6 It is suggestive,
The process of decentralization of the state- though, that among the reasons for not doing
owned enterprise (SOE) was completed: they more are fear of accusations of conflict of inter-
became more fully self-financing, with the end est against the managers and unrealistically
of firm-specific taxes and subsidies. As the high book values for assets.
budget constraint was hardened tax avoidance To the extent that the private firm which is
became a more powerful incentive for using the assets underreports compared to the
underreport, while incentives to keep bureau- state firm, there is a distortion. Clearly this
crats or get access to inputs by maintaining or effect is potentially large.
increasing production lessened.

Probably moreimportantly, the ability ofvari- PRIVATE SECTOR DATA

ous stake-holders to privatize income streams
through unrecorded activity increased sharply. The collection of data on the private sector
Anecdotal reports of side-dealing by manage- represents a great challenge. Private sector
ment, whereby they siphon-off output through, activity was until shortly before the reform
for example, selling product out of the back of actively discouraged, and much of what was
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carried out was of uncertain legality. For ex- still strong, however. The incentives to register
ample, getting inputs in a shortage economy as an individual business and not a corporation
required bribes. Furthermore, the goals of sta- are nonetheless powerful (Johnson, 1992). Capi-
tistical collection were linked with the tradi- tal requirements are lower, taxes could be lower
tional goals of centralized economic control. if correctly handled, and the procedures took
Thus, the system of data collection through days instead of months. Incentives to
regular reporting by each economic agent lent underreport employment might be high: vari-
itself to some government control and to an ous social insurance charges and payroll taxes
economy based on a relatively small number of could be avoided. Nonetheless, statistics on
large units. employment are probably more reliable than

As a result, mechanisms for collection of data those on production, income, or sales, where
on the private sector were highly undeveloped. they are available.
Incorporateddomesticbusinessesandjointven- Little weight should be put on information
tures with employment over 20 (50 in industry about type of activity pursued by individual
and construction) reported monthly, medium- businesses. They were required to register in a
sized businesses filled out forms twice per year, certain activity, but it is not clear that there was
and small firms annually. In 1989, collection any reason for them to register correctly. Fur-
was sparser.7 thermore, tax treatment varied greatly across

The private sector was and remains domi- sector. For example, new businesses in whole-
nated by very small operations. For incorpo- sale trade were given a one-year tax holiday in
rated private firms, which in the end of 1990 1990,andthehandicraftsectorbusinesseswere
represented 9 percent of total employment in generally able to pay a lump sum tax while those
the private sector had an average of 13.6 em- in industry were liable for an income tax) and
ployees (includingproprietors, consultants, etc.), anecdotes of tax-based registration behavior
while the individual business which account for were widespread. Similarly, individuals could
82 percent of employment reported an average register several businesses and transfer income
of 1.7 workers per enterprise. in the way designed to minimize liabilities. (In

The 1.9 million people working in individual the above example, income from manufacturing
businesses were generally not included in could be transferred to a tax-exempt wholesale
monthly statistics of any sort in 1990. More trade business.)
generally, care must be taken in evaluating any Foreign trade provides an example of a num-
data such as wages, employment, sales, and so ber of aspects of the problems in recording the
on. In the widely used official bulletin of the activities of private businesses. First, the data
Polish Central Statistical Office (GUS), at least, collection methods were not geared to their
units under 20 employees (50 in industry and measurement. Indeed until the second half of
construction) are often not included. In prin- 1990 trade data was based primarily on reports
ciple, when annual numbers for the components by foreign trade enterprises of their activities.
of national income are required, imputations Private traders apparently had no legal require-
are made. ment to report. Second, the rapid growth of the

Information regarding individual businesses private sector in 1990 causes biases in growth
in 1989 and 1990 came from the tax offices ofthe rates aswell as levels. As Bergand Sachs (1992)
Ministry of Finance, where these firms had to be demonstrate, the ratio of exports and especially
registered.8 Data on sales, costs, profits and so imports as reported by EEC trading partners to
on were not generally collected, in part because that reported by GUS was 43 percent in 1990
some of these firms were not liable for a tax on compared to 14 percent in 1988 and 18 percent
income. Individuals businesses must present in 1989. For exports the rate of under-reporting
books to the tax offices once per year. In prin- was 7 percent in 1990 compared to -1 percent in
ciple, these books can be sent to the central tax 1989 and 0 percent in 1988. (This does not
office for verification, but this is extremely rare capture smuggling in terms ofreporting in part-
in practice.9 ner countries. Again, since much of the activity

For large operations, the incentives to regis- was carried out by individual businesses, this
ter are stronger, as contracts can more easily be may have been sizable.) Third, the data collec-
entered into, bank credit obtained, and so on tion methods have changed in response to this
with registration. Incentives to avoid taxes are problem. A customs-based trade data collection
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system was implemented starting in the last necessarily costly in causing an excessive de-
half of 1990, and indeed in 1991 the discrepancy cline in living standards. It is often asserted
between partner data and Polish data seems thattheeconomicreformshavesharplyreduced
largely to have disappeared. Poland's living standards, with a frequent esti-

How much activity is totally unrecorded is mate of a drop of real incomes of around one
difficult to estimate. Casual observation and third. In this paper I will not focus on whether
anecdotal evidence suggests a fairly large de- thereformswerenecessaryorthestrategyproper
gree of unreported activity of various sorts. but on the more mundane question of how large
Reports of in-depth interviews with some 80 a drop in living standards there actually was.
private tradersin several citiesin Poland(SMG/ As the last example suggests, measurement
KRC, 1992) suggest that while most people problems are clearly of potentially significant
engaged in small-scale trade are registered in magnitude here.
some fashion, under-reporting of sales and em- To give away the punch line, there was prob-
ployment is the rule rather than the exception. ably not a significant drop of real living stan-
On the other hand, a national random survey of dards in 1990, at least not close to the magni-
1000 adults conducted in 1991 which asked tude suggested by official measures of decline in
extensively about various sorts of economic ac- real consumption.
tivity found that the percentage engaged in Early in Poland's stabilization program it
some sort of private non-farm activity in No- became a point ofconventional wisdom that real
vember was the same as in official data for the living standards had declined precipitously as a
end of the year (29 percent). result of the stabilization and liberalization

A sense of the potential importance of measures. This idea was largely based on a
mismeasurement of private sector activity is single, and misleading, datum, the measured
given by a comparison of the growth of reported decline in real wages between 1989 and 1990.
employmentin theprivate sector with the growth Table 1 shows the basis of the calculation. From
in reported GDP. For example, the private June 1989 to June 1990, the average industrial
sector component of construction fell by 7 per- wage deflated by the consumer price index fell
cent in 1990 while reported employment grew by 37 percent (from an index value of 1,304 to
by 4 percent. In trade, private sector GDP grew 822). What this datum failed to reveal, however,
by 102 percent according to GUS, while employ- was that the 1989 real wage level was itself
ment grew by 408 percent. Some clear evidence anomalous, since real wages had risen explo-
that direct mismeasurement was of real signifi- sively since 1987 in the course of the collapse of
cance in 1990 is provided by comparing official the communist regime. Between June 1987 and
data on supply and consumption from the GUS June 1989, real wages measured on the same
monthly bulletin. In principle, supply measures basis rose by 42.2 percent (from an index value
total domestic production plus imports minus of 917 to 1304).
exports of a particular commodity, in physical The high level of the real wage in 1989 did not
units. This can be compared to data from house- reflect an improvement of living standards from
hold surveys on consumption in physical units, earlier years, much less a sustainable one. The
and consumption generally falls far less than expansion of nominal aggregate demand as a
supply. For example, butter supply in 1990 is result of the wage increases and large budget
reported to have fallen by 16 percent from 1989, deficits worsened the shortages in the country
while consumption of butter increased by 4 considerably, so that goods were not available at
percent. The number of pairs of leather shoes the official prices. Not only could the real wages
supplied is supposedly down 42 percent, while not be turned into real purchasing power, but to
consumers reporta30 percentfall in purchases. get the limited amount of goods available re-
We observe a 22 percent decline in bread supply quired standing in longer queues or paying a
and a 5 percent decline in bread consumption. higher premium on the black market. For this

reason, a reversal of the real wage increase after
IL Consumption and the Standard 1989 is not dispositive conceming the direction

of Living of change of real living standards.
As part of its calculation of GDP, the GUS has

Perhaps the most pressing question about the estimated that real private consumption fell in
Polish reforms is whether they have been un- 1990 by 15.3 percent compared with 1989. This
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Table 1 Average monthly wages in industry, 1987-1991

Nominal Real DoDare Dollar
(muket) (official)

June, 1987 30722 917 na 119.91

June, 1988 50661 969 32.68 118.37

June, 1989 130454 1304 28.24 153.65

June, 1990 946822 822 98.38 99.67

June. 1991 1713300 945 149.48 150.4

Notes: From GUS monthly statistcal bulletin. vanous issues. Exchange rate
data from IMF.

*: deflated using the CPI
b: wage in dolla using the market (parallel) exchnge
': wage in doilar using the official exchange nte

Source: nominal wage index and consumer price index, from GUS
monthly staistical bulletin. various issues. Exchange ate data
from Interzianal Financial Statiscs of the BIF.

Table 2 End-of-Year stocks of consumer durables per 100 workers' households

1985 1988 1989 1990 1991

Streo Radio 82.0 83.9 93.4 93.6 91.1

Portable 66.1 68.7 62.9 58.8 58.6
ivAios

Color TV 23.1 41.7 50.7 67.1 82.9

Video player NA 1.9 4.7 20.1 41.0

Tape ecorder 67.0 68.8 70.3 77.1 81.5

of which NA 20.6 24.3 37.0 46.0
Stereo

Bicycie 80.9 93.2 94.3 93.0 93.3

Motercycle 10.5 11.2 10.8 10.6 9.5

Car 27.2 30.2 30.7 33.2 38.3

Auiinmnc 38.7 55.5 59.1 63.5 67.2
wasing

Reafidgeraor NA 100.0 101.0 99.8 99.9

Freezer NA 16.4 20.3 23.8 27.4

Ausanric 94.8 96.2 97.7 97.6 97.6
vaim
cbeaner

Seuwng 53.6 60.7 60.2 60.5 59.6
M-4h2ne

Of which 32.9 43.7 43.8 45.6 47.0
ciac

Sounme: GUS hoauhold urveys.
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Table 3 Real consumption in 1990 compared to 1989

Budget expenditure Category Expenditure Effective Rcal index
Shame. 1989 Weight 1990/1989

Total 1.00 1.00 0.952

Food 0.44 0.45 0.98

Bread 0.02 0.03 1.02

Flour 0.00 0.00 0.97

Cereals 0.00 0.00 0.79

Pasta 0.00 0.00 1.00

Potatoes 0.01 0.02 1.03

Vegetables 0.03 0.04 1.02

Fruits 0.03 0.04 1.01

Mcat 0.08 0.09 0.96

Meat products 0.08 0.10 1.01

Fish and products 0.01 0.01 0.83

Animal fat 0.01 0.01 0.92

Plant oils 0.01 0.01 1.10

Butter 0.03 0.03 1.00

Milk 0.01 0.01 0.93

Cram 0.01 0.01 0.82

Cheese 0.01 0.01 0.83

Egg 0.02 0.02 0.91

Sugar 0.02 0.02 0.92

Sugar goods 0.02 na

Honey 0.00 na

Other food articles 0.03 na

Restaurants 0.01 na

Cakes 0.00 na

Other dairy 0.00 na

Rice 0.00 na

Alcohol 0.03 na

Cigarettes 0.01 na

Continued on next page.
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Table 3 Real consumption in 1990 compared to 1989 (continued)

Budget ezsocnosur Capory xpedinourc Eflectve ReLindex
Sna 1989 Weigh: 1990f1989

Total Other Non-Food 0.53 0.55 0.93

Clothe. and shoes 0.16 0.24 0.h0

which t0iea 0.01 0.2 0.52

Outer wear 0.02 0.09 0.90

Aire 0.06 na

Shoe 0.04 0.13 0.77

other 0.04 na

Houamg 0.10 na

Electrs,mechmn. 0.02 0.03 1.03

Raet and pavments 0.0 0.03 1.00

Tendes and eapeu 0.0' n0

Other 0.05 na

Fuel. heajin, and hot vALer 0.02 0.02 1.07

PeonaL nypsene and bealth 0.03 A&

Luure 0.10 0.14 1.05

Cujraanzizles 0.06 0.09 1.17

Newpers 0.00 0.01 1.17

Schoolbooks 0.00 0.00 0.91

Other publiahed marer 0.00 0.01 0.79

Wnringipamuing rrmateal 0.00 nsa

Elmconsw equxat 0.03 0.07 L.22

Other 0.02 sa

Sporataournt equipment 0.00 na

Servicca: educauion 0.01 n0

Service: cuure and art 0.01 0.02 0.88

Tourunsm Donrt anvus 0.02 0.04 0.72

Tomport. nd eommunicaton 0.06 0.09 1.01

Trved am unaport 0.01 0.02 0.85

Means of uasport

of which oil and gas 0.01 r0L

Other 0.03 0.06 1.08

Post. teleonone and telegnrph 0.00 0.00 0.93

Other 0.07 0*

Balance 0.05 n0

Source: Various GUS data. See text and AOOeodIx for exumanazzon.

estimate, however, is perhaps the least reliable with much of the trade going unmeasured in
of all GUS numbers. The primary source of very small firms, under-estimation of the rap-
information used by GUS to estimate consump- idly growing and elusive private sector is very
tion in the national accounts in 1990 came from likely.10

on data collection from state-owned retail estab- A different way to proceed is to try to measure
lishments, supplemented with newly imple- actual consumption of items in the consumer
mented surveys of private sector retail activity. basket by the representative household using
This measure is not likely to capture well the evidence gleaned from GUS household expendi-
overwhelming transformation from state to pri- ture surveys, rather than from surveys of retail
vate retail trade during 1990. With the private firms. This is obviously a imperfect approach as
sector share of retail rising dramatically, and well, given the difficult ofidentifying an average
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household, and distinguishingits real purchases percent of the groups covered by the survey.
from real consumption of items (particularly of Retirees and farmers represent about 20 per-
durables), but enough direct evidence on con- cent each. The income of retirees relative to
sumption exists to make the effort interesting. workers rose by 25 percent in 1990, while that of
Most importantly, this measure is less likely to farmers fell by 5 percent.
be vulnerable to some ofthe measurement prob- As explained in the appendix, I try to identify
lems discussed below, especially those associ- quantity measures for as many categories of
ated with increased underreporting of output items as possible. In the end, I am left without
and under-measurement of the private sector. any direct evidence for about 40 percent of the

The survey consists of a rotating random basket, and someguesstimates for another part.
sample of some 8,000 households, and excludes I simply drop the items I cannot identify, and
households of self-employed persons as well as raise the weights proportionately on the in-
police and military. This results in a downward cluded items, so that the new effective weights
bias in the estimates of changes in consumption sum to 1.0.
since the self-employed sector experienced a Aggregate food consumption is measured to
boom in 1990. fall by2.2percentbetween 1989and 1990, while

A comparison of data on changes in supply of nonfood items fall by around 7 percent. a
commodities in physical terms, where supply is weighted average indicates a real fall in con-
defined as domestic production plus imports sumption volume of about 4.8 percent. Actual
less exports, with corresponding changes in consumption volumes probably fell by less for
physical units consumed, according to house- several reasons. First, I put conservative esti-
hold survey data, suggests strongly that direct mates on the level of 1990 consumption in cases
mismeasurement may be a significant factor. where there was conflicting evidence. Second,
For example, butter supply in 1990 is reported the index uses fixed weights based on 1989
to have fallen by 16 percent from 1989, while prices and hence, like any Laysperes index,
consumption of butter is reported to have in- understates real consumption in 1990 by ne-
creased by 4 percent. The number of pairs of glecting second order effects due to substitution
leather shoes supplied is supposedly down 42 in response to relative price changes. Third,
percent, while consumers report a 30 percent this measure does not reflect at all the rise in
fall in purchases. We observe a 22 percent quality and variety of goods available on the
decline in bread supply and a 5 percent decline consumer market due to the opening of trade
in bread consumption. with the West. Fourth, it does not measure the

Table 3 presents estimates of physical volume savings in real work time and leisure time made
changes for a detailed breakdown of the house- possible by the end of queuing and search for
hold consumption basket. (Table 2 shows stocks scarce commodities caused by the chronic short-
of consumer durables in the 1980s from the ages before 1990. Fifth, it cannot capture the
same source, one of the components of Table 3.) new ability of consumers to choose the goodthey
For each item, I attempt to use survey data or want among the varieties available. This is not
other evidence to estimate the percent change in the increase in overall variety already men-
physical units of consumption, and then weigh tioned, but a question of matching between
the volume changes by the consumption shares goods and consumers. Because goods were avail-
ofeach item in 1989 to come up with a Laysperes able when desired in the shops, it no longer
measure of aggregated change in real consump- became necessary to buy whatever was avail-
tion between 1989 and 1990. Poland's house- able whenever it was available, irrespective of
hold surveys use a four-way population break- whether it was exactly the right good (think of
down, among workers' households, farmers' shoes of different sized). In focus group inter-
households, agricultural workers' households, views Polish consumers often mentioned a new
andpensioners'households. Ratherthanweigh- ability to plan shopping as one of the most
ing up each of these categories, I simplify by important improvements."
taking the workers' household category as our From a psychological point of view, however,
base for measurement. For easily identifiable these calculations neglect one heavy cost of the
consumption items, mainly the food category, changes since 1989: the undoubted rise in anxi-
this simplification does not appear to introduce ety and uncertainty in the Polish population as
a systematic bias. Workers represent about 55 the result of the collapse of the old economic
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Table 4 Material standard of living from survey data

1988 1989 1990 1991

Nov Nov Jan Feb Mar Nov Mar

Bad 37 42 34 45 36 34 37

Avenge 48 46 54 46 49 53 52

Good 15 12 13 9 14 13 11

Source: CBOS, vanous reports.
Note: This table reports the respondents' answers, in shaes,
to the question: 'What is your (your family's) material
standard of living?', from various national random samples of
Polish adults.

system. There are widespread fears of involun- this decline, and the size of the overall decline of
tary unemployment and job layoffs, a largely GDP remains in doubt. GUS estimates a 12
novel phenomenon, and even a sense of doom or percent decline of real GDP. I find that while
despair among parts of the population. There there is an important range of uncertainty, due
may also be a loss of the hope that was held by particularly to the difficulty of measuring the
some during the worst times of the 1980s, that change in inventory investment and the growth
getting rid of the Communists would quickly of the private sector, the actual decline in real
and painlessly give Poland a Western European GDP seems to be considerably smaller than the
economy. 12 percent estimate, and even conservatively, is

There is also a widening of the economic closer to 8 percent.
inequality, so parts of the population are surely The share of industry in GDP in 1989 (at
worse off while other parts are better off as a constant 1984 prices) was 36 percent and the
result of the changes. Many small farmers have reported drop in output from this sector was 22
suffered as the result of the end of a high level of percent (GUS from World Bank), so this sector
agricultural subsidies, while many new busi- accounts for the bulk of the drop-some 9 per-
nessmen in the private sector are earning sev- centage points out of the total official decline of
eral times the average wage in industry. 12. According to official data there were sharp

This is not the place to investigate the rela- and across-the-board declines in real sales in
tionship between economic changes and politi- January of 1990. Sold industrial production fell
cal outcomes. But it is worth noting that an- some 32 percent from December 1989 to Janu-
swers to the survey question 'Is your own mate- ary 1990 (ignoring firms of below 50 employees,
rial standard of living good, bad, or neither good not a significant factor in this case). According
nor bad?" are roughly consistent with the con- to official data, 85 percent of three-digit indus-
sumption evidence described above, as Table 4 tries reported sales declines in the first quarter.
shows. For the rest of the year, sales and production

were roughly flat.'2
mII. Alternative Estimates of the Output It is worthwhile making an attempt to control

Decline for some of the measurement problems men-
tioned above and measure the change in real

In addition to the decline in living standards, GDP from 1989 to 1990. This effort is illustra-
the output costs of Poland's rapid liberalization tive of both the problems with the official data
of prices and trade cause widespread concern. and the difficulties involved in alternatives. In
Without doubt, physical production in industry attempting to measure the real output decline
has declined significantly, though the size of ourselvesImakeseveralkeyassumptionswhich
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Table 5 Real GDP growth in 1990 by category of demand

1989 Real Contribution
share ch ge to Total

Pnvate consumpton 0.56 -4.8% -2.7%

Inves8ment 0.22

Fixed 0.21 -9.0% -1.9%

Goverment 0.18 1.0% 0.2%

Exports (merchandise) 0.21 6.1%

Area 1 0.07 -13.2%

Arm 2 0.14 51.3%

Imports (merchandise) 0.16 -0.5%

Area 1 0.05 -34.0%

Area 2 0.11 20.4%

Total -4.9%

Note: Own esumates. See text ani appendix for exvianation.

differ from those of GUS. Throughout the esti- actual decline in GDP is considerably less than
mates described below and in the appendix try has been reported by GUS.
to make conservative assumptions (that is, as- Table 5 presents the breakdown of the GDP
suming a larger fall) when faced with a variety growth estimates by category of final demand.
of plausible choices. In other words, they only The estimate for changes in real consumption
differ with GUS where the change seems clearly (-4.8 percent) hasbeen described above. Changes
warranted. The two most important such in real exports (29.4 percent), and real imports
changes are, first, that the change in real con- (3.3 percent) are derived from official data, ex-
sumption is estimated from consumer surveys, cept that partner data is used where possible to
as described above, and, second, much greater correct for underreporting (especially) of pri-
reliance is placed on employment data in mea- vate imports in 1990. It remains to estimate the
suring changes in value-added, especially in changes in real government consumption, real
services and in the private sector. fixed investment, and real inventory invest-

The measurement of GDP change can be ap- ment. Real government consumption is esti-
proached from the demand side, by adding up mated according to the number of employees in
changes in real consumption (C), investment (I), public administration. On this basis, we calcu-
government current expenditure on goods and late a slight increase in real government con-
services (G), and exports of goods and non-factor sumption, of about 1 percent between 1989 and
services (X), minus imports of goods and non- 1990. The estimates take as given the official
factor services (M). Alternatively, changes in government estimate of a drop of 9 percent in
estimates of real value added by sector of the real fixed investment spending.
economy can be added, to get an estimate from The harder problem is to measure the change
the production side. Each method has its limi- in inventory investment. There are two major
tations. On the demand side, there are major problems in measuring inventory investment.
gaps in estimates, especially regarding inven- First, there are no clear ground rules in Poland
tory investment, while on the production side, for cost accounting for inventories, so it is un-
there are major limitations in measurement of clear how to measure real inventories based on
private sector activity. I try both approaches, the nominal inventory figures reported by en-
and compare the results. Both suggest that the terprises. The contribution of inventory invest-
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ment to GDP in 1989 was measured by GUS as to private firms. But it was not possible to find
the change in nominal stocks of inventories data to measure this effect. Certainly, new
from the beginning to the end of the year. This private establishments had inventory holdings
greatly overstates real inventory investment in not measured by the GUS statistics.
a hyperinflationary environment, as increases The evidence is reported in Table 6 and may
in the value of inventories due to inflation ap- be summarized as follows. In the nontrade
pear as positive real investment. socialized sector (mainly industry), inventories

The estimates use the overall producer price of materials tended to fall significantly while
index for industry as the price index for inven- inventories of finished goods tended to fall
tories and assumed that firms use FIFO ac- slightly. This is consistent with the idea that
counting. They also assume that inventories industrial firms responded to a cutback in final
are held for five months, and that at any time, demandbyusinguptheiraccumulatedstocksof
the age of the inventory stock is uniformly materials. There is direct evidence marshalled
distributedbetweenoneandfivemonths. Based by Schaffer (1991) that sales of industrial firms
on these assumptions, they take as the inven- fell in advance of production, consistent with
tory deflator a backward-looking five-month theideathatinventoriesoffinishedgoodswould
moving average of producer prices, with uni- tend to rise after the onset of the stabilization
form weights on past months. and liberalization program, and then be re-

It may seem excessive to assume five months' duced afterwards, following a cutback in pro-
of inventories, either a priori or because esti- duction. The overall net change in non-trade
mated inventory/sales ratios are much smaller. inventories, taking into account both materials
The reasons are related to the fact that assum- and finished goods, seems to be a fall of about 3
ing a lower number does not change much the percent of GDP in 1990, following a fall of
overall decline in inventories from 1988 to 1991, inventories of about 3 percent of GDP in 1989.
but does result in more of the inventory decline The situation in retail trade is more dramatic
taking place in 1989 and less in 1990. For but more difficult to interpret. The estimate
example, ifa four-month lagged average ofprices presented suggests that the unmeasured rise in
to deflate inventories implies a fall in invento- inventories in the private sector amounted to
ries of 3.0 percent and not 8.7 percent as re- around 3 percent of GDP, in other words, less
ported in the text. Instead of the 1.1 percent than half of the measured decline in trade-
increase in inventories as a percent of GDP in sector inventories.
1989, we get a fall of 4.3 percent. It seems Based on theseguesstimates, I end up with an
plausible to assume that the decline in invento- estimated overall drop in inventories between
ries took place in 1990 and not 1989. Most end-1989 and end-1990 of 6.2 percent of GDP.
importantly, the assumption ofthe 5 months lag This enormous (and perhaps overstated) drop in
is conservative in that it leads to a high estimate inventories shouldbe added to the other changes
of GDP decline in 1990. in final demand. Using the methodology de-

The second problem is that there is virtually scribed in the appendix, I come up with an
no information on inventory stocksheldby small overall drop in GDP of 4.9 percent for 1990, as
private firms. This is particularly distressing, shown in Table 6. This is obviously much less
since the big drop in measured inventories is in than the usual estimate, and it would be lower
the trade sector, which is exactly the sector in still if I accepted that more of the inventory
which private firms are developing most rap- decline is really a transfer to unmeasured pri-
idly. As of early 1989, it is estimated that the vate stocks, or used a less conservative assump-
private sectoraccountedforless than 10 percent tion with regard to the pricing of inventory
of retail outlets. By the end of 1990 private stocks.
sector employment accounted for some 80 per- The alternative approach to measuring GDP
cent of employment in trade. In view of the fact is to add up changes in real value added by
that tens of thousands of small shops in retail sector, as is done by GUS. The main problem
trade were privatized together with their inven- here is incorporating the important growth of
tory stocks, and in view of the fact that official the private sector in overall estimates of sectoral
inventory statistics cover the socialized sector, growth. We believe that the GUS methodology
much of the drop in measured inventories might has probably understated the actual growth of
simply represent a transfer of inventory stocks the private sector, both by under-measurement
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of very small businesses (including self- (1992) index of industrial production in the
proprietorships) and the under-reportingof pri- socialized sector provides an estimate of a 21.2
vate sector income. percent decline in that subsector. A 5 percent

There was a marked increase in the share of increase in private industry is a conservative
employment in the private sector (from around estimate(less than the 9 percent measured
34 percent of employment in 1989 to 38 percent growth of employment). According to official
of employment in 1990), particularly in private data, in 1989 private industry accounted for 7.4
trade (where employment rose by 308 percent). percent of the total production in the sector.
The share of employment in industry (socialized These estimates combine to imply a drop of 19
and private) fell from 41 percent to 39 percent, percent of industrial production. GUS esti-
while the service sector employment grew from mates of real changes are maintained for the
nearly 30 percent to nearly 32 percent. other sectors.

Employmentdata, andassumptionsdescribed Once again, these individual estimates are
in the appendix, imply an estimate for growth of combined in order to arrive at an estimate of the
the service sector of6percentin 1990. Schaffer's change in GDP, shown in Table 7. Using the

estimated shares of each sector in 1989 as
Table 6 Stocks of inventories weights, the weighted average of the estimated

changes yields a drop of 8.7 percent of GDP,
which is similar to the estimate from the de-

1989 1990 mand side of 4.9 percent, though of course closer
Al ociaiied andi pnvate enterpnses to the GUS estimates of 12 percent drop.

Total mventories The demand-side estimates should be given
Chnge as percmet of GDP -2.1 -6.2 more weight. The consumer survey data is the

AU non-tde socialzed enterpnses least susceptible to the danger that it
Totl mventones mismeasures private-sector activity, and the

Percent of GDP 20.1 18.4 inventory decline is if anything mismeasured.
Montis of Mles 1.7 1.81
Canges a per ent of GDP 4.1 -3 Table 7 Real GDP growth, 1990 by cat-
of which: egory of value added
Goods and finished products

Percent of GDP 4.1 4 1989 Growth Contnbuion
Shas 1990189 to 1990

Months of sles 0.35 0.39 Saohto

Change as percent of GDP 0.7 -0.4 Totl 1 -8.7

Mateials
Percent of GDP 12.3 10.7 hntsy 0. 5 -17 -9.8

Monis of ales 1.03 1.05 of which:

Chage as percent of GDP -4.1 -2.3
Socilzed Trade Manutactngand minning

Total inventories
0.41 -21 -8.6

Percent of GDP 11.2 5.3 socia iim

Months of sales 2.22 1.32 Pivatre 0.03 5 0.2

Chanees as percent of 1.6 -6.3
GDP Contcuon 0.08 -16 -1.3

Tnrde inventones m private 0.04 -14 -0.6
sector Transportation

Chane as vernt of GDP 0.3 3.1 AgTicUiie 0.13 -2 -0.2

Services 0.31 6 1.7
Sources: GUS dta.
Notes: See text for explanaaon. Notes: Industry here tncludes consrucion and

uransportnon. unlike usual GUS pracice.
Source: GUS das anci own calculations. See text and
Aulendix for exvianaton.
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The use of partner data on trade implies an produce energy to produce steel to mine some
increase in imports much larger than that sug- more coal" (Bierzynski, 1992).
gested by official data. The supply side esti- With price liberalization and the end of the
mates place the greater reliance on data coming soft-budget constraint of the enterprise, the
from traditional methods ofmeasurement which situation changes radically. Goods of inferior
emphasize socialized sector production. quality will sell, if at all, with a fall in relative

The data thus suggest a serious drop of GDP price. Moreover, there was a dramatic move-
but much less than that usually suggested for ment of relative prices towards world levels,
Poland in 1990. Furthermore, negative inven- with an increase in the relative price of energy.
tory investment was probably a large compo- Thus a large part of output decline may have
nent of this fall, and real consumption probably come from a cessation of production of goods
fell by considerably less than the overall GDP.13 with pre-liberalization prices which were too

high relative to higher quality goods. Or to put
IV. The Measurement of Output Decline it another way, many activities carried out in

During Liberalization Soviet-style economies were value-subtracting
when measured at correct shadow prices. To the

The above exercise is of necessity based on extent that the measured output decline fell on
alternative interpretations of available official these sorts of activities, it is overestimated.
data. While underestimation of the growing The general proposition, then, is that low-
private sector and increased underreporting by quality or surplus goods had a decline in output
the socialized sector are investigated, an impor- more severe than did high-quality goods and
tant source of potential mismeasurement is not that because the price system did not correctly
addressed. This second general source of error reflect scarcity or value added, standard data
relates to the measurements of prices them- overstate the decline.'- The rest of this section
selves. Construction of price series are always willattempttomakeclearwhatthisproposition
complicated by the need to adjust for quality means, and in particular how its empirical im-
changes, but incentives built into the system plications compare with the data. The numeri-
have made that especially problematic for So- cal example in the appendix outlines the senses
viet-type economies. Ziekowski (1991) reports in which this proposition can be true. These
that GUS has had great difficulty constructing issues are fundamentally about index numbers.
time-consistent indices of physical production In a situation where initial and final prices are
and prices for individual products. This prob- market clearing, the usual quantity indices are
lem is especially severe during the transition the Paasche (end-period-weighted) and
from a shortage-based to a market economy. Laysperes (initial-period-weighted) indices.

It is commonly suggested that the output These bracket the benchmark constant-utility
decline in Eastern European countries follow- index of volume change. The accuracy of the
ing price liberalization is over-estimated in offi- approximation depends in part on the size ofthe
cial statistics because much of what was being changes: the larger are the changes in quanti-
produced before was of very low quality and of ties between the two periods the more the
limited usefulness. Indeed, the nature of the Paasche index is likely to understate the actual
pre-reform economy implied that this would be utility gain in the case of positive growth (over-
the case."4 Pervasive shortages in the Soviet- state the loss in the case ofdecline) and the more
style economy before 1990 meant that almost the Laysperes index is likely to overstate the
anythingthatwasproducedcouldbe sold. There gain (understate the loss). This approximation
were thus incentives to reduce quality of goods problem is likely to be especially acute in a case
to raise both physical output and revenue while such as Poland because the magnitude of the
lowering costs. Winiecki (1991) recalls the ex- changes is so large."6 In addition to this general
ample of steel mills that typically produced as problem with quantity indices, two special sorts
few sizes and grades of steel as possible. The low of effects that are particular to a liberalizing
quality and durability of many pairs of shoes is Soviet-style economy like Poland's can change
another often-cited example. Arelated aspect of this situation. (Appendix A presents several
this sort of phenomenon was the tendency of cases in the context of a simple model to illus-
Soviet-style economies to produce for trate the following points.)
production's sake, so that"the coal was mined to First, initial prices are not market-clearing,
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so the good which is highly valued in the initial Correctly calculated estimates of value-added,
period is priced too low compared to the shadow- however, are not subject to this sort of error in
priceassumedbystandardindex-numbertheory. measuring declines in intermediate input pro-
In the (reasonable) case where the good that is duction, since an increasein efficiencyin the use
relatively short supply initially is also the one of intermediate inputs should result in a trans-
that expands most in the second period, the fer of value added from the intermediate goods
expanding good had a higher marginal utility sector to the final goods sector.
than that suggested by the initial price. The All our examples so far have considered mar-
Laysperes growth indices (case 1 ofAppendix A) ket-clearing, full-employment situations in
give too much weight to the good which is in which price controls are eliminated.
relative initial surplus, compared to an index Unsurprisingly, such price liberalization results
using shadow prices (case 2), which has the in an increase in output when measured at
usual attractive characteristics of a Laysperes shadow prices. And as we have seen, it appears
index. This is a general result that does not to result in no total change using official prices.
depend on linear utility or CRTS production In the Polish case, however, overall measured
functions, as are assumed in the example. output seemstohavefallen, not stayed constant

Consider, as an illustration, an industry which or increased as in cases 1 and 2. As section 3 of
destroys value-added at world (shadow) prices Appendix A shows, one way of explaining this
but seems profitable at domestic pre-reform would be to introduce adjustment costs for the
prices (industry 2 in the examples). A decline in movement of labor between the contracting and
its production in the second period would reduce expanding sectors. Thus if there is slow adjust-
output at official prices but increase it using ment of labor there may be a fall in output
shadow prices, measured by a Laysperes index. according to the Laysperes index and no change
In the simplified examples, similarly, at shadow using initial shadow prices (as shown in cases 7
prices there is an output increase (case 2) while and 8)."7
using official prices there is no change (case 1). Thus we have seen how the existence of non-

We have not so far discussed carefully the market clearing pre-liberalization prices intro-
possibility that the pre-reform economy made duces potential mismearement. A second and
excessive use of intermediate inputs of various independent effect has to do the accounting for
sorts. In the examples in section 4 of Appendix the complete cessation of production of some
A, this is the case because excessive quantities goods after liberalization. Consider a company
of labor and capital were allocated to these which produces two types of shoes with the
sectors. They were able to price to cover costs, same technology: good shoes and bad shoes.
and demand for their outputs was sustained by After liberalization, demand for the bad shoes
the existence of a marginal tax rate of 100 declines sharply. But costs of the two pairs of
percent on profits and management incentives shoes are the same, and have not changed. Tb us
to maximize output. One possibility is that with the price of the bad shoes remains the same, and
liberalization and associated changes in man- sales fall to zero. Any standard quantity index
agement incentives an important part of the will record this fall in bad shoe production as a
measured output drop consisted of this sort of decline in real sales, when in fact the shadow
inefficient activities. price of these shoes, and their marginal utility,

Indices of industrial production are indeed may be close to zero.
vulnerable to this sort of bias, as Appendix A, The examples illustrates this point. The cor-
section 4 shows. That is, any of the standard rect shadow-price Paasche index shows a 33
indices will overstate the true fall in industrial percent increase in utility with liberalization
production, andmoregenerallythefallin indus- and resulting cessation of production of good 2
trial production will overstate the fall in value- and increase in production of good 1 (case 2).
added in industry. The Laysperes index using The quantity index which includes a price of 1
official prices gives too much weight to the (the cost) of the unsold units of good 2 in the
intermediate good as it was priced above its second period, shown in case 3, shows no change
shadow value, while the Paasche index is even in real output.
lower, as it suffers from the usual downward This idea is more general than it may seem.
bias of any Paasche index where price and Consider, for example, the phenomenon of the
quantity movements are negatively correlated. use of a helicopter to transport spare parts from
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factory to factory because of the shortage situa- industry level in 1990 was fairly low. In 1990,
tion. After liberalization, the cost of fuel and so for example, all two-digit industries experienced
on makes this more expensive, and in any case declines in real sales. Furthermore, sales of 527
it is not needed because the parts are freely out of 591 industrial products in the socialized
available. Thus the activity stops. This activity sector fell in 1990 in physical terms.2 ' As these
at preform prices was valuable and contributed numbers suggest, while mismeasurement ofthe
to value-added. At post-reform prices, it is not types we have discussed may have caused some
carried out. The value of the foregone activity, exaggeration in industrial output, there was
at post-reform prices, however, would be calcu- undoubtedly a significant decline.
lated at cost by GUS. Thus it is overvalued. To If the dominant effect were inter-industry
generalize, in the context of very heterogeneous adjustment, one might expect some relation-
goods, such as transportation services, the shipbetweenthepatternofoutputdeclineacross
overvaluation of some halted activity could be industries and some measure of comparative
widespread. advantage. Hughes and Hare (1991) calculate

This effect depends on the complete cessation by industry the domestic resource costs of a unit
of production of the low-quality good in the post- of value-added at world prices, for Poland and
liberalization period. Otherwise, the price ofthe other Eastern European countries Attempts to
good will be the (consumer) market-clearing find a relation between this measure and output
price in the second period, and the standard changes have not been successful.'
indices retain their usual properties. Thus the Most important, GUS data should in principle
examples assume linear production functions correct for this problem, since GUS uses a
and utility. More generally, any combination of Paasche quantity index in its calculations of
production functions and utility function such industrial indices of industrial production and
that one good ceased to be produced and sold changes in GDP. In other words, end-period
would suffice. Thus, for example, CES utility prices (in this case 1990) are used in aggregat-
would eliminate this effect since both goods ing the contribution of each good to overall
would be produced in the second period. As growth. Thus, GUS methodology should pro-
mentioned above, to the extent that state enter- duce quantity indices which do not rely on 1989
prise priced as a mark-up over costs, including prices.23 Furthermore, there was no cessation of
sunk costs such as (immobile) labor, many more production of any entire industry, so the possi-
products may have been unsalable in the post- bility that non-market-based activities in 1990
reform environment.' 8 contaminated Paasche price indices seems re-

Having looked at the potential measurement mote.
problems in Poland in 1990, we now turn to the There is mixed evidence on the possibility
evidence. Where we look for evidence of index that there was an increase in efficiency in the
number problems depends crucially on the level use of raw materials and intermediate goods.
of aggregation of the two products discussed in Overall energy intensity of production seems to
the examples. First of all, goods may be inter- have fallen. For example, the use of energy (in
preted as different two- or three-digit indus- giga-joules) per unit of real GDP fell by 1 per-
tries. It is difficult, however, to find aggregate cent, though it rose in socialized industry by 18
or industry-level evidence which is consistent percent. More generally, material costs (cost of
with this interpretation of events in 1990.1' physical inputs including energy) as a share of

There is in fact little evidence in 1990 for the sales in industry rose slightly between 1989 and
type of interindustry restructuring implied by 1990. Nonetheless, according to GUS value-
this interpretation.2 0 All the index number ef- added in industry fell by slightly less than
fects rely on variance of output changes across industrial production, by 22 percent instead of
industries. As described above, if the sort of 24 percent. For the whole economy, gross sales
reallocation between industries modelled in the fell by 15 percent, while use of intermediate
examples was a dominant effect, we would ex- goods fell more, by 17 percent, and the reported
pect to see a large variance in the output decline GDP decline was 12 percent. As emphasized
across industries, with some increasing or at above, the value-added estimates should cap-
least capacity constrained if there are adjust- ture this effect.
ment costs. Evidence in Berg and Blanchard It is clear why this effect is likely to be small.
(1992) shows, however, that the variance at the In any case, there was an almost across the
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board decline in gross sales. Only an even in excessive production of intermediates as in
sharper decline in imports or purchases from section 4. If, however, movements in relative
the private sector would be consistent with prices were dominated by relative supply (cost)
smaller decline in value-added. Total dollar- shocks and not the effect of the removal of price
denominated imports of intermediate goods fell controls, then the correlation between changes
only some 5.4 percent, while ruble imports fell in price and quantity could still plausibly be
some 34.5 percent. The share of ruble-denomi- negative. In fact, relative movements in 1990
nated imports in total sales in socialized indus- seem to be dominated by movements in cost
try in 1989 was 8.8 percent measured at domes- factors.24 In particular, the relative price of
tic prices and value-added was about 46 percent energy rose significantly in 1990. Thus, the
of total sales of industry in 1990, together sug- Laysperes index would be expected to show a
gesting that the fall in ruble imports may have smaller decline than the Paasche.2? However,
accounted for a fall of value added one to two AppendixAshowsthatinthiscasetheLaysperes
points less than the declines in sales. Purchases index actually understates the output decline
by the industry from the private sector would compared to a utility-based measure, since the
seem to be small, nor is there any reason to initial price of the declining, bad product is
suppose that they fell relative to sales. lower than the shadow price, because of the

Schaffer (1992) provides a careful analysis of subsidies.26
official data on industrial sales and production, The Schaffer result that a Laysperes index of
based in part on physical production data for industrial production declines more than a
some 570 individual products in the socialized Paasche index can be interpreted as evidence
sector. He shows that the Paasche output index that there was some rationalization in the use of
declines more than the Laysperes index. That intermediate goods. The final good relative
is, the goods which had the largest declines in pricefalls,intermediatesare more sensiblyused,
output were those that had increases in relative and the quantity produced increases relative to
prices. This is, as he argues, inconsistent with the output of the intermediate (as in section 4 of
the view that the declines in production were in Appendix A).
those industries which were producing low- Overall, the evidence presented above is in-
quality goods, in that enterprises should have consistent with the idea that a large part of the
decreasedproductionofthosegoodswhoseprices output decline 1990 was due to index number
fell with liberalization, presumably those of low problems associated with the calculation of
quality. value-added during inter-industry adjustment.

And indeed, cases 1 and 2 of Appendix A show The indications are that there was some more
that where price liberalization and the end of efficientuse ofintermediate goods, butthis does
forced substitution is the dominant effect, the not explain the official data on decline in value-
correlation between shadow price changes and added. This does not mean that the sorts of
quantity changes is zero (and would be negative structural transformation which would have
if there were declining marginal utility of con- engendered these problems in 1990 are not now
sumption in each good), while the correlation underway. Indeed, as discussed in Berg(1992b),
between official price changes and quantity data for the first half of 1992 suggest that there
changes is positive, and therefore that the is now more structural transformation even
Paasche index would be larger than the (official- within industry.
price) Laysperes index. Similarly, if the domi- An alternative to the industry-level aggrega-
nant effect were a decline in excessive produc- tion of the low quality/high quality example is
tion of intermediates, as in section 3 ofAppendix perhaps more interesting. The service sector
A and as discussed above, then the relative price and the private sector were repressed in pre-
(using official pre-reform prices) and output of reform Poland. After liberalization, the social-
the final good would go up relative to the inter- ized sector and especially industry did decline,
mediate good. while services and the private sector grew rap-

This is thus a crippling argument against the idly. The standard growth indices produced by
proposition that the decline is largely due to a GUS would overstate the decline to the extent
flight from relatively overpriced low-quality in- that pre-reform official prices were relatively
dustrial goods towards other industrial goods, low in services, and if there was direct under-
as in section 1 of Appendix A, or due to a decline measurement of growth in the service sector.
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Table 7 presents evidence that the relative The disadvantage here is that the coverage of
price of services indeed rose in 1990. GUS im- some sub-branches is fairly low. A variety of
plicit deflators implied by the constant and methods of weighing these physical indicators
current price shares of trade in GDP, however, are used. For sectors outside ofindustry, he also
suggest that the relative price of output in the uses a method based on construction of new
trade sector fell sharply. Estimatingvalue-added physical indices and price series and finds in-
in trade is particularly difficult given the rapid- creases higher than official estimates, which
ity of transformation and the fact that this was use in principle a similar method. For trade, he
certainly the most repressed sector in the pre- conservatively estimates the change in value-
reformeconomy. Ziekowski(1991)usesemploy- added as the change in total employment, pri-
mentasaproxyforoutputintradeintheprivate vate plus state. This leads, somewhat implau-
sector, where direct measures of value added sibly, to a tall in total GDP in trade in 1990. His
are most difficult due to the small size of the most dramatic result is that the overall decline
firms and lack of mandatory data reporting, in GDP in 1990 compared to 1989 is from 7 to 8
while he uses standard firm-reported data on percent, compared to the official 12 percent.
gross trade margin to calculate real output of
the socialized sector. He finds that growth in V. Conclusion
GDP in trade from 1989 to 1990 is some 20
percent by this calculation. If, on the other There was a large real output decline in social-
hand, employment is used as a proxy for both ized sector industry in 1990. The suddenness of
state and private sector trade, there is no growth the shock renders implausible attribution ofthe
in 1990. GUS, in contrast, finds a decline of initial decline to differences in reporting strat-
some 2 percent in total value-added in trade. egies of managers, and under-measurement of
The source of GUS estimates for trade, in par- privatization. But measurement problems sug-
ticular how they captured output from indi- gest that much ofany increase in overall activity
vidual businesses engaged in trade, is worth in 1990 may have been underestimated. It
investigating further.27 seems that while there was a sizable GDP de-

Finally, it may indeed be that within indi- cline, it was probably more in the range of 5 to
vidual firms (and even product lines) there was 8 percent than the 12 percent reported in official
a mixture of low-quality and high-quality goods, statistics, even neglectingindex-number related
even some which had negative value-added at effects. Demand-side estimates suggept that a
world prices, as suggested by the good shoes ! large part of the GDP decline is due to a reduc-
bad shoes example above. This would certainly tion in inventories. As emphasized by Winiecki
not be captured in standard GUS price and (1991)this will notin generalbe associated with
quantity indices. The size of the effect is, how- a decline in welfare. There is little convincing
ever, also difficult to estimate directly. As evidence ofa decline in real consumption, though
mentioned above, when account is taken of the with no adjustment for reduction of queuing
heterogeneity of goods, such as transportation costs, increases in variety, or improvements in
services,itisapparentthatthisoutcomemaybe quality there does seem to have been a real
quite common. decline on the order of 5 percent.

Ziekowski (1991) constructs alternate esti- The decline in industrial production and GDP
mates of the GDP decline in 1991 that partially should be interpreted with great care. The evi-
address these issues associated with heteroge- dence does not suggest a larger decline of indus-
neity of goods and mismeasured prices. He tries with negative value-added. But to the
constructs two physical indicators of produc- extent that many individual products were of
tion. The first relies on products grouped at a littlevalueyetpersistinbeingpriced atcost, the
fairly high degree of aggregation so that aprod- output decline is overestimated. Furthermore,
uct would in general have different quality char- the expansion of services and the private sector
acteristics over time. This resulted in the indi- and the decline of the state industrial sector,
ces covering a large fraction of industrial pro- which is precisely the sort of transformation
duction. The second method relied on measur- which was widely recognized to be necessary,
ing physical quantities of products at suffi- suggests that the value of lost output in indus-
ciently low aggregation that each product has in try as a whole may be exaggerated by standard
principle the same technical characteristics. measures.
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Appendix A: Numerical Example

Forced substitution in final goods 2, so the standard price and quantity indices
assume a price of 1/2.

In this simple two-period general equilibrium We will also consider an important alterna-
example, there are two industries. Industry 1 tive, when the second sector persists in applying
produces a high-quality good, while industry 2 cost-plus pricing in the post-liberalization
produces a low-quality good. Depending on the economy. In this case of excess supply of good 2
context, the goods could be though of as two after liberalization the post-liberalization price
different types of shoes, as industries with dif- of the second good also equals 1. (Note also that
ferent levels of energy intensity, as socialized if the statistical agency uses the last price avail-
and private sectors, or as industry and services able, or eliminates this good from the index, the
respectively. conclusion will be similar.)

Both industries use labor to produce goods at The constant-utility benchmark growth index
constant returns to scale, so is 4/3; real output grows as labor shifts to indus-

try 1, which produced a more valued good with
(Al. 1) F,(L)=L, the same linear technology.

and Considernow the standard price and quantity
F,fL)=L2 indices:

Paasche Laysperes
Firms follow cost-plus pricing, with a margin Case 1: Official Price indices 4/3 1

of zero. The wage w is normalized to 1. Thus Case 2: Shadow (pre-reform)
official prices are: P1=P2=1. prices 4/3 4/3

Suppose there are two units of labor, and Case 3: Zero output of good 1
before liberalization Li = 1 and L2= 1, and from (post-reform) 1 1
Al, Q, = 1and Q2=1. Turning to the consumers/
workers, they have a utility function of the form: Thus we the standard results that the Paasche

and Laysperes indices bracket the constant util-
(A1.2) U(Q1, Q,)-2Q1 +Q2 ity index, and that given the initial

disequilibrium the use of official prices lowers
Each worker maximizes U(Q,, Q) subject to the Laysperes but leaves the Paasche index

P,Q, + PaQ2 = Y, whereY=wL,+Wl 2 =2. (We can unchanged. (This is the result emphasized by
solve for the two workers together by symme- Osband, 1992). Finally, note that if the price of
try.) Pre-reform shadow prices the low-quality good stays high in the second
are then: period, the Laysperes index is unaffected while

the Paasche index falls. In this example the
(A1.3) Pi'=4/3 and P,=2/3 Paasche and the Laysperes indices are below

the constant utility index and below what they
Consider now what happens after liberaliza- would be if market prices were used before and

tion, taking first the case where there are no after.
frictions associated with labor mobility. In the Note that the correlation of official price
post-price-liberalization equilibrium (indicated changes with quantity changes is positive in
by the "') the first order conditions of utility case 1, while the correlation of black market
maximization still imply that P, /P2 = 2. Since prices and quantity changes is zero (case 2). In
FJL,(L,) = F2L2fL) = 1, profit maximization case 3, the correlation is zero.
implies that L2 = 0 and L, = 1. Thus, Q,' = 2.

If we maintain w'=1 asthe normalization (the Pre-reform cross subsidies
price level is indeterminate in the absence of
some exogenous nominal anchor such as money) In the above model, first period relative prices
then P,'= 1. The price P, is not observed, since were fixed at 1 by the assumption of linear
Q2' = 0. The marginal utility to consumers of production functions and fixed relative wages.
some hypothetical low-quality good would be V This led to one good, the high-quality good,
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beingin short supply. Here we modify this setof industry 1 is balanced by the unemployment of
assumptions by assuming that the government some labor which has yet to make the switch.
attempted to partially alleviate the shortage Consider then the standard price and quan-
situation by taxing the high-quality good and tity indices:
subsidizing the low-quality good, in a budget-
neutral way. These subsidies have the effect of Paasche Laysperes
bringing official prices closer to black market
prices. Case 7: Official Price indices 1 3/4

Thus, Case 8: Shadow (pre-reform)
prices 1 1

(A1.4) P,=(l+T)xW and P2=(1+T)xW Case 9: Zero output of good 1
(post-reform) 3/4 3/4

The ratio ofrelative official prices is therefore:

(A1.5) k=(1+T)/(1-T) Intermediate goods

Note that the assumption thatL,=L 2 assures Consider again a simple two-period economy
that such a scheme is neutral for the budget. with two industries. Industry 1 produces a final

The second period is unchanged from above. good (cars$) usinglabor and good 2 while indus-
Theresultingofficial price indices (correspond- try 2 produces an intermediate good (steel')

ing to case 1 above) are: using labor.

Official price indices with (A1.6) Q', e F1 Q'2L) = QGLA, where a +/, = 1
subsidies such that: Paasche Laysperes and
Case 1: k=3/2 4/3 6/5 Q'2 -= F2(L) = L2
Case 2: k=2 4/3 4/3
Case 3: k=3 1 3/2 Output of industry 2 is linear in the labor

input, while industry 1 is Cobb-Douglas with
The correlation of official price changes with constraint returns to scale.
quantity changes is now negative if K>2. In this In contrast to the earlier example, only good
case the Laysperes index actually overstates two is consumed; the entire output of industry 2
the production decline. is used as an input to industry 1. With only one

final good, there are no index number problems
Costly adjustment in calculating real value-added in the economy.

We concentrate here on problems with indices of
Suppose now that adjustment of labor between industrial production.
sectors is not frictionless. Specifically, suppose One can easily solve for the optimal allocation of
that only quantity 112 of labor can adjust find a the fixed amount of labor between the two indus-
new job in the high-quality sector in the second tries, as will obtain after liberalization. As in the
period, as opposed to 1 unit as assumed so far. above examples, there are 2 units of labor to

The only other assumption we must make allocate. The market outcome maximizes the out-
concerns relative wages in the two sectors. I will put of industry 1, yielding the following solution:
assume here that there is downwards relative
wage rigidity. We know that in fact the real (A1.7) P' WP, PS27 = [1, a/f]
wage has fallen somewhat in industrial sectors L' = [2/3, 20oj
which have been in relative decline, but there is and
still surplus labor in these sectors and produc- Q = [2ae,Gi, 2/3]
tivity has fallen sharply. This is thus an infor-
mative extreme case. As above, the pre-reform equilibrium is char-

The only difference from the first case is that acterized by an arbitrary allocation of labor and
second period output of the high-quality good is hence output, and price setting to cover costs.
now 3/2, not 2 as before. Specifically, the con- This example illustrates a situation where there
stant-utility growth benchmark is now 1, since is initially too much of industry 2 output, as we
the efficiency gain in moving some labor into will see. Since a < 112 by assumption, this is
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consistent with an allocation such as: maximize output, then good 2 would have been
The government thus sets prices to cover in short supply even at the relatively high offi-

costs: cial price which characterizes the equilibrium.
Consider now the shadow prices which sup- (ii) Neither of the available quantity indices

port the government allocation. correctly measure this increase, for different
reasons. The Laysperes index using shadow

(Al.8) L=1,1] and Q=[1,1] pre-reform prices registers only a 1 percent
increase in real industrial production. This is

(Al. 9) P=fl, 1] simply because it gives weight to the intermedi-
ate good 2, emphasizing the point that these

From profit maximization and equilibrium in indices do not purport to measure real value-
the final good market it is easy to show that the added.
shadow price vector is:21 The more interesting lessons come from look-

ing at the indices which use official prices. The
(A1.10) P' = [ 1(l- a), cW(1-c )] Laysperes index using official pre-reform prices

registers a 7 percent fall in real industrial pro-
We can draw three conclusions from this ex- duction. This is because the official price of good

ample: 2 is too high compared to the shadow price, as
(i) The initial allocation is inefficient, in that described above. Thus, too much weight is given

too much of good 2 is produced and used. to the fall in good 2 output compared to the
Unsurprisingly, then, the liberalization and increase in good 1 output.
reallocation from industry 2 to industry 1 in- Finally, the Paasche index registers an even
creases total output. If a = 114, for example, bigger 9 percent fall, despite using post-liberal-
output ofthe final good increases by 14 percent. ization market prices. Here the problem is the

The pre-reform equilibrium mustbe supported standard one with a Paasche index: the mar-
by incentives for enterprise management and ginal value of good 2 is higher in the second
government officials to maximize output at the period because of the decline in production, so
expense of profit. For a = 112, the official price of the weight given by the index, based on this
good 2 is above the shadow price, and if industry marginal value, is higher than the Laysperes.
1 were maximizing profit then good 2 would be (iii) This analysis applies only to indexes of
in excess supply. In the equilibrium described industrial production, such as those computed
above,industry lpurchasesmorethantheprofit in Schaffer (1992) and the GUS index of indus-
maximizing amount of good 2. Note that if the trial production, not, in principle, to GUS esti-
enterprise/industry faced a 100 percent tax rate mates of value-added (GDP) in industry.
and the decision makers were encouraged to

Appendix B: Data and Methodology for Estimates of Real
Consumption and GDP Change

Estimation of the change in real WEIGHTS

consumption, 1989-1990
The change in real consumption is calculated

SOURCES using weights based on the results from the
budgetary survey for 1989 and indicators of

The most important source of data is the GUS change in real consumption for each category.
household budgetary survey. This survey con- One of the principle problems with this ap-
sists of a rotating random sample of over 8,000 proach is that the base-year weights are unsat-
households in Poland. Through 1990 it excluded isfactory. First, this method ignores substitu-
those working on their own account as well as tion in consumption, which is likely to have been
households of persons involved in military or important. This standardmethodtherefore tends
police service. to overstate the real consumption decline. Sec-
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ond, it essentially ignores the services from and other books published (other published
housing, since rents and payments for housing matter) are published by GUS.
were highly subsidized in 1989 and hence had a
very small weight. Since housing services fell GENERAL ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT

only slightly if at all, again this tends to over-
state the real consumption decline by using Consumption is derived from household bud-
fixed, based-period weights. getary survey data on stocks of durables, with

consumption assumed proportional to the stock.
FOOD AND CLOTHING/SHOES (Of course, no allowance is made for the quality

improvements which must have taken place).
Consumption of physical quantities is taken Indices for radios, stereo radios, black-and-
directly from the survey. white and color televisions, and tape recorders

were combined with weights derived from re-
HOUSING AND RELATED EXPENDITURES tail sales data for 1989. The goods used cover 70

percent of retail sales reported for this category
The most important sub-categoryfor which there for 1989.
is data is electrical/mechanical goods for the
home. The data comes from the GUS survey SERVICES

information on consumer durable stocks. Ser-
vices derived from these goods are assumed Culture and art are measured as the number of
proportional to stocks, and the indices for the concerts and performances given. Tourism and
relevant types of durables (washing machines, sportactivitycorrespondstodatafromthehouse-
vacuum cleaners, sewing machines, refrigera- hold budgetary survey.
tors and freezers) are weighted by retail sales in
1989, with weights covering 40 percent of total TRANsPORT AND COMMUNICATION

retail sales in this category.
Travel and transport indices come from total

RENTS AND PAYMENTS passenger miles. PTT derives from an simple
average of intercity telephone conversations

These are assumed to be constant (in real terms). (with an index of 1.00) and number of ordinary
This should in principle represent services from letters sent (with an index of 0.86).
housing, which has presumably remained
roughly unchanged. INVENTORIES

Note that housing is an exception to the pro-
cedure of using the available information from GUS provides nominal end-of-year stocks of
subcategories to calculate an index for the cat- inventories as well as sales. 1989 GDP, used to
egory, then aggregatingthe categories usingthe calculate changes as a share of GDP, comes from
full weights. Because of the size of the missing GUS estimates, except for inventory invest-
categories and because the sub-categories we ment itself.
havecoveredhavebeenperhapsunusuallyposi- Inventory change as a percent of GDP and
tive, we reduce the effective weight of "housing" months of sales are calculated by deflating the
to the weight of the covered subcategories only. end-of-period stocks by a 5-month backward

moving average of the producer price index
FUEL, HEATING, AND HOT WATER (where average prices in 1989 = 1), then compar-

ing to 1989 GDP and current year sales respec-
Data on tons of gas, watts of electricity, and tively.
gallons of hot water used by households come Trade inventories in the private sector result
from GUS (1991b). Separate indicesfor each are from assuming that the share of the private
averaged. sector in trade at the end of the year is equal to

the end-of-year share of the private sector in
LIsuRE employment in trade. The private sector is as-

sumed to hold 50 percent of the inventories per
Newspapers are measured as the number of worker of the state sector.
titles published. The number of schoolbooks
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Calculation of change in real GDP 5. See the discussion in Berg (1992a).
from supply side 6. See Dabrowski et al. (199l), for example.

7. In 1991 estimation through sampling began
SHARES in earnest, with quarterly sampling for

small firms.
1989 levels and hence shares come straight 8. This section draws heavily on Johnson
from GUS according to the SNA system, except (1992) and Guzman (1991).
for the breakdown of industry into private and 9. This applies in 1989 and 1990. The tax
socialized sectors. This is inconsistent with the system has changed sharply, particularly
shares used for the demand-side estimation of starting in 1991 with the introduction of a
change in real GDP, where we adjusted 1989 persona] income tax.
inventory investment as described below. This 10. In 1990, the unusual uncertainties and
is unavoidable because we did not have enough difficulties in estimation of many of the
information to make the adjustment by sector. components of national income lead seems

Sharesfortheprivateandsocializedsectorin to have lead to the calculation of
industry come GUS data on levels of sold pro- consumption essentially as a residual. GDP
duction by sector. is calculated from the supply-side, then

estimates are made of the other demand-
GROWTH RATES side components of GDP: government

expenditure on goods and services, exports
INDUSTRY and imports, and investment. While

independent information on consumption
Estimates for the socialized sector are from was used, as described above, consumption

the index of industrial production in Schaffer seems to have been the item that adapted
(1992). The growth of real private sector indus- when one of the other categories was
try is simply assumed to be 5 percent, a conser- corrected. In particular, and as described
vative estimate given corresponding employ- in more detail below, calculation of
ment growth of 9 percent according to GUS. inventory investment has recently been

subject to enormous errors, perhaps on the
* CONSTRUCTION, TRASPORTATION, order of 10 percent of GDP in 1989 and
AGRICULTURE 1990.

11. Roberts (1992) derives preliminary
GUS estimates of change in value-added in empirical estimates of the relative
constant prices are used. importance to utility of the gain due to

decreased queuing and the loss in real
Notes consumption as usually measured. To do

this he assumes a particular form for the
1. A previous version of this paper was utility function (linear in consumption and

presented at the IMr'/World Bank effort spent on getting goods) and derives a
conference on the macroeconomic situation supply function for goods provision in the
in Eastern Europe, July 3-4 1992. I would parallel market based on convex risks of
like to thank the participants and especially punishment for pilfering. There is then a
my discussants for many useful comments. relationship betwseen effort spent on

2. See, for example, Bruno in this conference. consumption (queuing) and the ratio of
3. Examples which study the Polish case black-market to official prices. Using data

include Berg and Sachs (1992), Calvo and from surveys of this ratio for 1987 (it
Coricelli (1992), Lipton and Sachs (1990), averages about 1.2) and estimates of the
Gomulka (1992), Frydman et al. (1992), share of state-sector purchases in the total,
Schaffer (1992). he estimates the ratio of the utility gain

4. See Winiecki (1991) for an excellent associated with the elimination of queuing
discussion of this and related measurement to the (absolute value of) the loss due to
issues associated with the decline of output declines in real consumption. He finds this
in Soviet-style economies following ratio to be greater than 1 if, for example,
liberalization. the fall in real income was 7 percent and
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the share of the state sector in trade was 50 subsidies that the loss of this output in the
percent, or if the fall was 12 percent and second period is understated using the pre-
the share of state-sector in trade was 75 liberalization official prices.
percent. 18. This sort of pricing behavior seems

12. This paper will focus almost exclusively on pervasive, even after liberalization. Western
annual data in this paper because problems management consultants working with
of coverage of various data series (private Polish managers report that while
sector, small firms, etc.) are intractable at managers may not be able to identify the
higher frequencies. cost of an individual product nor to

13. Preliminary estimates of the change in real distinguish between variable and fixed
consumption for 1991 compared to 1990 costs, the general pricing strategy of selling
suggest an increase in real consumption of to cover total average costs persists. For
some 2 percent, whether using methods example, firms are reluctant to liquidate
similar to those described in the text for inventories at below (total average) costs
1990 or simply deflating nominal household even if otherwise they cannot be sold. Thus
consumption expenditures from the output and sales may have been more likely
household survey deflated by the to be zero in some goods in 1990.
appropriate price index provided by GUS. 19. Schaffer (1992) makes this point.

14. See Winiecki (1991). 20. As mentioned in Berg (1992b), evidence is
15. See Osband (1992) and Schaffer (1992) for emerging of some restructuring and growth

very useful discussions of these issues. in industry since the middle of 1991. In
16. The violence of the changes in relative prices this paper I am primarily interested with

between 1989 and 1990 may have combined interpreting the decline in 1990, rather than
with mark-up pricing over average total events since the CMEA shock. For the
costs to generate even larger changes in latter period, however, the decline itself is
the quantities of various goods produced, clearly strongly related to the CMEA shock
compared to the case where the industries/ (see Berg and Blanchard (1992), while the
enterprises with excess capacity price as if recovery has not yet been carefully
labor, for example, were sunk. This is in investigated.
part a real output loss, not an index number 21. Schaffer (1992).
effect,ofcourse,butthefactthattheoutput 22. See Hughes and Hare (1991) for a
swing is sharper means that a Paasche description of this data. See also
index understates the growth (overstates Borensztein et. al in this volume, who find
the decline) compared to the shadow-price that declines in individual industries in
index. Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Romania are

17. One potentially relevant modification to the more strongly correlated with individual
examples we have considered so far is the country ma' :oeconomic factors than with
situation in which the government cross-country industry-specific effects, as
subsidized the low-quality goods through might be implied by a region-wide pattern
taxes on the high-quality goods, as a way of of structural inter-industrial structural
partly reducing the excess demand for high- adjustment. See footnote for a discussion
quality goods. In this situation, the of this issue.
underestimate of growth by an official-price 23. There is one wrinkle to this story. GUS
Laysperes index is attenuated or reversed. makes its calculations in constant 1984
Cases 4 to 6 of the appendix make this prices. If the changes in quantity between
point by calculating Laysperes indices using i989 and 1990 are negatively correlated
official prices, like case 1, but with different with the changes in prices between 1984
assumptions about the degree of cross- and 1989 across goods, the GUS index will
subsidization. In case 6, with a relatively understate real growth.
large subsidy towards the low-quality good, 24. The correlation between rates of change of
the Laysperes index actually overstates the relative prices between 1989 and 1990 and
growth compared to the shadow-price index. the share of energy costs in sales in 1990
The official price of the 'low-quality" good (the only available data), across 20 2-digit
pre-liberalization is so low because of the branches of industry, was 0.69.
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26. Section 2 of Appendix A demonstrates this Poland, Economic Policy v14.
effect, modeling the cost shocks as the Bierzynski, K, Reforming the Soviet Economy,
removal of cross-subsidies between the two Lessons from Poland. mimeo, Warsaw.
industries. Borensztein, E., and Ostry, J., 1992, Structural

27. The Paasche index is unaffected by the and Macroeconomic Determinants of the
degree of pre-reform subsidies. Output Decline in Czechoslovakia and

28. One way to get at this problem is to use Poland, mimeo, IMF.
information from pre-reform black market Borensztein, E., Demekas, D., and Ostry, J.,
prices, as Osband (1992) points out. Where 1992, The output decline in the aftermath
servicesectoroutputincreasesandindustrial of reform: The Cases of Bulgaria,
production decreases because of an Czechoslovakia, and Romania. mimeo,
elimination of price controls and forced IMF.
substitution, as in cases 1 and 2 of Appendix Bruno, Michael (1992). Stabilization and
A, the Laysperes quantity index using black Reform in Eastern europe: A preliminary
market prices should be higher than that Evaluation. This conference.
using official prices. Preliminary results Calvo, G., and Coricelli, F. (1992). Reforming a
using 1987 ratios of parallel market to official Formerly Centrally Planned Economy: The
prices suggest somewhat surprisingly that Case of Poland. Economic Policy v14.
the parallel market premium was on average Dabrowski, J, Federowicz and Levitas (1991),
slightly higher for the goods whose output Polish State enterprises and the properties
declined more in 1990. (GUS stopped of performance: stabilization, marketization,
publishing this information after 1987. These privatization. Politics and Society.
data were from Roberts, 1992.) The example Frydman, R., S. Wellisz, and G. Kolodko (1990).
of shoes emphasizes the vulnerability of this 'Stabilization in Poland: A Progress Report',
sort of data to biases due to variation in in E.M. Classen and R. Mundell (eds.),
quality within a product category. Exchange Rate Policies in Developing and
Furthermore, there is little information Socialist Countries, International Center
available on service prices. What there is for Economic Growth, San Fransisco.
suggest a relatively high premium (5.3 for Glowny Urzad Statystyczny (GUS). Warsaw:
dental services, 3.7 for preschool care) (1988) Handel Zagraniczny: Styczen-Grudzien
compared to 1.4 on average. 1987.

29. It is negative when there is declining (1989) Handel Zagraniczny: Styczen-Grudzien
marginal utility of consumption in each 1988.
good. (1990a) Budzety Gospodarstw Domowych W

1989 Rok.
(1990b) Rocznik Statystyczny.
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Making sense of the Soviet trade shock in
Eastern Europe: a framework and some
estimates

Dani Rodrik, Columbia University

Eastern European countries have experienced in Hungarian GDP, about 60 percent of decline
sharp declines in real GDP since 1990. One of in Czechoslovakia, and between a quarter and a
the reasons for this decline is the Soviet trade third of the decline in Poland.
shock, deriving from the collapse of the CMEA
and of traditional export markets in the Soviet 1. Introduction
Union. This paper is an attempt to quantify the
magnitude of this external shock. A conceptul The decline in economic activity in the Eastern
framework is developed to show that the shock European countriesin transitionhasbeen much
has three distinct elements: (i) a terms of trade greater than most observers had predicted at
deterioration; (ii) a market-loss effect; and (iii) a the outset. According to official figures and
removal-of-import-subsidy effect. Taking all estimates, real GDP has declined cumulatively
three together, and also adding in Keynesian by 20 percent in Poland, 11 percent in Hungary,
multiplier effects, the conclusion is that the and 19 percent in Czechoslovakia in 1990-91
Soviet trade shock accounts for all of the decline (Table 1). There is some debate over the proper

Table 1 Recent macroeconomic developments in Eastern Europe

per cap. real GDP
GDP ($) change (%): unempl. (%) inflation (%)

1991 1990 1991 cumul. end-1991 1990 1991

Poland 1800 -12 -9 -20 12 684 76
CSFR 2100 -3 -16 -19 8 15 59
Hungary 3300 -4 -8 -11 8 28 35

Sources: World Bank and national sources.
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accounting of private-sector production and country. I will discuss the reasons for these
employment, and reason to think that the offi- differences below. However, it should be made
cial statistics may overstate the actual decline. clear at the outset that these calculations are
Nonetheless, even making allowance for statis- based on incomplete, and in some cases, ex-
tical oversight, these numbers indicate that the trapolated data. Therefore, they should be taken
transition is proving more costly than antici- with a grain of salt.
pated.' The reason we need an explicit framework for

Therearetwopotentialexplanationsforthese looking at the Soviet trade shock is that the
deep recessions. First, the stabilization pro- complexitiesoftheCMEAtraderegimehaveled
grams put in place in all these countries may to some confusion over the consequences of its
have been overly restrictive. Credit policies in demise. Consider the following puzzles:
both Poland and Czechoslovakia were particu- *The transition to dollar pricing among the
larly tight in the early phases oftheir respective former members of the CMEA is said to have led
programs (in 1990 and 1991, respectively.) One to large increases in the cost of energy imports
sign of overshooting is that all three countries from the Soviet Union. Yet between 1986 and
ran unanticipatedtradesurpluseswith the West 1989, Soviet export prices for crude oil were in
during the first year of the new policies. Hence fact above world prices. Even in 1990, when
one possibility is that the adjustment and stabi- world market prices shot up due to the Gulf
lization policies put in place were too ambitious, crisis, Soviet export prices were only slightly
especially in view of the special institutional below spot market prices. More to the point,
eircumstancesofpreviously-plannedeconomies.2 world market prices in 1991 were below 1990

The second explanation, which is the focus of Soviet export prices.
this paper, is that the dissolution of the CMEA * Exporting manufactured goods to the Soviet
and the loss of Soviet markets have had a severe market is said to have been highly profitable,
impact. As Tables 2 and 3 show, the enterprise since these same goods could be sold in Western
sector in all three countries is heavily reliant on markets only at deep discounts, if sold at all. Yet
Soviet trade, especially in engineering indus- enterprises often made losses on their exports of
tries. Before the shock, the share of engineer- manufactured products to the Soviet Union,
ing-sector output exported to the rouble area and had to receive transfers from the govern-
amounted to 28 percent and 19 percent, respec- ment budget to make them comply with protocol
tively, in Hungary and Czechoslovakia. In Po- targets.3

land, which has a larger economy and is less *To have meaningful estimates of the terms-
open to trade, the corresponding ratio was more of-trade shock in Soviet trade, we need to know
than 10 percent. During 1990, but particularly the value of this trade in dollars. Yet there
in 1991, the volume of trade with the former exists no single, appropriate exchange rate for
members of the CMEA has declined substan- converting prices in transferable roubles (TR)
tially (see Table 4). In addition, the transition to into dollars. The possibilities vary by a factor of
dollar pricing in Soviet trade as of 1991 has 7, from 0.61 TR/$ (the intra-CMEA rate for
implied large terms-of-trade deteriorations for 1990) to 4.52 TR/$ (the Polish cross rate).4

these countries. All three puzzles are in fact related, and
Much of this paper is devoted to laying out a derive from the existence of multiple exchange

framework for analyzing the consequences of rates. Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia
the Soviet trade shock. Based on data extending maintained internal exchange rates that valued
through the first three quarters of 1991, 1 also the rouble (in terms of the dollar) considerably
provide some estimates of the magnitude of the more cheaply than the external rate. As I will
income losses suffered by Poland, Hungary, and show below, the system was formally equivalent
Czechoslovakia as a result of this shock. The to a domestic import subsidy/export tax scheme
results indicate that, even on conservative as- in trade with the Soviet Union. Therefore, we
sumptions, practically all of the cumulative de- have to distinguish between two distinct effects
cline in Hungary and a very large part of the thatarosefromdissolution of theCMEAandthe
decline in Czechoslovakia can be accounted for abolition of the transferable rouble: (i) a move to
by the Soviet trade shock. While the trade shock spot prices from the various reference prices of
is substantial in Poland also, it accounts for a the past (e.g., a five-year moving average of
smaller fraction of the decline in output in this world oil prices); and (ii) a removal of the import
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Table 2 Share of ruble exports in total sales: Czechoslovakia and Hungary (in percent)

Czechoslovakia (1988) Hungary (1989)
ruble exports share in total ruble exports share in total
/sales ruble exports /sales ruble exports

metallurgy 7.2 8.3 3.5 3.3
engineering 18.7 64.0 27.5 63.7
chemical ind 7.2 8.2 7.7 13.9
building mat. 7.2 1.9 1.4 0.4
light ind. 14.3 13.8 8.5 10.2
food ind. 1.1 1.1 5.1 8.9
Total
manufacturing 10.5 100.0 12.1 100.0

Source: Calculated from Landesmann et al. (1991), Tables 8a and 8b.

subsidy/export tax scheme. The first of these fl. Anatomy of the Soviet trade shock
represents a genuine terms-of-trade shock, not
because border prices of raw materials have Understanding the Soviet trade shock requires
risen, but because prices of manufactured ex- understanding the mechanics of pricing under
ports have taken a big hit. The second, in itself, the CMEA. In this section, I sketch in simplified
is a source of efficiency gain, even though the fashion the relevant rules that operated in Po-
tax/subsidy scheme had its logic and its removal land, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia until 1991
has caused distress in enterprises dependent on with respect to trade with the Soviet Union (as
the implicit import subsidy. In addition, there well as other CMEAmembers)." Myfocus willbe
is a third effect, which I will call the market-loss on demonstrating the point noted in the intro-
effect. This effect arose from the reduction in duction, namely that discrepancies between in-
the volume of manufactured goods exported at a ternal and external exchange rates for the trans-
premium to the Soviet Union. ferable rouble amounted to trade subsidies and

With regard to the appropriate dollar valua- taxes of a particular sort. I will argue that the
tion of Soviet trade-the third puzzle above- Soviet trade shock consists of three conceptu-
the recognition that discrepancies between in- allydistincteffects:(i)atermsoftradeeffect;(ii)
ternal and external valuations of the rouble a removal of a domestic import subsidy; and (iii)
amount to a domestic tax/subsidy scheme helps a market loss effect.
a great deal also. Once the underlying tax/ Take first imports of raw materials from the
subsidy scheme is identified, we can stop worry- Soviet Union. The domestic price of, say, crude
ing about the appropriate exchange rate. The oil, imported from the Soviet Union was deter-
question becomes no longer which exchange minedinthefollowingmanner. First,theCMEA
rate to use for the conversion, but what are the would select a reference world price (in dollars),
subsidy and taxes that stand in between domes- in this case a five-year moving average of world
tic and border prices, the latter prices being in market prices for oil. Then this reference price
this case those represented by Soviet trading would be converted to TR by using the official
opportunities. This places our calculations of exchange rate between the TR and the dollar of
the costs of the Soviet trade shock on a more the International Bank for Economic Coopera-
solid analytical footing. tion (IBEC). This exchange rate was quite close
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Table 3 Share of exports to the Soviet Union in total output: Poland, 1990 (in percent)

exports to USSR share in total

/output exports to USSR-

energy and fuels 4.4 7.0

metallurgy 3.8 0.5

engineering 11.4 56.3

chemical ind 6.5 21.0

light ind. 1.5 3.8

food ind. 0.7 11.1

other industries 0.8 0.0

Total

industry 5.0 100.0

* For first nine months of 1991.

Sources: First column from Rosati (1991), Table 7. Second column from GUS,

Statistical Bulletin, November 1991.

to the official rate in the USSR, but not identical with the important caveat that manufactured
because the basket of currencies on which it was exports rarely had adequate comparators in
based differed from that used in the Soviet world markets. So the border price set in TR
Union. The IBEC rate has ranged between 0.60 was more or less a negotiated price. Nonethe-
and 0.75 TR/$, and stood at 0.61 TRI$ in 1990. less, we can still use this (and the IBEC ex-
This price in TR would then be the border price change rate) to define an implicit dollar price at
at which the oil was imported. The domestic- the border, p,.
currency price would in turn be the TR price Note that eF4 is an implicit rate, for which
multiplied by the national exchange rate be- there was no actual quotation; it is obtained by
tweentheTRandthedomesticcurrency. Hence, dividing e, by eR. The national cross rates in
the domestic price (denoted pm) would be: Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia diverged

considerably from the IBEC rate, valuing the
(1.1) Pm = p'm x e'R x eR rouble much less than the latter (that is, el./e.,

< 1). Table 5 shows recent cross rates in these
where P'm is the dollar moving-average price, three countries.
e' is the IBEC rate (TR/$), and eR is the na- We also note that the external terms of trade
tional exchange rate between the domestic cur- (TOT) were independent of the internal cross
rency and the TR (NCITR). This can be stated rate,
equivalently as:

(1.4) TOT = PiP. = P')Pm
(1.2) Pm = Pmt x (e'M"/e.$) x e

and were a function only of the ratio of explicit
where elM is the national cross-rate between the or implicit world reference prices in dollars.
TR and the dollar (TR/$) and e, is the national With the demise of the CMEA, pricing in
exchange rate against the dollar (NCI$). Soviet trade has become the same as in any

Export prices were determined in more or less other trade. So import and export prices in
the same manner, domestic currency are now given by:

(1.3) p, = p'x x (el'/e..) x es (1.5) P'm/P'm= eS
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(1.6) p'x= p"x es place. The deterioration in TOT has come mainly
from the export side.

where the prime indicates the post-transition The second effect involved in the move to
domestic andborder prices. (To save on notation dollar pricing has been the effective unification
and with no loss of generality, es, the domestic of the cross rate as the ratio e'l/e., has gone to
currency exchange rate against the dollar, is unity (compare [2.21-[2.3] with [2.5]-[2.6]). As
assumed to remain unchanged.) The new terms pointed out above, this does not affect the terms
of trade are given by: of trade, but simply raises in domestic currency

terms the prices ofboth imports and exports. As
(1.7) TOT' = p/p',m = P IP'm we can see from (2.2) and (2.3), the gap between

eF4 and el'R had kept domestic prices of imports
Now we are ready to analyze the consequences and exports cheap (relative to trade with the

of the demise of the CMEA regime. Comparing convertible-currency area). Another way of stat-
(2.2)-(2.4) with (2.5)-(2.7), we see that the move ing this is that the divergence between the
to dollar pricing involves two distinct effects. internal and external exchange rates for the
The first of these is a straightforward terms of rouble actedjust like a domestic import subsidy
trade(TOT)effect,whichisherecapturedbythe and export tax in rouble trade. With the
change from p'7/p. to P"l= Table 6 shows that disappearence of the TR, the implicit import
there has been a hefty deterioration in all three subsidy (and export tax) in rouble trade has
countries' terms of trade in 1991. disappeared also.

Where is this deterioration coming from? In How large were these implicit subsidies aris-
actual practice, the change has come about as ing from the multiple exchange rate practice?
the explicit or implicit dollar reference prices Letus denote the ad valorem rate of the implicit
used in trade with the Soviet Union have been import subsidy (and equivalently, export tax) as
altered with the transition to dollar pricing. On s. The value of s is given by (e./el'$) -1, and can
the export side, many East European exporters be calculated easily from data on IBEC and
are now pricing their manufactured exports national cross rates. Table 8 shows the results
using a one-to-one translation of TR prices into for the three countries. The subsidies were very
dollar prices; hence, a pair of shoes that was large indeed, and largest in Poland (641 per-
previously sold for TR25 is now priced at $25. cent!) where the exchange rate gap was the
Before the demise, TR25 had the purchasing biggest.
power (in terms of imports from the Soviet ThepracticalconsequencesareshowninTable
Union)6 of 25/0.61 = $41. Therefore the new 9 for imports of crude oil. In 1990, domestic
price implies a cut in dollar terms of 39 percent. users in Poland paid less than $3 a barrel for oil
On the import side, changes in dollar prices imported from the Soviet Union, even though
have come about as the moving-average system the average price paid at the border for Soviet oil
has been abolishedfor raw materials and trans- was $21.83. These numbers make it clear that
actions began to be carried out on the basis of the increase in the domestic cost of Soviet en-
spot prices. ergy imports in 1991 has come about from the

The latter change has not been particularly removal of an implicit import subsidy (which I
damaging. It is not always appreciated that will call the RS effect), and not from an increase
since 1986, and thanks to moving-average pric- in prices charged by the Soviet Union. As such,
ing, the dollar prices of crude oil imports from the change is an efficiency-enhancing one, un-
the Soviet Union have tended to be higher than like the term-of-trade deterioration which is a
world market prices. As Table 7 shows, the source of impoverishment. However, as I will
collapse of world prices in 1986 left Soviet oil explain in greater detail in the next section, the
considerably over-priced. This situation per- import subsidy had its logic before 1991 insofar
sisted until 1990, when world prices overtook as it reduced worthless rouble surpluses in
Soviet prices due to the Gulf crisis in August. trade with the Soviet Union.
However, even in 1990, the price differential in In principle, Eastern European countries op-
favor ofSovietoil wasbarely$3.50abarrel. And erated a scheme of equalization taxes and sub-
since world oil prices have fallen in 1991, there sidies designed to neutralize these price distor-
is little reason to believe that a significant tions. Hungary, for example, apparently levied
increase in import prices has actually taken a special tax on imports of crude oil from the
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Table 4 Recent trends in Eastern Europe's trade (percent change from corresponding
period previous year)

Formerly
socialist econ.' Market econ.' Totalb

1990 1991b,c 1990 1991c 1990 1991c

EXPORTS

Value ($)
Poland -0.4 -87.5 40.9 6.7 11.8 -1.8
Czechoslovakia -18.9 -76.4 7.9 -1.2 -17.0 -13.3
Hungary -17.3 -74.4 19.3 11.3 0.8 0.4

Volume

Poland -13.3 -44.0 40.5 19.3d 13.7 -5.6
Czechoslovakia -20.1 (-50.0)f 15.1 -5.9 -25.Oe
Hungary -27.0 13.0

IMPORTS

Value ($)
Poland -25.6 -75.9 6.3 73.9 -2.5 64.7
Czechoslovakia -7.3 -70.6 20.5 -24.9 -7.0 -23.6
Hungary -9.8 -51.0 14.6 38.4 -0.1 34.3

Volume
Poland -34.1 -45.0 2.9 8 9 ld -17.9 41.3
Czechoslovakia -11.5 (-33.0)f 34.7 6.4 -28.Oe
Hungary -18.0 4.0

Source: Rodrik (1992)

Notes: a Dollar values are calculated by using the IBEC exchange rate between
TR and 5, rather than implicit national cross rates. For 1991, the
former GDR is included in market economies, and growth rates are
calculated accordingly.

b Calculated by converting national currency values to US$ at period-
average exchange rates. This makes these numbers inconsistent with
those for the FSE.

c January-September.
d EC only.

e January-June.
f PlanEcon estimate, for trade with Soviet Union only.
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Table { Implicitruble-dollarexchange rates, based on national rates (transferrable rubles
per dollar)

Hungary Poland Czechoslovakia Bulgaria

1985 1.88 1.76 1.85 0.79
1986 1.64 1.90 1.62 0.73

1987 1.73 2.28 1.48 0.67

1988 1.94 2.21 1.44 0.64

1989 2.09 2.96 1.51 0.65

1990 2.30 4.52 1.79 0.61

Source: Rosati (1991).

Soviet Union, aimed atequalizing the domestic- m. Analytical framework
currency cost of oil imports from the Soviet
Union with the cost of oil imports from the As a step toward conceptual clarity and even-
convertible-currency area (Schrenk, 1990, fn. tual quantification, it is helpful to have an
23). In Poland, where the implicit subsidies explicit model that incorporates the special fea-
were largest, the scheme appears to have lost by tures discussed above. In particular, we want to
1990 any effectiveness it previously may have track the consequences of the three effects laid
had. To the extent that they were deployed at out above, the TOT, RS and ML effects. Once we
all, these equalization taxes and subsidies had have such a model, the consequences of each of
arbitrary and extremely limited effects." Since these three can be traced by carrying out com-
the analysis below takes 1990 as the base year, parative-static analysis.
I will ignore them altogether. We can work with a purely real model, as we

There was yet a third consequence of the move know that the exchange rate system in rouble
todollarpricing. Sincemanyofthemanufactured trade was formally equivalent to a set of trade
goods sold in the Soviet market could be sold in taxes and subsidies. This allows us to ignore the
Western markets only at deep discounts, if at all, exchange rate altogether, and express all exter-
the reduction in the volume of sales has led to the nal and domestic prices relative to a common
loss of rents on these exports. Some evidence on numeraire, a commodity which is tradable in
the price differentials in Soviet and alternative Western markets. We set es equal to unity in
markets are presented in Tables 10 and 11 for what follows.
Hungarian and Polish exports, respectively. In We begin by dividing the archetypal Eastern
each case, a sample offoreign trade organizations European economy into two sectors. I lump into
were asked aboutthe dollarpricestheir exports to one sector all industries that import raw materi-
the Soviet Union would likely fetch in Western als from the Soviet Union. The second sector is
markets. The results reveal an average discount made up of industries that export manufactures
of 45 percent for Hungarian exports and 50 per- to the SovietUnion. Of course, there is in practice
centfor Polish exports. The presence ofsuch price some overlap between these two sectors. Also,
margins between the Soviet and Western mar- there exist industries that can not be classified
kets renders a reduction in export volume to the under either. But these complications make no
Soviet Union an independent source of income difference to the analytical results to be derived,
loss. This effect is conceptually distinct from the and I stick with the two-fold classification.
TOT effect since it would operate even in the Let us denote by pm the domestic price of oil
absence ofany changeinthedollarpricesreceived imported from the Soviet Union. From the
from Sovietimporters.8 Icall this the market-loss previous section, we know that Pm is related to
(ML) effect. the border (i.e., Soviet export) price by
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Table 6 Terms of trade (percent change from corresponding period previous year)

1989 1990 1991

Poland: 18.5 -17.2 -10.8 (Jan.-Sept.)
in trade with CMEA: 5.7 4.2 -48.2

Hungary: 2.8 0.1 n.a.
in trade with CMEA 3.6 7.6 -33.5*

Czechoslovakia: 4.3 2.3 -27.7 (Jan.-June)
in trade with CMETA: 6.1 2.5 n.a.

* Mid-point of the estimates reported for Soviet trade in Oblath and
Tarr (1991), based on 1990 quantities.

Sources: GUS (1991), OECD (1991b), FSU (1991).

Table 7 Import prices for crude oil: world market prices versus Soviet export prices

world nrice import oprce from USSR difference
S/barrel TR/barrel S/barrel S/barrel

1980 30.12 9.72 14.73 15.39
1981 33.67 12.43 17.50 16.16
1982 35.06 15.78 21.62 13.44
1983 29.64 18.09 24.12 5.52
1984 29.97 21.34 27.36 2.61
1985 28.49 22.85 28.92 -0.43
1986 18.93 23.36 32.00 -13.07
1987 18.12 20.74 30.96 -12.84
1988 17.23 17.95 28.05 -10.82
1989 18.38 15.38 23.66 -5.28
1990 25.34 13.32 21.83 3.51
1991 19.99 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Sources: For 1980-89, calculated from Bak et al. (1991); world price refers
to light Arabic crude cif Gdynia, and import price refers to Polish
imports from USSR franco border. TR prices are converted to dollars
at the IBEC exchange rate. The 1990 figures are calculated from
Polish volume and value statistics for imports coming from USSR and
other sources. The conversion factor used is: 7.4 barrels - 1 metric
ton. The 1991 world price refers to UK Brent (light).

Table 8 Implicit import subsidies in ruble trade (percent)

Hungary Poland Czechoslovakia

1988 203 245 125
1989 222 355 132
1990 277 641 193

Source: Calculated from Table 5. See text for explanation.
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(3.1) Pm = Pm'/(1 +s) The constrained profit function of the x-sector
can then be written as follows:

where s is the implicit import subsidy discussed
and calculated in the previous section. Since Pm (3.5) no (P1 , Pa; w; x) = max/LB fpig + pjg(Le) -x]
and s are both exogenous, so is pm. The domestic
export price (to the Soviet Union) is similarly where g(.) is the production function in the x-
given by sector, Le is employment, and x stands for the

exogenous export volume to the Soviet Union.
(3.2) p. = p,/(1+s) ir() has the following properties:

Hence we can then express the model in terms (3.6) it0 = xn,r2 = [g(LB) -x] = x., et3%= -L0 ,
of Pm and p., and do the the comparative statics and i,4 = (P. - P.)

on them directly (keeping in mind that they are
determined by s). We assume that the constraint always binds

We call the first (oil-importing) sector the m- and that x8 > 0 in equilibrium.
sector. Its output price is taken to be fixed by The model is closed by the fhll-employment
arbitrage with Western markets, which is not a condition L = Lm, L, m, and w, or alternatively:
bad assumption in view of the recent liberaliza-
tions in trade. It does not matter whether the (3.7) K

2
1 + 3+ L = 0

sector is a net exporter to the West or a net
importer. Behavior in this sector is summarized The model has four endogenous variables, L-,
by a profit function of the following sort: Le, m, and w. These are determined by (3.7) and

the three input demand equations Km2 = -Lm, Km3

(3.3) ntm(1; w, pm) = max (ffLm, m) - wLm - Pm.) = -m, and no2 = -LI. I have left the demand side
of the economy out of the picture, as I will not

where Lm is employment in the m-sector, m is need it for evaluating changes in real GDP as a
the volume of oil importsfrom the SovietUnion, result of the Soviet trade shock.
w the wage rate, ft.) a CRS production function, From the standpoint of real income, the ap-
and 1 stands for the fixed output price. This propriate valuation of GDP is in terms of world
profit function has the usual Hotelling's lemma prices. Expressed in world prices, domestic
properties, namely: value added is given by:

(3.4) 7im = f.), 2m = -LU, and K3m = -m, (3.8) y = f(.) + P1xx + p2x.- p'-M

where a numbered subscript denotes a partial or, equivalently:
derivative with respect to the relevant argu-
ment. (3.9) y = 7m 1 + p-1 X + Pa7 2 + P*mIrmS

The second sector, called the x-sector, is as-
sumed to sell its output both in the Soviet We now differentiate this expression totally,
market and in others (domestic or Western using the resource constraint embodied in (3.7).
markets). The firm receives a differentprice for To simplify the result, we make use of the fact
sales in these two kinds of markets, p1 and pa that;(.) and irm(.) are homogeneous of degree 1
respectively. We take p0 to be fixed also by in all prices. Also, we note from the first-order
arbitrage with Western markets. Further, firms condition associated with (3.4) that rG24 = dx./dx
in this sector are constrained to sell a certain = -1 and r1u2 = dxjdp. = 0. The final result is:
exogenous amount to the Soviet market. The
constraint arises either because of the demand (3.10) d6 - (xdp1 - mdpm) .......... TOT effect
constraint in the Soviet Union (when p. > p.), or + (p1 - p.)dx ................. ML effect
because the government forces firms to fulfill +(P. - Pm')[dm/dpm]dpm ......... RS effect
targets in trade protocols (when p1 < pa). Re-
member that since p1 < p1x due to the implicit where
export tax, there is no guarantee that exports to
the Soviet Union are privately profitable even (3.11) dnVdpm = -[Km - ((itm923)/7C m22+e3l)
though they are socially hugely profitable. (+) (+)
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There is a slight ambiguity in the sign of dm/dpm according to the IMF in 1991), this fact alone is a
which arises from general equilibrium interac- poor guide to estimating the RS benefits.
tions. The direct effect of an increase in the The question might be posed as to why the
domestic price of imported oil is to reduce de- removal of the implicit export tax does not lead to
mand, and this is captured by the first term in a separate term in (3.10), as is the case with the
the square brackets above. But as long as there import subsidy. The answer is that the relevant
is some substitutability between labor and en- term is in fact contained in the ML effect. The
ergy inputs (as captured by 7tm23 ), the shift to- presence of p.x rather than p. in the ML term
wards labor raises the wage rate and encour- highlights the fact that the presence of an export
ages substitution back towards oil. We would tax renders the expansion of exports more profit-
normally expect the wage effect to play at best a able than would appear to enterprises them-
dampening role, so we can safely assume that selves.
the second term in the brackets does not over- To those trained in trade theory, the RS term in
power the first (a sufficient condition for this is (3.10) might appear at first sight to be puzzling.
that 7cm33 > i'23) In a standard trade model with no price rigidities,

Equation (3.10) neatly captures the indepen- a combined import subsidy/exporttax scheme (an
dent effects of the three aspects of the Soviet appreciation of the exchange rate) simply lowers
trade shock. The first (TOT) effect arises from all prices (including those ofnontradables) by the
the changes in the external (dollar) prices of same proportion, leaving relative prices unaf-
exports and imports in Soviet trade. Note that fected and producing no resource-allocation and
the TOT effect can also be expressed as: efficiency consequences whatsoever. The reason

the situation is different here is that the import
(3.12) (xdp. -mdp'm) = x(dp'. - dp'.) + (x -m)dp'. subsidy/export tax scheme is operative for trade

with the rouble area, but not for trade with the
The firstterm on the right-hand side is thepure, convertible-currency area. Relative prices are af-
textbook terms-of-trade effect, while the second fected vis-a-vis tradablesfor the Western market,
one represents an adjustment for unbalanced and the resulting distortion in our model is cap-
trade. The second (ML) effect captures the tured by the change in relative prices between pm
foregone rents from sales to the Soviet market and pR, on the one hand, and 1, pa, and w on the
as export volume is reduced. Notice that the other. This distortion produces a shift in imports
relevant margin here is the gap between px and away from the convertible-currency area and
Pa, and not p1 and p8. Even if domestic enter- towards the Soviet Union (and in exports in the
prises make losses on these sales, the presence otherdirection). Itencouragesover-consumption
of a large enough export tax ensures that these of energy from subsidized sources.
sales are socially profitable. However, it is also important to recognize that,

Finally, the removal of import subsidy (RS) in the presence of an inconvertible surplus with
effect is captured by the last term in (3.10). As theSovietUnion,theimplicitimportsubsidydoes
mentioned before, the increase in pm is a posi- have a positive role to play. All three countries
tive effect, and creates a benefit proportional to ran ruble trade surpluses with the Soviet Union
the decline in the volume of subsidized imports in 1990. Ourmodeleffectivelyassumesthatthese
and the gap between domestic and border prices. ruble surpluses are redeemable in convertible
Note however that the dm at issue here is not the currencies at the IBEC exchange rate of 0.61 TR/
decline in the volume of imports from the Soviet $-i.e., that the ruble export surplus can be con-
Union, butthe decline in importdemandbyusers verted into commodity imports at the relative
that were previously subsidized. In this model, price implied by this exchange rate. This is
the two are the same. But in the real world they obviouslyfalse. Itisnotclearhowthese surpluses
need not be if previously subsidized users shift will be cleared, but it is extremely unlikely that
their demand to Western sources. Efficiency they will be converted to dollars at anything
gains obtain only to the extent that previously approaching the former IBEC rate.9 To be on the
subsidized users of Soviet oil reduce their total oil conservative side, I will assume instead that the
consumption from all sources. Hence, while the 1990 ruble surpluses were in effect worthless.'0

actual decline in Soviet oil deliveries to Eastern The way to incorporate this assumption in our
European countries during 1990 and 199-1 has framework is by recognizing that the effective
been substantial (some 60 percent cumulatively price received for exports to the Soviet Union was
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Table 9 Pricing of crude oil imports in Poland, 190

volume of imoorts domestic prices border prices
Source of imports (mil. barrels) '000 zl/b S/b TR/$ S/b

Soviet Union 55.5 27.61 2.91 13.32 21.83

Others 40.8 240.76 25.34 -- 25.34

Total 96.3 117.96 12.42 -- 23.32

Source: Own calculations from value and volume statistics in 1990 trade
yearbook, using IBEC and Polish cross rates between TR and S.

Table 10 Comparison of prices in exports to the Soviet Union with prices in alternative
markets: Hungary, 1988

Implied $ value World
Actual value using IBEC rate market value Discount

(1000 TR) (1000 S) (1000 5) (2)-(3)
Exports (1) (2) (3) + (2)

14inining
and *lec. 42,448 70,747 38,137 0.461

Metallurgy 134,648 210,388 293,784 -0.396
Machinery 2,833,761 4,427,752 2,150,824 0.514
Chemicals 504,309 787,983 397,719 0.495
Light Ind. 498,178 778,403 525,945 0.324
Food proc. 522,612 816,581 493,089 0.396
Agr. & others 230,198 359,684 215,759 0.400

TOTAL 4.766,154 7,462,741 4,115,257 0.449

Source Calculated from Oblath and Tarr (1991).

Table 11 Comparison of prices in exports to the Soviet Union with prices in alternative
markets: Poland, 1989

Implied $ value World
Actual value using IBEC rate market value Discount

(mil. TR) (mil. ) (mil. ) (2)-(3)
Exports (1) (2) (3) + (2)

Industrial 7119.1 11670.7 5751.0 0.507
Raw materials

and food 1183.2 1939.7 1039.8 0.464

TOTAL 8302.3 13610.3 6790.8 0.501

Source: Calculated from Danielewski (1991)
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below the transaction price. Hence we need to the automatic disappearance of the implicit
adjust p'x downward. Define B as the ratio of subsidy). This entails no loss on the TOT front,
imports to exports in rouble trade: since the effective export price remains un-

changed. However, there are still gains that
(3.13) 0 = P,Mm/p Ix derive from the removal of the subsidy: as (the

previously subsidized) imports are reduced (now
Then the effective dollar price received in ex- at no cost to the terms of trade), the resources
ports to the Soviet Union, denoted by p-1 , is saved can be put to more efficient uses.
given by:

TV. Towards empirical implementation
(3.14) P x = OP x= Pm1m/x

For small changes, equation (3.15) tells us all
We now replace with in equation (3.10): that we need to know in order to quantify the

Soviet trade shock. However, when the changes
(3.15) dy = (xdp- x - mdp'.) .......... TOT effect involved are large, as they certainly are in this

+ (p-x - p0)dx .............. ML effect case, the infinitesimal calculus can be mislead-
+ ( pm -pm,)[dm/dpmQdpm .............. RS effect ing as to the magnitudes involved. For that

reason, this section carries out a diagrammatic
With this adjustment, all the terms can be analysis in order to provide guidance as to how
interpreted as before, except that the effective the framework can be quantified.
terms of trade is no longer exogenous, since p-1 Figure 1 shows the situation on the export
can be raised by increasing the volume of im- side. The horizontal line at pa represents the
ports. opportunity cost of exports to the Soviet market.

An implication is that the import subsidy is on With the demise of the CMEA, export volume
balance beneficial, as long as the surplus re- falls from x to x' and the effective dollar prices
mains and is inconvertible. To see this, look at received from the Soviet Union fall from ptx to
the welfare effect of an expansion in imports. p-1'. The total loss is the sum of the two shaded
Assuming all exogenous variables are constant rectangles. Here, unlike in the infinitesimal
(dp x = dx = 0), case, there is some arbitrariness in distinguish-

ing the TOT (or price) effect from the ML (or
(3.16) dy/dm = xdp- Jdm + (pm - Pm) volume) effect. I choose to attribute x(px' - p-1 )

(+) (-) = xAp,. to the TOT effect (on the export side) and
(P' - Pa) (x' -x) = (p '- p2)Ax to the ML effect.

The first term captures the effective terms-of- The outcome with respect to imports is shown
trade benefit of expanding imports: exports are in Figure 2, drawn for the case where the dollar
effectively rendered more valuable since less is price of importsfrom the Soviet Union falls. The
wasted in accummulating worthless surpluses. original level of imports (at the domestic price
The second term captures the subsidy distor- pm) is given by m. In light of the discussion in the
tion. Now using (3.14), this expression simpli- previous section, we distinguish between the
fies to: new level of imports from the Soviet Union

(denoted by m') and the new level of imports by
(3.17) dy/dm = Pm > 0 previously subsidized activities (denoted bym1 ).

The difference (ml - in') is the additional level of
Hence an import subsidy is unambiguously ben- imports from Western sources. There are two
eficial as long as there is an inconvertible sur- sources of gain here: (i) the TOT effect, repre-
plus (i.e., as long as [3.14] remains in force). sented by the area EAGF, and (ii) the recap-

In view of this, it may appear paradoxical that tured deadweight-loss triangle from the import
we count the removal of the subsidy as a benefit subsidy, represented by the area ABC.
(under the RS term). However, this is the proper For empirical purposes, it is more convenient
procedure. The effective terms-of-trade benefit of to break these effects up slightly differently,
the subsidy is already taken into account in the with EBJF standing for the TOT effect and GJC
TOT term. It may help to think of the following standing for the RS effect. It is easy to check
example: suppose the transition to dollar pricing that EBJF + GJC = EAGF + ABC. The area
reduces px to p-., with no other change (save for EBJF is given by -m(p-m' - P'm) As for GJC, it is
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approximated by V2(pm - p m') (ml -m). Figure 1
Putting all these different pieces together,

the discrete approximation to the magnitude of
the Soviet trade shock becomes:

(4.1) Ay = x( P x P x) -m(Px Pm, )-
+ ( P - Pa)AX I if / ----- /-/

+ 1/2 ( Pm pm')(mi -m)

Note that this is virtually the same as (3.15),
except that the TOT effect is evaluated at base-
year trade volumes, while the price margins in Px --- r--
the other two effects use the post-shock border
prices to avoid double-counting. Also, the RS
effect has a V2 in front of it.

Using (3.14) and with some manipulation, our Pa
final equation reads:

(4.1) Ay = p'mm [ P'x - p )....... TOT effect
+ [(p Px - Pa.)/Px] P'zAx ....... ML effect x

+ V2 [ pm - p m')/pmm [(ml - m)/m]..RS effect
Figure 2

where a '"A denotes proportional changes and
P - p' - p)/ P- . Note that the adjustment for

worthless rouble surplus makes the Soviet TOT
shock look less bad because it dampens the L

effective terms of trade deterioration relative to Pm -------- ---- - ------ I
the recorded terms of trade. Equation (4.2) is
the formula that I will use to estimate the effects p* F FH x 6 -- S

of the Soviet trade shock. m - I-I

V. Results

Equation (4.2) points to the individual pieces of \ I
information needed to calculate the aggregate
effects of the Soviet trade shock. Table 12 p r -- c-
displays this information, as best as I could m - t
piece together from incomplete data sources.
There is considerable uncertainty about some of l
these data, particularly where the terms of m ml m

trade outcomes are concerned. Also, in some
cases the unavailability of statistics (especially
in the case of Czechoslovakia) has forced me to The TOT and RS effects are the consequence
extrapolate from data on other countries. There- of the transition to dollar pricing and the disap-
fore these numbers should be taken with a grain pearance of the transferable rouble, both of
of salt, and treated as tentative, until better and which occurred in 1991. The ML effect, by
more complete data become available. Note, contrast, was operative in 1990 also, as the
however, that when forced to make assump- decline of import demand in the Soviet Union
tions, I have generally made the assumptions cut into export sales in that market. Hence our
that would make the Soviet trade shock appear calculations for 1990 cover only the ML effect,
smaller. Consequently, the results will likely while those for 1991 cover all three effects. The
present a lower bound on the magnitude of the results are displayed in Table 13.
income loss. I discuss data issues and the We note first that most of the market-loss cost
extrapolations more fully in the Appendix. was borne in 1990, since the TOT deterioration
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in 1991 eliminated almost all ofthe price advan- mies if not to ensure that resources are utilized
tage in the Soviet market. The cost on this more efficiently? Discountingthe benefits ofthe
account stood roughly at $1 billion for each of removal of a 669 percent subsidy is tantamount
the three countries in 1990, but was substan- to saying that the existence of the subsidy had
tially smaller in 1991. Despite the greater little cost to begin with. If we believe price
volume reduction in exports, the virtual disap- reform to be beneficial, we must also believe
pearance of the price premium in the Soviet that the RS effect is a source of gain.
market is responsibleforthe 1991 result(see eq. The cumulative 1990-91 shock amounts to
[4.2]). around $2 billion in Poland and Hungary, and

With respect to the terms-of-trade effect, we $3.4 billion in Czechoslovakia. However, since
find that Czechoslovakia is by far the hardest the Hungarian economy is less than halfthe size
hit in 1991, with a loss of $3.5 billion (compared of Poland's, as a share of GDP the shock is
to $1.9 billion in Poland and $0.9 billion in significantly larger in Hungary. The cumula-
Hungary). Interestingly,thisisneitherbecause tive total amounts to 7-8 percent of GDP in
the measured (assumed?) terms of trade dete- Hungary and Czechoslovakia and to 3.5 percent
rioration is greater in Czechoslovakia, nor be- in Poland. The comparatively small figure for
cause the volume of exports to the Soviet is Poland reflects three factors: (i) the larger Pol-
larger. The difference arises almost entirely ish economy is not nearly as reliant on Soviet
from the much smaller 1990 ruble surplus in trade as the other two (see Tables 2 and 3); (ii)
Czechoslovakia comparedto the othertwo coun- with the biggest implicit subsidy, Poland has a
tries. Effectively, Czechoslovak exports in 1990 relatively large benefit arising from the RS
were worth more because they were transformed effect; and (iii) Poland's large TR surplus in
into proportionately greater supplies of real 1990 substantially reduces the adjusted terms
commmodities from the Soviet Union. The de- of trade deterioration for 1991.
crease in export prices consequently is more It may be instructive to compare the results
damaging in real terms. In the other two coun- here to other similar calculations. Berg and
tries, much of the measured terms of trade Sachs(1991) present estimates ofthe l991trade
deterioration is an illusion, since a large part of shock on Poland by valuing the 1990 imports of
exports were paid for in worthless transferable energy and natural resources from the Soviet
roubles, effectively rendering export prices in Union at world prices, and assuming that the
1990 so much smaller. This can be seen by manufactured exports that paid for them are
comparing the adjusted and unadjusted export now worthless. Effectively this assumes a 100
price increases shown in Table 12. percent decline in export prices for manufac-

The removal of subsidy (RS) effect plays a tures. Nonetheless, their estimate of the net
comparatively smallrole, exceptin Polandwhere loss ($2 billion for 1991) is roughly the same for
it amounts to $0.67 billion (making up for 36 the combined TOT and ML effects here, because
percent of the TOT cost). The RS effect is the import base on which they calculate their
prominent in Poland because the implicit im- net loss (covering crude oil, petroleum products,
port subsidy was so large--641 percent.'1 Hence, natural gas, crude iron ore, and iron ore) is much
even though the implicit elasticity of demand smaller than the imputed dollar value in Table
for imports of energy is small (in absolute value), 12. Oblath and Tarr(1991) estimate the income
the effect is still non-negligible. loss for Hungary to be between $1.5 billion and

It might be objected that the removal of the $2.2 bilion for 1991, based on an assumed oil
import subsidy is a source of distress for energy- price of $21 per barrel, with the lower end
intensive enterprises, and that counting this as resulting from the assumption of worthless
a benefit is not appropriate. Our calculations rouble surpluses. This is somewhathigher than
ignore Keynesian effects and the possibility the estimate here-a combined TOT and ML
that resources (labor in particular) may become effect of $1 billion. Since I have relied on their
unemployed in energy-intensive industries as a estimate of the change in the terms of trade, the
consequence of a shock that isprima facie posi- main difference arises from the lower quantity
tive. However, the removal of the subsidy does base imputed here. Kenen (1991) provides esti-
have offsetting positive income effects (for ex- mates for all three countries (as well as Bulgaria
porters and the government). Besides, what is and Romania), based on 1989 trade volumes.
the point of price liberalization in these econo- He assumes that the terms of trade shock will
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Table 12 Basic data

DisCUBSion

Poland Hungary Czechoslovakia in appendix

A. TOT Effect

,Pm" (bil. $) 7.840 5.467 7.574 A.1

unadiusted prices:

TOT -0.482 -0.335 -0.387

-0.464 -0.416 -0.436 A.2

PX -0.035 -0.122 -0.079
e 0.687 0.824 0.949 A.2

prices adiusted for worthless ruble surpluses:

-0.246 -0.193 -0.354

-0.272 -0.291 -0.405 A.2

B. ML Effect

(Px P.) /P0 9.501 0.441 0.471 A.3

for 1990 calculations:

(Px P, /Px 0.501 0.441 0.471 A.3

(p;x (bi 1.$)a 12.450 8.696 9.419
dx/x -0.133 -0.270 -0.201 A.1
pXEx -1.656 -2.348 -1.893

for 1991 calculations:

(P; P.)/P; 0.037 0.033 0.035 A.3

(p,x (bil.$) 10.794 6.348 7.526

ox/x -0.440 -0.450 -0.500 A.1
p;Ax (bil.$)a -4.749 -2.857 -3.763

C. RS Effect

(Pm - P)f /P" -6.410 -2.770 -1.934

(Pm - P.) /Pm -6.151 -2.310 -1.702 A.4

ppm (bil. $)b 0.801 0.668 1.291 A.4
[(ml - m)/m] -0.271 -0.115 -0.082 A.5

Notes: a Only the ruble component of exports to the Soviet Union is
included.

b Value (in domestic prices) of fuel and energy imports from the
Soviet Union.

Source: Author's calculations. See the Appendix for explanation.
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come primarily from a large increase in prices of and m, the multiplier would be around 2. A
imported raw materials, with little change in multiplier of 2 is also consistent with results
the price of manufactures. However, his im- obtained in macroeconometric models of ad-
puted terms of trade changes are not too differ- vanced countries. Hence 2 is probably as good a
entfromthefiguresusedhere. Therefore,while guess any other.
his estimated losses are somewhat larger than Table 14 presents our cumulative figures for
those reported here, they are not vastly differ- the shock, now multiplied by 2 so as to incorpo-
ent. rate Keynesian effects also. The table also

We note that none of these studies has looked shows the estimatedcumulative decline in gross
at the RS effect, which as mentioned above, national income (GNI) in the three countries
plays an important role in Poland at least. Nor since 1990. The second set of figures is calcu-
do they distinguish between the TOT effect and lated by adding the terms of trade losses to the
the ML effect, which as I have argued are con- official estimates of GDP losses. Comparing the
ceptually distinct. two sets of estimates, we see that the Soviet

trade shock can explain almost all of the decline
VI. How much GDP decline can the in income (and GDP) in Hungary, and most of it

Soviet shock account for? in Czechoslovakia. In Poland, the Soviet trade
shock accounts for between a quarter and a

The appropriate way to interpret the numbers third of the cumulative decline. However, if we
discussed above is as the real income loss on rely on the Berg-Sachs (1991) estimate of the
impact arising from the Soviet shock. These 1990 fall in GDP in Poland rather than on
numbers cannot be directly compared with the official statistics (6.5 percent rather than 12
drops in GDP mentioned in the introduction. percent), the cumulative decline would be much
This is because each of these two sets of figures smaller, and the Soviet trade shock would corre-
understates the true real income loss for a spondingly explain a substantial chunk of it.
separate reason. First, our estimates of the real Moreover, it bears repeating that our esti-
income loss do not take into account any mates of the Soviet trade shock probably repre-
Keynesian repercussions arisingfrom domestic sent a lower bound. As explained above and in
wage-price inflexibilities. The sharp increase in the Appendix, when called to make a judge-
unemployment in all three countries is prima ment, I have usually selected figures that would
facie evidence that Keynesian multiplier effects lower the costs of the shock. The terms of trade
are present. Therefore our figures must under- statistics I have used are on the conservative
state considerably the true income cost of the side. Also, the working hypothesis that 1990
shock. Second, actual statistics ofGDP declines rouble surpluses were entirely worthless has
do not take into account the direct income loss reduced the cost estimates, particularly in Po-
arising from the terms of trade deterioration. land and Hungary. Last but not least, it is
The reason is that GDP is a measure of output, possible that the Keynesian effects arising from
not income. To get from GDP to gross national the Soviet shock were much stronger than those
income, we need to adjust it by adding in the I allowed for.
direct income effects ofthe terms oftrade change.

Since we have separately calculated the terms VU. Concluding remarks
of trade losses, the latter is easy enough to do.
Taking Keynesian multiplier effects into ac- My main objective in this paper has been to
count is more problematic. In principle, this bring some conceptual clarity to the issues sur-
requires working with detailed macroeconomic rounding the Soviet trade shock in Eastern
models of each ofthese economies, models which Europe. I have argued that there are three
would be extremely unreliable during the tran- distinct shocks involved: a terms of trade dete-
sition even where they exist. I see no better way rioration, a market-loss effect, and the removal
than simply to assume a reasonable Keynesian ofan implicit subsidy on imports from the Soviet
multiplier. A guide of sorts is provided by the Union. Unlike the first two, the last represents
textbook open-economy Keynesian model, in a positive shock, and dampens the income loss
which the multiplier equals the inverse of the (especially in Poland). Inappropriate charac-
sum of the marginal saving and import propen- terization of these shocks may lead to inaccu-
sities (l/[s+m]). With reasonable values for s rate assesments of their costs.
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Table 13 The Soviet trade shock estimates (US$ billions, unless otherwise stated)

Poland Hungary Czechoslovakia

1990

Market-Loss Effect (ML) -0.83 -1.05 -0.89

1991

Terms-of-Trade Effect (TOT) -1.86 -0.92 -2.47

Market-Loss Effect (ML) -0.18 -0.09 -0.13

Removal-of-Subsidy Effect (RS) 0.67 0.09 0.09

Total 1991 Shock -1.37 -0.92 -2.51

Cumulative 1990-91 Shock -2.20 -1.97 -3.40

1990 GDP* 63.6 25.2 45.6

Cumulative shock as

percent of 1990 GDP -3.46 -7.82 -7.46

* For Poland and Hungary, based on World Bank data, with adjustment

for reduction in 1990. For Czechoslovakia. official data converted

at the official exchange rate.

Source: Author's calculations.

Table 14 The Soviet trade shock compared to estimates of GDP decline
(cumulative, 1990-91)

Poland Hungary Czechoslovakia

(percent of GDP)

Real Income Loss due

to Soviet Trade Shock

A. Impact effect 3.5 7.8 7.5

B. Adjusted for Keynesian effects 6.9 15.6 14.9

(2xA)

Estimated Total Real

Income Loss

C. Drop in GDP 19.9 11.2 18.6

D. TOT loss 2.9 3.7 5.4

E. Drop in GNI (C+D) 22.8 14.9 24.0

Source: Author's calculations.
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I have argued that the discrepancies between accounting must await better and more com-
the internal cross rate (of the rouble vis-a-vis plete data.
the dollar) and the IBEC exchange rate repre- One useful check on the plausibility of my
sent an implicit import subsidy/export tax estimates is provided by the experience of Fin-
scheme in rouble trade. A recognition of this land. This country suffered a similar external
also helps with the valuation of rouble trade in shock during 1990-91 as a consequence of the
dollar terms, a problem that has plagued most sharp reduction in its trade volume with the
previous research on intra-CMEA trade. The Soviet Union. This was the leading cause of the
tax/subsidy scheme implicitly contained in the 6.1 percent cumulative drop in Finnish GDP
internal cross rate has nothing to do with the over this period (see OECD, 1991a). Prior to the
external terms of trade. For purposes of terms shock, exports to the CMEA stood at 3.4 percent
of trade calculations, the appropriate dollar of Finnish GDP, which is considerably lower
valuation of Soviet trade is in terms of the than the corresponding figures for Poland and
explicit or implicit dollar prices ofSoviet exports especially Hungary and Czechoslovakia. Seen
and imports at the border (i.e., the dollar values from this perspective, the large losses attrib-
obtained using the IBEC exchange rate). How- uted to the Soviet trade shock in the latter
ever, inconvertibility of trade surpluses does countries are far from being implausible.
require that export prices be adjusted down- The results have some bearing on the ques-
wards. tion of whether the gradualist strategy in Hun-

Using the framework, I have also presented gary has somehow done better than the shock
some estimates of the real income losses gener- therapy in Poland and Czechoslovakia. Taking
ated by the Soviet trade shock. Even without our numbers at face value, the answer would
Keynesian multiplier effects, the cost has been seem thatithas. The two cases of shock therapy,
severe. The shock can account for virtually all Czechoslovakia and Poland, both have a non-
of the estimated decline in GDP in Hungary negligible part of their GDP declines unac-
during 1990-91, and for most of it in Czechoslo- counted for by the Soviet trade shock. The
vakia. Since the Polish economy is larger and implication may well be that the residual repre-
less open to trade, the Soviet trade shock ac- sents the excess costs of shock therapy during
counts for a substantially smaller part of the transition. On the other hand, even if this
decline in Poland. However, the relative role interpration is correct, it remains to be seen
played by the trade shock in Poland would be whether shock therapy merely concentrates the
much greater if we take the Berg-Sachs esti- costs upfront, and therefore whether Hungary
mate of the GDP decline rather than the official will not eventually bear higher costs than Po-
estimate. land and Czechoslovakia in the longer run.

Without question, much uncertainty sur- Moreover, it should not be forgotten that Hun-
rounds the estimates reported here. I have tried gary has had a much longer experience with
to be conservative in my assessment of the market-oriented policies. This could well be an
shock, so these numbers probably represent a additional reason for the relative smoothness of
lower bound. Nonetheless, a more thorough its transition.

Appendix

In this appendix, I discuss the data used in the for purposes of terms of trade calculations. The
calculations, as well as the various assumptions implicit dollar prices involved in Soviet trade
and extrapolations employed to fill the gaps in denominated in TR can be recovered by using
the statistics that were available to me. the IBEC exchange rate.

The value of trade with the Soviet Union is
A1 Value of Soviet trade at border usually available in all three countries in do-

prices. mestic currency. To express this in dollars, I
have generally followed the following steps: (i)

As suggested by the framework, the value of break up the total into two components, using
Soviettrade shouldbeevaluatedatborderprices information on the shares of trade that were
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denominated in TR and in convertible curren- Iconstructedanumberfor Czechoslovakiabased
cies; (ii) express the first component in dollars on estimated changes in dollar prices for exports
by dividing it by (eIR$ * eR) (cf. eq. [2.1]); (iii) and imports, as explained below.
express the second component in dollars by The estimated change in dollar export prices
dividing it by e$; (iv) sum the two dollar figures. in Soviet trade is based on the margin between
Note that this procedure gives a much higher exportpricesintheSovietandWesternmarkets
dollar figure for Soviet trade than would be the (see section A.3 below). I assume that most, but
case if the internal cross rate between TR and $ not all, of this gap is closed with the transition
was used. However, as explained in the text, the to dollar pricing. The reason that some of the
appropriate border prices are found by usingthe gap may remain is the specificity of the many
IBEC rate. products manufactured for the Soviet market,

The changes in export volumes for 1990 and and the corresponding bilateral-monopoly situ-
1991 are taken from Table 4, where I assume ation. The Polish survey cited in the text
(again to be on the conservative side) that the (Danielewski, 1991) shows that Soviet dollar
same figures apply for the Soviet Union as for importprices,formanufacturedproductsbought
CMEA as a whole. in the West, are typically higher than the prices

received by Polish exporters in the West for the
A.2 Changes in terms of trade and border same types of products (Table A. 1). I assume

prices. that the margin between these two sets of prices
are split in half, which implies that the transi-

The available data on the terms of trade for 1991 tion to dollar pricing soaks up 92.6 percent ofthe
are patchy. For Poland, the Central Statistical price premium in Soviet markets. The percent-
Office (GUS, 1991) gives a deterioration of 48.2 age changes in dollar export prices of each
percent in CMEA trade (for Jan.-Sept.). To be country are then calculated by using this figure
on the conservative side, I have used this figure in conjunction with the data on the preexisting
to apply to Soviet trade also. For Hungary, I premia (as discussed in section A3).
have used the mid-point of the estimates re- With respect to the change in dollar import
ported by Oblath and Tarr (1991); however, prices, for Poland and Hungary it is calculated
these estimates were based on very preliminary as the residual, using the changes in TOT and
results for early 1991. For Czechoslovakia, export prices. For Czechoslovakia, itis assumed
national statistics (FSU, 1991) show an overall to be the average of the figures for Poland and
deterioration in the terms of trade by 27.2 per- Hungary.
cent, which would imply more than 100 percent As explained in the text, the TOT and export
deterioration in Soviet trade alone. This is price changes are then adjusted for the presence
obviously too large. On the other hand, figures of rouble trade surpluses in 1990, assumed to be
reported by PlanEcon (1991) would imply a worthless. 6 is calculated by taking the ratio of
deterioration in Soviet trade of 25.6 percent, imports to exports in Soviet trade in 1990. Then
which is probably too low in view of the figures the new TOT and export price changes are
for the other two countries and the FSU figure. calculated according to the following formulas:

Table A1: Polish export to the Soviet Union

implicit in prices of in prices of
$ value Polish exporters Soviet importers

mil. TR (mil. $) (mil. $) (mil. $)

8302.3 13610.3 6790.8 7791.9

Source: Danielewski (1991).
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Table A.2: Unit value differentials in exports to the EC

unit value relative
to German exports (1987) Poland Hungary Czechoslovakia

mechanical enginnering 0.353 0.421 0.417
electrical engineering 0.480 0.591 0.497

Source: Landesmann et al. (1991).

(4.3) TOT. = (V0) [TOTo + (1 - 0)], currency value of the TR component of such
('P.'). = (110) [1 + (CpK-)O] - 1 imports and dividing it by the national ex-

change rate against the dollar (e$). Note that
where the subscripts "n" and '"o denote the this conversion implicitly uses the domestic
adjusted and original figures, respectively. cross rate for rouble imports, and effectively

yields the subsidy-inclusive value of imports
AS Price premium in exports to the (i.e., imports at domestic prices).

Soviet Union.
A5 Reduction in fuel and energy use by

For Poland and Hungary, survey data exist on previously subsidized users.
export price differentialsin the Soviet andWest-
ern markets. I have used the figures reported in In Poland, the volume of crude oil imports was
Tables 10 and 11 for these two countries. For down by 15.6 percent in 1991 (Jan.-Sep. only).
Czechoslovakia, I have no comparable data so In 1990,57.6 percentof the totalvolume of crude
had to extrapolate from the other two countries. oil had come from subsidized sources (i.e., the
For this purpose, I have used the unit value Soviet Union). Assuming that the demand for
differentials (relative to Germany) in the three the non-subsidized component of oil remained
countries' engineering exports to the EC (as unchanged, the decline in the subsidized part is
reported in Landesmann et al 1991). These given by 0.156/0.576 = 27.1 percent. For the
figures show that Czechoslovakia's exports were other two countries, I have simply extrapolated
in between Hungary's and Poland's in terms of from this figure, assuming a common demand
quality differentials, at roughly 99 percent of elasticity. Since the implicit subsidy was larg-
the two countries' average (Table A.2). I used est in Poland, this translates into much smaller
this proportionality coefficient to derive an esti- quantity reductions in the other two countries.
mated price premium in Soviet trade from the
average premium in the other two countries' Notes
trade.
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Comment

Gabor Oblath

Dani Rodrik wrote an insightful, important and Conversion of ITR values into U.S. dollars
thought-provoking paper on the effects of the and the use of the IBEC rate
transition to dollar payments in CMEA trade on
the output and income of three former CMEA What both puzzled and disturbed me most
countries. The paper presents an analytical throughout the paper was the attempt of the
frameworkfor studyingthe effects ofthe demise author to use a single exchange rate for deter-
of CMEA; it also incorporates some preliminary mining dollar equivalent of TR trade values,
estimates of the impact of the transition to and that he decided to use the official TR$
dollar payments among Eastern European coun- exchange rate of the CMEA bank (International
tries. His work and his findings are certain to BankforEconomicCooperation-IBEC)forthis
serve asmajorpointsofreference and departure purpose. I shall try to explain that it is both
for further studies in this field. unnecessary and unfeasible to use a single con-

Although I am aware of the difficulties sur- vertor and that the IBEC rate is the worst of all
roundingthe analysis ofthe subject, and I highly possible choices.
appreciate the work done by Rodrik, in my view Dani Rodrik (DR) promises that he "will
some of the relevant issues were not treated argue .. that the appropriate exchange rate is
adequately; some others were misunderstood. theofficial CMEA(IBEC) exchange rate ....", but

My comments focus on the points about which I found no forceful arguments supporting this
I have disagreements rather than on those where case. It is simply stated that "once the underly-
I agree with the author. First, I discuss the ingtax/subsidy scheme is identified, we can stop
conversion oftransferable ruble (TR) values into worrying about the'appropriate' exchange rate."
U.S. dollars and the problems associated with Then the question, according to DR, is "no longer
using the official CMEA (IBEC) rate for this which exchange rate to use for the conversion,
purpose. Second, I deal with the question of but what are the subsidy and tax rates, that
subsidization/taxation of this trade, call atten- stand between domestic and 'world' prices."
tion to the need for looking at the actual institu- (World prices are defined in the paper as TR
tional (regulatory) arrangements in individual prices divided by the IBEC rate.)
countries, and discuss the fiscal implications of The careful reader is not comforted but keeps
the transition. Third, I turn to the market loss on worrying, and rightly so. The tax/subsidy
effect, the implication for the exporting firms, scheme is not identified properly; and farther
and make some concluding remarks. My com- along the author forgets the quotation marks in
ments focus on the analytical and some meth- the original definition and simply identifies
odological issues rather than on the very pre- world prices with "world prices" (i.e., TR prices
liminary empirical results presented in the divided by the IBEC rate) for evaluating real
paper. income of the three countries.
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No serious explanation is offered for this proce- tion of TR exports in the countries concerned.
dure. It should be recalled that the IBEC rate was He considers the tax and subsidy rate(s) equal to
an administratively fixed and quoted exchange each other and determined by the ratio of the
rate, never used for converting actual (that is, domestic cross rate between the TR and the $
current world) prices; it never influenced the deci- (es,) to the IBEC rate (el.). I shall argue that
sions of microeconomic agents or macroeconomic while this ratio is irrelevant from the point of
policymakers. Its only application was related to view of taxation/subsidization of TR trade, the
converting the average of certain past reference explicit (actual) tax-subsidy scheme was rel-
dollar prices of oil and some homogeneous raw evant indeed, and its removal had severe fiscal
materials into TRs. It had nothing to do with the implications.
TR prices of other goods, especially with those of As explained above, I have strong doubts as to
manufactured products. It was a totally irrel- the economic relevance of fictive dollar prices
evant, politically determined exchange rate, ex- (P1 ' and Pm') calculated by dividing actual TR
pressing that the ruble is more valuable than the (PxR and PmR) prices by the economically mean-
dollar. The dollar prices that DR generates by ingless IBEC rate (e'R). Now I go on and ques-
dividing TR prices by the IBEC rate did not have tion the relevance of domestic prices calculated
an economic role; no one ever used these prices'), by multiplying P1. and Pm- by e$, the domestic
they never affected anyone, and they are most exchange rate ofthe dollar. P1-x e$, and Pm x e$,
unsuitable for real income calculations. respectively, are the numerators of the expres-

TR prices, in turn, were relevant from the sion determining the alleged tax (subsidy) rate.
macroeconomic point of view, and so were the Thedenominatorsarethedomesticborderprices
domestic prices converted atthehome currency/ of TR exports and imports respectively (i.e. P1R
TR exchange rate corrected for actual domestic x eR and PmR x eR). Thus, according to DR (and
taxes and subsidies-from the microeconomic using slightly different notations from his) the
point of view. (To the latter I return in the next tax (subsidy) rate can he expressed as [(Pm x e,)
section.) / (PmR x eR). Thus, according to DR (and using

The real issue is: why should TR prices be slightly different notations from his) the tax
converted to dollars, but even if this conversion (subsidy) rate can be expressed as (pm- x e)
is deemed necessary, why should a single ex- (PmR x ed) - 1] or
change rate serve this purpose? As discussed
above, but also emphasized in the paper, rela- [(Px' x e,) / (PxR x eR) - 1], equal to (eW/el's -1).
tive TRprices diverged substantially from world
prices.Tounderstandtheeffectofthetransition It is clear from these expressions that DR
to dollar pricing (the switchover) among former considers the tax (subsidy) system to be inde-
CMEA countries, the relative (i.e., $/TR) price pendent from actual or derived prices, and de-
and volume changes are relevant; other infor- termined only by the ratio of the domestic TR-$
mation is unnecessary or even misleading. Of cross rate to the IBEC rate; actual (in contrast
course, the estimate ofthe volume change has to with calculated border) prices do not even ap-
be based on the pre-transition (TR) and post- pear in the formulae presented by DR.
transition (dollar) values, as well as on calcula- The logic of this procedure, however, is highly
tions of the relative price change (i.e., $/TR). questionable. The first proble*m is related to
This can be done by using either base year (TR) interpreting the ratio (ed/elp,) as a source of tax
or actual ($) values. By applying actual (post- (subsidy). One could just as well argue that by
transition) dollar prices, it is possible to evalu- letting the totally unrealistic and distorted rela-
ate TR trade in dollars. This is the appropriate tive (as well as absolute) prices of TR trade to
approachtoexpressingTRvaluesindollarterms; affect the home economy, the governments of
using irrelevant exchange rates leads to most these countries would have implemented an
problematic results. enormous subsidy for TR exports and a tax on

TR importers. In this case the subsidy rate for
Alleged and actual taxation/ exporters and the tax rate for importers could

subsidization of TR trade have been calculated as the difference between
the domestic border prices for TR trade, on the

In DR's interpretation there is a system of one hand, and domestic border prices of dollar
implicit subsidization of TR imports and taxa- trade (or the potential world prices converted to
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national currency, if actual trade did not take relative international prices and profitability
place in comparable items), on the other. I, ratios attainable at Western markets. In this
therefore, see no reason for considering the case the structure of the actual domestic tax/
broken cross rates as a source of an implicit tax/ subsidy system would have been different in a
subsidy scheme. Had the opposite been the case fundamental way. The bulk of taxation would
(adhering to the IBEC exchange rate as a refer- have fallen on the export side, implying almost
ence rate for the domestic cross exchange rate) 900 to 1000 percent marginal tax rates, while
I would have considered this as an implicit TR imports should have been very heavily sub-
export subsidy/import tax system. sidized. Notwithstanding the problems of col-

But the foregoing reasoning was presented lecting such high taxes (which individual enter-
just for the sake of argument, without any prises would have been interested in negotiat-
empirical implication for the three countries ingforpricescontainingalmostonlytaxes?),the
under consideration. (It may, however, be rel- high domestic taxation of exporters and subsidi-
evantforinterpretingthe situation ofthe former zation of imports would have led to a difficult
USSR republics.) position for the official negotiators of TR prices.

The second, and more important problem with The extreme taxation of exporters could have
DR'sframeworkisthathedisregardstheactual been considered by the Soviet partners as a
domestic prices of TR trade. He refers only to prima facie evidence of too high TR export and
domestic border prices (i.e., TR prices multi- too low import prices, respectively.
plied by et), butthe relevance ofthese prices was Summing up: although there were several
also rather limited. They served as a basis for problems and difficulties inherent in the actual
the actual tax/subsidy scheme operated in the tax/subsidy scheme applied to TR trade, the
three countries, most notably in Hungary.2 Hungarian government did not have a funda-

Domestic pricesfacedbymicroeconomic agents mentally different choice in avoiding the use of
were determined as follows. Prices of imported the distorted and misleading TR prices con-
energyandrawmaterialsfromTRsourceswere verted at the IBEC exchange rate, on the one
linked to actual world prices multiplied by the hand, and the extreme taxation of TR exports,
domestic exchange rate for the dollar (e,). Thus, on the other.
TR imports were a source of huge tax revenues The actual tax-subsidy system-in contrast to
(the difference between border and actual do- the alleged implicit one-had important bud-
mestic prices) for the government. Imports of getary implications. The net revenue for the
consumergoods(e.g.,Ladacars)werealsotaxed budget from taxes on TR imports, on the one
heavily; the border prices ofonly machinery and hand, and the difference between taxes and
investment goods (15 percent of total TR im- subsidies for exports, on the other, was roughly
ports in Hungary in 1990) served as actual 45 billion forints in Hungary in 1990. This
domestic transaction prices. On the export side, represented almost 2.5 percent of all the coun-
a profitability equalization system was applied, tries' GDP or4 percent of total state revenues in
whereby the rate of profitability of TR exports that year. These ratios roughly correspond to
was, by and large, equalized to the profitability the negative budgetary effect of the switch to
of sales to domestic and Western markets. As a dollar payments. The macroeconomic implica-
result, primary (border price) revenues were tions of this fiscal loss are not addressed by the
heavily taxed for exporters of machinery (these paper. (To explain this, the author refers to the
exports would have been extremely profitable Polish experience. I have doubts about the accu-
even at the TR rate-ej-valuing the TR much racy of the Polish fiscal data that he quotes-
lower than the IBEC rate), while exporters of note 7-but he should have looked at the rel-
light industrial and agricultural products had evant details of Hungary3 and Czechoslovakia
to be subsidized. as well.)

Before turning to the fiscal implications of In his analytical framework DR combines the
this scheme, let me elaborate on what would effects from the loss of TR markets with the loss
have been the case if the cross exchange rate of export rents in TR trade, a procedure I found
corresponded to the IBEC rate, while the Hun- hard to understand. If it simply means that the
garian government would have tried to main- new dollar values have to be deflated by lower
tain the domestic price and profitability ratios, relative (i.e., TR$) prices, I have no disagree-
as it actually did, more or less in line with ment. But the market loss effect has nothing to
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do with premiums (the loss of which have al- (TOT) was roughly 28 percent in Hungary's
ready been discussed under the terms-of-trade Eastern trade in 1991. This actual figure is not
effects in the paper); it expresses a loss of mar- too far from the preliminary estimates, but the
kets at constant prices. structure of the TOT deterioration is different.

A problem with the author's framework is However, a new problem may arise in interpret-
that he does not treat the removal of (import) ing the actual impact of this TOT loss: the
subsidies effect (to which I return below) sym- insolvency of CIS republics results in serious
metrically with the removal ofthe alleged export difficulties in collecting the dollar claims of
tax (i.e., the disappearance of the IBEC rate). Hungarian exporters. Therefore, it may be nec-
Indeed, some arguments are presented, but essary to invent methods for evaluating the
they are beside the point. The problem results 1991 dollar deficits vs. the former USSR in view
from the fact that while on the import side he of the frozen claims of exporters of the three
considers some (in Hungary's case, actually non- countries discussed in the paper.
existent) macroeconomic repercussions of
microeconomic effects, on the export side the Notes
macroeconomic implications of microeconomic
signals are left out of consideration. 1. This is not the place for discussing the ways

The implications of the latter, however, maybe and means of price negotiations in the CMEA,
significant. The exporters to former TR markets but it has to be mentioned that except for
may convert their dollar earnings from exports fuel and raw materials (where the moving
previously sold for TRs at the domestic dollar average price principle worked), normally
exchange rate (e,)-without taxes and with TR the change in reference world market prices
prices often close to unity-which may result in of selected products was the basis for price
large increases of export earnings (in home negotiations; the historically inherited
currency) for those domestic companies that distortions between TR and dollar prices were
were able to maintain exports to previous TR thus 'carried over" in all consecutive price
markets. negotiations. Agreements on volumes

As for the removal of import subsidy effect, normally preceded the agreement on prices.
discussed by the author, this was certainly irrel- The distortions in relative prices (compared
evant in the case of Hungary (due to the tax on to world market prices) in TR trade, by and
TR imports), and I have serious doubts as to its large, corresponded to the distortions of the
relevance in the case of Poland and Czechoslo- Soviet price system. This involved a strong
vakia. overvaluation of machinery and investment

goods and a relative undervaluation of fuels,
Concluding remarks raw materials, and agricultural (food)

products.
As a result of the problems discussed, I had 2. I draw on the Hungarian experience, not
some difficulties in interpreting the empirical totally different from that of the other two
findings of the paper, but as promised, I shall countries in 1990.
not treat the empirical results. 3. The Demise of CMEA: Implications for

The actual deterioration of the terms of trade Hungary. The World Bank, October 1990.
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Rejoinder to Comment

Dani Rodrik

I am grateful to Mr. Oblath for his detailed of energy and raw materials are concerned (the
comments. He has clarified for me some aspects bulk of imports from the Soviet Union), this was
of the CMEA trade regime that had previously indeed the prevalent practice. The resulting
remained murky, especially where Hungary is dollar prices may differ from Western dollar
concerned. However, his comments have not prices; but this is irrelevant to the question of
altered my views on the appropriateness of the what the appropriate dollar cost of this trade
conceptual framework offered in my paper. Let was. (As explained in my paper and in Mr.
me take up the major disagreements. Oblath's comments, the pricing of manufac-

Should the IBEC exchange rate be used to tured exports to the Soviet Union was done
convert trade flows in TRs to dollars? It is differently. But since I deflate export values
commonplace to argue, as Mr. Oblath does, that and bring them down to the level of imports-
the IBEC exchange rate is totally meaningless, assuming that surpluses were worthless-the
since deflating TR values by this exchange rate implicit dollar value of imports determines the
yields dollar values that are completely unre- dollar value of exports also.)
lated to (Western) world prices. This is not a This also explains why the fact that relative
valid argument. Suppose, for a moment, that TRprices differedfrom relative dollar (i.e., West-
Soviet exports of energy and resources were em) prices is irrelevant to the valuation of
priced in dollars prior to 1991 but that the Soviettradeindollarterms. If the SovietUnion
moving average system was still used. The chose to offer the Eastern European countries a
dollar prices of, say, oil imports from the Soviet different set of relative prices than the West did,
Union would then still differfromWestern prices. that was their choice. As small countries, they
The Eastern European countries would then be simply had to take these as given.
facing two sets of world or border prices, one Did the broken cross rate imply domestic sub-
pertaining to their Soviet trade and the other sidization ofimports from the ruble area? Leave
pertaining to their Western trade. What would aside for the moment all other domestic taxes
be the true dollar price paid by these countries and subsidies (and equalization taxes and sub-
in their Soviet trade? It would be the Soviet sidies in particular). The answer to this ques-
dollar price, not the Western dollar price. tion has to be yes. This is an elementary point

My procedure of convertingTR import values that derives from a more general proposition:
into dollars using the IBEC exchange rate any multiple exchange-rate practice (which the
amounts to getting rid of the TR valuation broken cross rate amounts to) can be replicated
problem and uncovering the true dollar prices by using an appropriate structure of trade tax
paid in Soviet trade. This is because the dollar and subsidies. Note that in this case the broken
prices applied in this trade were converted to cross rate discriminates between dollar and
TRs at the IBEC exchange rate. Where imports ruble trade; therefore, I could as well have
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argued that the discrepancy beween the inter- actuallyfell between 1990and 1991(from either
nal and the external exchange rates for the TR source), it is difficult to reconcile this with full
amounted to a Lax on imports from the dollar equalization in 1990.
area and a subsidy on exports to same. In a well- Whence does the market-loss effect arise, and
specified general equilibrium model, this would how should we calculate it? The ML effect arises
be equivalent to an import subsidy/export tax from the discrepancy between the (implicit)
combination in ruble trade. dollar prices received in the Soviet market and

Now in practice there were otherborder taxes, the dollar prices that would otherwise be re-
explicit ones, which offset to some extent the ceived in alternative markets. The gap between
implicit tax/subsidy scheme. Here I am willing these prices creates rents, the value of which
to believe that the Hungarian government was fallsasthevolumeofexportstotheSovietUnion
able to tax oil imported from the Soviet Union so is reduced. The terms-of-trade effect is concep-
as to keep its cost as high as oil imported from tually distinct from the ML effect because: (i) in
Western sources. The RS effect calculated in my 1990 there is an ML effect even though there is
paper is in any case very small for Hungary and no TOT deterioration; (ii) in 1991 there remains
the CSFR. In Poland, where the RS effect is a some (small) ML effect despite the TOT deterio-
bigger deal, I remain unconvincedthatthe equal- ration, because (as explained in the appendix) it
ization taxes worked that well by 1990. A is unreasonable to expect that the fall in export
revealing bit of evidence is that in 1991 enter- prices would have completely eliminated the
prises claimed to be experiencing a huge in- gap between prices in the two markets, in view
crease in energy costs arising from the transi- of the bilateral monopoly situation in many
tion to dollar pricing. Since dollar import prices products.

Ae * 4. ****
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Output collapse in Eastern Europe:
the role of credit

Guillermo A. Calvo and Fabrizio Coricelli

. Introduction stabilization program, can be attributed to the
initial credit contraction.

Output collapse in Eastern Europe after the The paper is organized as follows. Section II
implementation of the recent economic trans- discusses the role of credit in centrally-planned
formation programs has exceeded expectations economies, and other recent mutations, in order
by a wide margin (Chart 1). The basic view to rationalize the fact that credit markets in
presented in this paper is that a large propor- thoseeconomiesarehighlyunderdeveloped.Sec-
tion of the fall could be explained by trade tion III looks at the empirical evidence focusing
implosion, i.e., a situation in which trade is on the behavior of credit (and other measures of
destroyed for lack of market institutions, not enterprise liquidity) during the first quarter
just as a consequence of textbook changes in after the implementation of their transforma-
relative prices or movements along transforma- tion programs. Different credit/liquidity mea-
tion frontiers. The trade-implosion view is rel- sures are discussed, all of which point to a
evant for explaining the collapse of both domes- substantial decline in enterprise credit/liquid-
tic and international trade (particularly trade ity. Hungary suffers the smallest credit/liquid-
among CMEA countries). ity contraction and, interestingly, Hungary's

We single out the credit market as one of the output exhibits the smallest drop. The positive
key underdeveloped institutions in Eastern Eu- association between output and credit is further
ropean economies. Moreover, we advance the explored in Section IV by studying the case of
hypothesis that negative output effects associ- Poland. Results are consistent with the conjec-
ated with monetary contraction may be sign- ture that output decline can be partly explained
ificant when credit markets are underdevel- by the initial credit contraction. The paper is
oped. closed with Section V with a summary and a

The conjecture that credit contraction may discussion on policy recommendations.
partly explain output decline is examined for
the cases of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hun- IL Role of credit: basic issues
gary, Poland and Romania, with special refer-
ence to Poland. Although results are highly OVERVIEW
tentative, we show that the above conjecture
cannot be dismissed out of hand. Much to the In a centrally-planned economy (CPE), bankers
contrary, statistical analysis for the case of are a mixed breed of accountants and public
Poland suggests that at least 20 percent of the notaries. They extend credit for firms to be able
output decline, during the first quarter of the to buy inputs to fulfill the program's targets,
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and they take deposits from firms and individu- Consequently, in CPEs, firms' creditworthi-
als. Bank transactions are dutifully recorded, ness is taken for granted as long as managers
thus providing central planners with additional comply with the dictates of the central program.
information about the flow of real transactions. Littlefirm-specificinformation needbe collected
Furthermore, since as a general rule banks' by the bank extending credit, since no firm-
managementis kept separate from that offirms, specific collateral is involved in the credit trans-
banks' incentiveforhidinginformation from the action.
central planner is low, which enhances their Since the early 1980s, CPEs such as Poland
role in the program's supervision mechanism and the former Soviet Union gave enterprises
(Garvy, 1972). more freedom on their profits. Firms acquired

In contrast, banks' role for screening finan- some freedom to use their net profits to accumu-
cially viable from non-viable firms is relatively late fixed capital and inventories (occasionally
minor, if at all relevant. Firms, as well as banks, comprising durable consumption goods for their
are state owned. Therefore, managers have no workers, such as imported freezers); hold bank
control on firms' revenues, let alone profits. The deposits (including foreign-exchange deposits);
central authority, for example, could confiscate lend to other firms (interenterprise credit), and
a firm's entire revenue from sales, making the pay bonuses to their workers. As a counterpart,
firm technically bankrupt and unable to repay credit was less automatically granted andbanks
its bank debts. However, this is of no signifi- started to pay closer attention to the debtor
canceforthe normal operation offirms, because firm's collateral. The new system-which we
"next period" the above-mentioned firm will get call reformed centrally-planned economy (RCPE)
new bank credit to buy new inputs. Banks con- -inherited many of the characteristics of the
tinue to lend because they are ordered to do so. previous one. In particular, although managers
And they can actually do so, because loans can and workers had greater control on firms' prof-
be produced with negligible amounts of "real" its, firms were not allowed to go bankrupt and
inputs. In particular, the creation of new bank wages were set largely independently of firms'
loans does not require previous loans to be profitability. This last gave rise to perverse
served. behavior such as shirking and absenteeism, low

Chart 1 Real GDP growth
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investment, and strongpressurestoraise wages more money was pumped into the system to
above sustainable levels (i.e., levels that are keep firms afloat. In fact, the resulting height-
consistent with target growth and price stabil- ened sensitivity against a credit crunch was
ity). In particular, wage pressures became more probably an important ingredient behind infla-
acute in countries like Poland in which sustain- tion and the shortages that occurred in RCPEs.
able wages likely fell after the 1970s energy Individual firms were not threatened by lack of
crises. financial support and may thus have followed

Recent developments in Eastern Europe have risky financial policies, eventually requiring
led to a higher degree of decentralization but bail-outs from the central bank.
have notyet succeeded in radically changingthe A financial innovation in RCPEs is the emer-
perverse incentive structure. Bankruptcies, for gence of interenterprise credit. Greater au-
example, are now allowed, but there are very tonomy as to the use of profits made it permis-
few examples of large enterprises undergoing sible for firms to lend to other firms.2 This
bankruptcy procedures (despite the sizable and facilitated not only the transfer of profits among
persistent output loss experimented in the re- firms but also the transfer of any momentary
gion). Privatization of state-owned enterprises liquidity they happened to possess. A relevant
is another innovation of the 1990s. However, it aspect of this market is that it developed under
has taken a while for privatization to material- the protection of the banking system, since, as
ize and, so far, mainly retail and small shops pointed out above, production plans were not
have been privatized. Large enterprises are still supposed to be disrupted by financial trouble.
in government hands. The presence of interenterprise credit con-

Therefore, the new regimes - which we call tributed to making the task of monetary control
previously centrally-planned economies more complicated. For example, attempts to
(PCPEs)-have most of the RCPEs'fundamen- control domestic credit tended to be quickly
tal distortions. In contrast with RCPEs, how- followed by offsetting expansions of interenter-
ever, authorities have liberalized most prices prise credit (Kornai 1992 for the case of Hun-
and attempted to follow tight fiscal and credit gary and Calvo and Coricelli 1992a for the case
policies for price stability; these policies have of Poland). The latter momentarily increased
generally been complemented by incomes poli- the velocity of money, slowed down the effect of
cies (e.g., wage ceilings) to help offset the above- the stabilization program and, most important,
mentioned perverse incentives.' It was hoped increasedthefinancialvulnerabilityofthewhole
that if such policies were accompanied by sub- enterprise sector. Thus, continuation ofthe tight
stantial international trade liberalization, do- credit stance was accompaniedbyfinancial stress
mestic relative prices would reflect more closely in some enterprises, particularly among net
those prevailing in the rest of the world-thus lenders. Since the production program had pri-
helping to achieve a more efficient allocation of ority over other targets, more often than not the
resources. Unfortunately, reality has proved to central bank was forced to follow a much more
be harder than expected. Output loss and unem- accommodative policy than originally intended.
ployment, in particular, have shown surprising Consequently, interenter-prise credit may have
severity and persistence (see Chart 1). further contributed to the existence of steady

state inflation and/or generalized shortages.3

RCPEs AND PCPEs: INTERENTERPRISE CREDIT Despite the similarities between PCPEs and
AND OUTPUT RCPEs, the former have exhibited large across-

the-board output losses and unemployment. This
An outstanding feature of RCPEs is that the mayreflectthefactthatpolicymakersin PCPEs
basic structure of a command economy was have welcomed structural adjustment even if it
maintained, namely, the central authority de- was to be accompanied by a sizable output
signed and, to some extent, was able to enforce decline. Such policy stance may have sent a
a basic output plan involving output targets for strong signal to economic agents that the gov-
individual firms. Thus, even though freer than ernment was no longerbehind themin case they
under pure central planning, firms' output was ran into financial distress.
still heavily controlled by the central authority. In a certain sense, a PCPE is an orphan
Under those circumstances, output was not al- relative of a RCPE or a CPE. It contains much of
lowed to fall for financial reasons. If necessary, the same traits, but it has been thrown into a
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world in which markets-and credit markets in Temporary trade impairment does not imply
particular-are essential, without the benefit of a sizable fall in output in the short run. Lower
central bank shepherding. Thus, a PCPE is interenterprise credit could be partially com-
forced to develop private credit markets start- pensated by (i) using up inventories, (ii) falling
ing from a weak base. The past dependence on into arrears, (iii) lowering wages and (iv) bor-
the official banking system provided implicit rowing more from the banking system and in-
partial insurance against bad financial deals. ternational lenders. 'Solutions' (i) to (iii) have
Thus, even when private credit existed-as when been widely adopted in recent experience. How-
there was an active interenterprise credit mar- ever, the first two solve the financial problem of
ket as in Poland-the removal of previous guar- one firm by worsening that of another (unless
antees was likely to have caused firms to be inventories are exclusively composed of highly
much more cautious about credit transactions tradable goods). 'Solution" (iii) is at best transi-
or, for that matter, any transaction in which tory, given that firms are run by workers and
highly marketable goods were not being simul- that stabilization programs have safety nets
taneously exchanged. This lack of trust situa- that allow firms to lower their wage bill by
tionmayhaveworsenedinmostofthesocialized charging some of it to the government budget
sector as a result of the big increase in domestic (through layoffs)-thus reducing firms' incen-
energy prices as well as trade liberalization. tives to lower wages. The availability of solution
The energy shocks were strong and unprec- (iv) (no longer in quotation because this could be
edented in all Eastern European countries (ex- a real solution) is a function of policy and access
cept Hungary) and increased the relative price to the international credit market. The latter
of energy in terms of the socialized sector's was likely limited because international credi-
output (excludingthe energy sector). Therefore, tors faced the same uncertainties that helped to
in the early stages, domestic trade is likely to paralyze interenterprise credit. Thus, the only
have been seriously impaired, particularly in real hope for a solution relies on greater short-
those PCPEs that followed big bang type poli- run availability of bank credit. Such hope, how-
cies.

Table 1 Credit and money in the enterprise sector after reform
(real stocks deflated by producer prices; in percent)

Credit to enterprises Enterprise Inflation
Actual Target Money Actual Target

Bulgaria
(1991.I/l990.IV) -75.1 -61.0 -71.7 277.0 167.0
(1991.IV/1990.IV) -67.0 -61.0 n.a. 338.0 234.0

Czechoslovakia
(1991.I/1990.IV) .28.3 -11.4 -34.4 39.5 25.0
(1991.IV/1990.IV) -18.4 -8.1 0.7 58.7 30.0

Hungary ]/
(1990.I/1989.IV) -12.0 n.a. -6.9 15.0 na.

(1990.IV/1989.IV) -7.0 -7.0 24.8 30.0 20.0

Poland
(1990.I/1989.IV) -49.0 -10.0 -38.2 229.4 75.0

(1990.IV/1989.1v) 13.0 25.0 -15.0 193.0 94.0

Romania
(1991.I/1990.IV) -16.0 n.a. n.a. 31.0 n.a.

(1991.IV/1990.IV) -39.0 -45.0 n.a. 227.0 120.0

1./ Quarterly daca on Hungary are affected by seasonality. Gerard Belanger has
pointed out to us that seasonal factors account for a difference of 6-8 percent
between enterprise deposits in the fourth and first quarter (with the latter
lover). The annual change reported may thus be more relevant.
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ever, may never materialize because largerbank interest rates were highly negative (Poland), or
credit could just result in higher prices. firms were not expected to service a large por-

The next section will examine the behavior of tion oftheir debt (Bulgaria and Romania). In the
credit and other financial variables in Eastern latter case, in which there is an initial stock of
Europe. non-performing bank loans to enterprises, any

capital gain from previously performing loans
Ill. Role of credit: evidence will go to service previously non-performing

loans, leaving the firm in the same net-worth
The objective of this section is to present differ- position. Furthermore, as far as interest rates
ent estimates of credit contraction in Bulgaria, are concerned, economic transformation pro-
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland and Romania grams aimed at generating positive real inter-
after the implementation of their market-ori- est rates, and firms were supposed to risk bank-
ented transformation programs. ruptcy if they did not service their debt; there-

Table 1 shows bank credit deflated by pro- fore, although real debt fell, positive after-re-
ducer prices. In all cases credit falls by a sub- formrealinterestratesimpliedthatenterprises
stantial amount. However, there is a large dis- went-from a situation in which they received net
persion. Hungary exhibits a relatively small real transfers from banks to a situation in which
credit contraction of 10 percent, while all the firms were supposed to make real transfers to
other countries exhibit contractions of more banks; and
than 20 percent, with Bulgaria showing a spec- *firms' capital gains were heavily taxed
tacular fall of about 75 percent. Notice that, (Czechoslovakia, Poland). In addition, part of
except for Hungary, actual credit contraction is working-capital credit was held in the form of
substantially larger than planned. Except for bank deposits, which were also subject to the
Hungary, credit contraction is mostly due to the inflation tax. Therefore, there are no strong a
actualpricerisebeingmuchhigherthan planned. priori reasons to expect that firms greatly
Anothercontributingfactorfor Bulgaria, Czecho- benefitted from the initial erosion of their bank
slovakia and Poland is that credit ceilings were debt through inflation.
not binding during the first few months of their At any rate, even when a firm's net worth
transformation programs. However, real credit increases as a consequence of the initial price
in those countries would have still suffered a jump, its liquidity or ability to purchase basic
precipitous fall even if credit ceilings had been inputs could go down. To fix ideas, consider the
binding. It is nevertheless interesting to note case in which, before reforms are implemented,
that credit ceilings were not binding in Bul- a firm produces Q units of output at full capacity
garia, Czechoslovakia and Poland, where real by means of inputs acquired a period before. Let
credit experienced a sharp contraction. B indicate credit granted to that firm to pur-

Two main reasons have been suggested to chase those inputs and, for the sake of concrete-
explain this phenomenon. First, especially in ness, let us assume that the firm has no other
the case of Poland, interest rates may have means of its own for that purpose. We assume
increased so much that the demand for credit that, before the reform, prices of output and
dropped below credit ceilings (Calvo and inputs equal unity, and that the interest rate is
Coricelli, 1992b, Pinto 1991). Second-and es- zero.4 Thus, profits = Q - B. To ensure that the
pecially relevant for Czechoslovakia where the firm continuously depends entirely on credit
central bank set ceilings on lending interest before reform, we further assume profits to be
rates-commercial banks may have been reluc- zero, i.e., Q = B. Let P > 1 and Pi > 1 denote the
tant to lend to enterprises in the first months of prices of output and inputs after the reform,
the reform program (OECD, 1991). respectively.

A possible objection to using the change in the We will examine the situation of the firm in
stock of real bank credit to measure the fall in the first period after the reform is implemented,
real enterprise liquidity is that the initial price assuming that the firm acquired credit at the
jump could actually improve firms' net worth pre-reform low interest rate (= 0). Thus, after-
since their real debt to banks falls. This criti- reform profits = PQ - B > 0, implying that the
cism does not appear highly relevant for the firm's net worth has increased. Let us now
countries in question because: examine the firm's post-reform ability to buy

*beforereformswereimplemented,eitherreal new inputs (i.e., the firm's real liquidity), as-
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Table 2 Full-capacity credit/liquidity requirements
(percent of sales)

Bulgaria 1/ Czechoslovakia Hungary Poland Romania 2.1

1990 1991.I X 1990 1991.I 2 1989 1990.1 X 1989 1990.I X 1990 1991.I X

Bank credit 28.9 16.1 -44.2 125.7 99.7 -20.6 26.3 25.9 -1.5 41.5 21.3 -48.6 24.7 19.2 -20.2

Liquidity 1 62.5 20.7 -66.8 131.5 101.7 -22.6 33.1 31.0 -6.3 63.5 29.3 -53.8 26.4 21.0 -19.5

Liquidity 2 80.6 27.1 -66.3 178.6 135.9 -23.9 41.2 39.1 -5.1 69.7 38.7 -44.4 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Source: Authors' calculations

J/ The credit's stock for 1990 has been reduced by 50 percent to eliminate the share of non-performing loans. O

For 1991 all the credit is assumed performing.
2/ Data refer only to profit-making enterprises.

Definitions:
Bank credit - Credit ceilings
Liquidity 1 - Bank credit & full-capacity profits X

Liquidity 2 - Liquidity 1 & monetary holdings at the beginning of the period

The following methodology is employed in Table 2:

(I) An estimate of full-capacity sales/output is obtained by multiplying the value of sales/output in the quarter

preceeding reforms by the actual increase in prices in the first quarter of reforms.
(ii) Net profits are estimated by applying the actual net profit/sales ratio after reform to full-capacity sales.

(ill) The credit stock is taken to be equal to the credit ceilings.

t.,

.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1
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suming that nominal credit remains constant, ate variable to test the hypothesis that enter-
i.e., nominal credit remains equal to B. Hence, prise liquidity has an effect on output. For the
the firm's real liquidity satisfies: cases of Bulgaria and Romania we adjust the

initial credit variable by an estimate of non-
(1) (B + after-tax profits)/P, performing loans-which in these countries ap-

= [B + (PQ - B)(1 -7iO/P1, pear to be substantial (partly explaining the siz-
able fall in credit registered in Table 1). In this

where 7t is the profit tax, 0 • it < 1. Clearly, if P fashion, estimates in Table 2 correct for the omis-
= P1 (i.e., no change in relative prices) and 7t = O sions noted in points (i) and (ii) (previous para-
(i.e., no profit tax), expression (1) equals Q = B graph). Furthermore, by assuming full capacity
(where equality follows from the pre-reform utilization, we get a measure of the liquidity
zero-profit assumption). Therefore, under these squeeze before output decline. Thus, these esti-
special assumptions the firm would still be able mates come closer to a measure of the exogenous
to buy inputs to ensure full-capacity output. financing gap generated by credit policy.
However, this ceases to be the case if nt> 0 (i.e., Table 2 confirms the findings of Table 1.
there is a positive profit tax) - a highly realistic Except for Hungary, where real liquidity fell by
assumption-or P c P, (i.e., the relative price of only about 6 percent, all countries show a short-
output with respect to inputs falls)-a realistic fall of liquidity of more than 20 percent. Once
assumption for most non-energy producing sec- again, Bulgaria shows the largest liquidity con-
tors. Notice that for a large profit tax, real traction (more than 65 percent), followed by
liquidity could be approximated by real credit, Poland (about 40 percent), Czechoslovakia and
B/P1.

5 Romania (about 20 percent).
An alternative, and more direct, way to esti- As noted above, however, enterprises could

mate enterprise liquidity is to compute M2 in partly offset their liquidity shortage by running
the hands of enterprises. According to Table 1, down their stock of inventories and by borrow-
this alternative way provides the same orders of ing(orfallinginto arrears) in the interenterprise
magnitude as those obtained on the basis of real credit market, or borrowing from their own
credit. However, in general, M2 is a less useful workers (e.g., by paying wages below the
variable because stabilization programs have program's ceilings).
specified ceilings on credit, not on M2. Further- We first note that despite the fall of invento-
more, M2 does not necessarily measure firms' ries in all these countries being sizable (e.g., in
ability to purchase new inputs. Conceivably, an Czechoslovakia and Poland it was between 20
increase in credit to enterprises could be en- and 30 percent), the extra liquidity brought
tirely spent on imported inputs or inputs pro- about by such a depletion of inventories is only
duced by other sectors, such as agriculture, and capable of covering around 50 percent of the
never take the form of higher M2 held by enter- liquidity shortfall.7 Czechoslovakia would have
prises. been able to fully cover the shortfall shown in

However, one could still criticize the adequacy Table 2. However, Table 2 gives us a substantial
of bank credit to enterprises as a measure of underestimate of the liquidity shortfall of coun-
enterprise liquidity because (i) it does not take tries like Czechoslovakia and Poland because
into account changes in fiscal variables and in nominal capital gains on inventories incurred
interest rates, and (ii) a sizable share of out- as a consequence of the initial price rise were
standing loans could be non-performing and, subject to taxation.8

thus, their liquidation should have no deleteri- Regarding the interenterprise credit market,
ous effects on output. The following discussion the outcome after reform differs across coun-
will tackle these issues. tries, and information is sometimes skimpy (for

In Table 2 we try to measure liquidity needs example, in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Ro-
after the first quarter of the transformation mania, available figures only capture
programs if firms had been able to operate at interenterprise arrears). For Poland, where in-
full capacity (at actual prices), taking into ac- formation is relatively good, the behavior of
count the new interest rates and profit taxes.6 interenterprise credit appears to differ mark-
In this fashion, our liquidity definition is less edly from the past. While in the past, contrac-
subject to the criticism that it reflects the fall in tion of bank credit was accompanied by an
output and, therefore, could not be an appropri- expansion in the interenterprise credit market,
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Chart 2 Poland - Bank and interenterprise credit
(percentage change from previous quarter)
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after reform the two types of credit tended to tions and wage behavior in the countries exam-
move in the same direction. This is confirmed by ined."
Chart 2, which depicts the relationship between The evidence presented above suggests that,
changes in bank credit and changes in except for Hungary, the reform programs im-
interenterprise credit (payables) across 19 in- plied a sizable contraction of enterprise liquid-
dustrial sectors during the first quarter of 1990. ity. Another relevant piece of information con-
Therefore, interenterprise credit reinforced, cerning the correlation between output decline
rather than cushioned, the liquidity contraction and credit/liquidity squeeze comes from sectoral
provoked by lower bank credit-supporting the data available for Poland. Chart 3 shows a
conjecture that firms perceived the 1990 pro- negative correlation across 19 industrial sectors
gram as a change of regime in which lending between change in output during the first quar-
firms would be less likely to be bailed out by the ter of 1990 and credit dependence at the end of
central bank in case their loans were not re- 1989.12 Thus, sectors characterized by larger
paid.9 exposure to bank credit at the end of 1989

Borrowing from workers represented a cush- displayed the larger decline in output. In addi-
ion for enterprises in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, tion, the cross-sectional data confirm for the
Poland and Romania in the first few months case of Poland the positive correlation between
after reforms. In all these countries wages were credit conditions and wage behavior.13

set well below the norms established by the
government programs. In contrast, in Hungary, IV. Further statistical analysis
where enterprises in 1990 did not suffer a sig-
nificant liquidity squeeze, this phenomenon did Previous sections showed that credit and, more
not take place, and wages increased slightly specifically, enterprises'liquidity suffered a siz-
above the program's targets.' 0 Thus,there seems able contraction in the early stages of stabiliza-
to be a correlation between tight liquidity condi- tion programs. Hungary exhibits the smallest
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Chart 3 Poland - Real sales and credit exposure
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such contraction and, interestingly, also suf- Second, to check the robustness of our results
fered the smallest output decline. Thus far, with respect to the credit deflator, we run the
however, we have not established a strong line same regression using nominal, instead of real,
of causation from credit to output. Actually, bank credit expansion as an independent vari-
credit could follow output decline induced by able (and instrument it in the same fashion).'6

other factors such as, for example, the collapse As shown in Table 3, results are similar.
of the CMEA trade. To look more closely into Third, we regress (the log of) output against
this issue, we examine the case of Poland, which (the log of) credit for the first quarter of 1990.
launched its stabilization program one full year Once again, since credit is an endogenous vari-
before the collapse of the CMEA trade. able, we instrument it by (i) the ratio of working-

We run cross-section regressions involving 85 capital to sales and (ii) real sales, both corre-
branches of industry in Poland. First, we re- sponding to the last quarter of 1989. The point
gress proportional changes in output against estimate is around 0.6 (with a t-statistic higher
proportional changes in real credit (using as a than 8), meaning that a 10 percent fall in real
deflator the own output price index 14) from the credit results in a 6 percent output decline (see
last quarter of 1989 to the first quarter of 1990. Table 4). Therefore, the statistical analysis sug-
Since credit ceilings were non-binding in the gests that there exists a positive association
first quarter of 1990, the proportional change in between credit and output. The point estimates
real credit is an endogenous variable. Thus, we of the output credit elasticity, however, vary
instrument it by the ratio of working-capital widely from a low 0.2 to a high 0.6. Since real
credit to sales in the last quarter of 1989 (which credit in the sample falls on average by 27
exhibits anegative correlation with creditgrowth percent, output decline that could be associated
of about 50 percent). The point estimate is with credit contraction runs from a low 5.4
around 0.2 (with a t-statistic of 2.1), meaning percent toahigh 15 percent. Average output fall
that a 10 percent contraction of real credit in the sample is about 24 percent.
results in a 2 percent fall in output (see Table Therefore, the analysis suggests that the de-
3).15 cline of output may have reflected credit con-
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Table 3 Poland - Regressions and output and credit

I Chance in real oucnut and chance in real credit

Period: 1990.I/1989.IV. Sample: 85 observations; Estimation Method: 2-Stage
Least Squares. t-statistics in parenthesis.

DY- -0.2 + 0.2 * DCRE
(-6.1) (2.1)

Inscruments: constant. ratio of bank credit to sales in 1989.IV.

DY- change in real output (log-difference)
DCRE- change in real credit (log-difference)

- Chane n real otuc and chanea i. nominal credit

Period: 1990.1/1989 I'.. Ssmv1e: 85 observacions: Estimation Method: 2-Stage
Least Squares. t-scacistics in parenthesis.

DY- -0.37 - 0.16 * DNCRE
(-6.1) (2.2)

Instruments: constant. ratio of bank credit co sales in 1989.IV.

DY- change in reai outDut (log-difference)
DNCRE- cnanee in nominai credit (log-difference)

traction but, in addition, there appear to be Keynesian impasse. Moreover, output from in-
other factors or mechanisms contributing to ventory-producing sectors will tend to be low
such process. until inventories reached their desired lower

In particular, if the relevant elasticity were levels, which thus helps to rationalize a pro-
around 0.2, a large share of the output decline longed period of output contraction.
would be due to those other factors or mecha- The credit view about output decline in East-
nisms. In this connection, it is worth mention- ern Europe can be challenged by pointing to
ing that aside from direct effects, credit contrac- developments in Poland after the first quarter
tion could have indirect output effects if prices of 1990. Table 3 shows that although real credit
and wages are not perfectly downward-flexible. to enterprises fell by about 50 percent in the first
A credit squeeze, for example, may lead firms to quarter of 1990, it rose by about 70 percent in
run down inventories. Thus, if inventories con- December 1990 compared to March 1990. How-
tain domestically-produced goods, demand for ever, gross enterprise output in December 1990
those goods will fall, giving rise to a typically grew by only 9.56 percent from March 1990.

Table 4 Output level and credit

Period: 1990.1; Sample: 85 observations; Estimation method: 2 -Stage Least
Squares. t--statistics in parenthesis.

Y - 7.1 + 0.55 * CRE
(10.8) (8.2)

Instruments: constant, ratio of bank credit to sales in 1989.IV, real output
in 1989.IV.

Y- log of real output
CRE- log of real credit (initial period (1989.IV) credit deflated by producer

prices in the period (1990.1).
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This suggests that credit expansion had a very if the CPI were to be used as a deflator-an
small impact on output, seemingly contradict- index that may better capture the effect of
ing the above econometric results. increases in administrative prices-real credit

There are several complementary arguments would increase by only 46 percent from April to
to reply to the above criticism. In the first place, December 1990 (see Table 5). Thus, if the output
as the econometric results suggest output reac- credit elasticity is low (i.e., 0.2), output growth
tion to credit may exhibit an elasticity that is in 1990 after April (= 9.56 percent) would have
well below unity, e.g., 0.2. Hence, credit expan- required a real credit expansion of about 50
sion has a positive effect on output, but only 20 percent, which exceeds actual real credit expan-
percent of the credit growth will be reflected in sion if we use the CPI as a proxy for the input
output growth. However, even if the credit coef- price index. Therefore, under those circum-
ficient were equal to 0.2, the criticism that stances, the above-mentioned criticism would
output did not increase as much as expected be fully answered by noting that output credit
would still carry some weight. Credit expansion elasticity is around 0.2 and input prices rose
from April to December 1990 was 72 percent, much faster than output prices.
which, when multiplied by the 0.2 coefficient, However, if we believe that output credit elas-
implies that output should have grown by 14.4 ticity lies on the high side of our range of esti-
percent-still somewhat larger than actual out- mates, say 0.6, then actual output growth would
put growth (= 9.56 percent). We now proceed to still be substantially less than expected. We
add another important ingredient to our re- now introduce another ingredient to our reply to
sponse to the above-mentioned criticism. Credit critics. Once again, we would like to stress that
has to reflect actual purchasing power over the relevant credit variable should be directly
inputs. Thus, it is not clear that the deflator associated with enterprises' ability to purchase
used to compute real credit (namely, the whole- production inputs. Thus, for example, the credit
sale-price index) is the relevant one after the view would attach no significance to an increase
first quarter of 1990. This is so because the in credit thatreflected capitalization of interest,
removal of subsidies to some key inputs like coal i.e., refinancing ofinterest on outstanding loans.
and oil, means input prices appear to have risen We suspect that interest capitalization may
by much more than output prices. For example, have played a significant role in the expansion

Table 5 Poland - Credit to socialized sectors and capitalization of interest (in percent)

1990.03- 1990.12-
1989.12 1990.03

Change in real credit -34.3 71.6
Deflated by PPI

Change in real credit -35.1 45.6
Deflated by CPI

Change in production -32.3 9.6

Change in real credit
due to capitalization of
real interesr -18.0 18.9
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of credit after April 1990. This is indirectly led to a situation of trade implosion or trade
confirmed by Sheng (1991) who shows that in destruction, which is not easily cured by an
1990 from 18 to 28 percent of total bank portfo- infusion of more credit into the system. The
lios were composed of problem loans. In what situation is further complicated by the collapse
follows, we show that if interest payments were of the CMEA, which represented a serious blow
capitalized, credit expansion-adjusted down- to all of these countries.'7 Strictly speaking, our
wards by interest capitalization-is substan- econometric findings are confined to the first
tially smaller and would result in the observed stagesofthePolish stabilization program. There-
weak output growth in 1990, even though the fore, the finding that credit may have an effect
output credit elasticity is assumed to be high on output should not be taken to imply that
and equal to 0.6. This new ingredient of our credit alone will be able to maintain the initial
response to critics is somehow more speculative high output levels in the medium term. In fact,
than the previous ones. However, it receives Commander and Coricelli (1992) suggest that,
some support from the emergence of problem despite the smaller credit contraction in Hun-
loans in 1990 (as noted above) and the well- gary than in Poland, the cumulative output
known fact (among observers of the Polish decline after two years is about the same in the
economy) that during 1990 banks capitalized two countries.
interest at the beginning of each quarter (espe- There are different ways to ensure that firms
cially in April and July). This is quite apparent have access to the necessary liquidity to operate
from Table 5, which shows the presenceofspikes at full capacity.'8 The first obvious one is to
in the credit series at the beginning of each adjust bank credit initially to ensure that real
quarter, starting in April 1990. credit-in terms of input prices-stays un-

To account for the 9.56 output growth in the changed. This should, in principle, involve a
period from April to December 1990, real credit once-and-for-all operation. Afterwards credit
must have risen by about 16 percent (= 9.56/0.6, could be as tight as necessary to ensure the
where 0.6 is, by assumption, the output credit achievementoflow-inflationtargets.Acommon
elasticity). As shown in Table 5, interest capi- criticism of the initially-easy-credit position is
talization may have augmented credit by about that such a policy may impair the credibility of
19 percent. Thus, total credit expansion ac- the program, making it more likely that the
counted for in this manner would be about 35 initial price jump escalates into persistent high
percent. The latter is very close to real credit inflation. A full discussion of this issue would
expansion in the period April-December 1990 if take us beyond the limits of this paper. How-
the CPI is used as a proxy for the input price ever, it should be recalled that the price jump in
index, supporting our contention. Eastern European programs in the first quarter

In sum, statistical analysis shows that critics after their implementation was quite sizable
of the credit view are likely to have a hard time (118 percent on average). Credit accommoda-
proving that credit is of little significance for tion may have added more spring to the initial
output. In particular, the popular view that credit price jump, but if a 118 percent price jump does
could not possibly be relevant for output-be- not destroy credibility, we do not see any clear
cause strong credit expansion in the period from reason why a larger jump will.
April to December 1990 in Poland led to only A more persuasive criticism, however, is that
feeble output response-has been shown to rely credibility may be a function of credit tightness.
on several questionable assumptions. For example, upon noticing that credit is plenti-

ful enough that it would be possible to continue
V. Conclusions operations in the same way as before reforms

were implemented, managers may have little
The above discussion gives further support to incentive to adjust. Credit may, thus, end up
thehypothesisthatcreditmayplaya significant being treated by firms as a substitute for previ-
role in PCPEs' output determination. The hy- ous subsidies. As previously argued, bankshave
pothesis, however, should not be taken to imply no expertise in evaluatingcreditworthiness (any
thatcreditpolicywouldbeabletorestoreoutput expertise was likely wiped out by the sizable
to socially-optimal levels. As pointed out in the change in relative prices). Hence, banks may be
discussion ofthe basic issues ofthe role of credit, largely unable to detect bad loans until it is too
the new rules of the game in PCPEs could have late, and the central bank-to avoid financial
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panic-isforcedtomonetizeenterprises'liabili- and Kopits (1991), for example, RCPEs
ties, jeopardizing the effectiveness of the stabi- appear to have a tendency for developing
lization program. higher fiscal deficits than under strict

It is worth noting, however, that tight credit central planning, due to the greater
could have a negative effect on credibility, espe- difficulty of collecting taxes in a more
cially if it creates across-the-board financial decentralized environment. This point has
difficulties. Tight credit conditions may lead a been further developed by McKinnon (1991).
single firm to quickly put its house in order. 4. Under the present assumptions, the real
However, if its managers realize that many interest rate would also be zero.
other firms are in the same situation, they may 5. Notice that in Table 1 we deflated credit by
decide to postpone adjustment in the expecta- the wholesale price index, which likely
tion that the government will bail out everybody underestimates the increase in input prices
in trouble. 19 (i.e., the relevant price index for estimating

Another candidate for a solution to the credit- B/Ps).
squeeze problem is a swap of government debt 6. Furthermore, Table 2 assumes that
for enterprise debt. Through this operation, previous liquidity/sales or output ratios
firmsreceivegovernmentbonds,forexample,in reflect normal liquidity needs and, thus,
exchange for their own debt. Since presumably apply to the period after the transformation
government debt is much less risky in the eyes programs were implemented.
of private investors than enterprise debt, enter- 7. It should be noted that the fall of inventories
prises may find it easier to borrow in private in Czechoslovakia reported in the text is an
creditmarkets,usingtheirstockofgovernment estimate by the authors. It has been
debt as collateral. Alternatively, enterprises calculated by assuming that the revaluation
could increase their liquidity by simply selling of the stock of inventories on January 1,
their stock of government debt in the market. 1991, does not include January inflation.
However, this solution may not be effective for 8. In Czechoslovakia, firms were taxed on such
a PCPE because there usually is no well-devel- capital gains independently of whether or
oped market for government debt instruments. not inventories were actually spent on

Finally, a more gradualist policy, like the one production. It is estimated that revenue
in Hungary, may be followed. This policy would from this tax amounted to about 3 percent
involve a gradual dismantling of subsidies and of GDP in Czechoslovakia and to more than
a consequent smoother increase in input prices. 10 percent of GDP in Poland (Barbone, 1992).
Thus, the credit shock will be less violent, and 9. It is still an open question whether the
firms will have more time to build up their liquid after-reform positive association between
balances in anticipation of the future price rise. bank and interenterprise credit persisted
However, critics may point out that gradualism after the first quarter of 1990.
detractsfrompolicytransparency,leadstospecu- 10. It is worth noting that-in contrast with
lative behavior, and may invite future post- the sharp declines in the other four
ponement of reforms.20 More basically, a gradu- countries-real wages in Hungary increased
alist policy may simply not be feasible. Subsi- by about 2 percent during 1990.
dies may be so large that their maintenance 11. For Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Poland, and
could lead to ever-rising inflation. Romania, wage behavior partly explains

the high profitability of enterprises in the
Notes face of large increases of non-labor input

prices. However, the share of wages in total
1. It should be noted, however, that incomes costs is relatively low in these countries,

policies have also been tried in RCPEs, so which are characterized by high energy and
they cannot be listed as a major innovation material intensity of production processes.
of PCPEs. Consequently, the liquidity that can be

2. It should be noted that in CPEs, inter- generated by borrowing from the workers
enterprise credit was forbidden by law. is limited.

3. This is only a very partial account of the 12. Credit dependence is measured by the ratio
inflationary mechanism in RCPEs. As of bank credit for working capital and total
pointed out by Blejer and Szapari (1989) costs.
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Comment

Mark Gertler

This paper argues that credit factors played a the early stages of a recession-see Gertler and
key role in the output collapse in Eastern Eu- Gilchrist, 1992). If this liquidity mechanism is
rope. The main theme is that underdevelop- not working well, output contractions are likely
ment of credit markets may seriously hinder enhanced.
liberalization of Centrally Planned Economies Calvo and Coricelli identify two sources of
(CPEs). Overall, I think that the authors' hy- credit tightness underlying the downturn in
pothesis is eminently plausible. As well, the Eastern Europe. One is high real interest rates,
paper provides motivation for further pursuit of presumably engineered by government policy.
this issue. The other is, for reasons cited earlier, the general

There are three related reasons why the fi- reluctance ofprivate lenders in the newly liberal-
nancial systems in newly liberalized CPEs may ized economies to provide credit in a worsening
not function smoothly. One is the inexperience economic climate. These private lenders include
of lenders with credit evaluation and with rene- firms supplying trade credit as well as banks.
gotiation and restructuring of debt. Another To find evidence for their hypothesis, the
involves the vast change in the economic cli- authors examine real and financial data from
mate; without histories of borrowers available five Eastern European countries for the period
to provide guidance in evaluating credit risk, 1990-1991. In each case they find a sharp con-
even experienced lenders would have difficulty traction in real credit associated with a sharp
functioning. The final factor is inexperience contraction in output. Two issues arise here.
with market discipline. The CPEs conditioned The first is that much of the credit contraction
borrowers and lenders to rely on government appearstobeduetoanexplosioninprices.Akey
bailouts. The potential net effect is a super too issue then becomes the timing ofthe purchase of
big to fall problem. inputs. If inputs were purchased prior to the

These issues have implications for both the price increase, then borrowers with debts fixed
long and short run. For the long run, credit may in nominal terms are actually wealthier in real
not properly allocated to the most profitable terms, suggesting that the decline in real credit
investment projects. For the short run, the may not reflect any kind of crunch. Calvo and
stabilizing role of the credit system is miti- Coricelli do not provide any decisive evidence on
gated. In a financially sophisticated economy, the timing ofinput purchases. One argument in
the credit system provides a buffer against their favor, however, is that much of the out-
downturns; liquidity flows to firms suffering standing credit was probably non-performing,
declining cash flows, dampening the need for so that any effective redistribution to borrowers
real adjustments. (Indeed, in the U.S., short- from the price increase was likely minimal in
term lending to corporations actually rises in the aggregate.
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The second and probably more fundamental adverse demand shock story advanced by Berg
issue involves identification. Just as correla- and Blanchard (1992). In my opinion, the two
tions between monetary aggregates and output approaches are quite complementary. Credit
reveal nothing about causation, simple correla- marketfrictions help propagate demand shocks.
tions between credit aggregates and output are They make both firm and household spending
not definite about the sources of output fluctua- decisions excessively sensitive to current cash
tions. The decline in credit could have been flows. As a consequence the multiplier/accelera-
driven entirely by the decline in output. The tor mechanism is likely more potent in econo-
authors clearly recognize the issue and take mies with primitive financial markets. Thus,
steps to address it. They analyze cross-sectional while demand shocks provide a natural expla-
data on Polish industries. They approach the nation for what initiated the downturn in East-
identification problem by using lagged credit ern Europe, credit market frictions might offer
and output variables as instruments for con- insight into the severity.
temporaneousindustry credit conditions. Though
I think further work is required to assess whether References
their general empirical specification is reason-
able and whether their instrumental variables Berg, Andrew and Olivier Blanchard, 1992,
are valid, I strongly support this approach. I "Stabilization and Transition: Poland 1990-
believe that the answers to the kinds of ques- 91," NBER, February.
tions they are pursuing can only come from Fazzari, Stephen, Glenn Hubbard and Bruce
analyzing desegregated data. Along these line, Peterson, 1988, "Financing Constraints and
it may be useful to follow the lead of recent Corporate Investment," Brookings Papers
literature which attempts identify effects of li- on Economic Activity, no. 1, 141-195.
quidity constraints on investment by exploiting Gertler, Mark and Simon Gilchrist, 1992, 'The
cross-sectional as well as time series implications Role of Credit Market Imperfections in the
(e.g., Fazzari, Hubbard and Peterson, 1988). Monetary Transmission Mechanism:

Finally, what is the relationship between the Arguments and Evidence," mimeo, New York
credit view of decline in Eastern Europe and the University.
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Comment

Josef Tosovsky

In the light of Czechoslovakia's links and interactions, tradition, goodwill and
experience knowhow, which underlies the market and

which many countries had been developing for
The causality between the reform and the eco- centuries, was absent in Czechoslovakia. This
nomic decline constitutes a fiercely debated was what made the sudden fall of demand so
topicamongCzechandSlovakeconomists.Their disrupting, and even the abundance of credit
views on this topic vary. Some economists do not could do little to change the situation. Moreover,
see any causality between the reform and the producers were mostly monopolistic, and often
decline of output, attributing the output decline their response to emerging market signals would
to the hypertrophy of our economy. In their be distorted.
opinion, the decline of economic activity would To understand the contraction of demand, itis
take place anyhow, even in the absence of re- necessary to study the behavior and expecta-
form. Another group of economists attributes tions of economic agents (households, corporate
the decline to the necessity to change the exist- sector, banks). Even before the onset of reform,
ing system and regards it as an unavoidable households started piling up merchandise in
step on the road to doing away with this hyper- the fear of higher prices and could afford to live
trophy; according to them, the decline is some- on their reserves for a couple of months without
thing purposeful, intentional-in fact, it is a going to market. Without cuts in output, newly
positive phenomenon, a precondition for eco- produced commodities would be piling up in
nomic recovery. The third group of economists factories, a subsequent contraction of output
regards the decline as a recession which will becoming inevitable sooner or later. A similar
culminate in a collapse. In their eyes, the de- situation existed in the corporate sector. With
cline is an extremely negative phenomenon ag- the fear of higher input prices after devaluation,
gravated by erroneous implementation of eco- enterprises (mostly state-owned) intensified
nomic policy, particularly in the fiscal and mon- their imports. The banking sector stood on the
etary sphere. verge of its reorganization and more or less

We fully share the view expressed in the paper automatically saturated the needs of state-owned
that the decline of output is to be partly ex- enterprises.
plained by trade implosion-a situation in which After the start ofthe reform, households feared
trade is destroyed by the absence of market the uncertain future and loss of jobs and were
institutions. This, of course, was not the only getting ready for a change in their lifestyle.
cause, and it is even questionable whether this Theypostponedconsumptionand, consequently,
was the most decisive cause. Nevertheless, the stayed out of the market. Savings went down as
sophisticated network of institutions, mutual there appeared new investment opportunities
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(private ventures, joint ventures) and property decline as such is that this decline is not the
acquisition during small-scale privatization, the outcome of restructuring: fuel and power inputs
latter alone being responsible for the absorption remain on the pre-reform level in spite of lower
of over 20 million koruna worth of savings. final output, and redundancies and bankrupt-

The corporate sector, consistingmostly of state- cies are in no proportion to the output decline. It
owned enterprises, lived in agony. Factory man- appears that Czechoslovakia will probably be
agement was insecure, feared replacement af- the first country in economic history whose
ter privatization, sought to appease labor and production revival and growth will be accompa-
avoid conflicts, and focused on short-term goals nied by growing unemployment! Moreover, the
(postponing all investment decisions and mod- philosophy ofthepaperdoes nottake into account
ernization projects because of economic uncer- that the volume of credit under the new market
tainty, difficult forecasting). system and under the former planning system

The private sector, though taking advantage cannot be identical. It tacitly assumes that all
of cheap inputs, failed to respond by expanding enterprises are viable even under new conditions
its output, seeing its priority task in saving and fails to exclude loans extended to enterprises
money to buy state-owned companies in the that are nonviable under the new conditions
subsequent privatization (its savings on deposit (which is difficult to assess).
accounts kept growing). One should not put the blame for output decline

Banks were undercapitalized. Their portfolio on tight credit policy as long as enterprises had,
consisted largely of bad debts, they lived in fear in fact, unlimited access to production resources
that their bankrupt clients would drag them and as long as the central bank had only limited
along and, as a result, they were hesitant and control over the volume of the money supply. As
overcautious. a legacy of the past, the availability of money is

The clash with the demand barrier was far still not a precondition for resources allocation,
more important than the authors of the paper material flows being effected independently by
are willing to admit. It was due to external the money flows. Shortage of money does not
factors like the dismantling of the COMECON, discourage enterprises from orderingrawmate-
collapse of the USSR, transition to payments in rials, power, parts, and other assets; and the
convertible currencies and at world prices, as threat of insolvency on the part of the customer
well as to internal factors (slump in domestic does not discourage the supplier from fulfilling
consumer and investment demand). In the such orders. Interenterprise credit (arrears)
Czechoslovak contextitis questionable whether more than offsets the drop in official credit. The
a credit contraction really took place: if it did, it existence of interenterprise credit cannot be
could have been a consequence of the fall in interpreted as proof of bank credit inadequacy,
output rather than its cause. On the otherhand, as the paper suggests. As banks have become
should we proceed from the thesis suggested in more demanding and introduced strict credit
the paper that the credit was tight, we would terms, enterprises have sought to avoid tight
have to ask what would happen otherwise, i.e. if regulation and find refuge in softer
the credit were not tight. In such a case the interenterprise credit. This illegal credit had
enterprises could afford to maintain the former dual effects on the volume of output: on the one
level of output, but also their former product- hand, it enabled continuation of activities which
mix for which they were unable to find markets otherwise would not be tolerated by banks and,
even in the past. In the new situation this would on the other hand, it hampered the smooth
be even more difficult. Scarcity of money would functioning of the economic system by distort-
not force them to change their accustomed be- ing the allocation of scarce resources.
havior; nothing would make them restructure. Output contraction should, in our opinion, be
Sooner or later their inability to find markets for examined also in the context of price liberaliza-
their substandard products would lead to their tion. The initial price jump was higher than we
collapse, no matter that credit was abundant. had expected; it did away with the monetary

By no means did we intend to maintain artifi- overhang inherited from the past (as some kind
cially the previous large volume of output based of untypical monetary reform), introduced cost-
on the ineffective input of resources. We were plus pricing under monopolistic conditions and,
not interested in production for production's as a result of devaluation, raised input prices of
sake. What worries us even more than output imports. Enterprises found themselves reaping
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windfall profits due to their inventories' revalu- expand credit at the time when korunas would
ation, without having to expand their output. immediately be converted into hard currencies
Higher prices enabled them to survive without and when scarcity of domestic currency was the
having to worry where to tap new markets for best protection of our foreign exchange hold-
their products. As a result, all monetary magni- ings.
tudes declined in real terms, and it became Today, ofcourse, the situation in Czechoslova-
extremelydifficulttoformulatethepropermon- kia is different from a year ago. The role of
etary policy ex ante. Not only the extent of the money and credit is growing; we have a credible
pricejump, but also the extent of output decline macroeconomic policy; and market conditions
was unpredictable. have been improving from day to day. An injec-

The paper omits to mention an important tion of credit today could positively affect the
argument againstthe initially-easy-credit strat- upswing, particularly if the downturn of pro-
egy-the introduction of convertibility of the duction has already hit the bottom. Signs of
Czechoslovakia koruna. We could not afford to revival are becoming ever more pronounced.
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Enterprise adjustment in transition economies:
Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Poland

Saul Estrin, Mark E. Schaffer, and Inderjit Singh

I. Introduction' profits as an indicator of the causes of the output
decline. The profound unreliability ofthe profits

The purpose ofthis paper is to provide an analy- data in all three countries led us to approach
sis of the adjustments of industrial enterprises this by studying unit labor costs; one can conceive
to economic reforms in transition economies. of a wage-profit trade-off in which, as unit labor
We do this firstly by examining the available costs rise, economic profits must be falling, what-
empirical evidence from Hungary, Czechoslova- ever is indicated by the accounting data. We find
kia and Poland, the countries most advanced in that transition has been associated with rising
the transition process. We go on to analyze more unit labor costs in Hungary, sharply falling and
formally enterprise adjustment on the basis of then sharply rising unitlabor costs in Poland and
data at the industry and enterprise level. We sharply fallingunit labor costs in Czechoslovakia
are concerned with impact of transition on en- thus far. A central phenomenon driving this pro-
terprise profitability, and therefore ability to cess is found to be the wedge betwen consumer
survive and invest. We also investigate the and producer prices. The big bang approach to
extent to which firms have responded to chang- reform therefore appears to raise profitability
ing labor and product market conditions in a but only in the short term. Once reform begins
manner consistent with profit maximization. to take place at a gradual pace, unit labor costs
The paper is distinguished by being the first rise and profits fall. Consistency between fall-
application ofeconometric techniques to an enter- ing real wages and rising unit labor costs comes
prise-level panel from an economy in transition. from increases in the wedge.
We hope that this will be the precursor of a series The last two findings of the paper come via the
of analyses of the behavior of microeconomic use of panel data to analyze enterprise behavior
agents during transition using panel-level data. in transition. We first address the question of

The paper has four main findings. The first is labor demand responses in the first year of the
that despite the disparity in industrial struc- transition.Thoughwehaveappropriatedataonly
ture, preconditions to reform, sequencingandso for Poland, the findings about the similarity of
forth, the actual process of industrial adjust- industrialadjustmentgivesomeconfidenceinthe
ment has been remarkably similar in Poland, generality of our results. We successfully esti-
Czechoslovakia and Hungary. There have been mate a neoclassical labor demand function for the
sharp falls in output and employment cumulat- first year of transition in Poland, in which em-
ing over the reform period in each country of ployment changes are positively related to out-
broadly similar orders of decline. put adjustments, but inversely associated with

Our second focus of attention is enterprise changes in labor costs. This is strong a priori
profitabilityintransition. Estrin andHare(1992) evidence for the emergence of cost-minimizing
have stressed the importance of movements in behavior at the level of the firm.
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Finallywefocusonenterprisesupplyresponses At the other end, although Hungary began a
in transition, by estimated a reduced form export series of partial reforms two decades earlier, the
supply function. This yields the striking result first wave of major price liberalization took
that changes in output at the enterprise level are place only in early 1989. Price liberalization has
not related to changes in prices. This brings into continued at a steady pace, and was nearly com-
question the relevance of macroeconomic policy plete by the end of 1991. Imnport and export
formulated on the assumption that firms will licensing was abolished in late 1991 and by the
respondrationallytopricesignalsafterliberaliza- end of 1991 approximately 90 percent of turn-
tion.Italsostrengthensthesuggestionofmicro-level over was taking place at free market prices.
perversity in enterprise adjustment during tran- In Czechoslovakia the reforms began essen-
sition, though we are unable to identify anycredit- tially in mid-1990 with the removal of the nega-
crunch effects in the export supply equation. tive turnover tax which was a subsidy on con-

An important deficiency of the paper is its sumergoods.ThereafterCzechoslovakiaunder-
near-exclusive focus on the state-owned enter- took its own big bang-liberalization starting on
prise sector, whether at the industrial or micro- January 1991, lagging Poland by exactly a year.
panel level of aggregation. This is because most This included a lifting of nearly all price con-
of the available data encompass little or none of trols, and was followed immediately by sharp
the emerging private sector. Nevertheless, the price increases as in Poland. The accompanying
state sector still comprises the vast majority of stabilization measures designed to bring down
industrialoutputandemploymentinthesecoun- inflation to the pre-big bang levels were also
tries, and is likely to do so for some time.2 The similar-tight credit controls, tough fiscal con-
direction and magnitude of the response of the trols alongside wage controls and a freeing up of
state sector is therefore crucial in evaluating the trade regime. Again about 90 percent of
the likely transition path. Moreover, because turnover now takes place at free market prices,
there are critical links between the response of and the stabilization measures were effective-
industrialfirmsandmacroeconomic policy, there there was a budget surplus in the first half of
exists the real possibility that macroeconomic 1991 and prices had stabilized by mid-year.
prescriptions will fail because of weak or per- Further, and as a consequence of events not
verse responses at the enterprise level. related to these policy induced reforms, trade

We now briefly summarize the main features between ex-CMEA countries began to collapse
and differences in the recent reforms in these and starting in January 1991 whatever such
three countries since 1989, the period that pro- trade took place was conducted in hard curren-
vides the focus for our analysis.3 In all cases cies. This affected all three countries severely,
reforms began with price liberalization. At one according to their exposure to CMEA trade.
extreme is Poland which began to liberalize food
prices in mid-1989. Following these reforms, in IL. Overview of the empirical evidence
the second half of 1989 about 50 percent of
turnovertookplaceatfreemarketprices. Bythe In this section we provide a brief factual over-
end of the year, near hyper-inflationary condi- view of the developments in the industrial sec-
tionsprevailed. InJanuary 1990, Polandimple- tor in the three countries for the period 1989-
mented the so-called big bang package of re- 1991. This is to provide a background to the
forms with the simultaneous implementation of more detailed empirical analysis in Sections III
stabilization and further liberalization mea- and IV. We attempt to provide a comparative
sures. Most remaining price controls were lifted framework. This is important because, as we
(90 percent of all prices were liberalized); direct noted in the introduction, these three countries
controls on foreign trade were reduced leading haveundertakenreformsatverydifferentpaces,
to a virtually free trade regime; stabilization and at different stages in the reform process.
measures included a heavy devaluation of the
exchange rate, domestic convertibility of the INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT AND SALES

zloty, introduction ofhigh nominal interestrates
and wage controls and very strict measures to The changes in total real industrial output in
control the fiscal deficits. Indeed so successful the three countries are shown in Figure 1, and
was this last measure that by the first half of by sector in Table 1. We note that despite diver-
1990 there was a large budget surplus. sity of policies, starting points, and timing of
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Figure 1 Industrial output in the CSFR, Hungary and Poland
Average 1989=100. Seasonally adjusted.
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external shocks, all three countries find them- Production bottomed out in the third quarter of
selves at roughly the same point at the start of 1991 at about 65 percent of the average 1989
1992: industrial output is 60-70 percent of its level, remarkably close to the Polish level. As in
average 1989 level and there are signs that the Poland, the state sector is dominant, and inclu-
bottom has been reached. The decline has been sion of the private sector would not change the
general across sectors, though with some varia- aggregate picture.
tion. In Czechoslovakia, the decline in industrial

During the past two years real aggregate production has been more recent. There was a
industrial sales have declined by about 40 per- small 4 percent drop in industrial output in
cent in Poland. There was a huge and sudden 1990, followed by a very large decline of 23
drop in sales of approximately 30 percent in percentin 1991. The dropin output was gradual,
January 1990 associated with the big bang, as in Hungary. Industrial production had bot-
after which output was roughly steady for the tomed out in the third quarter of 1991 at 65-70
rest of the year. The further large, but gradual, percent of the average 1989 level, as in Poland
contraction beginning in early 1991 was associ- and Hungary. The private sector is of recent
ated with the collapse of the CMEA trade re- origin only and remains very small.
gime and re-tightening ofmonetary policy. There
are some signs of a pickup in industrial output EXPORTS
in the first quarter of 1992. The decline in
industrial output in Poland is huge even if we The export performance of these countries has
allow for private sector sector growth (which been well covered by Rodrik (1992a, 1992b).4

was substantial in 1991-nearly 50 percent The pattern has been similar in all three coun-
growth in recorded industrial output in the tries: collapse of CMEA exports (and imports),
private sector proper, though a smallish portion and rapid growth in exports to (and imports
of this is due to the inclusion of newly privatized from) hard currency countries. It is useful to
industrial enterprises). note here that the decline in industrial output

In Hungary, there was a 4 percent drop in cannot be attributed simply to the collapse of
industrial output in 1989, a 7 percent drop in the CMEA exports as is sometimes argued be-
1990, and then a very large fall of 22 percent in cause this decline was partially offset in all
1991. As in all things, outputhas declined gradu- three countries by an increase in hard currency
ally, with no sudden movements as in Poland. exports. This can be seen from Table 2, which
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Table I Changes in output and employment by sub-sectors

HUNGARY Output: Level Employment: Level
Growth (% p.a.) (1988 Growth (% p.a.) (1988

= 100) = 100)

Year 1989 1990 1991 1991 1989 1990 1991 1991

Total -1.0 -9.2 -21.5 70.6 -1.7 -9.1 -13.4 77.4

Industry by Branch:
Mining -5.2 -11.8 -10.9 74.5 -8.0 -17.3 -15.9 64.0
Electricity 2.2 0.2 -8.0 94.2 -1. 4.7 -5.2 98.2
Metals 4.4 -19.0 -32.7 56.9 -8.1 -17.9 -18.4 61.6
Engineering 0.2 -16.2 -34.9 54.7 -1.4 -9.9 -16.8 73.9
Building Materials -1.6 -5.0 -33.0 62.6 -1.8 -4.9 -12.8 81.4
Chemicals -3.9 -5.4 -18.5 74.1 2.3 -4.1 -7.3 90.9
Light Industry -4.8 -11.7 -24.9 63.1 -0.3 -10.3 -13.5 77.4
Food Processing 1.0 -0.9 -9.7 90.4 0.2 -3.3 -7.1 90.0

Source: Statisztikai Havi Kzlfncmnyek. various issues; and own calculations.

POLAND Output: Level Employment: Level
Growth (% p.a.) (1988 Growth (% p.a.) (1988

= 100) = 100)

Year 1989 1990 1991 1991 1989 1990 1991 1991

Total -0.5 -24.2 -11.9 66.4 0.3 4.9 -7.3 88.4

Industry by Branch:
Fuel and Power -2.4 -22.1 -8.4 69.6 0.8 -8.2 -6.4 86.6
Metals -4.8 -19.7 -22.4 59.3 -3.8 -4.6 -8.1 84.3
Electro-engineering 0.7 -22.0 -22.4 61.0 -1.4 -4.8 -11.0 83.5
Chemicals 2.6 -24.6 -13.5 66.9 2.1 -6.4 -6.4 89.4
Minerals 5.5 -21.5 -2.6 80.7 0.1 1.1 -3.1 98.1
Wood and Paper 6.9 -24.9 -1.4 79.2 4.0 -2.2 4.6 106.4
Light Industry 3.3 -33.8 -13.0 59.5 2.7 -5.4 -13.1 84.4
Food Processing -5.9 -23.7 -0.9 71.2 -0.4 -0.2 5.0 104.4

Source: Rocznik Statystycznv Przemyslu 1990, 1991; Biuletvn Statzstyczny, various issues; Infornnacia o svtuacji
sPo1eczno-gosoodarczei kraiu, January 1992; and own calculations.

gives some basic data on changes in industrial whether changes in export supply at the enter-
production and exports in all three countries. In prise level represent a rational economic re-
Poland and the CSFR the 1991 decline in ex- sponse by firms to the changing economic envi-
ports was much less than the fall in total indus- ronment, or the consequence of extreme supply
trial sales, and in Hungary the fall in exports response and chance.
was not much greater than the fall in total sales.

The adjustment of hard currency exports in EMPLOYMENT

response to the massive changes in the foreign
trade regime associated with transition is one of The relevant data on quarterly changes in indus-
the few bright spots in the early years oftransi- trial employment are shown in Figure 2. Indus-
tion. In Section IV we investigate formally trial employment has fallen gradually and sub-
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Table 1 Changes in output and employment by sub-sectors (continued)

CSFR Output: Level Employment: Level
Growth (% p.a.) (1988 Growth (% p.a.) (1988

= 100) = 100)

Year 1989 1990 1991 1991 1989 1990 1991 1991

Total 0.7 -3.5 -24.7 73.2 -0.6 -3.2 -12.1 84.6

Industrv by Branch:
Fuel and Power -0.3 -4.1 -5.7 90.2 -0.4 -3.8 -7.5 88.7
Metals 0.5 -1.8 -26.0 73.0 -0.9 -3.0 -10.1 86.4
Electro-engineering 0.8 -3.4 -32.4 65.8 -0.8 -5.5 -13.5 81.1
Chemicals 0.7 -8.7 -22.7 71.1 0.0 -2.2 -9.4 88.6
Minerals 2.2 -3.7 -30.3 68.6 0.0 -4.5 -12.6 83.5
Wood and Paper 0.9 -0.8 -22.4 77.7 -1.2 -3.1 -11.1 85.2
Light Industry 1.1 -1.1 -36.0 64.1 -1.0 -2.9 -14.6 82.1
Food Processing 2.5 -2.0 -16.4 84.0 0.5 -1.4 -10.3 88.9

Source: Statistika Rocenka, 1990, 1991; "Vybrane Ukazatele v Prumyslu v Roce 1990'; 'Struktura a Efektivnost

Ceskoslovaenskdho Prumyslu v Roce 1991'; and own caiculations.

Table 2 Industrial sales and exports firms in transition have become, to varying de-
percent growth per annum grees, worker-controlled firms. Poland is the best

example of this effect, where the machinery of
Workers' Councils and the way they operate for-

1989 1990 1991 malized worker control over state firms. One can

Poland: argue that a similar situation exists also in Hun-
Industril sales-0.5 -242 -11.9gary and Czechoslovakia, although to a lesserOIndtal salrt 0.2 -2143.7 -11.4 degree. We return to the question of the relation-

ship between changes in output and employment
Hungary: in transition by estimating neoclassical labor
Industrial sales -3.9 -9.5 -17.9 demand functions in Section IV.
of which, exports 0.7 -16.5 -21.9 The evidence on labor turnover in both Hun-

CSFR: gary and Poland suggests that labor shedding is
Industrial sales 0.2 -0.8 -30.3 largely via attrition (see Table 3 for detailed
of which, exports -0.7 -6.8 -4.8 Polish labor turnover figures by subsector).

Unemployment data show that starting from
zero or very low levels, recorded unemployment
stood at 7 percent in Czechoslovakia, 9 percent in
Hungary and 12 percent in Poland by the end of

stantially in all three countries. Most labor has 1991.
been shed in Hungary, and the least in Poland.
These quarterly data are somewhat problematic, PRICES

however, since individuals leaving the state sec-
tor for the private sector often go to small firms Figures 3-5 show the changes in consumer and
that don't have to report monthly or quarterly. producer prices in the three countries. The most

Employmenthas fallen less than real outputin dramatic changes have been in Poland, where
all three countries, so labor productivity has also both consumer and producer prices increased
declined. Several explantions have been offered. fifteen-fold between the first quarter of 1989
One is that insider power plays a role as firms try and the first quarter of 1990. The stabilization
to keep on workers unless survival is at stake. program slowed these price increases dramati-
Absenceofeffectiveowners(thestate)meansthat cally, but following the big bang in 1990, prices
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have continued to increase and at the end of 1991 seen) that during transition, prices of services
stood at a level almost twice that at the start of will go up faster than prices of industrial goods,
1990. After the big bang, consumer prices rose causing the wedge to increase. We will argue in
faster than producer prices, creating a wedge. Section III that movements in the wedge are

In Hungary, prices have been risinggradually crucial in understanding the evolution of com-
and have increased two-fold over the same pe- pany profitability, and play a signficant role in
riod, again with consumer prices rising faster the specification of labor demand functions in
than producer prices. the further sections.

In Czechoslovakia, prices remained fairly
stable throughout 1990, with only slight in- INDUSTRIAL WAGES

creases until the lasts quarter. Pricesjumped in
the first quarter of 1991, but stabilized by the The evidence on changesinreal industrial wages
middle of 1991. There has been no significant are shown in Figures 6-8. Both the changes in
wedge between consumer and producer prices. employment and real wages suggest that labor

The wedge between the consumption wage markets are responding fairly quickly to the
(wages deflated by the CPI) reflecting workers' changes in relative costs and prices in the sys-
aspirations for their take-home pay in purchas- tem. The rapid decline in real wages experi-
ing power, and the product wage (wages de- enced in all three countries also shows extreme
flated by the PPI) reflecting what firms can wage flexibility.
afford to pay their workers, has important im- In Poland, statistical real wages fell almost 50
plications for enterprise behavior that we ex- percent in January 1990 (following the big bang
plore later in the paper. Changes in the wedge the price level doubled and nominal wages re-
are driven by such factors as the changes in mained unchanged). Real wages begain increas-
administered prices affecting only households ing steadily after the first quarter but the initial
(domestic energy prices, rents) and by move- fall in real wages was so large that wage controls
ments in the real exchange rate. Since we are didn't start binding until the last quarter of
analyzing industry, the PPI used is actually the 1990. In 1991, wage controls became binding,
industrial price index. We expect (and have butwereineffective.Therealconsumptionwage

Figure 2 Industrial employment in the CSYR, Hungary and Poland
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actually increased slightly in 1991 despite a fall workers' standard of living (the consumption
in output, while the real productwage increased wage fell, while the product wage increases
substantially. This was the result of the CPI were contained).
going up faster than the PPI in 1991, in part In Czechoslovakia, the real consumption wage
because of the appreciation of the zloty. This fell in 1990 by over 6 percent, while the real
contributed to a fall in profits in 1991 (see product wage hardly fell at all. These changes
below). are associated with removal of the negative

In Hungary the real consumption wage fell by turnover tax in mid-year, compensated by a
about3-4percentin 1990andagainin 1991. The government payment which did not show up as
CPI rose faster than the PPI but notby much, so higher wage cost to firms. The appearance of a
real product wages, i.e., real wage costs in- wedge is therefore exaggerated, since the real
creased by about 4 percent in 1990 and were standard of living of workers didn't fall by as
more or less constant (a fall of 1 percent or so) in much as the real wage would suggest.
1991. This can again be interpreted in terms of In 1991 real wages fell dramatically by about
the wedge. Workers attempt to maintain their 30 percent. This pattern is the same as in Po-
standard of living in terms of the consumption land in 1990 following their big bang: following
wage, and thus push up wage costs. If enough price liberalization in January 1991 in Czecho-
labor is shed, firms can afford this increase in slovakia, nominal wages didn't move, and at the
wage costs (see section below on unit labor same time the price level shot up dramatically.
costs). There are signs in Hungary that wage Also just as in Poland, the wage drop was so
costs have been contained at the expense of large that wage controls were not binding. Fur-

Table 3 Labor turnover in socialized industry in Poland

Hirings: Departures:

Number As a % of Number As a % of
(thous) employment (thous) employment

1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990 1989 1990

Total 698.7 485.0 15.8 10.7 878.7 937.8 19.3 22.0

Energy and power 99.5 76.6 14.3 11.5 127.7 115.6 18.0 17.5
Coal 70.3 51.0 13.8 10.9 95.7 90.7 18.5 19.6
Fuel 8.2 6.2 14.1 10.0 9.1 6.4 15.3 10.9
Power 21.1 19.4 16.5 14.6 22.8 18.4 17.1 12.3

Metals 26.4 20.8 12.1 9.0 35.0 30.9 15.5 14.2
Iron and steel 18.0 14.7 11.6 9.1 25.5 22.4 16.0 14.7
Non-ferrous 8.5 6.1 13.2 8.9 9.5 8.5 14.2 13.1

Electro-engineering 221.3 155.8 15.5 10.6 290.1 320.8 19.9 23.5
Metal products 42.4 26.6 16.5 10.1 54.2 60.3 20.7 24.0
Engineering 68.2 49.2 14.7 10.4 95.9 102.4 20.5 24.0
Precision insts. 10.7 7.1 13.7 8.1 15.4 16.6 19.5 22.2
Transport equip. 53.0 46.4 14.5 12.8 74.0 76.8 20.0 22.4
Electronics etc. 47.1 26.5 17.9 9.1 50.6 64.7 18.1 24.0

Chemicals 44.5 24.7 15.0 7.6 53.6 48.9 17.6 16.7
Minerals 43.8 32.6 19.4 13.5 54.8 56.3 23.6 25.0

Building materials 29.0 22.7 20.4 15.0 36.9 39.4 25.3 27.3
Glass products 9.6 6.5 17.4 11.1 11.5 10.8 20.4 20.5
Ceramics 5.3 3.4 17.8 10.1 6.3 6.1 20.5 20.9

Wood and paper 41.2 27.9 18.6 12.1 50.9 56.9 22.6 26.7
Wood 33.0 20.5 19.1 11.2 41.1 45.2 23.5 27.0
Paper 8.2 7.4 16.7 15.4 9.8 11.8 19.5 25.8

Light industry 108.4 68.3 14.7 8.5 140.0 184.4 17.8 26.3
Textiles 54.4 28.3 14.5 6.5 69.9 88.4 18.3 24.8
Clothes 31.0 24.2 15.0 11.6 41.9 58.6 16.8 29.9
Leather 23.0 15.8 14.8 9.5 28.1 37.4 18.6 25.4

Food 82.0 63.1 19.2 13.9 84.1 86.8 25.1 19.2

Source: Roczntk Statystvczny Przemyslu, 1990. 1991
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Figure 3 Prices in Pohnd
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Figure 5 Prices in CSFR
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ther, again as in Poland, near the end of 1991 the following sections. First, it is unclear what
real wages started increasing noticably. This is is happening to profits in transition, because
particularly surprising given the rapid emer- the raw data are totally unreliable. We attempt
gence of unemployment noted above. to address this question in the following section,

with the analysis organized around the crucial
SUMMARY role of the wedge.

Second, itisunclearfrom the raw datawhether
These stylized facts provide an overview of the firms are behaving rationally or perversely dur-
responses of the industrial enterprise sector to ing the period of transition. We note some a
the stabilization programs and the associated priori evidence for profit-maximizing behavior -
reforms in the three countries. Despite different the export-supply response; the initial fall in
starting points and different paces of various real wages; the apparent adjustment of employ-
reforms, the main responses have been similar ment to output. But there are also some hints of
in direction, magnitude and sequencing. Tran- irrationality or perversity, perhaps associated
sition has been associated with continuously with the absence of owners, and (in some cases)
declining output and employment and initially effective workers' management. These include
rising and then relatively constant absolute in particular the feature of rising money wages
prices, due in part to major realignments in in the face of falling labor productivity and
relative prices. Supply, however, has increased rising unemployment. We attempt to investi-
to the hard currency export area, while the gate these questions more formally in Section
adjustment of employment has been much less IV using enteprise-level data for Poland.
than output and attained mainly via attrition
rather than redundancy. Real consumption m. Industrial profitability and unit
wages fell, but real product wages increased, labor costs
because of major increases in the wedge associ-
ated with price liberalization. We have noted that reported industrial profit-

These stylized facts leave many questions ability statistics are extremely difficult to work
unanswered, a few of which we will approach in with in periods of significantinflation. The prob-
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Figure 6 Wages in Polish industry
1989. Q1=100. Socialized sector only 1989-90.
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Figure 7 Wages in Hungarian industry
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Figure 8 Wages in CSFR industry
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lem is that historical cost profitability is biased large paper profits, thus large profit tax liabili-
upward by inflation because a movement to a ties, and contributes to a strong fiscal position
higher price level following the purchases of following liberalization. As inflation slows, the
materials make later sales of products embody- inflation bias disappears, profits and thus profit
ing these materials look very profitable. These taxes fall, leading to a decline in government
paper profits, or paper capital gains, do not revenues. This was extremely important in Po-
correspond to high levels of liquidity or cash land in 1990 (see Schaffer, 1992a) and also in the
flow because firms, if they are to continue as CSFR in 1991.
going concerns, must replenish their stocks of In this paper we take a different approach and
materials, and these expenditures also take focus on the impact of wages on enterprise
place at the higher price level, profits in industry in all three countries. We do

This feature of historical cost profitability is this by analyzing movements in unit labor costs,
particularly important for two of the countries defined here as wage costs per unit of output.
covered in this paper. The large profits seen in First, this tells us indirectly about what is hap-
the enterprise sector following price liberaliza- pening to true (inflation-bias-free) profits. Sec-
tion in Poland and the CSFRwere caused in part ond, and more fundamentally, it tells us about the
by the accompanying increases in price level. In behavior of workers and how the enterprise sur-
Poland, enterprise profitability was also high in plus is being divided between profits and wages.
1989 because of the near-hyperinflation. Fig- Finally, the movement of labor costs during tran-
ures 9-10 show enterprise profitability (histori- sition is an important indicator of the pattern of
cal cost profits as a percentage of turnover) for adjustment in the labor market, which we ana-
Poland and the CSFR. In Hungary, by contrast, lyze more formally later in the paper.
reported profitability in industry has not shown Our discussion is based on a simple decompo-
such fluctuations: 3-5 percent in 1988-90, and sition of movements in unit labor costs, in a
falling to -0.7 percent in 1991. fashion similar to the analysis of Polish infla-

The fiscal implications of this are quite impor- tion in BergandBlanchard (1992) andBlanchard
tant. Enterprise profits are taxed. An increase in and Layard (1991).
the price level following liberalization leads to Notation is as follows:
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w Nominal wage particular effect is likely to be small).
p producer prices The results are given in Table 4. We note that
pc consumer prices unit labor costs are gradually increasing in
Y output domestic currency terms in Hungary through-
L employment out its gradual transition, but declining sharply

in Poland and the CSFR immediately following
Unit labor costs are defined as: their respective big bangs. In the Polish case,

however, unit labor costs rose significantly in
ULC = wIJpY the secondyearoftransition; it is too earlyto say

whether the same pattern will emerge in CSFR.
or, rearranging Considering each country in detail, we note

that in Hungary the real consumption wage has
= (w/p) / (Y/L) been declining slowly since 1988, but this has

been more than offset by the wedge; the price of
i.e., the real product wage divided by labor consumer goods has consistently been rising a
productivity. little faster than that of producer goods. The

increase in unit labor costs in 1991 was prima-
Denote rily due to a marked fall in labor productivity of

around 10 percent. Nonetheless, output fell by
pc/p = the "wedge" between consumer and pro- 24 percent and the bulk of this was matched by
ducer prices labor shedding of more than 14 percent.

Turning to Poland, the increases in unit labor
So costs in 1988-89 were caused mostly by the

increase in consumption wage. This is is the
ULC = (w/pc) * (pc/p) / (Y/L) period during which the authorities lost macro

control, inflation accelerated, unsustainable
Taking logs wage increases were granted, etc.

In 1990, the year of the big bang, unit labor
ln(ULC) = ln(w/p,) + ln(p]p) - (In(Y) - ln(L)) costs fell considerably-about 25 percent-and

so boosted profits significantly (about 5 per-
And so decomposing the percentage change in cent). This was driven entirely by a huge drop in
unit labor costs, we see that: the consumption wage, which more than com-

pensated for the large fall in labor productivity.
percent change in ULC = percent change in We have discussed the mechanics and timing of
consumption wage this earlier in the paper. Following the big bang
+ percent change in "wedge" liberalization/stabilization in January 1990,
- percent change in labor productivity nominal wages stayed unchanged and the price

level jumped. The fall in real labor costs was so
and the percent change in labor productivity great as to more than compensate for the sud-
can be further decomposed into the change in den drop in output and labor productivity, and
output and the change in employment. unit labor costs fell substantially. As the year

The direct effect of changes in unit labor costs progressed, labor productivity increased as la-
on profitability (measured as profits as a per- bor was shed and output picked up in the second
cent of sales), ceteris paribus, is given by the halfofl990,butthiswasmorethanoffsetbythe
level of unit labor costs (in these countries, steady increase in real wages, and unit labor
typically in the neighborhood of 15-20 percent) costs grew.
times the percent change in ULC. A 10 percent In 1991, the second year of transition, unit
increase in unit labor costs will thus (ceteris labor costs rose again. Interestingly, the in-
paribus) decrease profitability by something crease in labor costs was driven mostly by the
like 2 percent. wedge-consumer prices went up much more

We apply this decomposition to data from quickly than producer prices. The rest of the fall
industry for all three countries. We do not try to in unit labor costs was the result of a further in
adjust for changes in other labor-related costs labor productivity, as labor shedding failed to
such as changes in payroll taxes (though this compensatefortheadditionalfall in output. The
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Figure 9 Profitability in the Polish enterprise sector
Socialized sector only 1989-90.
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Figure 10 Profitability in the CSFR enterprise sector
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continued fall in output (by over 15 percent) was The increase in the wedge between consumer
in 1991 only partially matched by labor shed- andproducerpricesisattributabletotwocauses
ding of around 7-8 percent. These reductions in (see Table 5). First, the governmentrelied heavily
employment in both absolute tenns and relative on the zloty as a nominal anchor in its anti-
tothefallingoutputweresignificantlylessthan inflation policy, and the zloty appreciated sub-
those observed in Hungary. This may be be- stantially in real terms, squeezing exporters.
cause of the much sharper decline in real wages Second, the relative prices of important services
in Polandinthefirstyearoftransition.Thevery (notably rents and domestic energy) rose sub-
small decline in consumption wages can be stantially. These factors were probably also
interpreted as an unwillingness by the workforce relevant in the consistent increase in the wedge
to accept large falls in the real standard of living in Hungary after 1988, though they do not yet
in order to maintain enterprise profits. appear to have been significant in CFSR.

Table 4 Decomposition of unit labor costs in industry 1988-91
(All rates of change are measured in exponential growth rates per annum.)

Hungary:
1988 1989 1990 1991

% change in ULC 3.4 1.3 7.8 8.3

% change in real cons wage -4.0 -0.1 -2.6 -4.1
+ % change in pc/p 10.0 2.1 6.4 2.6
- % change in L prod -2.6 -0.7 4.0 9.8

Change in labor productivity: 2.6 0.7 -4.0 -9.8
of which

from % change in Y 0.0 -1.0 -9.7 -24.2
from % change in L 2.6 1.7 5.7 14.4

Poland:
1988 1989 1990 1991

% change in ULC 6.5 18.3 -24.0 24.0

% change in real cons wage 13.8 8.9 -39.1 -1.5
+ % change in pc/p -0.7 11.4 -3.0 17.8
- % change in L prod -6.6 -1.9 18.1 7.7

Change in labor productivity 6.6 1.9 -18.1 -7.7
of which

from % change in Y 4.8 -1.4 -28.8 -15.3
from % change in L 1.8 3.4 10.6 7.6

CSFR:
1988 1989 1990 1991

% change in ULC 0.0 0.3 -1.2 -21.5

% change in real cons wage 1.8 0.3 -6.8 -29.7
+ % change in pc/p 0.2 2.1 5.2 -7.3
- % change in L prod -2.0 -2.1 0.3 15.5

Change in labor productivity: 2.0 2.1 -0.3 -15.5
of which

from % change in Y 2.1 1.1 -3.1 -28.4
from % change in L 0.0 0.7 3.5 12.8

Notes: CPI is the consumer price index; PPI is the industrial sales price index. Labor and output figures may not sum to
the labor productivity figure because of slight differences in coverage.

Sourge As in Table 2.1; plus (for CSFR) Statistikd Pfehledy and FSI Bulletin, various issues.
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A comment here in passing: the increase in In summary, transition has been associated
unit labor costs in industry in 1991 implies, with rising unit labor costs in Hungary and
ceteris paribus, a fall in gross profitability of ultimately Poland, but declining unit costs to
something like 4 percent. As is well known, date in the CSFR. It is not clear whether this is
historical cost profitability in the entire Polish because the CSFR lags the other two, particu-
enterprise sector collapsed in 1991-it fell in larly in the adjustment of consumer relative to
industry from 24 percent in 1990 to only 5 producer prices, or has been more successful
percent. In other work, one of us (Schaffer, striking a favorable balance between declining
1992b) argues much of the rest of the profitabil- real wages and declining labor productivity. To
ity collapse is due to a decline in paper profits. date, rapidly rising unemployment (declining

The CSFR experience in 1991 closely follows levels of industrial employment) have had only
that of the Polish case in the first year following modest effects on the real wage; rapid declines
the big bang price liberalization; the figures are in real wages are instead associated with big
remarkably similar to those for Poland in 1990. bang reform, and therefore have not occurred at
Unit labor costs fell dramatically (about 20 all in Hungary. It would seem that following a
percent), and although labor productivity fell, it big bang price liberalization, workers restrain
was more than offset by a huge fall in real wages and even accept large falls in real wages
consumption wages-just as in Poland a year until the smoke clears because of: uncertainty
earlier. The timing of the fall during the year is about the future, and fiscal pressures resulting
also the same; a very large fall in unit labor costs from the taxation of paper capital gains (Poland,
just following price liberalization, followed by a 1990; CSFR, 1991). This was compounded by
steady increase. This similarity is especially macro-stabilization policies taking place simul-
striking given the very different starting points taneously." However, over the longer term the
for the two countries (near hyperinflation vs. absence of effective ownership permits workers
macro stability). to maintain consumption wages during transi-

When one looks closely, however, one differ- tion, so that as the wedge increases with more
ence emerges. The adjustment in employment extensive price liberalization, unit labor costs
in CSFR was somewhat greater than in Poland begin to rise. In principle, this pressure might
in 1990, despite the fact that the fall in real be counteracted if rising unit labor costs were to
wages was somewhat smaller. If CSFR contin- endanger the firm.
ues to follow Poland with alag, one mightexpect Bankruptcies in all the economies in transi-
to see unit labor costs continuing to rise in 1992, tion remain rare, but how much, if at all, wage
primarily because of belated effects of the wedge restraint at the firm level has contributed to this
and continued declining labor productivity. is unclear. From this perspective, the advan-

tage of the gradual transition process in Hun-
Table 5 Polish inflation in 199 gary has been that much of the adjustment to

the wedge occurred prior to the 1991 collapse, so
that although unit labor costs did rise, this was
primarily because of a productivity fall. The

Industrial prices (including exports) 48.4% case of Poland as against Hungary in 1991 also
suggests that the more powerful the workers in

Export prices 14.1% employee-management bargaining, the more
the burden of transition is shifted from wages to

Consumer prices 70.3% profits.
of which: It will be interesting to see whether workers
Goods 60.0% in the CSFR succeed in approximately main-
Services 131.5% taining their real consumption wage when the

of which: wedge eventually emerges, or whether they

Heat & hot water 22248% manage to keep unit labor costs rather more
EHectricity & gas 217.0% under control. Finally, we note that Table 4 is

somewhat ambiguous about whether effective
Import Prices 19.7% labor market forces are emerging in the econo-

mies in transition; e.g. adjustments to employ-
ment, relative to output, do not seem inversely
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correlated to movements in the real product 1990,andG6raandLehmann, 1991),andwages
wage. To investigate this issue in more detail, were from that date capped by the popiwek if
we now turn to micro-economic data concerning they exceeded the norm set by the incomes
the employment-wage relationship. policy (see Blanchard et a., 1991, and Schaffer,

1992a, for details). Our approach will be to
IV. Enterprise response: micro evidence examine the relative importance of internal

bargaining power as against external labor
The final section provides some of the first market pressures.
econometric results on the micro-economics of We also wish to examine the common asser-
transition. We have noted that at the industrial tion that enterprises which are exposed to for-
level the first years of economic transformation eign trade will be more likely to adjust in a
have been associated with sharp falls in output, profit-maximizing way than their more domes-
and with wage pressures on profit margins. We tically minded rivals. There are several reasons
nowgoontoinvestigatewhetherinterfirmvaria- for such a view. Firms which trade, especially
tions in the adjustment of production have been those which trade to the West, are more exposed
motivated by changing relative prices, and toWesternbusinessmethodsandpracticesthan
whether labor market pressures have begun to their inward-looking counterparts, and there-
play a significant role in enterprise transition. fore more predisposed to adjust employment in
This leads us to estimate simple output supply a profit-maximizing direction. They were also
and labor demand equation systems. The speci- arguably more profitable in 1990, when the
fications are ad hoc but results support the view zloty was undervalued and exports boomed, and
that, though companies postreform are becom- therefore likely to be higher on the privatization
ing aware of cost minimization, there is no list than nontrading firms, in which case the
evidence of a positive supply response by the authorities may be more inclined to raise their
existing state sector to profitable opportunities. profits further in order to increase their ability

To be specific, we have four objectives in this to sell the firm. On the other hand, if firms are
work. The first is to investigate whether the responding perversely to the new market sig-
labor demand relationships standard in West- nals, they might use their superior cash flow
ern economies (see Ashenfelter and Layard, and profit position from trade to maintain em-
1986, and Layard, Nickell, and Jackman, 1991) ployment at levels relative to output which are
hold at the enterprise level from the outset of higher than their more constrained counter-
transition. These comprise an inverse relation- parts operating on domestic markets. These
shipbetween employmentandthe productwage, arguments potentially apply to hard currency
and a positive relationship between employ- and to a lesser extent to soft currency exporters
ment and output. One would not expect either if they produce goods saleable on world mar-
association to hold under planning and market kets.
socialism, orif the macroeconomic reforms were Finally, we attempt to test empirically the
failingtoinaugurateprofit-orientedbehaviorat insight of Calvo and Coricelli (1992), which
the enterprise level, for example if firms were suggests that the output decline in Poland dur-
effectively labor-managed. ing 1990 arose largely from an extreme credit

Second, we make a preliminary investigation squeeze.
into wage determination during transition.
Wages under traditional central planning were DATA

largely determined by the authorities with scant
regard for underlying labor supply conditions, Our sample of Polish firms is drawn from the
enterprise situation or relative company-union 500 largest manufacturing enterprises in Po-
bargaining power. It is less clear what deter- land. We have detailed data on the 150 or so
mined wages in Poland in the years prior to major exporters in the sample (defined as those
transition, but the impact of central controls enterprises with thehighestexport/sales ratios)
was clearly diminishing while local worker- but missing variables reduce the (maximum)
management(andworker-government)bargain- usable number to 111 firms. The sample never-
ing was of increasing significance. The labor theless includes a large portion of Polish indus-
market situation shifted sharply from excess try, accounting for about 15 percent of sales and
demand to excess supply during 1990 (see G6ra, 12 percent of employment in all socialized in-
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dustry in 1989. Table 6 offers an overview as to food and electro-machinery. Most exports are
how the first year of transition in Poland af- for convertible currency, with the exception of
fected the enterprises in our sample; it repre- the metallurgy and chemical sectors in 1989.
sents a richer and more disaggregated version Both these sectors decreased their reliance on
of the information in Tables 1 and 2. We report ruble exportsin 1990. Thisyear also saw a sharp
the mean and standard deviation by industry increase in the export to sales ratio, especially in
forthepre-reform(1989) andpost-reform (1990) light industry and chemicals. This was due
levels and proportionate change in key eco- partly to increases in the volume of exports (met-
nomic variables. allurgy, chemicals), and partly to decreases in the

It can be seen from Table 6 that sales declined volume of domestic sales (electromachinery, light
in all industries, with the largest falls taking industry, food).
place in light industry and food processing. The
metallurgy sector was least affected but even ENTERPRISE EXPORT SUPPLY RESPONSE

there the fall was 20 percent. The real output
changes were broadly associated with changes One of the key questions in the process of tran-
in employment, with the largest decline also to sition is how state owned firms determine their
belightindustry.However,employmentchanges level of production. The dramatic declines in
were much smaller than changes in real sales. output reported in previous sections could be
Real product wages declined sharply in all sec- consistent with demand, supply or financial
tors. The ratio of gross historical cost profits to shocks, and the literature has offered a plethora
sales is reported in columns 7-8. Profitability of explanations (see Berg and Blanchard, 1992,
was high in both years because of the inflation Calvo and Coricelli, 1992, Gomulka, 1991, and
bias, and (in 1989) because of large extraordi- Schaffer, 1992a). It is also important to ask
nary profits resulting from capital gains on whether firms have begun responding to price
holdings of hard currency. We have also calcu- signals in the post-reform era. Iffirms are profit-
lated approximate gross cash/low (as defined in maximizing, we expect changes in price to gen-
the previous section) as a percent of sales in erate a positively correlated supply response.
columns 9-10. Unfortunately, some inventory We here report the results of a simple-minded
data are lacking and we use an approximation exercise to calculate supply elasticities which
based on the average inflation bias for industry takes some account of the simultaneity bedevil-
in 1989 and 1990. The generally high figures for ing estimates of supply response.
1989 are the result of the aforementioned ex- Analyzing the supply response in 1990 of the
traordinary profits; minus this item, profitabil- firms in our Polish sample is unfortunately
ity for the sample is only 12 percent in 1989. The rather difficult. Polish firms experienced both
sectors which were most profitable in 1990 were supply shocks (e.g., interest rate and energy
those in which output fell least. price increases) and demand shocks (e.g., those

In columns 11-14, we report on material input associated with differing income elasticities by
and energy input to sales ratios. Material costs industry and driven by the drop in aggregate
are defined here to exclude energy and amorti- demand); and on top of that we have no measure
zation charges. We have multiplied reported of changes in the domestic price level at the
material costs by factors of 1.21 in 1989 and 1.13 industry level. Identifying the domestic supply
in 1990 to correct for the downward inflation response is probably infeasible with the data
bias; these corrections are based on the inflation available. We may, however, reasonably expect
bias we have calculated elsewhere for total in- to identify an export supply response: the re-
dustry. Materials costs are typically a very high sponse of hard currency exports to changes in
proportion ofoutputbyWestern standards, about export prices. Our sample is composed of export
60 percent in both years.6 The energy cost to specialists with a high exposure to Western mar-
output ratio varies between around 1 and 6 kets and as first approximation we can assume
percent. that prices in Western markets are exogenous to

In this sample of exporting firms, the share of Polish firms. The fact that the hard currency
total exports to sales is typically in excess of 20 export price index was virtually flat in 1990-a
per cent, being highest in food and lowest in period when the domestic price level climbed
light industry (and wood and paper). The inter- steadily but the zloty/dollar exchange rate was
firm variation is modest in most sectors except fixed-is evidence in support of this last assump-
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Table 6 Description of sample of Polish firms
(Means and standard deviations)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Ind. No. Sales % change Empl. % change Monthly % change
of in 1989 in sales in 1989 in empl. wage in real

firms in 1989 product
waqe

1 11 352747 -19.6 6734 -2.9 280242 -38.6
371292 18.2 7948 3.5 52685 10.8

2 42 103465 -23.4 5298 -6.6 219579 -27.3
94674 32.1 5116 7.6 25307 15.2

3 20 144028 -18.3 3953 -2.0 233947 -40.4
82290 17.0 2351 4.0 28443 10.0

4 10 74133 -15.7 2725 -6.0 213666 -28.4
46897 22.6 1010 4.5 34117 12.1

5 14 70756 -34.1 3583 -11.3 212120 -16.3
27499 14.4 1444 7.6 20072 5.7

6 14 86738 -28.4 2586 -1.8 227813 -35.6
56029 13.2 2436 6.9 31403 14.0

Total 111 126600 -22.1 4408 -5.4 227745 -31.0
154617 23.0 4374 6.9 35317 14.4

(7) (8) (9) (10)

Ind. No. Hint. cost Hint. cost Cash flow Cash flow
of profit/sales profit/sales /sales in /sales in
firms in t in % % in 1989 % in 1990

in 1989 in 1990

1 11 34.4 23.1 19.6 8.7
6.1 6.0 8.0 9.3

2 42 44.4 29.7 27.6 11.0
15.2 16.2 14.5 20.9

3 20 42.8 26.5 29.5 14.7
10.6 8.3 10.2 8.5

4 10 50.7 25.1 37.3 13.3
10.3 12.0 12.8 14.9

5 14 36.3 11.7 19.0 -6.6
11.9 10.1 16.1 14.2

6 14 34.7 14.6 -2.2 -8.4
20.1 8.2 30.9 21.1

Total 111 40.2 24.6 23.1 9.0
13.2 11.6 17.0 15.9

tion. Finally, to make the exercise feasible, we We assume that firns are effectively monopo-
have calculated three-digit export price indexes lists in their particular domestic product mar-
using published GUS data on quantities and kets so profit maximization implies the equal-
values of various exported products. ization of marginal revenue and cost for domes-
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Table 6 Description of sample of Polish firms (continued)
(Means and standard deviations)

(11) 112) (13) (14)

Ind. No. Material Material Energy Energy
of intensity intensity intensity inteneity

firms in 1989 in 1990 in 1989 in 1990

1 11 64.4 68.5 3.0 4.2

11.5 9.8 3.7 4.8

2 42 45.5 49.6 1.8 3.0
11.9 12.2 0.9 1.7

3 20 62.8 62.2 4.8 6.3
14.8 9.6 3.4 4.0

4 10 52.1 61.2 2.8 4.9
9.0 9.7 2.3 3.2

5 14 43.7 55.9 1.2 2.8
10.8 8.4 0.9 1.9

6 14 89.6 69.6 0.8 1.4
14.7 8.7 0.7 1.1

Total 111 58.4 60.9 2.7 4.0
18.1 12.8 2.8 3.7

(15) (16) (17) (18) (19)

Ind. No. Export/ Export/ Hard currency Hard currency Growth of
of sales sales export/sales export/sales exports

firms ratio in ratio in ratio in ratio in in %
% in 1989 % in 1990 % in 1989 % in 1990

1 11 29.9 42.4 17.6 34.2 49.0

16.3 14.5 10.2 14.0 95.8

2 42 36.0 44.0 18.2 31.2 -10.4
19.9 22.2 11.7 22.6 60.6

3 20 26.2 44.2 24.1 43.2 114.9

11.2 16.0 12.1 17.1 115.7

4 10 21.0 31.5 20.2 31.0 15.5
12.4 14.0 10.7 12.8 35.6

5 14 17.6 34.6 13.7 24.2 7.9
7.8 12.8 7.4 10.5 44.3

6 14 46.2 51.2 44.5 49.8 -14.1
22.5 23.4 19.8 22.7 83.2

Total 111 31.1 43.1 21.3 36.2 28.2

17.8 18.0 14.1 18.8 94.4

tic and foreign supply respectively. We here c, which may vary between enterprises so total
focus solely on the partial equilibrium deter- costs are Ci = ci X,, and constant elasticity
mining the supply of hard currency exports. We demand curves, with firm-specific elasticity of
assumefirms, subscriptedi,faceconstantcosts, demand e,. Equalizing marginal revenues and
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marginal cost and taking logs and first differ- is positive, but very low (less than unity) and
ences yields, statistically insignificant. This implies that the

dramatic changes in relative export prices in
(1) AInX =c(x + a1Alnc1 + o2tAlnp1 + a3m, + Es 19907 played no significant role in enterprise

adjustment during the transition. As such, it is
where AlnX1 is the real (exponential) growth of fairly striking evidence against the view that
hard currency exports, Alnp, the growth of nomi- firms in the state sector were operating accord-
nal export price index and m1 depends solely on ing to the principles of profit maximization
the change in the elasticity of demand for the duringthefirstyearofreform. It is also surpris-
firm's product. ing that no significant explanation is offered by

In the econometric work we proxy for enter- the export orientation and diversion variables,
prise level cost and demand elasticity differences which might have been expected to segment the
by industry specific dummy variables. We also data set according to managerial motivation
include variables describing export orientation and experience with markets. Our findings there-
prior to reform. We have already given reasons fore provide no evidence of a positive supply
why these might be important. Firms with little response to profitable new opportunities, or
exposure to Western markets, for example, may indeed negative responses to loss-making ar-
not have responded strongly to the relative price eas, by the Polish state-owned enterprise sector
changes because of poor marketing, or the capac- in the first year of transition.
ity to supply to the international market. We
proxy these influences by using hard currency EMPLOYMENT AND WAGES IN TRANSITION

exports as a percent of total sales in 1989, non-
convertible currency exports as a percent of total We normally consider adjustment in factor
sales in 1989, and exports via foreign trade enter- markets to be slower than in product markets.
prises as a percent of total sales in 1989. However, even though the Polish state sector

Finally, we might expect firms which experi- does not appear to have adjusted output in line
enced decreases in their ruble exports in 1989 to with prices, transition may still have led them
try to divert these goods to Western markets or in the direction of cost minimization, in the
to maintain this trade but conduct it in hard sense of adjusting employment in line with
currency. We measure this trade diversion ef- output, and inversely with cost. Unlike positive
fect by constructing a variable which is the supply responses, such behaviour does not rely
absolute change in (real) ruble exports divided on profit maximization but could be consistent
by the level of hard currency exports in 1989. An with alternative objectives for firms in transi-
estimated coefficient of-0.2, say, wouldbe inter- tion (prior to privatization), e.g., size maximiza-
preted as 20 percent diversion of the fall in ruble tion (see Estrin and Hare, 1992).
exports to hard currency exports. We make no attempt to break new ground in

Profit-maximizing behaviour would imply a2 the formulation of employment and wage equa-
> 0. Firms whose profit orientation is slight will tions. We therefore draw on the standard litera-
display no significant behavioral response to ture (see e.g., Layard, Nickell and Jackman,
higher prices. Finally, if Polish firms have be- 1990) to specify a labor demand and wage sys-
come effectively self-managed in the transition tem of the general form
period, then we might find evidence of the tradi-
tionalperversesupplyresponse(seeWard(1957), (2) Ld = Ld (X, w, Z)
Domar (1966), Meade (1972)) with a2 < 0.

Equation (1) is estimated using enterprise (3) w; = w (it, Z, R, I)
level data for the first year of transition, 1990,
against pre-reform data for 1989. The results where LI denotes labor demand, w is wages, Z is
are reported in Table 7. The equation provides a a vector of variables controlling for the firm's
reasonable explanation of the change in export exposure to foreign trade, measured separately
volumes, with an adjusted R2 of 0.48 and an F for hard and soft currency areas, it is company
statistic of 7.41. However, almost all the expla- profits and equation (3) also includes regional
nation derives from the industry dummies con- (R) and industrial (I) dummy variables. As be-
trolling for firm specific cost and demand elas- fore, Z is included to capture the possible learn-
ticity changes. The estimatedcoefficienton prices ing by doing and motivation effects of foreign
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Table 7 Export supply response

Source i SS df MS Number of obs = 70
--------- +------------------------------ F( 10, 59) - 7.41

Model 1 15.4176167 10 1.54176167 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual | 12.2796391 59 .208129476 R-square = 0.5566
---------------------------------------- Adi R-square = 0.4815

Total 1 27.6972557 69 .401409503 Root MSE = .45621

Variable I Coefficient Std. Error t Prob > itl Mean
…________+…_____________________________________________________________

CE_SC 1 .2076983
…________+…_____________________________________________________________

CPP3E2 1 .4043154 .4910949 0.823 0.414 1.892548
HCDIV .0601937 .1204594 0.500 0.619 .0218898
CCE89 i -. 8902907 .5809091 -1.533 0.131 .2121751

NCCE89 1 -1.0025 .6609087 -1.517 0.135 .0529984
FTEE89 1 -. 6891265 .5881 -1.172 0.246 .1214107
IND21 I 1.122443 .3004029 3.736 0.000 .1571429
IND22 -. 1309057 .2806045 -0.467 0.643 .2285714
IND23 .4436616 .2826714 1.570 0.122 .1714286
IND24 -. 1192335 .2720151 -0.438 0.663 .1142857
IND25 -. 0686805 .2560588 -0.268 0.789 .1857143
IND26 (dropped)
cons -. 429247 1.070271 -0.401 0.690 1

Variables:
CE SC (Exponenbail) gromh in real exponrs to the hard currency area, 1989-90.
CPP3E2 (Exponential) growb in nomi l hrd currency export price index (3-digit level). Caicuated from data in Handel Zngrn iczn, styczeai-griulzied 1990.

GUS, may 1991.
HCDIV Cblnge in real level of rubie exports 1989-90. divided by level of bhrd cwrency exporu in 1989.
CCE89 Hard currency exports in 1989 divided by total les in 1989.
NCCE89 Rubile area export in 1989 divided by tota ales in 1989.
FTEE89 Ali export via foreign trade compines in 1989 divided by tol ale in 1989.

trade. In the wage equation, enterprise profits tionship between output and employment; for
are included to capture insider effects while example, if budget constraints are soft and
external market pressures, as well as labor managers aim primarily at maintaining em-
compositional and skill factors, are controlled ployment, there is no reason to expect a rela-
by the industry and regional fixed effects. tionship between the two variables. An insig-

Equations(2) and (3) are estimated in loglinear nificant B, would therefore imply widespread
first difference form on enterprise level data, perverse behaviour at the enterprise level, and
1989-90. Hence, would have considerable ramifications for

macroeconomic policy and the speed of the
(4) lnAL, = Bo + BlInAX + B2lnAw, + B3AZ1 + privatization programme. On the other hand a

negative significant B2 would strongly imply the
and emergence of some cost-minimizing consider-

ations in enterprise decisionmaking.
(5) lnAw, = 7y + A A (profits/sales)198 , Wages can probably be regarded as exogenous

+ 8 = ly%R + 1k=l 73k yk + t3i for the firm in a planned economy, and perhaps
even in a market socialist economy such as

where E2, and E3. are independently distributed Poland in the 1980s. However, in a market
error terms. system one typically assumes wages to be in

Our basic hypothesis is that firms will adjust part also determined by enterprise-specific fac-
employment according to the changes in output tors influencing the company's ability to pay
(B1 >0). However, it should be noted that this is (see Krueger and Summers, 1988, and Nickell
not the only possible outcome. If Polish state- and Wadhwani, 1991). In the absence of any
owned firms in the early phase of transition information aboutunionization,bargainingpro-
were not motivated to minimise costs, there is cedures and pay setting structures in Poland
no reason a priori to expect any positive rela- post-reform, we followed Carruth and Oswald
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Table 8 Wage equation

(2SLS)

Source SS df MS Number of obs = 111
…------…------------------------------- -. F( 14, 96) = 4.41

Model | 1.64322291 14 .117373065 Prob > F = 0.0000
Residual 1 3.04307623 96 .031698711 R-square = 0.3506
--------- +------------------------------ Adj R-square = 0.2559

Total 1 4.68629915 110 .04260272 Root MSE = .17804

Variable I Coefficient Std. Error t Prob > It Mean
…--------+…_____________________________________________________________

CWAGE 1 -. 3819789
…--------+--------------------------------------…-------___------__-----

DPROFS 1 -. 446048 .2144495 -2.080 0.040 -. 1144015

CCE89 | -. 0962175 .1548707 -0.621 0.536 .2065707

IND21 -. 1256458 .0831717 -1.511 0.134 .0990991
IND22 -. 0366515 .0672085 -0.545 0.587 .3783784
IND23 | -. 1667198 .0740182 -2.252 0.027 .1801802
IND24 (dropped)
IND25 .1762533 .0772192 2.283 0.025 .1261261
IND26 ! -.0441217 .0923003 -0.478 0.634 .1261261

REGIONI1 -. 205496 .1245073 -1.650 0.102 .0630631
REGION2 1 .0364142 .113832 0.320 0.750 .1441441
REGION3 .001409 .1117921 0.013 0.990 .2792793
FLEGION4 | -. 0854123 .1403334 -0.609 0.544 .036036
REGION5 | -. 0464772 .1132438 -0.410 0.682 .2162162
REGION6 | (dropped)
REGION7 -. 0304341 .1139692 -0.267 0.790 .1531532
REGIONS .1605168 .1221113 1.315 0.192 .0810811

cons -. 3613478 .1163198 -3.107 0.002 1

Vaables:

DPROFS Chmnge in real net cash flow (no-nit net cash flow in 1990 defihed by the PPI - net cash flow in 1989) normalized by ales in 1989.
CCE89 Shore of convertibie currency exponr in ta males in 1989.

IND21-6: 2-digit industry dunimy variables: REGIONI-8: Regional dum-iy variable".
1. Metalurgy 1. Western Pohled
2. Electro-machinery 2. West-ceal Poland
3. Cheuicals 3. Soutb-wect Pohod
4. Wood and jper 4. Gdask ond srowTlings
S. Ligh industry 5. Warsaw sunoundns
6. Food proceing 6. Warw

7. South-east Poland
8. North-cast Poand

(1990) in assuming that insider forces are best greater than unity, the authorities are remov-
proxied by enterprise profitability. The emer- ing subsidies from firms so we would expect
gence of insider forces in wage setting would profitstofall).Thefirm'sdomesticmarketshare
imply ,y>0. Outsider effects are picked up by y2 in 1989 (domestic sales as a percentage of all
andy3. domestic sales at the three-digit level) also en-

Equations (4) and (5) are estimated simulta- ters, to capture market power effects. Cost side
neously using two stage least squares. Both factors are proxied by the share of material and
output and profits are endogenous to this sys- energy costs to sales in 1989, to pick up the
tem, and are instrumented. Output is instru- impact of relative factor price changes. Finally,
mented in the labor demand equation because the potential impact of the credit squeeze on
output and employment arejointly determined.8 profits is proxied by the turnover credit to inven-
Instruments for the profit equation focus on toriesandduesratioattheendofl989.Thislast
changes to both the revenue and the cost sides. variable is treated as endogenous and is instru-
Revenue effects are identified through export mented on the end-1988 own funds to invento-
prices, changes in the capital stock to proxy for ries ratio.9

output effects, as well as changes in the ratio of The results are reported in Tables 8 and 9. The
consumer to producer prices for a good to reflect wage equation provides a good explanation of
the changes in subsidy/tax regime during tran- the changes in wages duringthefirstyear of the
sition (when the change in the price wedge is transition, the bulk of which comes from out-
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sider forces proxied by regional and industry convincing evidence of cost-minimizing
dummies. The industry dummies can be re- behaviour, coming from the negative estimated
garded as indicating the impact of emerging coefficient on wage changes. Once again the
industry-level bargaining on wages, as well as coefficient of 0.16 is rather less than one might
reflecting industry-specific job type, skill and observe for Western firms, but is strongly sig-
labor supply characteristics. Regional labor nificant. There is however no evidence that
market effects are already significant in the employment adjustment is in any way affected
first year of transition, which is encouraging for by exposure to foreign trade (hard (NCCE) or
the emergence of local labor markets, but their soft (NCCE) currency) or by the share of export
impact on the level of wages is modest. There is sales going through foreign trade companies
some evidence for the impact ofinsider forces on (FTEE). This finding is consistent with our
wages, but the relationship is perverse; firms earlier output supply results.
with higher changes in profits raised wages less
than their apparently more successful counter- CONCLUSIONS

parts. This might be seen as consistent with a
credit crunch interpretation of the perversities Our econometric work represents a first cut at
in the profit equation. Firms with high credit the enterprise level. Our approach has been to
exposure, which is related positively to the use simple-minded neoclassical theory as the
change in profits (see note 9), react by holding intellectual foundation to modelling enterprise
down wages more their less constrained coun- adjustment. One might argue that the problem
terparts, in order to boost liquidity. with this is that it abstracts from one of the

The labor demand equation suggests that fundamental issues in transition-managerial
firms in transition adjust employment accord- motivation. In fact this is not correct; if firms do
ing to the same factors as their Western coun- not respond in the manner predicted, this says
terparts. Thus there is a positive association something about enterprise motivation. Perver-
between the change in employment and in out- sity of response could be consistent with labor
put, though at 0.21 the estimated short-run management. By focusing seperately on the
elasticity is rather low; with several years of product and labor market, our analysis was also
data, one would expect the estimated long-run structured to distinguish between two interpre-
elasticity to be rather higher. There is also tations of enterprise response; cost minimiza-

Table 9 Labor demand equation

(2SLS)
Source SS df MS Number of obs = 111

--------- +------------------------------ F( 6, 104) = 4.67

Model | .087832696 6 .014638783 Prob > F = 0.0003
Residual | .543131417 104 .005222417 R-square = 0.1392

…+------+------------------------------ Adj R-square = 0.0895

Total .630964113 110 .005736037 Root MSE = .07227

Variable Coefficient Std. Error t Prob > It! Mean
…--___---_----------------------------------------------------------____

CL 1 -. 0533228
…----_---+-_____________________________________________________________

CWAGE | -. 1599871 .0464665 -3.443 0.001 -. 3819789
CGVO | .2081915 .0548455 3.796 0.000 -.2486044

WEDGE -. 0510289 .0828775 -0.616 0.539 .015087
CCE89 -. 0256977 .0582745 -0.441 0.660 .2065707

NCCE89 -.045979 .0520996 -0.883 0.380 .0907687
FTEE89 .070191 .0531819 1.320 0.190 .1001673
-cons 1 -.0594563 .0271902 -2.187 0.031 1

…________+______________________________________________________________

Variebles:
CL % cbnge in employment.
CWAGE % cioe in real product wage (nomio wage deflated by appropriate 3-dgt iara ses price rizet)
CGVO % change in real rs value of oAp (aal 05p1 defled by tbe 3-dit hduirind mles prnce index).
WEDGE % cLnge in the ratio of aes at purciamer prices to ses at producer prices.

A positive number indicates an increase in mles taxes/decrease in subsidies.
CCE8Q Convertible currency export as a % of les in 1989.
NCCE89 Non-convertible currency exporu as a % of les in 1989.
FTEE89 Expou via foreign teade eaterprese as a 9 of sales in 1989.
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tion and profit maximization. None of the firms transition were not responding in a satisfactory
in our sample had been privatized, so our re- manner to the problems and opportunities
sults also cast some light on the question of opened up by the reform program. It is an open
whether the freeing of prices and commercial- question as to whether a major deficiency of the
ization of the state enterprise sector leads to program was therefore the failure to prioritize
adequate adjustment by firms to the new mar- privatization ofthe state sector from the outset, or
ket conditions, or whether privatization is nec- whether the inadequate human capital found in
essary from the outset. these firms would lead to unsatisfactory perfor-

We find very little evidence of purely perverse mance in the short run whatever their form of
behaviour. Polish state-owned firms may be ownership.
characterized by weak management and power-
ful workers, but that does not appear to have led Notes
to Ward-type income maximizing behaviour.
Output responses in the short run are not per- 1. We are grateful to Une Lee, Vesna Petrovic
verse. Outsiderforces appeartoinfluence wages. and Polly Vizard for their excellent research
Employment does adjust in line with output, assistance.
though the elasticity is low. The scale of previ- 2. There is an already existing private sector in
ous exposure to foreign trade is never a signifi- Hungary and Poland, and a very small nascent
cant determinant of company behaviour. one in Czechoslovakia. A complete analysis of

However, we find more evidence for cost mini- the changes in the industrial sector would
mization than for profit maximization. The sig- include these "private" activities. By all
nificant determinants of labor demand are the accounts these firms do not yet account for a
same as those pertaining in Western economies. large share of industrial output, but the most
The inverse relationship between wages and important feature of the transition is that
employment, in the context of endogenous wage their share is bound to grow. This limitation
determination, is particularly striking. How- should be borne in mind throughout the paper.
ever, when one turns from factor demand to 3. For a detailed review of the stabilization
product supply, the picture is less encouraging. reforms in Poland see Andrew Berg and Olivier
The simple correlation between export supply Blanchard, "Stabilization and Transition:
and price is in fact negative; once firm specific Poland 1990-1991"; for those in Hungary see
demand and cost factors have been controlled Kemal Dervis andTimothy Condon, "Hungary:
for, the two variables are not significantly asso- An Emerging Gradualist Success Story?"; and
ciated. Polish state-owned firms have failed to for Czechoslovakia see Karel Dyba and Jan
increase supply to activities whose relative price Svejnar, "Stabilization and Transition in
and therefore profitability have increased; ex- Czechoslovakia", all papers presented at the
ports have not been significantly reduced in NBER Conference on Transition in Eastern
activities whose relative profitability fell. Europe, Cambridge, Mass., February 26-29,

To explain these apparently inconsistentfind- 1992.
ings, weneedtoconsiderthemanagementofthe 4. His general findings are that trade export
typical state-owned firm throughout Eastern performance has been impressive in all three
Europe. The managerial function was concen- countries and that import booms are under
trated on production engineers. Our findings way; that there is no evidence that exporters
suggest that management took the reforms se- who lost CMEA markets were able to find
riously, in the sense of alteringtheirbehavior as Western markets for the same products; that
a consequence. However, these changes were the Soviet trade shock was very serious
more marked in functions in which existing accountingforlossesamountingto7-8 percent
managers were already skilled, such as reorga- of GDP in Hungary and Czechoslovakia and
nizing production and adjusting inputs in line 3.5 percent of GDP in Poland; that the export
with output. Managers have been much less performance is attributable to the exchange
successful in responding in output markets, rate policies although a decline in domestic
where the necessary responses depend more on demand also played a part and that so far
skills in marketing and finance. there is little evidence that the very open

One may conclude from our findings that trade regimes have been able to impose any
Polish state-owned firms in the first year of the price descipline on domestic industries or
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forced them to restructure. See Dani Rodrik, therefore forced to increase profits (by
"Foreign Trade In Eastern Europe's whatever means) more than firms with lower
Transition," paper presented at the NBER levels of credit exposure.
Conference (op. cit).

5. See Calvo and Coricelli 1992a, 1992b on References
monetary policy in Poland 1990 and especially
on the role of credit. Ashenfelter, 0. and Layard, R. (eds.) (1986),

6. The very high material intensity in food Handbook of Labor Economics, Amsterdam:
processing in 1989 is partly the result of food North Holland.
subsidies and low fixed prices for this sector's Berg, A. and Blanchard, 0. (1992), 'Stabilization
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7. The standard deviation ofhard currency export Conference Paper, Cambridge, MA, February
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Output decline in the aftermath of reform: the
cases of Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and
Romania

E.R. Borensztein, D. G. Demekas, and J.D. Ostryl

I. Introduction date on which the liberalization of a significant
proportion of previously-controlled prices took

The purpose of this paper is to shed some light place-it should be noted that the initiation of
on a number of issues surrounding the declines market-oriented reforms was not a necessary
in economic activity experienced by three East- condition for a fall in activity to take place, as
em European countries-Bulgaria, the Czech the experience of the former-USSR (which be-
and Slovak Federal Republic (CSFR), and Ro- gan to liberalize much later) clearly shows; nor
mania-in the period since the initiation of even is itthe case that the cumulative decline in
market-oriented reforms in these countries. outputwaslargestforcountriesthatstartedthe
Focus on this particular set of countries (hereaf- transition earlier, as is illustrated by the Bul-
ter referred to as BCR) is motivated primarily garian case. Put differently, output was already
by the fact that these were perhaps the most on a downward path even before the initiation of
rigidlycentralizedeconomiesintheregion.While reforms in much of the region, and it is not
other countries, notably Hungary and Poland, obvious what the counterfactual to the reforms
experimented with enterprise autonomy, lim- would look like-that is, how big an output
ited price liberalization, and private ownership collapse would have occurred had markets not
before the beginning of large-scale reform, the been liberalized. To a large extent, the fact that
three BCR countries remained wedded to rigid output started to collapse prior to the reforms
central planning more or less until the end. was a result of the situation of neither plan nor

The three countries differed significantly, market that emerged after the political changes,
however, in their degree of adherence to finan- in which state enterprises were not tightly con-
cial discipline in the years of central planning. trolled but yet did not face appropriate incen-
At one extreme was Czechoslovakia, with low tives.
foreign debt and relativelyfew shortages. Atthe The average percentage decline in output in
other was Bulgaria with high foreign debt and the BCR country group in the two-year period
significant shortages. In Romania, while the ending in 1991 was relatively large-at 23 per-
economy was able to generate-with consider- cent-in comparison to an average decline in
able hardship-external surpluses sufficient to the entire region2 of about 19 percent.3 In addi-
eliminate its foreign debt, significant internal tion, the BCR group contains the country that
imbalances were nonetheless apparent. experienced the largest cumulative drop in out-

While the focal point of our analysis of the put in the region over this period (Bulgaria) and
output decline is the move towards a market one country that did relatively well in compari-
economy-which we define with reference to the son to its neighbors (Czechoslovakia). The cross-
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country variation in the extent of the output other factor in the output decline might have
decline should prove instructive in the empiri- been related to the increase in domestic energy
cal work that follows. prices (as subsidies to energy use were reduced).

In Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, the big bang In addition, binding credit ceilings imposed on
ofprice liberalization occurred in the first couple state enterprises might have contributed to a
of months of 1991, while in Romania, which decline in output by reducing available working
followed a somewhat more phased approach, capital to such an extent that firms were unable
the first major step in that direction took place to pay for their inputs, thereby leading them to
in November 1990. The timing therefore makes contract supply and enter into arrears vis-h-vis
the reform in trading arrangements in the Coun- their suppliers.4

cil for Mutual Economic Assistance (CMEA), Theaboveargumentssuggesttherelevanceof
and the subsequent collapse in trade among the two questions for interpreting the decline in
CMEA-member countries, strong candidates for output in the BCR countries. First, to what
inclusion among the list of potential factors that extent does the output fall reflect structural
could account for the decline in activity. This change (or a reallocation of resources across
appears to be especially true in the case of sectors) rather than a conventional recession?
Bulgaria-given its prior dependence on trade And second, to what extent have demand-side
with Eastern block countries-where exports to versus supply-side forces been dominant in gen-
the former USSR had a weight of about one-fifth erating the output decline? This paper empiri-
in GDP. In addition, the CMEA shock generated cally investigates these two questions.
a terms-of-trade deterioration forthe BCR coun- The paper performs several tests to investi-
tries; given that an important fraction of these gate the first issue, namely the extent to which
countries' imports of energy and raw materials the decline in output is a general phenomenon,
came from the former Soviet Union, it is quite or whetherthere is evidence ofstructural change,
likely that the terms-of-trade deterioration also with some sectors expanding while others con-
had a negative impact on output in the BCR group. tract sharply.5 Clearly, in response to a new

To some extent, however, the CMEA shock relative price structure, resources would be ex-
simply reflected a collapse of activities that pected to move towards sectors producing goods
were no longer competitive once the system of and services whose relative price (and profit-
central planning was abandoned and enter- ability) had risen and moved away from the
prises began to face world market prices for other sectors, in line with comparative advan-
their inputs and outputs. Enterprises operating tage. If the type of distortion (say, because
in such sectors were bound to experience losses energy prices faced by domestic producers were
in market share to competing firms from third too low) in each of the three countries was
countries. Viewed in this way, the CMEA re- similar prior to reform, and if technologies were
form, in conjunction with price and trade liber- also similar, resource reallocation would follow
alization,wouldsetinmotionaseriesofchanges a similar pattern in all previously centrally-
in the BCR countries that, over time, would be planned economies (PCPEs). Thus, evidence of
responsible for a radical transformation in the structural change might then imply that sector-
productive structure of these economies. This specific factors were relatively more important
process of resource reallocation could easily than economy-wide (aggregate) factors in ac-
generate a decline in aggregate output initially, counting for the evolution of output. We discuss
especially if an expansion of activities that were this issue below with reference to an economet-
profitable under the new relative price struc- ric procedure that separates the effects of na-
ture was delayed by the presence of significant tional and industry-specific shocks on output
adjustment costs and uncertainty. changes.6 Our findings, which are described

Apart from these longer-term structural fac- more fully below, suggest that the bulk of the
tors, output is also likely to have been affected variance of output in these countries is ac-
by more conventional macroeconomic forces. counted for by aggregate or national factors,
Price liberalization, in conjunction with the with industry-specific components playing only
policy stance necessary to harness inflation, led an insignificant role. Therefore, the data do not
to declines in real wages, money, and credit, support the view that much structural change
which likely would have depressed domestic has taken place since the initiation of reforms in
absorption and output. On the supply side, an- the BCR group of countries.
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Other evidence pointing in the same direction increases) in accounting for the output decline.
isobtainedbyusingprincipal-componentsanaly- The remainder of this paper is organized as
sis to investigate what proportion of the vari- follows. In Section II we briefly review the eco-
ance of price and output movements can be nomic background to the reforms in the three
accounted for by a small number of common countries, the main components of the reforms
macroeconomic factors.7 We compare these re- themselves, and the salient features of develop-
sults with those obtained for a benchmark coun- ments in the real sectors of the economies of
try, taken here to be the United States. Consis- Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Romania. Sec-
tent with the previous tests, our results do not tion III discusses the structural-change hypoth-
indicate strong evidence of structural change in esis and presents evidence on the relative im-
any of the BCR countries, as the first few prin- portance of national and industry-specific fac-
cipal components are found to account for simi- tors in accounting for the output decline. Sec-
lar proportions of the variance of the series in tion IV describes the methodology and presents
the BCR countries as in thebenchmark country. results on the relative importance of demand

Finally, additional evidence on the structural- and supply factors in the output decline. Some
change hypothesis is obtained by investigating concluding remarks are presented in Section V.
the extent to which output and price changes
have been consistent with comparative advan- II. Developments in Bulgaria,
tage in these countries. For this purpose, we use Czechoslovakia, and Romania
measures of domestic resource cost (DRC), which
have been calculated for Bulgaria and Czecho- BULGARIA
slovakia, and which act as a proxy for compara-
tive advantage.8 Again, we do not find any During the years of the communist regime in
strong indication that resources have been mov- Bulgaria (1944-89), the state came to own virtu-
ing toward sectors with relatively low DRCs, as ally all means of production and to account for
a simple version of comparative advantage most of the output in the economy, except in
theory would predict. agriculture. There, small family plots leased

The second issue to be investigated in this from collectives-though accounting for only 15
paper is the relative importance of supply and percent of total cultivated land-produced al-
demand factors. The simplest way to determine most half of agricultural output. In the rest of
whether supply or demand factors have been the economy, inputs were allocated and produc-
predominant in accounting for the evolution of tion decisions were taken in the context of the
output is to examine the correlations between centralplan.Asinothercentrallyplannedecono-
price and output changes in particular markets. mies, prices, wages, and interest rates were
If shocks to the supply function predominate, controlled and played no allocative role.
this should be reflected in a preponderance of The domestic economy was largely insulated
negative correlations between price and output from foreign markets through a multiplicity of
changes; if demand shocks are relatively more taxes, subsidies, and exchange rates. Bulgaria's
important, relative prices and outputs should foreign trade, carried out by a small number of
display mostly positive correlations. The evi- foreign trade organizations, was dominated-
dence presented below suggests a preponder- more than in any other Eastern European coun-
ance of supply disturbances in the cases of both try-by the CMEA (especially the USSR), which
Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia; in the Romanian accounted for about two-thirds of trade during
case, the relative importance of supply and the 1980s. Bulgaria's industrial structure went
demand shocks seems to vary over time. through successive phases linked to the evolv-

The paper also attacks the supply-shock ver- ing regional specialization within the CMEA
sus demand-shock problem by estimating a area and, in particular, the trading relationship
simple supply-demand model of output deter- with the USSR. Initially, basic industries were
mination. 9Estimation of such a model allows us encouraged, but later in the 1980s the focus
to decompose the source of output fluctuations shifted to engineeringand electronics. Although
between supply and demand factors. It also this strategy resulted in a relatively diversified
allows us to shed some light on the relative industrial structure, it also culminated in low
importance of various macroeconomic factors international competitiveness, as there was little
(energy price increases, creditcontraction, wage pressure to adapt technology in line with inter-
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national developments. In addition, the strat- nal debt in convertible currencies to US$9.2
egy overlooked Bulgaria's potentially competi- billion at the end of 1989(227 percent ofconvert-
tive light industry sector, as well as its nonin- ible currency exports). Vis-a-vis the CMEA area,
dustrial economy-including a traditionally on the other hand, sizable external current
strong agriculture. account surpluses were recorded during the

Officially reported output growth averaged same period. These, however, reflected mostly
4.5 percent per annum during 1980-88-rep- artificially favorable terms of trade for Bulgaria
resenting a sharp deceleration from earlier de- vis-a-vis the CMEA and especially the USSR.
cades-before turning negative in 1989. How- In 1989 the growing social and political insta-
ever, officially recorded growth rates probably bility that culminated in the toppling of the
overstated economic performance. With prices Zhivkov regime in November had adverse ef-
tightly controlled, the officially measured infla- fects on production that aggravated the already
tion rate was for long kept at very low levels weak economic conditions. An important factor
while excess demand pressures built up, as the in this regard was the negative impact on agri-
passive accommodation by the banking system culture of the forced exodus of ethnic Turks in
to credit demands by the government and enter- 1989. The situation deteriorated even further in
prises gradually led to the emergence of a large 1990 as the emergence of acute external debt
monetary overhang. servicing problems and a moratorium on com-

Bulgaria's external position vis-a-vis the con- mercial debt servicing in March 1990 led to a
vertible currency area deteriorated steadily in virtual cessation offoreign financing and a com-
the late 1980s. Between 1985 and 1989, export pression of imports from the convertible cur-
earnings declined, the current account deficit rency area. Dislocations in the CMEA countries
rose from US$85 million to US$1.3 billion, and and the USSR, as well as the Persian Gulf crisis,
arrears emerged on Bulgaria's sizable export which caused higher oil prices and interrupted
credits to developing countries. This required trade with Iraq and Kuwait, also took their toll.
increased reliance on bank borrowing, with Despite the introduction of some reform mea-
steadily shorter maturities, and pushed the sures in 1990, the economy was generally ill-
debt service ratio to 74 percent of exports of prepared to face these shocks, as it was guided
goods and services in 1989 and the total exter- by neither a plan nor a full market mechanism.

Table 1 Bulgaria-Selected indicators, 1988-91

-aLl-
1988 1989 1990 Prelim. I/

(Percentage chance- unless otherwise indicated)

Real GDP 2.4 -0.3 -11.8 -22.9
Induutrial output 3.4 -0.3 -13.0 -28.0

Retail prices 2.4 6.4 26.3 338.9
Nominal average wage 2/ 7 .7 8.3 32.2 152.8

Real average wage 2/ 5.2 1.8 4.6 -42.0
Unesployuent (in percent) I/ ... ... 1.5 10.2

Cash fiscal balance

(percent of GDP) I/ -5.6 -1.4 -8.5 -3.7
Broad money 10.2 10.6 15.6 114.8

Credit to non-government (in leva) 5.5 6.5 1.2 44.6

Bxports in convertible currencies
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 3.5 3.1 2.6 3.7

Imports in convertible currencies
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 4.5 4.3 3.4 3.8

Current account balance
(in billions of U.S. dollars) -0.8 -1.3 -1.2 -0.9

Exchange rate (in lev per
U.S. dollar; end of period) 1/ 1.64 2.02 9.70 21.81

Source: Data provided by the Bulgarian authorities.
1/ Estimates, based on partial data.
2/ In the stare sector.
1/ End-period.
j/ Based on actual external debt service p-yments; for 1991, after external debt

reacheduling and debt deferrals.
5/ Prior to 1991. comcrcial exchange rate.
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These developments resulted in a decline in exchange rate system was introduced in mid-
domestic output of almost 12 percent in 1990, February, resulting in an immediate deprecia-
while administered price adjustments caused tion of the exchange rate by more than 400
official inflation to surpass 26 percent (Table 1). percent,"0 and foreign trade was liberalized.
There was a build-up of excess demand pres-
sures stemming from reduced supplies of local The output decline. Following the big bang,
products and imports, lax financial and incomes economic activity all but collapsed in Bulgaria:
policies and-toward the end of the year-specu- real GDP is estimated to have declined by about
lative behavior in anticipation of a price reform 23 percent. Although official data, which do not
that was implemented only in February 1991. capture many activities of the newly-emerging
These pressures intensified shortages of goods private sector, probably overestimate this de-
at official prices and necessitated the introduc- cline, the collapse was nonetheless larger than
tion of formal rationing for basic commodities, in any other Eastern European country. The
including petroleum products, in urban centers, decline was concentrated in the first half of
as well as a ban on the export of food in late 1990. 1991, during which output is estimated to have
Although estimates of the monetary overhang fallen by over one-quarter, while a small recov-
that had developed as a result of the growth in ery took place in the second half.1

money incomes combined with price controls
and-in late 1990-open rationing do not exist, Developments in industry. The decline was
it has been estimated on the basis of the evolu- mostly concentrated in industry, where gross
tion of broad-money velocity that perhaps up to output fell by about 28 percent in 1991. On a
balf the broad-money stock at end-1990 was month-to-month basis, industrial output regis-
held involuntarily. tered by far the largest decline immediately

after the big bang in February (about 15 per-
The reform program of 1991. In early 1991, cent), with much smaller declines, on the order

the authorities adopted a far-reaching stabili- of 3-5 percent, in March, April and May. By
zation and economic reform program aimed at May, industrial output was almost 40 percent
introducing market mechanisms, eliminating below its monthly average in 1990. Beginningin
excess demand, and limiting the external deficit June, industrial output started a slow recovery.
while containing the decline in economic activ- Although output declined in all industrial
ity. The big bang day-considered the start of sectors, the degree of decline differed signifi-
the reform period in the empirical work that cantly across sectors: about 40-45 percent in
follows-was February 1, when a comprehen- ferrous metallurgy, construction materials, and
sive price reform was announced, involving lib- electrical appliances and electronics; about 30
eralization of over 70 percent of retail turnover percentin nonferrousmetallurgy,machinebuild-
and a more than four-fold average increase in ing, chemicals, and textiles; 20-25 percent in
administered prices with the elimination ofmost timber, glass, and food, drinks, and tobacco; and
subsidies. As a result, prices more than doubled about 5 percent or less in coal, and printing and
in February alone, and average retail price publishing (Chart 1).
inflation reached almost 340 percent in 1991. At The near-collapse in exports to the ex-CMEA
the same time, a very tight monetary program countries had a massive impact upon the
wasintroduced,andinterestrates-whichwere economy in 1991, especially in industry. This
liberalized-increased drastically: the National reflected a large prior dependence on trade with
Bank's basic rate increased from 4.5 percent per this region, given that exports to the USSR
annum in January to 46 percent in February alone accounted for about half of total exports,
and gradually to 70 percentby year-end. Wages or 15-20 percent of Bulgarian GDP in recent
and benefits were only partly adjusted to com- years. The total volume of Bulgarian exports to
pensate for the impact of price reform. As a the ex-CMEA is estimated to have shrunk by
result, real wages in the state sector fell drasti- about 66 percent in 1991. The effect ofthis shock
cally in the aftermath of price liberalization on output was concentrated in the sectors that
and, despite a strong recovery in the fourth were mostly geared toward exports to the ex-
quarter of 1991 as incomes policy was relaxed, CMEA area, namely machinery and electrical
averaged about 40 percent below their 1990 appliances and electronics and, to a lesser ex-
level. In the external area, a unified floating tent, textiles and food. Predictably, it is these
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Chart 1 Bulgaria - Industrial output and employment by sector, 1990-91
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sectorsthatregisteredthebiggestoutputlosses, the output collapse by about half the surveyed
together with sectors with upward linkages, enterprise managers, while demandfactors (i.e.,
notably metallurgy. Machine building was also lack of orders, loss ofmarkets, etc.) were cited by
affected by the shortage of steel imports from only about one-in-ten managers. Later, however,
the Soviet Union and the shortfall in production demand factors increased in relative importance
in domestic metallurgy. In these sectors, diver- and by mid-year had become the most impor-
sion of products to convertible-currency area tant factor for about half the enterprises, while
markets was hindered either by relatively poor supply factors remained relevant for only 20-30
quality and range or, in the case of textiles and percent of the enterprise managers surveyed.
food, by trade barriers. In particular, there is It is notable that the state enterprise sector in
some evidence that European Community quo- Bulgaria during the firstyear of reform appears
tas may have become binding for some textile to have shed excess labor faster than in perhaps
products in the second half of the year. any other reforming country. Average employ-

There were also important supply factors be- ment in 1991 in state industry, in particular,
hind the output decline, notably the shortage of declined by about 26 percent compared to 1990.
raw materials, energy, and semi-finished goods Unemployment rose from less than 2 percent in
that were previously imported from the Soviet January to over 10 percent of the labor force in
Union, as well as the disruption in the domestic December 1991. This, in addition to the real
nuclear industry. Although data on total energy wage decline, contributed to weak domestic de-
consumption by industry are not available, data mand. Government expenditures did not com-
on the domestic consumption of oil and oil prod- pensate for this decline, as the authorities
ucts are revealing. Consumption of this type of struggledtomaintain atightfiscalpolicy stance.
energy fell by 38 percent in volume terms in The reduction in employment took place in all
1990, compared with 1989, and by an estimated industrial sectorsbutto differentdegrees.There
30 percent in the first half of 1991, compared seems to have been some correlation between
with the same period ofthe previous year.'2 This output and employment declines across sectors,
impinged most directly and acutely on the as would be expected. Employment declined by
heavier industrial subsectors of chemicals and about 30 percent in machine building, construc-
metallurgy. In addition, these sectors were also tion materials, electrical appliances and elec-
directly affected by the shortage of natural gas tronics, and textiles and by about 20 percent in
and other raw material imports from the ex- metallurgy, chemicals, glass, and food, drinks,
USSR. The reduction in output in these sectors and tobacco. However, employment also de-
aggravated the shortages of inputs in the rest of clined substantially in a few sectors that did
the economy. relatively better (notably printing and publish-

The compression of domestic demand, result- ing-down by 20 percent) and registered the
ing largely from the negative income effects biggest decline in other industry (about 40 per-
associated with the above factors and the tight cent). Thus, the decline in employment appears
financial discipline imposed on state enterprises, prima facie to have been related not only to the
probably also contributed to the collapse in decline in output, but also perhaps to the extent
output. There is some evidence that demand of labor hoarding under the previous regime.
compression played a significant role in the As a result, the pattern of average productiv-
collapse of sectors producing final (consumer) ity changes differed significantly across sectors.
goods, particularly food processing(where gross While average output per worker in industry in
output was down by about 25 percent in 1991) 1991 appears to have remained broadly un-
and services and retailing in the non-industrial changed, or declined by very little from 1990,
sectors. some sectors registered large productivity losses

Enterprise surveys conducted in industry (oil extraction and ferrous metallurgy by about
during 1991 indicate that the relative impor- 20 percent; nonferrous metallurgy, electrical
tance for the output decline of demand and appliances and electronics, and chemicals by
supplyfactors-asperceivedby state enterprise about 10 percent), while others registered gains
managers-changed during the year. As Chart (5-10 percent in food, clothing, and leather, and
2 shows, in early 1991 supply-side factors (i.e., about 15 percent or more in printing and other
shortage of inputs, supply line disruptions, etc.) industry, where the largest decline in employ-
were reported as the most important element in ment occurred). The evidence suggests thatlight
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'' Chart 2 Bulgaria - Reasons given by industrial enterprise managers for the decline in industrial output, 1991-92 3
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industrial sectors shed labor much faster than services representing about 85 percent of the
heavy industry, even if the decline in demand total value of sales were freed, and most subsi-
for their output was smaller. dies on consumer goods were removed. Virtu-

ally all restrictions on external current account
THE CZECH AND SLovAK FEDERAL REPUBLC transactions were removed. A full foreign ex-

change surrender requirement was imposed,
Before the communist regime was installed in however, since capital account transactions re-
1948, Czechoslovakia had a well-developed mained subject to control. To bolster credibility
market system and one of the most advanced in the fixed exchange rate system, given the
industrial economies in the world. The central- initially precarious level of international re-
ization of economic decisions and property dur- serves, the exchange rate was set at a relatively
ing the communist regime was, however, one of low level. To support the stabilization effort,
the most rigid in the area. State ownership and also to minimize the likelihood of
extended to virtually all economic units, includ- decapitalization in state enterprises, a tax-based
ing agriculture and retail trade. Moreover, the incomes policy was put in place. In 1991, the
applicationofplanningmethodswasstrict;there policy sought to bring about a decline in real
were no significant attempts at decentralizing wages of about 10 percent.
enterprise decisions in a market-like environ- In terms of structural reforms, the most deci-
ment as in Hungary and Poland. sive initiatives were taken with respect to

Fortunately, the tradition of fiscal and mon- privatization. A massive small-enterprise
etaryrestraintthatsparedCzechoslovakiafrom privatization program converted more than
hyperinflation during the 1920s was, to some 25,000 enterprises-mainly in retailing and
extent, maintained during the years of central small manufacturing-into private entities.
planning. In contrasttomanyoftheotherPCPEs, Several more units were returned to original
Czechoslovakia emerged from the communist owners by application of a restitution law. The
period with low foreign debt(about 15 percentof large-enterprise privatization program, while
GDP), relatively few shortages, and low infla- also including some direct sales to foreign and
tion. Moreover, it was generally accepted that domestic investors, was predicated mainly on
the monetary overhang was of a smaller magni- the distribution of vouchers widely throughout
tude than elsewhere in the region, despite the the population. The first wave of the mass
pervasiveness of price controls, and that the privatization program was expected to be com-
exchange rate was less out of line than in neigh- pleted by the summer of 1992.
boring countries. These conditions portended a Although price increases after the big bang
less demanding stabilization effort than in some were promptly contained, the initial price jump
of the other PCPEs. of about 45 percent was much higher than envis-

aged. This implied that the programmed mon-
The reform program of 1991.1' The compre- etary targets became more restrictive than an-

hensive reform program that was implemented ticipated. In addition, cautious behavior on the
on January 1, 1991 comprised a major liberal- part of banks slowed credit to enterprises even
ization of domestic prices and external trade more than was targeted, particularly in the first
and a rapid privatization program following an quarter of 1991. This situation was compounded
initial preparatory phase. A fairly tight set of by a fiscal position that proved to be much
financial policies, supported by the double an- tighter than expected. An unanticipated surge
chors of wage controls and a fixed exchange rate in profit tax revenues-a result of extraordi-
regime-after substantial depreciation-was de- nary accounting profits related to the revalua-
signed to prevent the expected price jump from tion of inventories in the state enterprise sec-
igniting an inflationary spiral. This big bang tor-was mainly responsible for a fiscal surplus
approach seemed to be the only alternative to a of nearly 10 percent of (quarterly) GDP in the
slide into a no-man's land economy, in which the first quarter of the year. These developments
central-planning system could no longerbe made did not help to soften the output costs of the
to function but the prevalence of price controls transition.
and other restrictions prevented the transfor- A strong balance-of-payments position-a re-
mation into a fully-fledged market system. flection of larger declines in imports than in

Thus, on January 1, 1991, prices of goods and exports-also emerged in 1991. The weakness
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of imports reflected both the level of activity as authorities to prevent an inflationary spiral,
well asincreases in relative importprices. While particularly during the first half of the year.
the volume of exports to non-socialist economies Western-style national income accounts are
expanded, this was more than offset by a fall in still in the process of being developed in Czecho-
exports to the former-CMEA area. slovakia, and information is therefore incom-

The collapse in trade with the former mem- plete and perhaps not entirely reliable. Taken
bers of CMEA was an important contributing at face value, however, the figures suggest that
factor to the weakness of activity in the CSFR in personal consumption bore the brunt of the
1991. In part, the trade collapse reflected a large adjustment, declining by 33 percent relative to
change in relative prices and a reorientation of the level in 1990. Fixed investment, in contrast,
trade according to comparative advantage; in fell more or less in line with GDP. Contrary to
fact, for Czechoslovakia, the volume of imports widespread belief, foreign trade appears to have
from the former CMEA area declined more than had a positive impact on output (when mea-
the volume of exports. But the decline in sured on a national accounts basis). Exports fell
Czechoslovakia's exports also reflected a scar- by only 4 percent, but imports plunged by over
city of foreign exchange in some partner coun- 31 percent, both in real terms. Government
tries. The resulting fall in export demand ex- consumption contracted by only 4.5 percent in
erted a significant negative influence on the real terms.
level of domestic activity. The national income accounts may have been

distorted by several factors, including sharp
The output decline. As elsewhere in the re- changes in relative prices, the emergence of a

forming economies of Eastern Europe, GDP fell private sector, and changes in statistical meth-
sharply in the first year of the stabilization- odology and concepts. The staggering magni-
cum-reform program in Czechoslovakia, byabout tude of the reported decline in personal con-
17 percent in 1991 (Table 2). Apart from the sumptioncertainlyintroducessomedoubtsabout
cessation of activities that were no longer com- the accuracy of the data. The magnitude of the
petitive under the new rules of the game, sev- consumption decline is roughly consistent with
eral macroeconomic forces were at play. These the fall in the measured volume of retail sales,
included the large increases in the relative price an index that is mostly dominated by sales in
of energy and other industrial inputs, the de- state stores and that does not cover private
dline in export demand from other PCPEs, and activity with a similar degree of detail. Relative
the fairly tight policy stance adopted by the price changes (and high inflation) may have

Table 2 Czech and Slovak Federal Republic - Selected Indicators,1988-91

1991
1988 1989 1990 Estimated

(Percentage change: unless otherwise indicated)

Real GDP 2.5 1.4 -0.4 -16.4
Industrial output 2.1 0.8 -3.5 -24.7

Consumer prices 0.2 2.3 10.8 58.7

Industrial wholesale prices -- -0.7 4.4 66.8
Nominal average wage 2.3 2.3 3.7 16.5
Real average wage 2.1 - -6.4 -26.6

Uneuployment 1.0 6.6
Fiscal balance ipercent of GDP) 3.1 -2.4 0.1 -2.0
Credit to enterprises and households 11.5 -2.7 1.4 19.5 1/
Broad money 3.5 0.5 26.9

Exports in convertible currencies 5.0
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 5.4 6.0 8.6

Imports in convertible currencies 5.1
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 5.0 6.8 9.1

Current account -0.1
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 0.4 -1.1 0.2

Exchange rate 14.4
(crowns per dollar; end of period) 15.0 22.7 29.5

Source: Data provided by the Czechoslovak authorities, and IMF staff estimates.

1/ Includes recent debt reduction operation.
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distorted the valuation of inventories and inter- industry (20 percent) and construction (32 per-
national trade. cent) than in agriculture (9 percent). Although

Both demand and supply factors appear to data on the services sector remain fragmentary,
have been behind the output fall in 1991. En- anecdotal evidence points to a boom in activity
ergy prices increased sharply in December 1990 in private services. This has been reflected in
and April 1991 (as reflected in the producer thegeographical distribution ofunemployment,
price index for the energy sector). The cumula- where, for example, in Prague in October 1991
tive increase in the relative price of energy the unemployment rate stood below 1.5 percent
exceeded 60 percent (relative to the aggregate (a lower rate than in 1990), compared to rates in
producer price index). In addition, credit to excess of 10 percent in the more industrial
enterprises was fairly tight-particularlyin the regions of Slovakia (the national average rate
first quarter-when the increase in nominal was about 6 percent).
terms was only 6 percent at a time when adjust-
ments in administered prices and the exchange Developments in industry. Developments
rate contributed to a jump in the general price within the industrial sector can provide clues as
level on the order of 50 percent. This combina- to the major determinants ofthe output decline.
tion of increases in input costs and credit re- In the CSFR, industry accounted for roughly 50
striction appears to suggest a scenario such as percent of GDP and was 98 percent in state
that described by Calvo and Coricelli (1992) for hands prior to the launch ofthe reform program.
Poland, of a supply-side shock triggering the The average number of employees per enter-
recession. However, Czechoslovak enterprises prise was nearly 1,800. The overwhelming pre-
might have entered the program in relatively ponderance of large state enterprises in this
better financial shape than their Polish coun- sector ensures a more ample (and accurate)
terparts-in terms of operating capital-en- statistical coverage. A number of monthly indi-
abling them to withstand these shocks better. cators are available for a group of 21 (roughly

Although possiblydistortedbyvaluation prob- two-digit) industrial branches.
lems, inventory accumulation data appear to be Although the share of industry in GDP was
consistent with the presence of shifts in aggre- expected to decline following the demise of cen-
gate demand. Inventory accumulation amounted tral planning, a substantial reallocation of re-
to 13 percent of GDP in the first quarter of 1991 sourceswithin industry was also expected. Com-
and to some 4 percent of GDP in the second and parative advantage must lie in some of the
third quarters. In the fourth quarter, the mea- industrial activities and, although significant
sured decline in inventories was equivalent to investment and growth may be slow to take off,
nearly 8 percent of GDP. Although seasonal there is no good reason for output to decline in
patterns may have been present, the magni- sectors that enjoy such comparative advantage.
tudes of the inventory accumulation in the first Macroeconomic shocks, by contrast, would af-
quarter and decumulation in the fourth quarter fect the whole economy, including sectors with
were more than twice as high as the correspond- newly-acquired comparative advantage.
ing magnitudes a year earlier. This is consistent With the exception of the fuels and energy
with a larger-than-anticipated drop in sales in sectors, all branches of industry experienced a
the first quarter and a recovery of sales later in very pronounced fall in production in 1991.
the year when financial policies were eased. The Nevertheless, the extent of the drop in produc-
abrupt fall in industrial production in March tion did span a wide range in other branches.
1991, on the back of more moderate declines in The sharpest drops were experienced by the
January and February, is also consistent with non-ferrous metallurgy, clothing, electronics,
the view that industry faced a larger-than-an- leather products, and textiles branches, which
ticipated drop in sH'les at the beginning of the declined by about 40 percent in 1991. At the
year. While the accumulation of inventories in other end of the scale, the food, cellulose and
the first quarter maybe overstated by valuation paper, ferrous metallurgy, and chemicals sec-
effects, the decumulation in the fourth quarter torsfellbyabout20percentin 1991 (seeChart3).
is probably better measured, as it followed sev- There does not appear to be an obvious ratio-
eral months of price stability. nale for this sectoral pattern of output decline.

Regarding the composition of output, avail- While several of the worst-performing sectors
able information suggests a larger decline in are heavily oriented towards exports and are
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among those sectors that experienced the larg- late 1960s, Romania clung to a rigid central
est drops in exports (namely, clothing, leather planningmodel, which became increasingly dis-
products and electronics), the textile sector did torted. The only half-hearted reform attempt
not suffer a decline in exports and, in fact, (the New Economic and Financial Mechanism,
exportsofnon-ferrousmetallurgyincreasedcon- introduced in 1979) ended up increasing the
siderably (although from a relatively low base). degree of centralization in production decisions,
Some of the best-performing sectors are basically while direct controls on factor allocation-nota-
oriented to domestic consumer markets-such bly labor mobility-multiplied.' 5 Thus, the eco-
asfoodandbeveragesandtobacco-buttheoppo- nomic system in Romania at the beginning of
site is true for ferrous metallurgy and chemicals.14 reform was perhaps the most centralized and

Employment in the industrial sector fell con- distorted among the countries in the region.
tinuously from April, and by December, indus- After a rescheduling of commercial bank debt
trial employment had fallen by some 17 percent in 1986, one of the main goals of the government
from its pre-program level. The correlation be- became the elimination of all foreign debt. To
tween employment and output changes is not that end, economic policies emphasized the
perfect. Some ofthe sectors that experienced the achievement ofsubstantial trade surpluses with
sharpest declines in output did in fact cut back the convertible currency area, which were
drastically on employment, for example in non- achieved primarily through a significant com-
ferrous metallurgy (where employment declined pression of imports. In 1988 the convertible
by 40 percent) and electronics (30 percent). But currency current account surplus reached
some other branches that experienced similarly US$3.6 billion (6 percent of GDP at the commer-
large drops in output reduced employment by no cial exchange rate of the time), while net exports
more than the average across industry as a of goods and nonfactor services surpassed 9
whole (for example, textiles, clothing, and leather percent of GDP. Another implication of this
products). This may reflect different percep- policy was that the importance of the CMEA
tions about how permanent the decline in out- countries for Romania's exports was smaller
put would be, pre-existing distortions in the than for some other countries in the region,
level of employment, and different degrees of notably neighboring Bulgaria: during the late
adaptation to new market conditions(see Chart 1980s, exports to the CMEA area represented
4). about 45 percent of total exports.'6 Convertible

Regarding average wage increases, there was currency import compression, however, meant
considerably more uniformity across sectors, to that Romania came to depend heavily on imports
a large extent because of the ceilings on wage from the CMEA area: such imports accounted
increasesimposedbythe incomespolicyadopted for about 60 percent of total imports during the
by the authorities. In general terms, average late 1980s; almost half of the imports from the
wage increases appear to have been fairly closely CMEA area consisted of fuels and raw materials.
related to the output performance of each sec- The policy ofgenerating large convertible cur-
tor. Exceptions to this pattern are non-ferrous rency trade surpluses to repay the external debt
metallurgy and textiles, where wage increases led to a decline of real gross fixed investment
close to the industrial average took place de- during the late 1980s, resulting in an increas-
spite the very large declines in output experi- ingly inadequate and ageingcapital stock. This,
enced by these sectors. Because these two together with the growing shortage of inputs
branches also shed labor the fastest, there ap- and the substitution of low-quality domestic
pears to have been some relationship between inputs for imported ones, contributed to a de-
changes in the wage bill and changes in output cline of the rate of growth of value added in
in these sectors (Chart 4). industry. By 1989, although nearly all foreign

debt had been repaid, the deterioration of eco-
ROMAN1A nomic performance accelerated. In 1989, real

GDP declined by 5.8 percent, reflecting a fall in
During the post-waryears, the economic system value added in almost all sectors ofthe economy
of Romania developed in ways similar to that of (Table 3). Real consumption increased slightly,
other centrally-planned economies. Unlike sev- while the drop in output was reflected in reduc-
eral among them that had already engaged in tions in gross domestic fixed investment, the
economic reform efforts of varying scope by the trade surplus-which fell to about half the 1988
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level-and the level of inventories. At the same The Romanian economic reforrn program. Af-
time, the growth of money incomes combined ter the collapse of the Ceausescu regime in
with the stagnation of the economy and perva- December 1989, the country was faced with a
sive price controls gave rise to a substantial deep economic and social crisis. On the one
monetary overhang. Hard estimates ofthe over- hand, a large part of Romania's productive ca-
hang are, of course, difficult to come by, but the pacity was antiquated and too energy-inten-
income velocity of broad money held by house- sive especially in industry; in addition, the
holds has often been used as a proxy for the economic system was severely distorted follow-
degree of forced savings of the population. This ingthe policies ofthe previous fewyears, mainly
velocity declined continuously from a historical as a result of the imposition of ever-tighter
range of 2.1-2.3 in the early 1980s to 1.65 in controls,arbitraryeconomicdecisionsprompted
1989, suggestingthatperhapsuptoone-thirdof by political considerations, and the systematic
money balances were held involuntarily by eco- falsification of data at all levels. On the other
nomic agents. As in other countries, however, hand, the decline in living standards of the
the magnitude of the corrective adjustment of population had created pent up demand for
prices after liberalization indicates that this consumer goods and political pressures for im-
measure probably underestimated the size of mediate improvements in welfare.
the monetary overhang at the beginning of Romania embarked on its transition to a mar-
Romania's reform program. It is not possible to ket economy in early 1990. The provisional
quantif1r this judgement, however, because in- government that took over in the last days of
flationary developments in 1990 and early 1991 1989, followed by the government that was
were also influenced by expansionary monetary formed following the May 1990 elections, de-
and incomes policies during most of 1990. signed and began implementing a comprehen-

Table 3 Romania - Selected indicators, 1988-91

1991

1988 1989 1990 Prelim.

(Percentage change; unless otherwise indicated)

Real GDP -0.5 -5.8 -7.4 -13.0

Industrial output 3.1 -1.0 -18.2 -22.0

Consumer prices 1/ 2.6 0.9 4.7 161.1

Nominal average wage 2.6 4.0 10.5 123.8

Real average wage -- 3.1 5.6 -14.2

Unemployment (in percent) ... ... ... 2.9 2/

Fiscal balance

(percent of GDP) 3/ 5.9 8.4 -0.1 -2.0

Broad money 10.6 5.6 17.3 100.8

Credit to non-government 5.1 -- -15.6 101.0

Exports in convertible currencies
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 6.5 6.0 3.6 3.5

Imports in convertible currencies

(in billions of U.S. dollars) 2.9 3.4 5.4 4.9

Current account balance
(in billions of U.S. dollars) 3.6 2.9 -1.7 -1.4

Exchange rate (in lei per
U.S. dollar; end of period) 14.4 14.4 34.7 189

Source: Data provided by the Romanian authorities.
1/ Weighted average of prices of goods and services sold by state enterprises and

cooperatives and prices at the free peasant markets through end-1990; consumer price
index for 1991.
Z/ End-period.
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sive economic reform program, similar to those billion at end-1989). At the same time, exports
of other countries in the region. Private eco- to the CMEA countries fell by about 40 percent
nomic activity and foreign investment, as well due to the economic crisis in those countries.
as some agricultural product prices, were liber- The decline in demand in the ex-CMEA coun-
alized in February 1990; trade barriers were tries and the change in the pattern of domestic
reduced and the state monopoly in trade was demand-which was not matched by a restruc-
abolished at the same time; and prices in the turing in production-together with the hoard-
economy were liberalized in three rounds start- ing by peasants of food products, led to a large
ing in November 1990. In 1991, the reform accumulation of stocks.
program gained momentum and a package of The decline in economic activity accelerated
stabilization policies wasintroduced inJanuary in 1991, after economic reform got well under-
to address the widening macroeconomic way, and a stabilization package was intro-
disequilibria. As part of that package, tight duced in January 1991. Gross industrial pro-
fiscal and monetary policies were implemented duction fell by an additional 22 percent from its
(although a large expansion of creditandmoney average level in 1990. This, combined with de-
took place in December 1991, aspart ofa scheme clines in agriculture and construction resulted
for clearing interenterprise arrears); interest in an estimated decline in real GDP of 13 per-
rates were liberalized in April 1991; and steps cent in 1991. On the demand side, real gross
were taken to reform the tax system and the domestic fixed investment fell by about 30 per-
financial sector. A free interbank foreign ex- cent, while a new large accumulation of stocks
change marketwas introduced in February 1991 took place as a result of expectations of price
in parallel with the official rate, as a first step increases, and because of an inadequate re-
towards the unification of the exchange system sponse of firms in the industrial sector to the
that took place in November 1991. As a result, sudden collapse of external demand and the
the exchange rate of the leu vis-a-vis the U.S. shift in domestic demand.
dollarjumpedfrom lei 30=US$1 atend-1990'1 to
lei 189=US$1 at end-1991. Although in Roma- Developments in industry. Due to its promi-
nia-unlike in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia- nent role, the behavior of the industrial sector
there was no clear big-bang day, and many was central to output developments in 1990 and
critical reform measures were introduced at the 1991. In 1990, the industrial sector contributed
beginning of 1990, for purposes of the empirical 48 percent of GDP and accounted for 34 percent
work that follows, the beginning of reform is of total employment. The most important
taken to be November 1, 1990, the date of the branches ofindustry both in terms ofoutput and
first major price liberalization. employment have historically been chemicals

and petro-chemicals (about 16 percent of indus-
The output decline. Despite the hopes of Ro- trial output and 7 percent of industrial employ-

manian reformers, the stagnation and decline of ment in 1990); machine building (about 14 per-
the late 1980s were followed by further reduc- cent and 8 percent, respectively); food process-
tions in output in 1990 and 1991. In 1990, real ing (14 percent and 16 percent, respectively);
GDP fell by 7.4 percent, reflecting mainly an textiles (11 percent and 16 percent, respec-
18.2 percent drop in gross industrial produc- tively); and metallurgy (10 percent and 6 per-
tion. On the demand side, gross domestic fixed cent, respectively). The structure ofgross indus-
investment dropped 38.2 percent in real terms trial production has not changed substantially
as a result of the halting of a number of ineffi- since the early 1980s.
cient projects, including various prestige Unlike in Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, the
projects. A rise in real consumption of about 10 decline in industrial output in Romania was
percent, financed by large increases in wages spread more evenly over time. A large decline in
and money incomes, contributed to a substan- early 1990 caused by the civil disturbances
tial trade deficit, as imports of consumer goods following the toppling of Ceausescu was par-
increased and exports of food and other con- tially reversed later in the year, and by June
sumer goods declined in order to satisfy domes- 1990, industrial output was at about 90 percent
tic consumption. This trade deficit was, in turn, of its average-1989 level. It then began an accel-
financed by the virtual elimination of substan- erated, if somewhat erratic, period of decline,
tial foreign exchange reserves (almost US$2 with the largest drops beingrecorded in October
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Chart 5 Romania - Industrial employment, output,and productivity,1990-91
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1990 (about 8 percent), January and July 1991 coal coking, metallurgy, and medical instru-
(about 10 percent). The decline continued ments (43-45 percent below). In contrast, out-
throughout 1991, so that by December, indus- put of household appliances, clothing, tobacco,
trial output was at 77 percent of its average and leather declined by a cumulative 13-20
level one year before (Chart 5). percent over the two-year period, while output

The shortage of inputs and especially energy in the furniture sector fell by less than 2 per-
has been an important factor behind the output cent. 9

collapse in industry, particularly in energy- As regards employment, unlike in Bulgaria,
intensive sectors, such as metallurgy, oil pro- Romanian industrial enterprises were relatively
cessing, and machinery and equipment. Two slow to shed excess labor. Industrial employ-
factors contributed to this shortage: the decline ment declined from 3.7 million in January 1990
in domestic production of energy (which af- to 3.5 million at end-1990 and to 3.2 million at
fected energy supplies especially in 1991), and end-1991, a cumulative decline of 13 percent,
the collapse in energy imports (mostly in 1991).18 compared with a cumulative decline in output of
This decline affected industry disproportion- over 23 percent duringJanuary 1990-December
ately, as the previous policy of diverting energy 1991. Industrial employment actually increased
from households to industry was reversed in to almost 3.8 million in the first quarter of 1990,
early 1990. and started declining steadily only after April.

Other supply factors behind the collapse in Total unemployment seems to have started in-
output were the disruptions associated with the creasing rapidly in mid-1991 (reliable data on
violent change of regime in December 1989, the registered unemployed became available
which continued in various forms during at least only in 1991), but the level of unemployment
the firsthalfof 1990 (workerabsenteeism, work remained low: at end-1991, an estimated 2.9
stoppages, etc.); the effects of an ageing and percent of the labor force was unemployed. Un-
increasinglyinefficientcapitalstock;andareduc- employment is expected to increase rapidly in
tion in working hours introduced in early 1990. 1992.

On the demand side, domestic and external The employment losses were not equally dis-
markets for some industrial products disap- tributed across sectors, and do not, prima facie,
peared as a result of the collapse of the CMEA appear to have been closely correlated with the
and the inadequate quality of production, af- decline in output. Sectors such as mining (fer-
fecting a large number of enterprises. The ef- rous and non-ferrous), electrical appliances and
fects of the collapse of the CMEA, in particular, electronics, and chemicals and petro-chemicals
were concentrated in some sectors such as rail- lost only a cumulative 10-12 percent of their
way equipment, which had been exclusively employment during the two years, while em-
geared toward exports to the ex-USSR, as well ployment in mechanical engineering (including
as industrial machinery and electrical appli- transport equipment) and building materials
ances and electronics. In all these sectors, the declined by about 20 percent.20 On the other
decline in output in 199 1-after the CMEA was hand, employment actually increased a little in
formally dissolved-was much larger than in some sectors, such as electricity and thermal
1990. This fall in demand compounded supply power, crude oil and gas, and food. In all these
disruptions and shortages of inputs. Finally, sectors, however, the gains in employment ma-
the emergence of large inter-enterprise pay- terialized in the first quarter of 1990, and the
ments arrears in late 1991 probably also con- number of workers remained steady or declined
tributed to a slowdown in production. thereafter.

Although production declined in all industrial
sectors in 1990 and 1991, the rates of decline ILL. Is there evidence of structural
were not uniform across sectors (Chart 6). The change?
biggest losses in the two-year period were regis-
tered in rail transport equipment (gross output Successful economic reform in the PCPEs will
in 1991 was 57 percent below its average 1989 require a massive reallocation of productive
level); oil processing and building materials resources within the industrial sector, as well as
(both sectors 51 percent below); ferrous mining between industry and the rest of the economy.
(49 percent below); electrical appliances and This process is likely to have begun already, as
electronics (47 percent below); and coal mining, price and trade liberalization, together with a
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Chart 6 Romania - Gross industrial output by sector, 1989-91
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"hardening" of budget constraints, would have While looking at the evolution of different
been expected to lead to a reorientation of eco- productive sectors may give some indication of
nomic activity towards more profitable sectors. howgeneralizedoutputdevelopmentshave been,
The boom in the services sector in most PCPEs this is by no means sufficient to answer the
is commonly mentioned as an example of re- question posed in this section. In any economy,
source reallocation underway. there are productive sectors that are more or

Structural change is likely to generate a drop less sensitive to business cycles; in fact, there
in output in the short run, however, because of are activities that behave counter-cyclically.
asymmetric responses. Enterprises thatbecome This type of divergence between sectors is nor-
uncompetitive may be forced to curtail produc- mal in any business cycle, and does not signal
tion sharply because of financial constraints or any particular tendency towards a reallocation
because demand is simply absent, while enter- of productive resources. Therefore, in what fol-
prises that find profitable opportunities to ex- lows, a statistical procedure is implemented,
pand production may be slow to respond be- using data on a set of (roughly) two-digit indus-
cause, in addition to normal lags, they may be trial branches, that should allow us to distin-
reluctant to undertake large investments just guish more precisely the extent to which struc-
prior to privatization. On the other hand, tural change is actually taking place, as opposed
macroeconomic developments can also be ex- to the intersectoral differences that arise in the
pected to generate a fall in output, as the combi- course of any normal business cycle.22
nation of large adjustments in exchange rates
and administered prices, and stabilization poli- COMMON FACTORS ACROSS INDUSTRIAL SECTORS

cies designed to reduce inflation, would likely
have a restraining effect on economic activity in If the output decline were mainly the result of
the short run.2 ' Distinguishing between these macroeconomic forces, then a relatively large
two sources of the output decline is important fraction of the variance in production and em-
because the structural change resulting from a ployment across different sectors would be (sta-
significant reduction in distortions will have to tistically) accounted for by a relatively small
take place sooner or later; if the observed fall in number of common factors, or principal compo-
output does not at present reflect structural nents. The technique of principal components
change to a significant extent, it may be con- finds(mutuallyorthogonal)linearcombinations
cluded that this shock is still to come. of a group of time series that can explain the

Table 4 Fraction of variability explained by principal components'

Output

Principal
Cpaspnent Bulgaria CSFR Rimania USA

1 0.53 0.55 0.29 0.60
2 0.72 0.68 0.45 0.77
3 0.88 0.79 0.58 0.65
4 1.00 0.87 0.69 0.89
5 1.00 0.92 0.77 0.92

Employment

Principal
Ccaoxent Bulgaria CSFR RomaLnia USA

1 0.49 0.32 0.32 0.38
2 0.79 0.49 0.54 0.54
3 0.98 0.65 0.68 0.65
4 0.99 0.77 0.79 0.74
5 1.00 0.85 0.88 0.81

l/ Beginning of sample periods are: Bulgaria: February 1991, CSPR:
january 1991, RBania: October 1990, USA: July 1990. Ends of sample periods
are December 1991 in a11 cases. The number of variables are: Bulgaria: 16,
CSFR: 19, Rmania: 24 for output and 11 for employment, and USA: 16.
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highest proportion of the variability (sum of the resource reallocation in production, or struc-
variances) of those time series. The first princi- tural change. Following Stockman (1988), our
pal component accounts for the highest fraction strategy is to pool data on rates of change of
of the variability of the series, and so forth.23 output across industries and countries in a
Naturally, there are as many principal compo- variable y, and to estimate the following regres-
nents as there are variables in the set, but the sion:24

relevant indicator is how high a fraction of the
variability can be accounted for by the first one (1) y(t) = m(i) + n(c,t) + u(i,c,t)
or two principal components.

Results from applying this procedure to the where m(i) represents (the inner product of
data at hand are only mildly supportive of the coefficients and) dummy variables that single
structural change hypothesis. Specifically, we out industries indexed by i (referred to in Table
applied principal components to the monthly 5 as industry factors), n(c,t) represents (the
logarithmic rates of change of output and em- inner product of coefficients and dummy vari-
ployment for the BCR countries since the initia- ables that single out countries indexed by c and
tion of reforms and, as a control procedure, on time indexed by t (referred to in Table 5 as
data from the United States with roughly the national factors), and u is the regression re-
same level of disaggregation and sample length. sidual. Because the dummy variables are lin-
The results, displayed in Table 4, indicate that early dependent, a normalization is necessary,
the fraction of the variance explained by the and thus one industry was excludedfrom the set
first one or two factors is only moderately smaller m(i). This means that the resulting coefficients
for the BCR countries than for the US. The only represent values relative to the excluded indus-
exception appears to be the results on output in try coefficient. The energy industry was chosen
Romania, where less comovement between the to be the 'numeraire" sector in all countries,
different sectors seems to be present. because it showed the least variability over the

sample.
NATIONAL AND INDUSTRY FACTORS Estimation of equation (1) gives overwhelm-

ing support to the view that macroeconomic
Because the reform programs in this region factors, rather than structural factors, have
share a number of common features, including accountedformost ofthe variability of outputin
the removal of a number of distortions that were the region since the reforms were initiated.25 As
common across countries, for example the sub- shown in Table 5, nearly all of the variance of
sidization of energy use, it is reasonable to output changes explained by the regressors is
expect that the resulting changes in the struc- accounted for by the national or economy-wide
ture of industrial production might also be simi- factors. More formally, an F-test cannot reject
laracrosscountries.Thishypothesisisstrength- the null hypothesis that the entire set of indus-
ened to the extent that, in the context of the try-specific dummies has no effect on the rate of
global economy, the countries of Eastern and change of output in these countries.
Central Europe share a similar pattern of com- It is possible to recover the path followed by
parative advantage. As distortions to relative the "national factors" driving industrial output
prices come down, this would likely result in in each country, as estimated by equation (1).1
intersectoral resource shifts that are similar in The (cumulative) effect of these factors is plot-
the different countries. ted in Chart 7 for each country in the sample. It

The strategy in this subsection involves de- isinterestingthatthe pattern appearstoroughly
composing the change in output for each indus- match the general thrust of policies in these
trial sector in each country between factors that countries.
are common to all industries in a given country, To allow for the possibility of country-specific
and factors that are common to all countries for structural change (in addition to the structural
a specific industry. The factors that are common change that is common across countries), a
to all industries in each country are associated modified version of equation (1) was also esti-
with macroeconomic developments in that coun- mated:
try, and are therefore not related to structural
change. By contrast, factors that are common to (2) y(t) = m(i) + n(c,t) + f(i,c) + u(i,c,t),
a given industry in all countries are indicative of
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wvhere the additional set of dummies f identifies number of dummy variables representing in-
shocks that are specific to industry i in country dustry shocks which are common across coun-
c. A further normalization was now required, tries. While this has the predictable effect of
and this involves the exclusion of the country- increasingthefraction ofthevariance explained
effect dummies in the last period. As displayed by the industry factors, it only marginally im-
in Table 5, the estimation of equation (2) pro- proves the statistical significance of the indus-
duces essentially the same results as in (1), tryfactors.TheF-statisticstillcannotrejectthe
namely that the country-specific macroeconomic null hypothesis that the whole set of coefficients
effects are the most important ones in account- on industry dummies is equal to zero (Table 5).
ing for output developments. An F-test finds The evidence in favor of the view that
that the joint effect of the industry effects m(i) macroeconomic shocks have been much more
and the country-specific industry effects f(i,c) is important than sector-specific shocks in account-
not statistically different from zero. ing for the output decline thus appears to be

An even more general form of this equation, quite robust.

(3) y(t) = m(i,t) + n(c,t) + f(i,c) + u(i,c,t), COMPARATIVE ADVANTAGE AND SECTORAL SHIFS

was also estimated. Equation (3) allows for An important element in the process of struc-
international industry shocks that are time- tural change in production is the opening of the
specific. Thus, it geometrically increases the economytointernationalcompetition.Thismay,

Table 5 Influence of national and structural factors

Percent of
F-Statistic P-Value I/ Explained SS 2/

Regression 1 y(t) = m(i) + n(c,t) + u(i,c,t)

R' = 0.34, DF = 680

National factors 6.51

Industry factors 0.16 0.00 97

0.99 0.6

Regression 2 y(t) = m(i,t) + n(c,t) + f(i,c) + u(i,c,t)

R2= 0.35, DF = 638
National factors

Industry factors 3.64 0.00 88

National-specific industry 0.17 0.99 9

factors

0.77 0.84 2

Regression 3 y(t) = m(i,t) + n(c,t) + f(i,c) + u(i,c,t)

R' = 0.53, DF = 364

National factors
Industry (time-varying) 3.56 0.00 42

factors
National-specific industry 0.58 0.99 38

factors

0.81 0.83 10

1/ Marginal significance level.
2/ Percent of explained sum of squares attributable to orthogonal part of

corresponding regressors.
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Chart 7 Macroeconomic influence on
industrial output
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in fact, be the single most powerful influence on Domestic resource costs are defined as the
the process of resource reallocation, both because ratio of value added at domestic prices to value
internationalcompetitionprovidesaparticularly added at international prices (that is, valuing
strong mechanism for ensuring market disci- products and inputs at their estimated domes-
pline-given the generally monopolistic charac- tic-currency equivalentto the world price). Thus,
ter of domestic markets-and because the pro- they measure the level of protection offered to
ductive structure of PCPEs is so far removed each industry and the degree of adjustment in
from what would likely emerge on the basis of domestic costs and prices necessary to face in-
comparative advantage considerations alone. ternational competition. It should be noted at

This line of reasoning leads immediately to the outset that, as Hughes and Hare acknowl-
the question of whether the anatomy of the edge, the estimates of DRC are necessarily ten-
output decline has followed closely the pattern tative because of a number of judgmental as-
of comparative advantage within industry. For sumptions necessary to value products at world
this purpose, we make use of recent work by prices, including problems arising from the ex-
Hughes and Hare (1991, 1992) where measures istence of nontraded goods, quality differences,
of domestic resource cost (DRC) are calculated and peculiar exchange rate arrangements in the
for different industrial branches in Bulgaria CMEA area. At a more fundamental level, DRCs
and Czechoslovakia. We investigate the extent are based on the assumption of a fixed-coeffi-
to which these measures constitute an accept- cient technology, and do not consider the possi-
able predictor of the performance of the corre- bility of different elasticities of substitution
sponding sectors. across sectors.27 Notwithstanding all these ca-
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Table 6 Comparative advantage and DRC is not statistically significantin the regres-
output changes' sion of output changes.

Bulgaria Czechoslovakia TV. Supply versus demand factors in the
output decline

Coefficient value -.188 .013
Standard error (6.237) (.084) This section presents some evidence on the

R2 .7x104 .003 question whether supply or demand shocks have
been predominant in accounting for the evolu-

DW 1.17 2.43 tion of output in the BCR countries since the

F statistic (0 slopes) .001 .02 initiation of reforms. As suggested previously,
there are reasons to believe that the tight finan-

Crosa-ection regreesione of overall changemi output on inverse of do,nete cia poice puse in ore to reuc inlto
resource cost as computed by Hare and Hughe (1991) with the adjustment for cial policies pursued In order to reduce iflation
negative DRCs. and maintain a satisfactory external position,

as well as the drop in export demand associated
with the CMEA shock, would have adversely

veats, the DRC estimates are the only available affected demand in these countries. On the other
measures of comparative advantage, and for hand,increasesinenergyprices-resultingboth
this reason they cannot be overlooked. from increases in international prices and from

To determine the extent to which output reductions in domestic subsidies-and finan-
changes are correlated with this measure of cial constraints on enterprises are likely to have
comparative advantage, we simply ran a regres- had an adverse impact on aggregate supply.29

sion of the cumulative change in output since
the beginning of the reform program on the PRICE-OUTPUT CORRELATIONS
transformed measure of the DRCs suggested by
Hughes and Hare.28 The results, presented in In any market, changes in the equilibrium con-
Table 6, do not provide evidence that resources figuration of price and output will reflect shifts
have moved in the direction dictated by the in both the demand and the supply functions.
estimates of comparative advantage in either However, if demand shifts have been relatively
Bulgaria or Czechoslovakia, as the level of the more important, the correlation between price

Table 7 Correlations between quarterly price and output changes

Mean Chance 1/
In Output In Prices .ozr

1991:1 -0.345 1.770 -0.593
1991:2 -0.144 0.591 -0.489
1991:3 0.084 0.001 -0.835

CSF

1991:1 -0.191 0.400 -0.259
1991:2 -0.160 0.092 -0.332
1991:3 -0.167 -0.003 -0.051
1991:4 0.088 0.007 -0.023

1991:1 -0.122 0.856 -0.250
1991:2 0.106 0.197 0.184
1991:3 -0.105 0.194 0.354
1991:4 -0.129 0.050 -0.024

I/ Logarith=ic rate of change relative to previous quarter.
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and output changes will tend to be positive; In fairly standard fashion, the estimated
while if supply shifts predominate, the correla- model has the following characteristics. De-
tion will be negative. If data on relative price mand is a function of a relative price variable
changes and relative output changes in a cross- (the relative price of sector i's output divided by
section of markets are collected, and if sectors the overall industrial price index) and a scale
that experience relatively more inflation are variable that proxies for aggregate spending.
also those sectors that experience a relatively Supply in a given sector is a function of relative
large decline in output, then the correlation prices, an index of the price of the energy input,
between price and output changes will tend to the level of employment, and a real credit vari-
be negative, indicating that supply shifts have able. If employment is monotonically related to
been relatively more important in these mar- the real (product) wage as is conventionally
kets over the period in question. Conversely, if assumed, then supply is simply a function ofthe
those sectors which experienced large price product price and the prices of the relevant
changes are also those that experienced a rela- inputs (labor and energy).33 34 The real stock of
tively small decline in output (or an increase in bank credits to enterprises is incorporated to
output), then we would say that demand shifts allow for possible liquidity constraints faced by
have been relatively more important, and the firms over this period (see Calvo and Coricelli
correlation between price and output changes 1992).35
would be positive. Because of the relatively short sample, it was

Table 7 gives results on price-output correla- not possible to estimate the model individually
tions for Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and Roma- for each subsector. Instead, the estimation was
nia.30 The table suggests, in the cases of Bulgaria performed on a pooled data set, that is, forcing
and the CSFR, that supply shocks have played a the coefficients to be equal across all sectors. An
relatively more important role than demand instrumental variables procedure was used in
shocks in accounting for the output decline since order to account for the endogeneity of the
the initiation of reforms.31The Romanian results sectoral price indices and to permit the identifi-
are not as clear-cut. For the period as a whole, cation ofboth the demand and supply functions.
there is a relatively low negative correlation, but Estimations with and without industry-specific
this reflects a negative correlation in the first constants, or fixed-effects, were performed; for
quarter of 1991, positive correlations in the sec- both countries, the fixed-effects were signifi-
ond and third quarters, and a correlation close to cant on the demand side, but produced very
zero in the last quarter of the year. imprecise estimates on the supply side.36 For

this reason, only the supply estimates without
A SIMPLE MODEL OF SUPPLY AND DEMAND fixed-effects are reported below.

The resultsfor Romania are reported in Table
This subsection presents results from the esti- 8. On the demand side, both instrument sets
mation of a simple supply-demand model of produce coefficients that are correctly signed
industrial output determination in Czechoslo- and statistically significant. On the supply side,
vakia and Romania.32 The main purpose of un- all coefficients are correctly signed and, with the
dertaking the estimation is to shed light on exception of the credit variable, are statisti-
the relative importance of supply and demand cally-significant. The coefficients are jointly
shocks in accountingfor the output decline. The highly significant, as reflected by the F-statis-
analysis in the previous subsection was defi- tics, and the R's-squared. The empirical results
cient in this regard, since the approach there suggest that both demand and supply side fac-
could only reveal which type of shock predomi- tors have exerted an influence on the evolution
nated in a particular period. The results that of output. In particular, the elasticity estimates
follow in principle permit us to account for the suggest that changes in the real price of energy
output declines in terms of shocks to the exog- exert a strong effect on the supply function.
enous variables affecting the demand function Similarly for Czechoslovakia (Table 9), the
and those affecting the supply function. In addi- model seems to fit reasonably well on the de-
tion, they should also enable us to consider the mand side but somewhat less well on the supply
relative importance of various macroeconomic side; although the coefficient values of the sup-
disturbances,suchasincreasesinenergyprices, ply function have their theoretically-predicted
and restrictions on credits to enterprises. signs, their statistical significance is low. More-
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over, the real credit variable was incorrectly lagged employment) over the sample period,
signed and not statistically significant; thisjus- which are detailed in the bottom panel. The
tified its exclusion from the final estimations. supply-side change refers to the equilibrium
While this result may simply be due to the crude change in output resulting from the shift in
formulation of the credit hypothesis, a similar supply, along the original demand schedule.
specification for Poland did identify a signifi- The amount by which the supply-side change
cant credit variable.37 This suggests that credit falls short of the supply shift is thus a direct
conditions may have been less stringent in function of the price elasticity of demand. The
Czechoslovakia than in Poland, perhaps due to sum of the demand- and supply-side changes
a relatively stronger financial position of enter- gives the change in output predicted by the re-
prises at the outset of the program. gression coefficients, which differs from the ac-

These regression results were used to allocate tual changes by the combined effect of the error
the change in output over the estimation period terms, given in the last column of the first panel.
to demand- and supply-related effects, although Results indicate significant shifts in both sup-
given the large standard errors associated with ply and demand fanctions for both countries. In
some of the estimates, such results should be Czechoslovakia, the computed demand shift is
regarded as indicative only. The results are the larger one, whereas in Romania it is the
presented in Table 10, where a differentiation is supply shift that is larger. However, because of
made between the supply shift and supply-side the inelasticity of the estimated supply curve,
change (likewise for demand). The shift refers to the largest contribution to the output decline in
the horizontal shift in the supply function aris- Czechoslovakia is also due to supply-side fac-
ingfrom changes in the explanatory variables of tors. This result is consistent with the price-
that equation (energy price, real credit, and output correlations reported above.

Table 8 Romania - Demand and supply estimation results 1

Instrument Set 1 Instrument Set 2

Demand 2/

Relative Price -2.08 -0.60
(3.85) (2.29)

Aggregate spending 0.29 0.71

(2.10) (8.65)

R-squared 0.95 0.99
Durbin-Watson 1.58 1.67

F test (zero slopes) 177.90 933.47

SUm21Y 2/

Relative Price 0.51 0.38
(2.20) (1.71)

Energy Price -0.70 -0.69
(3.12) (3.05)

ftployment 0.91 0.91

(-1) (19.73) (19.71)
Credit 0.22 0.22

(0.80) (0.78)

R-squared 0.79 0.79

Durbin-Watson 2.11 2.19

P test (zero slopes) 106.89 105.41

1/ Instrument Set 1 uses broad money in real terms to proxy for aggregate
spending. Instrument set 2 uses aggregate industrial production to proxy

for aggregate spending. Note that, frwm the point of view of an individual

sector, this variable is effectively exogenous.
a.' Absolute values of t-statistics are given below the corresponding

coefficients in parentheses.
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Table 9 Czechoslovakia - Demand and supply estimation results'

Deand 2l

Relative Price -2.56
(1. 4)

Aggregate Spending 1.46
(13.33)

R-equared 0.96
Durbin-Watson 1.99
F test (zero *lopes) 292.5

Supply l/

Relative Price 0.82
(0.24)

Energy Price -0.41
(1.37)

mployment (-1) 1.03
(3.75)

R-squared 0.69
Durbin-Watson 1.68
F teat (zero slopes) 151.3

I/ Panel estimation with fixed effects, for 17 industrial sector. on
monthly data, December 1990 - November 1991.

V/ Absolute values of t-statistic. are given below the corresponding
coefficient, in parenthese.

V. Conclusion Bulgaria and Czechoslovakia, these correlations
were negative throughout 1991, indicating a

This paper has sought to examine some impor- predominance of supply shocks over demand
tant issues surrounding the declines in output shocks during this period. In the case of Roma-
experienced by Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, and nia, our results were not as clear-cut, since the
Romania since the initiation of market-oriented correlation between price and output changes
reforms. After reviewing developments in these seemed to vary quite a bit over time, being
countries over the past two years, as well as the negative in the first quarter of the year, positive
main features of the reform programs that were in the second and third quarters, and close to
put in place, our empirical work focused on two zero in the last quarter of 1991.
main questions. First, to what extent is the While price-output correlations can provide
decline in industrial output in each country a useful summary information on which shocks
general phenomenon, or is there much evidence (that is, whether to the demand curve or the
thatasignificantreallocationofresourceswithin supply curve) have been quantitatively most
the industrial sectors of these economies has important, a more structural approach is neces-
taken place since the initiation of reforms? Sec- sary in order to investigate the extent to which
ond, to what extent can the decline in output be specific shocks-such as increases in energy
attributed to shocks that impacted primarily on prices, or credit policies vis-a-vis state enter-
demand versus those that impacted on supply? prises-haveplayed arole. For this purpose, the

On the issue of supply versus demand shocks, paper went on to estimate a simple supply-
we first looked at disaggregated price and out- demand model of industrial output determina-
put data for a cross-section of industrial tion. The analysis yielded coefficient estimates
subsectors to determine the sign and magni- for the partial effects of various macroeconomic
tudes of correlations between price and output variables affecting supply and demand which
changes. Our findings were that in the cases of were, for the most part, consistent with their
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Table 10 Decomposition of output decline

Total Supply Supply-side Demand Demand-side Error

change shift change shift change terms

(in percent)

Cze choslovakia

1991 -0.390 -0.358 -0.307 -0.514 -0.116 -0.003

Romaia

1991 -0.181 -0.264 -0.171 -0.132 -0.053 0.0434

Shifts in explanatory variables

Demand function Suoolv function

Czechoslovakia RcmAnia Czechoslovakia Romania

(In nercent)

Income -49.4 -22.3
Energy price 49.4 32.6

Real credit -36.4

Eployment -17.7 -9.0

theoretical counterparts and statistically sig- (DRCs), as a simple version of comparative
nificant. The results suggested in particular advantage theory mightpredict. The conclusion
that energy price increases exerted a quantita- must therefore be that it is not possible to
tively important impact on the supply of indus- discern much evidence of structural change
trial goods over the period. withintheindustrialsectorsofthesethreeecono-

As far as the issue of structural change was mies, perhaps because not enough time has
concerned, a variety of statistical tests were elapsed since the initiation of reforms.
performed in order to determine the extent to
which resources have been reallocated within Notes
the industrial sector, as one would have ex-
pected once firms began to respond to the new 1. The authors, from the International
structure of relative prices. Our results here Monetary Fund, would like to thank E.
suggested that aggregate ornationalfactors are Maciejewski, L. Mendonca, L. Nagle, T. van
capable of explaining nearly all the variation in der Willigen, N. E. Weerasinghe, and E.
output in the BCR countries during the period Zervoudakis, for their assistance, and John
since the initiation of reforms, with sector-spe- Huizinga, Malcolm Knight, Carmen
cific factors playing only a very minor role. The Reinhart, Alan Stockman, Rachel van
data confirmed this conclusion in other ways, Elkan, Peter Wickham, and the participants
for example via the use of principal components in the Fund-Bank conference on the
analysis, which revealed that the first few prin- Macroeconomic Situation in Eastern Europe
cipal components of the time series of industrial for helpful comments and discussions.
output and employment accounted for a similar 2. Eastern Europe is defined here to include,
proportion of the variance of these series as in in addition to the BCR countries, Poland
the case of the benchmark country. Finally, the and Hungary.
data did not reveal any strong tendency for 3. These figures are based on official statistics
resources to be moving towards those sectors which may not fully take into account the
with relatively low domestic resource costs growth in private sector activity (Berg and
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Sachs (1991)). Proper measurement of the Economy (1991), and Prust and IMF Staff
private sector would not, however, reverse Team (1990).
the tendency exhibited by the official 14. The data on exports correspond to
numbers, given the relatively small initial information on deliveries ("dodavky") for
shares of private activity in GDP in these exports provided by enterprises and not to
countries. For a somewhat different exports as recorded in customs or balance
explanation of why official statistics may of payments data. The data appear to be
overstate the extent of the output decline, roughly consistent with the national income
see Osband (1991). accounts, which show a decline in exports

4. See Calvo and Coricelli (1992) and Berg of about 5 percent in volume terms in 1991.
and Blanchard (1992). Data on the volume of exports from the

5. As pointed out earlier, in the short run the balance of payments show much larger
sectors where relative profitability declines.
increased might find it difficult to expand, 15. Romania's recent economic history, as well
owing to difficulties in attracting resources. as the economic reform program after 1989
During this period, all sectors might be are discussed in detail in Demekas and
contracting, though they should be Khan (1991).
contracting at very different rates if 16. In this calculation, trade in transferable
structural change is really taking place. rubles has been converted into dollars at

6. See Stockman (1988). the commercial cross exchange rate with
7. For a discussion of principal components the Romanian leu.

analysis, see Dhrymes (1978) and Section 17. The official rate of the leu had already been
III below. devalued twice in 1990 by a cumulative 50

8. See Hughes and Hare (1991). percent.
9. For all three countries in the sample, the 18. Although Romania imported little of its oil

output decline was concentrated in the from the CMEA area during the 1980s, it
industrial sector, and we use disaggregated was dependent on the USSR for almost all
data on output, prices, etc., from this sector of its natural gas imports and most of its
to estimate the model. The necessary data electricity imports. Total primary energy
were available for Czechoslovakia and imports, in tons of oil equivalent, fell by 15
Romania on a monthly basis, while the percent in 1990 and an additional estimated
data available for Bulgaria permitted only 41 percent in 1991.
a more qualitative assessment. 19. These sectors are on a more disaggregated

10. The unified exchange rate obtained in the basis than the breakdown in Chart 6.
first daily interbank auction on February 20. Data on employment are available on a
19 was leva 28.25 per U.S. dollar, compared less disaggregated basis than those on
with leva 7 per U.S. dollar used in most output.
trade transactions up to then. The leva 21. The 'CMEA shock" contains both structural
appreciated thereafter, fluctuating in the and macroeconomic elements. On the
range of leva 16-19 per U.S. dollar for most structural side, one factor behind the
of the year. Near the end of the year the collapse in trade has been increased
amplitude of the fluctuations increased, and competition from world markets. On the
the rate was leva 21.81 per U.S. dollar at macroeconomic side, foreign exchange
end-December 1991. constraints and/or tightness of policies may

11. These estimates are based on seasonally have reduced the demand for exports among
adjusted data. Actual unadjusted indicators the CMEA-member countries.
exaggerate the decline in the first half (and, 22. While an important part of the reallocation
similarly, the recovery in the second half). of resources is likely to involve an expansion

12. Data for the year as a whole are not yet in non-industrial activities (for example
available. financial and other services), structural

13. This section draws heavily on Aghevli, change is also likely to involve a substantial
Borensztein and van der Willigen (1992). reallocation of resources within the
Other useful references include Begg (1991), industrial sector itself.
Dyba and Svejnar (1991), European 23. See, for example, Dhrymes (1978).
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24. While Stockman (1988) estimates next subsection.
essentially the same regression for a set of 32. The necessary data were unavailable in
industrial countries, he is testing for a the Bulgarian case.
different effect, namely evidence of a "real 33. All input prices, as well as the stock of
business cycle" in the form of significant credit, are deflated by the aggregate
industry-specific shocks. There is, in fact, a industrial price index.
small literature on the decomposition of 34. Lack of disaggregated real wage data
output changes into industry-specific, prevented us from incorporating real wages
regional, and national components. directly into the supply function. Also,
Stockman's methodology was applied here lagged (rather than contemporaneous)
mainly because it imposes fewer structural employment was used in the specification,
assumptions on the data than some of the in order to avoid problems of simultaneity
other papers in this literature. bias, and also to allow for the fact that

25. The estimation of equation (1) was carried production takes time.
out by pooling data from 14 industrial 35. While this specification only crudely reflects
sectors for the BCR countries and Poland the "Calvo-Coricelli" hypothesis, it could
(data from the other PCPEs were not represent a model in which the real stock of
available), on samples that begin on the credit simply represents another input (like
dates of each country's "big bang," defined labor and capital) into the firm's production
as before with reference to the date of the function.
first major price liberalization. 36. The apparent reason was multicollinearity

26. Again, this factor is defined relative to the- arising from the correlation between the
hopefully neutral-shock to the energy fixed-effect coefficients and the employment
industry in the four countries. variable.

27. For example, if industries that utilize 37. See Borensztein and Ostry (1992). A
underpriced inputs intensively are doing difference with the current estimation,
so because they have a high elasticity of however, was that the longer sample period
substitution, the DRC criterion would in the Polish case permitted the estimation
nevertheless reveal these industries to be of a supply function on a sector-by-sector
among the most uncompetitive, even though basis.
in fact they would be hurt relatively less by
raising the price of the relevant inputs. References

28. The transformation is necessary because
DRCs are not a monotonic measure. The Aghevli, Bijan B., Eduardo Borensztein, and
transformation is such that, the higher is Tessa van der Willigen (1992). "Stab-
the measure, the more competitive is the ilization and Structural Reform in the Czech
sector. and Slovak Federal Republic: First Stage."

29. The increase in energy and other input IMF Occasional Paper No. 92 (March).
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Output decline in Hungary and Poland in
1990 /1991: structural change and aggregate
shocks

Simon Commander and Fabrizio Coricelli

1. Introduction' general in explainingthe impulse, transmission
channels and path of output decline in these two

Large falls in output have occurred in 1990 and economies. While it is clear that output losses
1991 throughout the former socialist economies are massively concentrated in the socialized
of Eastern Europe. In some instances, this fol- industrial sectorsinbotheconomies,wepickout
lows from a period of sharp prior deceleration in significant differences in the distribution ofthose
growth. In all cases, output decline appears losses and their associated employment out-
persistent. It is generally held that this decline comes; in the timing and degree of synchroniza-
is closely associated with the collapse of the tion of those losses and in the differential policy
CMEA trading arrangement and with contrac- response to these powerful recessionary pres-
tion in demandfor Eastern Europe's exportables sures. In particular, we attempt to separate out
by the former Soviet Union. The apparently shocks particular to a sudden-Polish big bang-
generalized nature of this negative shock can rather than a more gradual path of reform, as
also be seen in other economies-such as Fin- adopted in Hungary. We do not aim at evaluat-
land-that have been closely integrated with ing the overall reform program carried out by
the former Soviet Union. The timing and inci- the two countries. Our focus is narrower, as we
dence of these output declines have, however, concentrate on the behavior of output. More-
been somewhat varied. At cursory inspection, over, the nature of the paper is mainly compara-
the scale of output loss has been highest in those tive. We do not provide an exhaustive in-depth
economies that remained until 1990/91 largely analysis of each of the two economies-analysis
centrally planned systems; Bulgaria and Russia that is available in the growing literature on the
provide the clearest examples. But in the two subject.2 The main objective of this paper is to
cases that are the subject of this paper-Hun- draw lessons from the comparison of two differ-
gary and Poland-where partial reforms and ent paths to reform and two different perfor-
trade diversification away from CMEA partners mances.
had proceeded furthest prior to 1990, output Contrary to initial impressions, the contrast
decline has been of large magnitude and appar- between Hungary and Poland is less robust. By
ent persistence. By end 1991 GDP had fallen by 1991 both economies are characterized by a
12 percent over 1989 levels in Hungary and by practically fully liberalized price system, by a
20 percent in Poland. These common outcomes high degree of trade openness and by indepen-
seem to support a view that emphasizes the dent central banks. Despite broad similarities,
generalized nature of the recession. we argue that there are important aspects dif-

In this paper, we attempt to distinguish those ferentiating the path to reform followed by the
features that are distinctive and those that are countries and that these aspects are not simply
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related to different initial conditions. Specifi- shakeout of the industrial sector, the adjust-
cally, we note a clear difference in what Bruno ment to the new set of relative prices, did not
(1992) calls the price shock and the policies materialize. The underdevelopment offinancial
accompanying it. In Poland the liberalization of markets, with their screeningcapabilities, might
prices and the increase in administered prices have contributed to this outcome. In addition,
were accompanied by a simultaneous tighten- inherited links between enterprises through
ing of credit policy and by a large devaluation of the interenterprise credit market, and between
the exchange rate. In Hungary, the price shock enterprises and banks, likely exacerbated the
was diluted over time and was not associated problem, increasing the degree of noise in the
with large exchange rate devaluations. More- system. Soon after the initial scare, firms began
over, the price-level jump was not accompanied increasing wages; moreover, the employment
by a sh arp tightening of credit policy. Important adjustment was modest compared to the decline
differences also relate to the speed of trade in output. Credit was increasingly absorbed by
liberalization, which was much faster in Po- troubled firms, as shown by the capitalization of
land. interest rates. End-game behaviors clearly sur-

The magnitude of shocks to both economies faced,jeopardizingthe credibility of the govern-
and the accompanying macroeconomic policies ment program. We argue that savings behavior
clearly diverged. The role of macroeconomic seems to confirm this lack of credibility during
policies can be better isolated in 1990, before the 1991.
CMEA shock displayed its full effects. Interest- It is still unclear whether the different ap-
ingly, in 1990 the decline in output in Hungary proach followed by Hungary resulted from a
was far smaller than in Poland and was of deliberate design. However, we also note that
rather different nature. It is revealing to note after a clear difference in performance in 1990,
that in 1990 employment declined more rapidly the behavior of the two economies converges in
than output in Hungary while lagging output 1991. By the first quarter of 1992, actually
very sharply in Poland. Consequently, produc- Poland shows signs of recovery while output is
tivity increased, albeit marginally, in Hungary, still stagnating in Hungary.
while it declined sharply in Poland. This sug- In the paper we discuss several explanations
gests that in 1990, prior to the full impact of the for the output decline, focusing on both struc-
CMEA shock, adjustment accompanied output tural and aggregate factors. The obvious cave-
decline in Hungary but not in Poland. Thus, ats on the limitations of official data apply to our
contrary to expectations, the Polish big bang analysis. However, it is doubtful that the rank-
approach has produced less adjustment than ingoftheperformanceofthetwocountriesisthe
the more gradual approach followed by Hun- result of measurement problems. Indeed, the
gary. One reason for this outcome could be the underestimation of second economy and private
lack of progress on the microeconomic reforms sector activities might be even larger for Hun-
that accompanied the drastic shift in gary than for Poland.5

macroeconomic policies. However, we suggest Structural views have emphasized two main
that this result also could be associated with the channels: the closing down of activities with
different paths to reform-namely, big bang negative value added, or decline of activities
and gradualism-followed by the two countries. non-competitive atthe new set of relative prices;
Specifically,theinitialaggregateshockimparted and downward adjustment of output due to
to the Polish economy, by causing financial reduction of "excessive" inventories.6 Explana-
difficulties across the board might have pro- tions emphasizing aggregate factors have iso-
duced the undesirable result of putting "bad" lated three main features. Thefirstis the CMEA
and "good" firms in similar conditions. Conse- shock; the second, the decline in household
quently, firms might have perceived that the demand and the third, a contraction in credit.
incentivesforadjustment, induced bythe threat The relative importance of the different factors
of bankruptcy, were not very strong.3 Indeed, varied over time.
the threat of wholesale bankruptcy, involving a With regard to the structural factor we find
large proportion of state enterprises, was un- weakevidenceforbothaspectsmentionedabove.
likely to be credible. Besides the political im- However, especially in 1990, there is evidence of
plications, pure fiscal reasons would have a higher degree of structural adjustment in the
made it not feasible.4 Paradoxically, the desired industrial sector in Hungary than in Poland.
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With regard to aggregate factors the CMEA Table 1 Initial conditions in 1989 -

shock was very strong in 1991 in both countries. some basic indicators
Despite its popularity, the view based on the

exogenous shift in household demand does not Hungary Poland
appearvery convincing, especially when related GDP Shares:
to the fall in real wages and/or real monetary Manufacturing and 41.95 50.7%
balances as the main driving forces. Household Construction 16.2% 12.2%
demand seems to have been affected by the Agriculture 41.9% 37.1%
dynamics of liberalization and reforms and the Services
associated credibility of the program- of which; c.15% 28.4%
intertemporal substitution effects-rather than Private Sector
simple exogenous shifts due to real incomes or
real wealth effects. The dynamics of savings Employment:
behavior has differed markedly in the two coun- Manufacturing and 37.5% 35.3%
tries, suggesting a role for the credibility of the Construction 17.3 % 28.5%
programs and attendantexpectations ofdevalu- Agriculture 45.2% 36.2%
ation and reversal of trade reform. Savings Services
rates follow a clear cyclical pattern in Poland of which; 7.8% 47.2%
while they increase steadily in Hungary over Priviate Sector
1990-91. The appreciation of the real exchange
rate, particularly sharp in Poland, may thus Trade Directxon:
reflect such anticipatory behaviors of house- Shares in Exports;
holds and lack of credibility of the program, Convertible Currency 62.2% 6.0%
rather than signal a misalignment constraining Rouble 37.8 % 33.0%
domesticproduction. Savingsbehaviorseemsto of which; 8.6%
confirm the impression ofthe greater credibility USSR 59.9% 5
of the Hungarian than the Polish program. In Openness
this respect, Poland's experience, especially in ((Exports+Imports)/GDP)
1991, seems to resemble patterns typical of Price Controls; 83.0% 66.0%
stabilization programs in Latin America. Share of Free Consumer

With respect to contraction in credit, we find Prices
such contraction to be a major factor explaining
the Polish recession of 1990.7 In contrast, there
is little evidence of a credit squeeze in Hungary position of output was fairly similar. A large
in either 1990 or 1991, so that one clear differ- share of prices was liberalized. Most important,
ence between the respective country experi- economic decisions were largely decentralized
ences has been credit policy. to enterprises. In both economies, however, de-

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section II centralization was not accompanied by the in-
reviews the initial conditions at the outset ofthe troduction of financial accountability of enter-
reform programs of 1990 and the design of the prises. Bankruptcies, although legally
programs. Section III summarizes the output contemplated,were not a credible threat, and de
performance in 1990/1991. In Section IV we facto enterprises were still subject to soft-bud-
discuss the explanations for this performance. get constraints. Workers councils were in prin-
Section V reviews possible sources of persis- ciple the main decisional body inside firms in
tencein outputdecline. Section VI concludesthe both countries. Both countries were character-
paper. ized by a share of industry in GDP extremely

high by market economies standards. Conse-
II. Initial conditions and the quently, the service sector was largely under-

stabilization programs: Big Bang vs. sized (Berg and Sachs 1992). Within industry,
Gradualism the largest share of value added was in heavy

industry (68 percent in Poland in 1989). The
At the end of the 1980s, Hungary and Poland private sector contribution to non-agricultural
had reached broadly comparable stages of eco- GDP and employment was relatively small in
nomic reform (Table 1). The structure and com- both countries. Total contribution to GDP was
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much higher in Poland because of private own- Chart 1 Hungary and Poland, GDP
ership in agriculture.8 The share of CMEA
countries' trade in total trade was similar in the
two countries. However, Hungary displayed a 150-
much higher degree of openness. Thus, in terms 140,

of output its exposure to CMEA trade was al-
most twice as large as that of Poland. Hungary 130

and Poland were also characterized by high 120

external debt-to-GDP ratios (70 percent in Hun-
gary and 52 percent in Poland). However, Po- 110-
land repeatedly rescheduled its external debt /, 1. i '
and consequently served a very small propor-
tion of it. In contrast, Hungary has serviced so-
regularly its external obligations (interest pay- -o

ments at end-1989 were about 5 percent of 197519501 981 196219g3 1984 1985 198 61987198198e 19901901

GDP). Hungary carried out a fiscal reform and
a banking sector reform two to three years IHU. iIfIo I
before Poland. However, in the absence of a
change in the underlying structure of property Hungary: Inflabon
rights andmicroeconomic incentives, itis doubt- peretenge cnange oNer preoua year

ful that these reforms had a major impact on 35

behaviors and economic performance. 30/

Despite these common traits, the two econo-
mies markedly differed with respect to growth 25-

performance, the extent of the imbalance in the
goods markets and the related inflationary dy- 20/

namics. Albeit increasing, inflation remained at
about 20 percent p.a. in Hungary in 1989, while
it reached hyperinflationary levels in Poland lo-
(Chart 1). This represented a major difference
in initial conditions and likely justified a differ- s -
ent approach to stabilization. With respect to __

output growth, both countries experienced a 19751 r1 se1 19219831 9419851Ise1987 1 9s8I9l9 1 990

slowdown at the end of the 1980s. However,
Poland went through a major recession at the Poland: Inflaton
beginning of the 1980s. The output growth after percertage cnange orer prowous year

1982 brought GDP at end-1989 only slightly
above its 1980 level.

The design of the stabilization programs was so-
broadly similar (see Boxes 1 and 2), with a
significant fiscal adjustment, controls on net 400/

domestic assets of the banking system, and
accompanying wage policy (see Bruno 1992). 300I
Exchange rate policy was slightly different in
the two countries. Poland pegged the exchange 200-

rate to the dollar and maintained a fixed rate
until May 1991. Hungary pegged the exchange 10-L
rate to a basket of currency and announced that ,
it would have modified the exchange rate to °1975S6019 1982198319841968519981987lGe81lB9GO19901

ensure maintenance of competitiveness. The
programs were continued along similar lines in
1991.

Is there any major difference in the design of
theprograms that would indicate a significantly
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different strategy? There is a clear difference imply a slight recovery for 1992 over 1991. In
with respect to the size of the price shocks that April, production declined by 4.2 percent from
each economy was subjected to in 1990. This the level in March, but it was 4 percent above its
resulted from the diverging scale of adjust- level in April of 1991. In addition, for the first
ments to administrative prices and exchange time since January 1990, unemployment de-
rate (Chart 2). There is also divergence with clined in March. Although extrapolation from
respeettocreditandinterestpolicywhere,again, the observation of one or two months is not
thecontrastbetweenverysharporspikyadjust- warranted, there are signs that the recession
menttinPolandandasmootherpathinHungary has leveled off.
is striking (Chart 3). An additional factor com- Thus, although the cumulative decline of out-
pounding the initial liquidity squeeze in Poland put in the last two years has been much larger
was the taxation of accounting profits, arising in the case of Poland, since 1991 the perfor-
from the drawdown of inventories valued at mance of the two economies began to converge
historical costs. This amounted to a taxation of and actually to look slightly better in the case of
enterpriseinventoriesofa magnitudeestimated Poland. According to preliminary estimates,
at about 10 percent of GDP!' consumptionhasstronglyreboundedinPoland-

Finally, despite a common pattern of trade with an increase of about 8 percent in 1991 over
opening, the scale of the initial liberalization in 1990. As a result, the cumulative decline of real
Poland in 1990 was far more radical than in consumption in the period 1990-91 was about 9
Hungary, which pursued an accelerated but percent in Poland, as opposed to about 13 per-
more gradual program of trade liberalization cent in Hungary. Fixed investments dropped in
over the two years. both countries around 8-10 percent per year.

In short, aside from differences in the initial Inventorybehaviorhasbeen markedly different
conditions, there were non-trivial differences in in the two economies. Very little variation is
program design and implementation. We now observed in Hungary, while in Poland about
discuss the implications for the respective out- half the decline of GDP in 1990-91 can be as-
put paths in more detail. cribed to inventory decumulation. After a sig-

nificant improvement in the foreign balance in
m. Output decline in 1990-1991 1990-much beyond original expectations-the

demise of the CMEA brought a sizable deterio-
The information we present in this paper is ration of the foreign accounts in 1991 in both
largely based on official statistics, which, it has countries (Table 3).
been argued, may overestimate significantly However, it is worth notingthatin 1990, prior
the output decline.10 However, even the esti- to the main CMEA shock, the output decline in
mates ofthe "revisionists" on Poland pointto the Poland was much deeper than in Hungary, thus
presence of a large output decline. Although we suggesting a possibly important role of
recognize the possible importance of these mea- macroeconomic policies. Except for the sharp
surement problems, the information available decline in agricultural output in Hungary in
at this stage suggests that the recession in these 1990-resulting from a severe drought-the
countries is not a mere statistical artifact (see recession in both countries can be described as
Schaffer 1992). a recession ofthe industrial sector, in particular

Both countries experienced a sharp recession of the socialized industrial sector. Indeed, pri-
in 1990-91, sothatattheendof 1991 Hunigarian vate sector production has increased in both
GDP was around 12 percentage points and Pol- countries (Table 3). Interestingly, although in
ish GDP 20 percentage points below the 1989 Poland most of the growth of the private sector
level (Table 2). Little sign of recovery can be has come from retail trade and construction, in
detected in 1992 in Hungary, and the data on Hungaryithasinvolvedalsothemanufacturing
industrial output indicate a negative feed- sector (see Dervis and Condon 1992).
through from the lastquarterof 1991. Outputin
that quarter was well below the average for the INDUSTRIAL OUTPUT, EMPLOYMENT,

year as a whole. There are, however, signs of PRODUCTIVITY, AND LABOR COSTS

improvement in Poland. Industrial output in-
creased significantly in March, and even a sta- The scale of the decline in industrial output in
tionary output for the rest of the year would the two countries is enormous, although signifi-
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Box 1 The Hungarian Programs for 1990 and 1991

In both vears the Hungarian Government had agreements with the IMF and with the
World Bank. The agreements targetted significant fiscal adjustment - 2 percentage points of
GDP in 1990 --, reductions in real net domestic assets and money, an increase and subsequentl
maintenance of interest rates at or near positive real rates, the continued liberalization of
consumer and producer prices, including energy prices, as well as nominal depreciation of the
exchange rate, 15% in 1990. More structural components included measures for accelerating
privatisation, for the reduction of subsidies to enterprises and for increased trade liberalization.

In both 1990 and 1991 there was general compliance with targets set under these
agreements, particularly with respect to monetary indicators, subsidies and trade policy. Of
note, is the consistently far stronger than projected performance of the convertible current
account. By contrast, implicit or explicit targets for growth, inflation and the budget have
proven grosslv optirmistic.

Projected and Actual Outcomes
(percent changes unless indicated)

1990 1991
Projected Actual Projected Actual

GDP -1.9 -4.0 -3.0 -7.5
Consumer Prices 20.0 28.9 31.0 35.0
Budget Balance
(% of GDP) 0.6 0.4 -1.4 -4.3
Current Account
Convertible ( °,' -1.3 0.4 -3.6 1.0'
of GDP)

Subsidies (%
of GDP) 9.0 9.4 7.0 7.0
Real Domestic
Assets -9.4 -14.6 -13.5 -18.3

Real Broad Money -3.2 0.2 -6.0 -5.0
Interest Rate 21.6 24.4 30.0 31.3
Wage Bill(real) -6.0 4.5 -6.0 -5.0
Import
Liberalization 32.0 37.0 72.0 72.0

(e=estimate: = production weights)
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Box 2 The Polish Programs for 1990 and 1991

In both years the Polish Governemnt had agreements with the IMF and the World Bank.
The agreements targetted a signgificant fiscal adjustment in 1990 (about 6 percent of GDP) and
a small deficit for 1991. Real net domestic assets were expected to grow in both years,
although a decline was expected for the first quarter of 1990. Interest rates were meant to be
positive in real terms. The exchange rate was devalued by more than 30 percent and then fixed
in relation to the U.S. dollar 1990, while it moved to a crawling peg (related to a basket of
currencies) after May 1991. Wage increases were subject to ceilings, determined by low
indexation coefficients. The wage bill was subject to control in 1990 and the wage per worker
in 1991. The private sector was exempted from controls in 1991. Most prices were liberalized
in 1990. At the beginning of 1990 almost all quantitative restrictions on trade were eliminated.
All commercial imports were subject to an ad valorem tariff (for most-favored-nations 8.9
percent on average at the beginning, reduced to 4 percent in May 1990). In 1990 there was
general compliance with targets. Actually, the improvement in the budget and in the current
account of the balance of payments was much stronger than targetted. Targets were not
complied with in 1991. In both years, targets for growth and inflation have proven grossly
optimistic. On the structural front, the privatization program did not proceed as fast as
programmed. Only, at the end of 1991 a mass-privatization program was approved.

Projected and Actual Outcomes
(percent changes unless otherwise indicated)

1990 1991
Projected Actual Projected Actual

GDP -5.0 -11.9 3.0 -8.0
Consumer Pricesl/ 94.0 249.0 36.0 60.0
Budget Balance 4.3
(% of GDP) -0.1 2.5 -0.6

Current Account -1.8
(% of GDP) -7.1 1.0 -2.8 -1.8

Real Net Domestic
Assets 15.0 -60.0 22.0 14.0
Real Broad Monev -4.0 -37.5 3.0 -7.0
Real Wages -31.0 -30.0 4.0 3.0

1 / December to December change
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Chart 2 Real and nominal effective exchange rates
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Chart 3 Hungary and Poland - Interest rates and inflation (monthly rates)
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Table 2 Hungary and Poland - Change in GDP and its components, 1990/91

1990 1991 E

Hungary Poland Hungary Poland
GDP -4.0 -11.9 -7.5 -8.0
Consumption -5.8 -14.7 -7.1 5.2
Private -6.7 -16.6 -8.7 5.8
Public -1.0 0.2 1.0 0.8
Gross Fixed Investment -8.8 -10.6 -8.3 -8.0
Inventories!' -0.4 -5.0 0.3 -5.0
Foreign Balance 1' 2.5 5.0 -1.7 -5.0

!/ Contribution to GDP growth

E = estimate

cantly larger in Poland. By the end of 1991, weight in their utility function to maintaining
industrial outputwasabout30percentbelowits employment (see Commander et al. 1991) and
level at the beginning of 1989 in Hungary, and tried to avoid bankruptcy.
45 percent below in Poland. Two main observa- In 1991, real consumer wages slightly de-
tions on Poland arise from Chart 4. First, the clined in Hungary, while they increased, al-
sudden collapse of activity in January 1990 is though by less than one percent, in Poland. As
remarkable. Second, employment decline lags producer prices increased less than consumer
consistently behind output decline. In contrast, prices, product wages increased in both coun-
employment falls more than output in Hungary tries. At the end of 1991, product wages in both
during 1989 and 1990, and only in 1991 does it countries were about 20 percent above their
lag behind the output decline. The result is that level at the beginning of 1989 (Chart 5). In
in Poland at the end of 1991 labor productivity Hungary, unit labor costs rose more than 14
is 30 percent below its level at the beginning of percent over the full two years, with most ofthat
1989, while in Hungary it is only marginally increase bunched in the latter part of 1991. In
below. This is a prima facie indication that contrast, in Poland unit labor costs at the end of
adjustment has proceeded farther in Hungary 1991 were 80 percent above their level at the
and that the decline of output could be partly beginning of 1989.
due to a shake-out of the industrial sector. This Apparently, in both countries there is evi-
is likely to have implications for future unem- dence of wage rigidity, with likely implications
ployment. While the unemployment rate accel- forpersistencein outputdecline. Moreover, wage
erated rapidly to over 9 percent in Hungary at rigidity poses a major constraint on exchange
end 1991 and to 12 percent in Poland, the dismal rate policy. In the case of Poland, wage behavior
productivity story in the latter likely implies goes beyond the issue of wage rigidity. Indeed,
higher implicit needfor labor sheddingto elimi- there is evidence of games played by workers
nate the accumulated employment overhang. againstgovernment, with bargainingovertaxes

Thebehaviorofwageswasmarkedlydifferent and other payments being intrinsic to those
in the two countries. Real consumer wages in- games. One widespread result is that a large
creased in Hungary during 1990, while they number offirms have fallen into massive arrears
declined by almost 30 percent in Poland (Chart with the government. In Poland this has taken
5). Striking is the fact that wages fell below the primarily the form of arrears on payments for
program ceilings in Poland for the first six the excess-wage tax. In Hungary, arrears on
months of 1990. This seems to suggest that generaltaxpaymentsaregrowingin 1992. Chart
firms faced a severe liquidity squeeze at the 6 indicates that for Poland larger shares of
beginning of 1990. This behavior is also consis- excess-wage tax in gross profits are observed in
tent with the view of the behavior of worker- sectors with larger shares of loss-making enter-
controlled firms, which likely attached a high prises. Wage behavior in 1991 was increasingly
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Table 3 Hungary and Poland - Private sector

(i) Enterprises by Form of Ownership - Hungary

December December June December June

1988 1989 1990 1991

State Enterprises 2,377 2,399 2,409 2,364 2,362
Limited Liability 451 4,485 12,159 18,318 30,949
Joint Stock 1 307 518 646 868
Cooperative 116 7,076 7,133 7,132 7,223
Other 6,680 969 1,083 '1010 

Total 1187 15,236 23,257 29,470 42,402
10,811

Sources: Statistical Pocketbook of Hungary and Hungarian authorities

Poland (Number of Units - End of Period)

1989 1990 1991 90/89(%) 91/90(%)

I. State Enterprises 7,337 8,453 8,228 15.2 -2.7
II. Commercial Law Enterprises 16,906 36,267 53,771 114.5 48.3

1. Treasury Owned 208 248 376 19.2 51.6
2. Joint Ventures 429 1,645 4,796 283.4 191.6
3. Private Sector (incorporated) 11,693 29,650 45,077 153.6 52.0
4. Other enterprises' 4,576 4,724 3,522 3.2 -25.4

III. Small foreign Enterprise (Polonia) 841 862 787 2.5 -8.7
IV. Cooperatives 15,024 16,650 17,374 10.8 4.3
V. Establishments of Which:

Social Organizations n.a. 1,722 1,294 n.a. -24.9
Foundations 85 175 158 105.9 -9.7
Religious n.a 59 198 n.a. 235.6

VI. Individual Business (unincorporated) 813,500 1,135,500 1,420,000 39.6 25.1

Source: Central Statistical Office
includes municipal enterprises and JSC's owned by State Enterprises

(ii) Poland: Shares in GDP and Employment

1989 1990 1991'

Private Sector Share in:2

Gross Dosmestic Product3 28.4 34.7 37-39
(former private sector) [18.11 [24.2] n.a

GDP growth rate n.a. 7.1 0-3
(former private sector) n.a. [17.5] [5-7]

Employment: incl. private agriculture 47.2 49.9 53-55
excl. private agriculture 31.1 33.6 38-40

External Trade: Total Trade n.a. 8.6 32.9
Exports n.a. 4.9 19.8
Imports n.a. 14.4 46.1

Investment 35.3 41.3 41-43
Production: Industry 16.2 17.4 24.2

(former private sector) n.a. 111.61 [18.41
Construction 33.4 30.6 55.2

(former private sector) [30.0] [30.6] [50.21
Trade 59.5 63.7 75.0
Transport 6.8 9.9 12.0

Projected; 2 Numbers in brackets refer to the definition of 'former private sector', excluding cooperative and establishments; I Based on
constant prices of 1984.
Source: Central Statistical Office.
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Chart 4 Hungary and Poland-Total industry indicators
(indices 1989.1 = 100)
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Chart 5 Hungary and Poland - Wages and unit labor costs
(indices 1989.1 = 100)
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Chart 6 Poland - Excess wage and tax loss makers January - September 1991
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Table 4 Hungary -Sectoral indices, 1989.1- 1990.4 and 1989.1 - 1991.4

Mining Electric Metal Engineer Building Chemical Light Food Total

Output 89.9 93.3 74.3 98.0 98.3 91.4 90.7 131.0 97.1
Total sles 87.8 91.4 75.5 105.2 99.4 93.0 95.3 120.1 97.5
Domestic sales n.a n.a 69.4 103.2 n.a 88.8 86.5 113.8 93.9
Foreignsales n.a n.a 91.3 107.9 n.a 105.8 128.4 145.7 108.9
Productivity 121.9 91.0 98.7 114.8 106.4 96.9 106.5 134.4 111 D
Employment 73.8 102.5 75.3 85.3 92.3 94.4 85.1 97.5 86.9
Productwages 117.3 138.8 129.0 134.7 128.0 126.6 121.1 144.6 12S.7
Consumerwages 126.3 146.1 128.2 117.4 126.2 134.7 112.3 137.9 126.i
Producerprices 158.2 151.4 143.3 125.8 142.0 153.9 133.8 137.6 141.2
Relativeprices 111.4 106.9 101.6 89.2 100.6 108.8 94.9 97.6 100.0
Credit stock 83.6 n.a 84.5 87.0 130.1 89.9 101.9 124.4 96.5

Hungary: sectoral indices 1989.1 - 1991.1V

Mining Electric Metal Engineer Building Chemical Light Food Total

Output 69.8 83.0 40.1 58.0 59.5 66.1 61.3 110.8 70.0
Total sales 65.9 81.9 40.5 60.2 61.0 70.5 62.2 105.4 70.S
Domestic sales n.a n.a 32.8 57.8 n.a 67.5 54.3 96.5 67.5
Foreignsales n.a n.a 60.4 63.4 n.a 79.8 91.8 141.6 Si.l
Productivity 110.1 88.4 67.7 85.8 80.1 77.9 86.3 124.9 96.1
Employment 63.4 94.0 59.1 67.8 74.0 85.0 71.1 88.8 72.9
Productwages 97.6 114.9 119.7 123.0 123.4 119.8 115.6 148.1 126 0
Consumerwages 102.7 132.0 110.2 109.1 120.2 124.5 102.0 124.6 1ls.l
Producerprices 201.5 174.7 176.6 170.1 187.0 199.3 169.3 161.4 175.2
Relative prices 115.0 99.7 100.8 97.1 106.7 113.8 96.6 92.1 100.0
Credit tock 119.9 n.a 65.7 62.6 141.0 102.3 93.7 139.6 99.1
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associatedwithaphenomenonofdecapitalization However, the timing is reversed: in Poland the
of firms (Pinto 1991). The reversal of behavior output decline was across-the-board in 1990,
from the beginning of 1990, when wages were while it was much more differentiated across
laggingbehindtherestrictiveceilings,is striking. sectors in 1991. In 1990, 17 out of 20 sectors

suffered declines of more than 20 percent (Table
VAUIABIUfl ACROSS SECTORS 5).12 Table 5 shows that in both 1990 and 1991

the variability of wages across sectors is much
Table 4 reports the change in output and other smaller than that of other variables, such as
basic variables for eight sectors measured over output, employment and prices. It is apparent
1989.1 at 1990.4 and 1991.4 in Hungary. While from Table 5 that the variability across sectors
it emphasizes the generalized nature of the of the change in output is much larger in 1991
output fall, it also allows us to isolate a number (the coefficient of variation is more than twice as
of important differences. First, although output large as in 1990). As in Hungary, the largest
had already fallen sharply in the first quarter of drop in output takes place in electro-machinery
1990 across all sectors-bar the food sector-for and in metallurgy. The role of sectoral shocks,
all sectors most ofthe collapse is spread through likely associated directly and indirectly with
1991. Monthly observations indicate a sharp the collapse of the CMEA trade, seems to have
increase in the standard deviation and in the increased sharply. Moreover, the fact that the
coefficient of variation changes by sector but hardest hit sectors in 1991 are the same in
little increase with regard to changes across Hungary and Poland suggests a common, struc-
sectors. However, it is striking to note that by tural explanation. As discussed below, electro-
end-1991, outputofmetallurgy and engineering machinery is the sector that was more exposed
were at nearly half the levels of 1989.1. to CMEA trade.

In 1990, employment reductions generally
match if not exceed the change in output, but, IV. Explanations for the output decline
with the exception of mining, output in all sec-
tors declines more rapidly than employment. Several explanations have been advanced for
The productivity falls are sharpest in the two the output decline. We classify explanations in
sectors with the largest output declines. Wages three groups, which emphasize the structural,
do experience downward pressure in 1991 in theaggregateormacroeconomic,andtheCMEA-
every sector for both product and consumer linked aspects of the output decline. Distin-
wages. Even so, in both engineering and metal- guishing with some precision aggregate from
lurgy, despite huge outputlosses and productiv- sectoral or structural shocks is hardly feasible
itydeclinesofbetween 15-32percent, real wages with the data currently available. Borensztein
were still between 10-20 percent above 1989.1 and Ostry (1992) have applied to Poland the
levels. Only in food and mining do unit labor costs principal component technique, which could pro-
decline; elsewhere the increase averages more vi de a crude indicator ofth e possible importance
than 20 percent. Thus, while there have been of structural change in the behavior ofoutputby
large-scale separations in the industrial sector, industrial branches over the period 1990-1991.'3
it seems likely that insider bargaining power They find that in the case of Poland the first
remains significant. Wage settlements may not principal component explains 50 percent of out-
indicateend-gamebehaviouronthepartofwork- put variability. We replicate their analysis for
ers, butthere has clearly been greater flexibility the case of Hungary, finding that the first prin-
in terms of quantity adjustments-output and cipal component, which can be considered an
employment-than on the wage side." indicator of the importance of the aggregate or

In summary, the sub-sectoral data for Hungary common factors across sectors, explains only 35
show significant variation in the rate of output percent of output variability. Due to the limita-
decline, with exceptionally deep losses in metal- tions of the principal component technique, these
lurgy and engineering-sectors contributing results should be taken as merely suggestive.
over 35 percent of gross industrial output value Nevertheless, they confirm the more direct ob-
in 1989. All sectors experience decline in 1991, servation on sectoral variability of output in
however, and only the food sector is an outlier. 1990 in the two countries reported above, sug-

The behavior of industrial sectors in Poland gestingthat structural change was likely a more
shows some similarities with that of Hungary. important factor in Hungary.
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1990 1991

output employment wages prices output employment wages prices o

Coal -31.8% -11.4% 341.3% 898.6% -0.1% -8.9% 77.0% 111.1%

Fuel -20.1% -0.4% 427.9% 899.5% -16.3% -1.9% 61.9% 67.2% I
Energy -9.7% 1.7% 378.1% 978.0% -6.0% 0.8% 74.2% 88.8%

*
Iron/Steel -17.1% -5.6% 419.6% 783.3% -24.2% -6.6% 59.8% 19.2% 0 W

Non-ferrous materials -23.7% -2.8% 407.6% 810.5% -21.2% -10.3% 59.7% 22.7% °

Metal -25.6% -11.4% 370.0% 595.2% -16.4% -3.1% 66.2% 33.5%

Machinery 19.6% -10.3% 376.7% 543.5% -22.0% -9.6% 69.8% 36.3%

Precision instruments -16.1% -8.6% 357.1% 425.8% -30.6% -17.8% 76.2% 28.0%

Transportation means -25.2% -8.1% 377.9% 614.3% -39.5% -12.0% 60.6% 53.8%

Electronics -20.2% -7.7% 356.0% 504.0% -21.9% -17.2% 74.3% 27.0% Q

Chemicals -24.6% -9.0% 374.7% 676.0% -16.2% -6.3% 71.1% 42.1%

Construction materials -20.0% -5.4% 370.8% 655.7% -8.6% -1.5% 74.3% 44.1%

Glass products -27.3% -6.5% 366.2% 597.6% -5.2% -6.4% 72.1% 44.0% CD

Pottery/china -21.6% -2.9% 365.0% 510.1% -14.6% -8.3% 70.3% 51.1%

Wood -25.2% -14.5% 359.6% 511.0% -5.6% 7.9% 69.8% 53.8% p 

Paper -23.8% -8.5% 371.1% 666.9% -2.7% -4.7% 72.7% 20.8% P

Textiles -39.6% -11.2% 329.8% 408.3% -19.8% -20.0% 74.6% 30.5%

Wearing apparel -24.0% -14.5% 331.9% 341.4% -14.3% -3.6% 74.3% 45.9%

Leather -30.6% -11.0% 319.8% 397.7% -20.9% -1.7% 74.6% 38.8%

Food 23.7% -2.5% 359.2% 528.0% -1.3% -5.1% 72.5% 52.6% -w

Average -23.5% -7.5% 368.0% 617.3% -15.4% -6.8% 70.3% 45.6% 0

Standard deviation -6.1% -4.4% 26.8% 175.5% 10.0% -7.0% 5.5% 22.2%

Coefficient of variation -26.0% -57.9% 7.3% 28.4% -64.9% -102.9% 7.8% 48.7% e Q

Source: Central Statistical Bulletin (Warsaw, 1991 and 1992) o

OQ
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STRUCTURAL SHOCKS Chart 7 Hungary - DRCs and changes
in output

Changes in ownership, in the underlying rules
governing transactions and non-trivial changes
in the trade regime could be expected to deliver DRC aid Output Change (1991.4/1989.1)
profound structural or reallocation shocks. This
would be reinforced if ex ante output decisions
were widely divorced from world prices. At first
approximation, one might then expect in the *D-

new regime output changes to begin to be gov- 0
erned by relative price changes and the compo-
sition of output to reflect increasingly underly-
ing viability at prices closer to international lev-
els. Aside from compositional effects, the extent _ _
to which previous prices were artificial and J *
divorced from comparative advantages could b D 0 e0 eo 70 NO 90
equally explain the fall in the aggregate level of DY
output, as differential rates of adjustment by DRO and Rouble Sales
firms to the shock can be generated. as a Share of totW Sales

To test the association of output changes and
viability at the new set of relative prices, we
start with domestic resource cost measures re-
lating the level of value added at world prices to
domestic prices for 20 branches of Hungarian g
industry using 1988 prices.'4 For nearly a quar-
ter of total manufacturing output, including
iron and steel, negative value added was gener-
ated; any output loss would therefore improve
welfare. For the remaining branches only 7 o i lo I'5 2i is io 35 '0

percent of Hungary's manufacturing output was RST3
produced at domestic resource costs belowunity; Change in Output and Roublb Sales
though clearly this result was very sensitive to as a Share of total Sales in 1989
the exchange rate level that was used. For cej

industry as a whole the DRC was 1.49. B& e .
Chart 7 gives a plot of these DRCs against the 75' 

change in output for 20 branches"5 . There is 7D-
clearly a weak correlation between ex ante vi- n ,

ability and output changes, but insofar as the
DRC captures comparative advantage, it is A*
clearly a rather poor predictor of relative output
change. Even so, the largest output losses have
occurredinbrancheswiththeleastcomparative a 5 10 20 25 30 d 40

advantage, particularly metallurgy. RSTS
To explore this possible association a bit fur- DRC and Relative Pnces (1991.4/1969.1)

ther, we hypothesize that low comparative ad-
vantage would be linked to the share ofrubles in
total trade and hence to the particularities of
the former CMEA trade structure. Chart 7 plots 10
the DRCs and the change in output against the e
ruble trade share in 1989. For the former, there i
is no obvious association; indeed the highest >

shares of ruble trade are found in branches with
quite respectable DRCs. Indeed, for the latter,
the picture is a bit different. The largest output D * 1 11 1 125

15 go I 101D5 liD 1 20 125
RPI
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losses are indeed concentrated in branches with Chart 8 Poland-DRCs and change in
high ruble trade exposure, a point we shall real sales and in relative prices
return to later.

The weaker than expected association of out-
put changes with a simple measure of compara- DRCs and Change in Real Sales
tive advantage is likely to underestimate the o cullwlativedeclne 91
scale of structural shocks. First, the data is
fairly aggregated and masks a possible intra-
branch dispersion in changes. Second, there has
been incomplete trade liberalization with clear -0.2-

lagged effects associated with the timing of z 0

trade reforms, the pre-financing requirement r
for imports and foreign competition. -0 4- A

In a context of price and trade liberalization, * .
one would also expectthat outputchangeswould 0.5- 0

directly reflect changes in relative prices and *
the latter would in turn be associated to com- 06 1 2 t 4 5 6 7 8 9

parative advantage. There have indeed been RCs

significant relative price changes since 1989 but
Chart 7 indicates no evident association be-
tween relatives prices and the DRC measure.' 6

A sufficient number ofbranches with DRCs at or DRCs and Change in Relative Prices
around unity experience decline in relative . curnlatedecline: l 991

prices. i.6

In the case of Poland the association between 1.4

ex ante viability, measured by DRCs and output :
and price changes, is even weaker than found a 1.2
for Hungary. Not only there is no significant 2

correlation, but the association is not found = I

even for extreme cases (Chart 8). Indeed, the 0.8

sector with the highest DRCs (food processing)
is the one that fared better on a cumulative 0.6 n
basis over 1990-91.

Information on sectoral output and prices can 0 4- 4G 6 7 8 9

be explored further, trying to disentangle de- DRCs

mand and supply effects on sectoral behavior
(see Aghevli et al. 1992). In a simple demand
and supply framework one would expect that a
positive association between output and rela-
tive price changes would signal a shift in the discernible in Poland in 1990, while it clearly
demand curve, while a negative association emerged in 1991.
would signal a shift in the supply curve. It is Another important structural factor has been
interesting to observe that a significant, but identified in the excessive holdingofinventories
weak, positive relation can be found for Hun- characterizing the pre-reform period. Since
gary, but that the coefficient does not markedly Kornai's work (1980), it has been widely be-
improve over more recent sub-periods. For Po- lieved that in shortage economies uncertainty
land, we find a negative, though not significant, over supplies and limited financial instruments
relation for the first quarter of 1990." Interest- characteristically combined to ensure excessive
ingly, the correlation turns positive and statis- inventory holding, particularly of inputs, by
tically significant in 1991. While any robust firms. Yet the official data for 1989 that we
conclusion is difficult to support, this may indi- report in Table 6 indicate that neither Poland
cate some beginnings of a response by Hungar- nor Hungary had excessive inventories. The
ian industry to the new set of relative prices and inventory-to-sales ratio in both was lower than
associated demand changes. No such effect seems in the United States.
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Table 6 Poland and Hungary - Inventories

Polund

1984 29 1221'

Total inventories in
months of sales 2.9 2.1 2.0

Share of Finished Goods Inventory in Total Sales2
Total 3.7% 3.4% 3.9
Excluding food sector 1.8% 2.7% n.a.

Finished goods inventorv in days of sales-
Total 13.0 12.0 14.0
Excluding food sector 6.0 10.0 a.a.

Shares of total inventory2
1989 1990 1991

Finished Other Finished Other Finished Other

Total 14% 86% 13% 82% 16% 84%
Food sector 41% 59% 36% 74% n.a. n.a.

November
In Industry

-ugartY

1982 1990 1941

Total inventories in
months of sales 2.4 2.4 3.5

Share of Finished Goods Inventory in Total Sales
Total 4.8% 4.9% 7.7%
Excluding food sector 4.4% 4.2% 7.0%

Finished goods inventory in days of sales
Tomal 17.0 18.0 28.0
Excluding food sector 16.0 15.0 25.0

Shares of total inventorv
1989 1990 1991

Finished Other Finished Other Finished Other

Total 24% 76% 25.5% 74.5% 27% 73%
Food sector 30% 70% 34% 66% 34% 66%

For 1990 and 1991, it is notable that in Hun- To summarize, there is evidence of structural
gary inventory changes are relatively small. change being a significant component behind
The 30 percent contraction in Poland in 1990 the output decline in Hungary but this appears
and the fact that inventory behavior contrib- not to be the case in Poland.
uted to around 5 percent of the decline in GDP
in both years clearly requires explanation. If AGGREGATE SHOCKS
inventories were not at excessive levels in 1989,
however, it seems more likely that this drawing Aggregate shocks appear to have dominated in
down of stocks was driven by other factors, such Poland, at least in 1990. There has been a
as a liquidity squeeze on firms, rather than generalized decline in industrial activity in 1991,
further structural change in firm behavior. andthishas clearlybeen closely associated with
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Chart 9 Hungary and Poland - Real money / credit aggregates
(indices 1989.1 100)
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the collapse of the CMEA. In this section we toriesincreasesignificantlyinl991,whenhouse-
abstract from the latter effect, which is covered hold demand increases sharply.
in more detail in the section on the CMEAbelow. In Hungary we find that total real inventories
Two main types of shocks can be isolated: aggre- in the economy and in industry declined by
gate demand shocks and credit market shocks, between 11-14 percentin 1990; but in both 1990
working through the enterprise sector. and 1991 real finishedgoods inventories did rise

between 18-20 percent (Table 6). Trade sector
Aggregate demand factors. The two main chan- inventories, largely composed of finished goods,

nels identified as sources of a shift in aggregate fell by around 14 percent in 1990. Despite the
demand are the decline in real wages and the fact that the process was generalized across
decline in real monetary balances. Real wages sub-sectors, there is no particularly strong cor-
and real monetary balances-measured by offi- relation between changes in inventories and
cial prices-fell sharply in Poland during 1990 changes in output.
(by about 30 and 35 percent respectively-Chart Turning to Poland, we find that total invento-
9). No decline is observed in Hungary in 1990. ries declined sharply in Poland at the beginning
These factors could thus be relevant for explain- of 1990 (Chart 10). Despite a recovery during
ing the output decline in Poland in 1990. In 1991, 1990, the ratio of inventories-to-sales remains
real wages are practically constant in Poland and throughout 1990 and 1991 much lower than
decline slightly in Hungary, while real monetary thatatend-1989. The contraction in total inven-
balances decline slightly in both countries. Be- tories represents a large demand shock for en-
sides conceptual issues-which we have dis- terprises. As already mentioned, it seems more
cussed elsewhere"'-concerningthe endogeneity appropriate to view this contraction as a result
of both real wages and real monetary balances, of a sharp liquidity squeeze on firms, rather
it is worth noting that the simple demand view than a pure structural adjustment.
shouldbe able to explain why the reduction of real Thus, evidence of a demand-led contraction of
wages and real monetary balances led to a con- output is at best weak. More in general, some
traction in output in 1990, while constant real skepticism on the demand-led recession arises
wages-accompaniedhoweverbyasharpincrease from a microeconomic observation. Specifically,
in unemployment-and a further decline in real the demand view assumes that firms adjust
monetary balances led to a significant increase in their output in anticipation of a decline in de-
real consumption in 1991. mand. This interpretation would depict firms

The main piece of empirical evidence provided that are essentially profit maximizers and are
by the demand view for the case of Poland has extremely flexible and prone to adjustment.
been the increase in finished goods invento- Indeed, in the case of Poland, where the output
ries.'9 Berg and Blanchard (1992) show that the contraction took place mainly in one month, this
e is a significant negative correlation between view would imply an extraordinary capability to
change in finished goods inventories and change adjustto newdemandconditions. Although mainly
in sales.20 a conjecture, we strongly doubt that firms in

One main objection to this view is that for the reforming socialist countries possess such an ex
economy as a whole, including both industry traordinary adjustment capability. First, main-
and trade, finished goods inventories actually taining output levels and employment is likely to
decline sharply at the beginning of 1990, when be a major concern for worker-controlled firms,
most of the output decline takes place (Chart in which workers have a stake that goes beyond
10). The ratio of finished-goods-inventories-to- their wages, including control of the firm and,
sales increases above its end-1989 level only in potentially, of its assets. Second, uncertainties
November 1990. Although it is true that fin- about demand conditions must have been enor-
ished goods inventories increase much more mous in an economy jumping in one month from
rapidly in industry-although they still decline a shortage-economy to a market economy with
in January 1990-the relevant variable to as- free prices.21 Therefore, it is more likely that
sess aggregate household demand in relation to demand factors became more relevant over time,
aggregate supply is given by total inventories of when demand uncertainty was reduced.
finished goods.21 Moreover, the household de- More promising elements of a demand view
mand interpretation of the output contraction is that are likely to be relevant in explaining at
at odds with the fact that finished goods inven- least part of the initial decline in output in
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Poland in 1990, and the output decline in 1991 decline of credibility of the program likely af-
in both Hungary and Poland, can be traced to an fected this behavior. In addition, anticipation of
intertemporal substitution effect and to a real tightening of trade restrictions may have con-
exchange rate effect. For the case of Poland in tributed to the increase in imports of durables.25
1990, an intertemporal substitution phenom- Overall, a diminished credibility ofthe exchange
enon likely played an important role.23In antici- rate anchor and of the initial bold liberaliz-
pation of the pricejump, households likely accu- ation of trade may account for the observed
mulated inventories of durable goods before behavior of consumption and imports. The fact
1990 and thus reduced their consumption dur- that exports increase parallel to imports tends
ing 1990. Evidence of this phenomenon is the to confirm the view that the real exchange
sharp drop in household savings at the end of appreciation is the result of expansionary pres-
1989,followedbyasizableincreaseatthebegin- sures-leading to higher domestic inflation-
ning of 1990. rather than a cause for substitution out of do-

The second aspect relates to a substitution mestic goods in favor of foreign goods.2? More-
effectbetweendomesticandforeigngoods,asso- over, the exchange rate appreciation of Hun-
ciated with the appreciation of the exchange garycouldberelatedtothelargeinflowsofforeign
rate. In 1991, real exchange rates appreciated direct investment and, thus, reflect an equilib-
in both countries. The phenomenon is certainly rium phenomenon and not a misalignment.
more relevantforPoland, where sincethebegin- The above interpretation has important im-
ning of 1991 the real exchange rate has been 80 plications for policy decisions and the near-
percentage points above its level at the begin- future prospects of the two economies. In Po-
ning of 1990, or 40 percent above the level at the land, especially, demand and, thus, imports are
beginning of 1989. In Hungary, in 1991 the real likely to decelerate after the decline in savings
exchange rate appreciated about 15 above the rates. Overall, the devaluation of the exchange
level at the beginning of 1990. In both countries rate may be counterproductive, by making ex-
during 1991 there was a surge in imports, par- pectations of actors self-fulfilling.
ticularly of consumer goods. Interestingly, both
countries-although the increase was much Credit market factors. Another candidate for
larger for Hungary-experienced also a surge in the output decline is the contraction of credit,
investment goods imports.24 either through quantity rationing or through

The appreciation of the real exchange may be interest rates effects.= Credit market factors
singled out as a factor constraining domestic seem to have played a crucial role in the initial
output. However, given the endogeneity of the output decline in 1990 in Poland and may ac-
real exchange rate, one cannot mechanically count for part of the different magnitude of the
infer from the real exchange rate index a mis- output decline in Hungary and Poland. The
alignment of the real rate. In the case of Poland, credit view helps explain several puzzling as-
until May 1991, when the exchange rate was pects of the Polish experience at the beginning
devaluedforthefirsttimesincethebeginningof of 1990, most notably the wage behavior. As
the program, thereal appreciation resultedfrom already noted, credit policy follows a different
persistent domestic inflation, on the order of 3- path in Hungary. There was no visible contrac-
4 percent a month on average. The persistence tion of credit during 1990; interest rates were
of inflation may indicate demand pressure, lead- graduallyincreasedwithoutmirroringthejump
ing to an increase of purchases of both domestic in prices, either in 1990 or in 1991. Neverthe-
and foreign goods. As noted above, this demand less, liquidity problems in the enterprise sector
pressure seems to be related more to changes in emerge during 1991. Enterprise deposits fell by
savings rates than movement in real incomes or nearly 20 percent in real terms in 1991, and
wealth. Savings rates increased at the begin- interenterprise arrears significantly increased.
ning of 1990, following the sharp decline at the However, the presence ofthe CMEAshock makes
end of 1989. The anticipation of price liberaliza- it hard to disentangle an independent role for
tion and devaluation of the exchange rate likely credit factors, as real credit seems to follow,
triggered such behavior. Savings rates began to rather than trigger, output decline.
decline in the second half of 1990, and declined Looking at the sub-sectoral changes, the pic-
sharply in 1991. Expectations of a devaluation, ture is less clear. Given the generalized nature
which actually took place in May 1991, and a of the output decline across branches, there is
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Chart 10 Poland - Inventories in months of sales, economywide
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Table 7 Hungary and Poland - Trade indicators 1990 and 1991
(percentage changes)

HuMngar Poland

1990 1991' Volume Volume

Non-Rouble Non-Rouble
Impors 2.8 8.7 EEC
Exports 9.5 6.8 Imports 2.9 59.4

Exports 20.9
Rouble Others

Imports -17.8 13.6 Inmports 60.0
Expors -26.1 10.1 Exports 40.5 -7.5

Total Trade Rouble
Impors -5.0 11.1 7.1 24.7 Imports -34.1 33.6
Exports -3.9 8.9 -11.6 13.1 Exports -13.3 -41.8

Total Trade
Imyorts -17.9 39.0
Exports 13.7 -1.4

Tenns of Trade Terms of Trade
Non-rouble -I.7
Rouble 3.3 Total -17.2 4.8

-9.3
ToLal 0.3

First three quarters of 1991
Source: CSO, M

far greater dispersion in credit than in output. the sharp increase in interest rates, which-
Quite strikingly, real credit was higher at end- abstracting from the price level jump of Janu-
1991 for more than half the sub-sectors. For ary-reached 10 percent a month in real terms
metallurgy and engineering, where output de- in February. Enterprise surveys (Dabrowski et
clines were the most powerful, changes in real al. 1991 and Pinto 1991) support this view. This
credit stocks appear to track, with a slight lag, suggests that the jump in interest rates pro-
the changes in output. One possible measure of vided a powerful coordinating mechanism for
creditrestrictivenesswouldbetoassociatecredit the output decline; higher interest rates were
with average variable costs for 1989 and 1990, visible for all firms and signalled-in a context
where variable costs comprise raw material and characterized by high uncertainty on costs and
wage costs. It is notable that with the sole demand due to the changes in relative prices-
exception of metallurgy, this ratio actually in- a sharp increase in production costs. Combined
creasedin 1990. Similarly, relating current credit with credibility of the program, and thus with a
flows to sales on a quarterly basis over 1989/91 perception of risk of bankruptcy, the increase in
points to considerable stability in that ratio, interest rates likely induced firms to scale down
both for total industry and the branches. In their level of production. Sectoral data seem to
sum,inthecaseofHungarythereseemstobeno support this view. As shown in Calvo and
clear evidence of a significant negative contri- Coricelli (1992), the output decline in the first
bution of credit on output. quarter of 1990 was larger for the sectors with

For the case of Poland, Calvo and Coricelli the higher exposure to bank credit. Further-
(1992) estimate that liquidity of enterprises- more, sectoral changes in wages in the first
including credit implied by credit ceilings for quarter of 1990 are positively correlated with
the first quarter of 1990, enterprise deposits change in credit, suggesting the importance of
carried over from the end of 1989, and full credit in explaining the puzzling wage modera-
capacity profits-fell by almost 30 percent in tion of the beginning of 1990.28
the first quarter of 1990. The credit contraction Relaxation of credit policy through the reduc-
at the beginning of 1990 worked mainly through tion of interest rates in the second half of 1990,
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Chart 11 Poland-Enterprise profitability
(pre-tax profits/sales)
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while it might have contributed to inflation CMEA SHOCK
persistence, was nevertheless associated with a
recovery in output (about 9 percentfromApril to Problems with the reliability of the trade data
December). Credit policy was tightened again for both countries in 1991 make precision elu-
at the end of 1990 and at the beginning of 1991. sive; the analysis in this section is thus tenta-
The assessment ofthe independent role ofcredit tive. The weight of a largely exogenous trade
in 1991 is complicated by the CMEA shock. shock in dampening foreign demand for Hun-
However, there is some evidence that credit garian and Polish products is widely believed to
markets continued to constrain the supply re- lie behind the fall in output in 1991. One might
sponse in 1991. In this regard, one of the main have expected this to result in change in the
issues is the absorption of a large proportion of composition of output rather than across-the-
credit by loss-making enterprises. By the end of board output losses. But insofar as adjustment
1991, loss-making firms (firms with negative costsarepresentandresourcescannotbeshifted
operating surplus) account for about 27 percent in the short run to different uses, the CMEA
of total industrial sales, while they absorb al- shock would lead to an aggregate decline in
most 40 percent ofbank credit. In addition, non- output. Exports to non-CMEA countries in-
performing loans in the banking system were creased significantly in both countries. Indeed,
estimated, conservatively, at 30 percent of total in Hungary there is evidence that there was a
loans at end-1991. Thus, a large proportion of redirectionofexportsfromCMEAtonon-CMEA
loans-those going to loss-making firms-are markets and that this export growth was not
likely to represent capitalization of overdue confined to sub-sectors already largely exposed
interest. As a result, within the overall credit to non-CMEA trade. As we shall see, certain
ceilings, which include non-performing loans, branches with high CMEA exposure were un-
new credit channeled to the industrial sector able to redirect trade flows, but this was not a
has substantially shrunk. Therefore, the diffi- universal pattern. Consequently, in both set-
culties in the financial sector are likely to have tings, increased exports to market economies
constrained the supply response. If not solved, softenedthe negative effect ofthe CMEA collapse.
they are likely to contribute to the persistence of It appears that for Hungary total export vol-
the recession in the industrial sector. ume declined by 10/11 percent over 1990 and
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Table 8 Poland - Sectoral data on external tradel

CMEA-Export Sales Ratio CMEA Trade effect Total Trade effect Change in real sales
1990 1991 1991 1991

Electro-machinery 18.0% -6.9% -18.9% -26.1%
Fuel and energy 1.7% 4.2% -3.1% -8.4%
Metalllurgy 2.4% 1.5% 11.3% -22.4%
Chemical 6.0% -3.3% -13.6% -15.2%
Mineral 0.6% 0.3% -7.4% -8.0%
Wood and paper 0.6% 0.2% 5.5% -4.6%
Light 4.4% -1.1% -7.5% -18.6%
Food 0.7% 0.6% -9.5% -0.5%

Source: Polish Montly Bulletin on foreign trade
I data for 1991 cover the period January-July
Trade effect = contribution of change in real exports and imports to change in sales

1991, with most of that decrease occurring in Prima facie, even after taking into account
1990 .2 Given that exports comprised around 38 terms-of-trade effects, there seems to be a large
percent of GDP in 1990, this contraction would residual in the output decline to be explained for
only account for a direct impact on output of Poland, while the residual appears smaller for
around 3 percent. Based on preliminary esti- Hungary. However, we argue that even for Hun-
mates of a volume contractions in 1991 of 68 gary the residual is fairly large.
percent for exports to fonner CMEA countries, Onepossiblesupply-sideeffectwidelybelieved
the direct effect of the loss of CMEA markets to have had a negative effect on output has been
would amount to 10 percent of GDP.30 the shift in energy pricing. This effect was se-

For Poland, total exports declined by only 1.4 vere in Poland, where firms were paying for oil
percent (Table 7). The effect is consequently inputs from the Soviet Union at well below
fairly marginal. Isolating the effect of the de- world prices. For Hungary, a priori, the argu-
cline in exports to the CMEA at around 40 ment is less compelling, as Soviet energy prices
percent in 1991 would nevertheless yield a di- were generally at or above spot prices, and the
rect impact of around 2 percent ofGDP. Incorpo- import subsidy on energy was not large, particu-
rating indirect effects through input-output larly when compared with Poland.3 Neverthe-
channels would raise the effect to 4 percent.3" less, even for Hungary, weighing energy price

In summary, given the compensation from the changes with 1989 consumption weights indi-
increase in exports to non-CMEA countries, the cates that the relative price of energy for indus-
fall in output accounted for by the fall in exports trial producers rose by over 50 percent in 1990
to the CMEA leaves a large residual in output and by a further 13 percent in 1991. For house-
decline, which remains to be explained in both holds, relative energy prices rose less than 3
countries. However, the negative effect of the percent in 1990 with a further 50 percent in-
demise of the CMEA might have operated crease loaded into 1991.34 Changes in energy
through the terms of trade. prices have obviously played a role in depress-

Taking account of adverse changes in the ing profits across sectors in both years in Hun-
terms of trade, the loss of Eastern markets and gary. Highly energy-intensive industries-such
the associated loss of rents on exports, Rodrik asferrous metallurgy and chemicals-have been
(1992) has estimated that the combined shock negatively affected, given their limited scope for
accounted for over 3.5 percent of GDP in both economizing on energy inputs. A collapse in
1990and l991inHungary, and4percentcumu- enterprise profitability is observed in Poland
lative in Poland. This ignores any multiplier since the beginning of 1991 (Chart 11).
effectsbutwouldneverthelessimplythatroughly Sorting out and characterizing the effects of
60 percent of the fall in output over the two the trade shock on the industrial sector is com-
yearscouldbetracedtotheterms-of-tradeeffect plex, given price and quantity factors. Never-
of the trade-induced shock.32 theless, we can identify a clear loss of markets
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effect on exports. In Hungary the compositional Chart 12 Poland- CMEA exposure and
changes-particularly the decline in capital output, trade and output, total trade and
goods exports-have obvious implications for output
the sectoral shock. Second, there is a compa-
rable effect on the import side. Capital-goods
imports expand very significantly, but most of CMEA exposwr and Oulput
that comes from market economies and can be c _
considered part of the structural change affect-
ing firm technology. Overall, the sharp rise in a

imports in 1991 is concentrated on consumer 0.

and capital goods from Western suppliers.35 The
burst in imports is notable and likely explains in X a s
part the downward pressure on domestic sales,
a point we emphasized above. 0a2

In Poland a similar pattern can be identified. -

The sharp fall in exports of electro-machinery- -a. e,5,

the sector with largest concentration of exports ___

to the CMEA-is accompanied by a sizable in- a ao2 a04 ace aos di a12 a14 a1s a18
crease in capital goods imports in 1991 (about 48 CMEA sei mO:1 9
percent at end 1991), following-in contrast to
Hungary-a fall in 1990 (11 percent). As in CMEA Trade and Output
Hungary, imports of consumer goods surge, o 
increasing by more than 100 percent.36 Thus,
the penetration of imported goods in consumer as5

markets has increased sharply. m .
When trying to trace these shifts down to a1

industrial branches, several features stand out. -

As already mentioned, there is a clear positive 0

association between exposure to ruble trade and a2 -
output change, particularly in Hungary (refer
back to Chart 8). The association is present also -a25
in Poland for the extreme case of the electro- -a3_
machinery sector. The latter is the sector with 0aa -;S asao4 -a02 a.o a2 004 a00

the largest share of exports to the CMEA over CMLEA Vaf ect

total sales in 1990 and is the one that suffered
the largest output decline in 1991. For the other Total wade and Output
sectors the correlation is rather weak (Chart oa
12). However, Chart 12 also shows that the
contribution of the CMEA trade to change in aa 

real sales is strongly correlated with the change 0 al
in sales.37 Thus, the sectors experiencing the
larger negative effects of CMEA trade are those '
experiencing the largerfall in real sales in 1991. _
Nevertheless, Table 8 clearly indicates that the -a2
CMEA effect is much smaller than the decline in
real sales. As Table 8 shows, a large proportion - MJI2

of this gap is accounted for by the total trade __ ._.__,_

effect. Given that exports to non-CMEA coun- -020 -15s alo a5 -a0oos 05 a1O a15

tries increased remarkably, the large negative U affct

contribution of total trade is mainly due to the
surge in imports. Table 8 suggests that the
negative impact on production of import pen-
etration is even more important than the loss of
CMEA markets.
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The case of Hungary is similar. Despite the pricing rule that previously was maintained
CMEAcollapse,foreign salesforindustrialfirms and the continuing high degree of concentra-
stayed fairly constant in real terms. It is real tion.43 Trade liberalization might have been
domestic sales that shift downwards the most. expected to interfere with the decision rule,
Thus, despite the correlation between output with downward pressure being exerted on gross
decline and exposure to CMEA displayed in margins. For Hungary, unfortunately, we have
Chart 8, the sectors suffering the larger decline data only for 1990. They indicate that gross
in output experienced the larger decline in do- margins (revenues minus variable costs over
mestic sales. The fact that foreign sales stayed costs) for industry and most branches remained
up can largelybe attributed to large-scale switch- constant over 1989. For Poland, mark-ups re-
ing, not just into convertible transactions, but mained high during most of 1990, although
awayfromformerCMEAmarkets.Table4drives below their level at end- 1989, and they declined
home the point that foreign sales' shares have sharply in 1991.
been fairly stable and that switching has been Overall, the partial picture we have pieced
particularly marked in branches with high ex together indicates significant rigidity on the
ante exposure to ruble markets.-m Plotting out- cost side in both countries, in part the conse-
put changes and export changes by branch for quence of price shocks and fixed production
1991 consequently reveals no robust correla- coefficients, in part the result of insider bar-
tion. Thus, sectoral data confirm that the loss of gaining power by workers. These factors are
foreign markets has not been the main con- likely to promote persistence in output and
straining factor on production.39 The coexist- inflation. Rigidities on wages will also jeopar-
ence of good export performance and an import dize the needed improvement in competitive-
surgeshouldbeacaution,however,aboutsimple ness in both countries.
conclusions on the level of competitiveness of The accumulation of inventories of finished
Hungarian products. goods is an additional source of persistence in

output. If currentlevels of inventories are higher
V. Persistence in output decline than desired, output recovery will have to wait

for the reduction of finished-goods inventories
It is now clear that industrial output and em- totheirdesiredlevel. Fromthediscussion above,
ployment have fallen across-the-board in both there is some uncertainty about the assessment
countries, but with deeper troughs in some of the level of finished-goods inventories due to
branches. Available evidence unequivocally the extremely low starting point before 1990.
points to widespread difficulty in the firm sector Beyond these macroeconomic factors, a major
in both countries. Interenterprise, tax and other uncertainty on the prospects for recovery out-
arrears (and deteriorating fiscal positions) are put comes from the structural transformations,
evidence of the phenomenon. In Poland, more in primis the process of privatization, in the two
than 30 percent of industrial output is produced economies. Especiallyin Poland, the uncertainty
by loss-making firms, and on an after-tax basis, about the reform of the enterprise sector has
about 75 percent of enterprises turned in nega- created a paralyzing situation, with loss-mak-
tive profits.40 While employment adjustments ing firms involved in a clear end-game with the
have been sizable, especially in Hungary, there government. The noise created by the intercon-
is evidence that firms now face a major cost nections among enterprises through interfirm
squeeze in both countries. This squeeze can be debts, and between enterprises and banks, is a
traced to a number of channels: first, we have major bottleneck for an effective supply re-
already indicated the resilience of wages and sponse of the economy. Although this process is
the rise in unit labor costs;41 second, the signifi- not as far advanced in Hungary as in Poland, it
cant rise in the interest rate through 1990 and is clear that a significant section of the social-
1991 and the limited options for internal financ- ized firm sector is loss making and/or in strate-
ing; third, the reduction in other subsidies;4' gic decline. The potential for end-game behav-
and fourth, the rise in the relative price of ior-in the face of low competitiveness, an ab-
energy. sence of wage controls (since January 1992),

Have firms been able to continue passing on and continuing uncertainty over ownership-
cost increases to consumers? The question is remains present.
germane, given the institutionalized mark-up
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V. Conclusion 5. Lado et al. (1991) estimate that the shadow
economy in Hungary is as high as 30 percent

The decline of output in 1990-91 has been enor- of the official one.
mous for both economies. However, the magni- 6. On the first mechanism, see Hare and
tude of the decline has been much larger in the Hughes (1992), while on the second, see
case of Poland, despite a smaller impact from discussion in Berg and Sachs (1992),
the demise of the CMEA. More important, the Winiecki (1991), and Calvo and Coricelli
decline of output in Hungary seems to be asso- (1992).
ciated to a larger extent than in Poland with 7. This view is elaborated in detail in Calvo
structural change. Forboth countries the reces- and Coricelli (1992).
sion has been a recession of the state sector. The 8. Even outside agriculture, the private sector
pace of privatization and private sector growth was larger in Poland. According to Grosfeld
may be too slow in both economies, and this may (1991), the private sector accounted for 5
provetobethemain constrainton outputgrowth percent of industrial output in Poland and
in both countries. Nevertheless, there are also for 3-4 percent in Hungary.
macroeconomic constraints on output expan- 9. See Barbone (1992).
sion. These seem to be associated with two main 10. Berg and Sachs (1992) estimate a 7 percent
factors: credit market imperfections and in- decline in GDP in 1990. The two main
crease in labor costs. The large share of non- reasons concern the under-reporting of
performing loans in both countries, and the private sector activities, and index-type
interconnections among enterprises through problems related to changes in relative
interenterprise credit, pose major constraints prices (Osband 1991). For Poland there have
on an efficient allocation of resources. Wage been attempts to provide alternative
behavior, especially in Poland, indicates the estimates of the output decline in 1990 (Berg
presence of end-game behaviors and decapital- and Sachs, 1992), while to our knowledge
ization of firms. Signs of wage rigidity seem no attempt has been made for Hungary.
presentalsoinHungary.Amajorquestionmark 11. This is partially confirmed by the powerful
is associated with the dynamics of wages, which growth in the corporate sector of assimilated
may arise as a result of the recent lifting of income or payments not covered by the wage
controls on wages in state enterprises. tax rule; non-taxable income more than

doubled as a share of the gross wage bill
Notes between 1988 and 1991.

12. At a more disaggregated level, Schaffer
1. The paper reflects solely the views of the (1992) reports results of a survey by the

authors and not those of the World Bank. Polish Central Statistical Office indicating
We thank Roman Frydman and Gyorgy that 527 products out of 591 displayed falls
Suranyi for very useful comments, Cecilia of real sales of more than 20 percent.
Ugaz for superb assistance, and Olga 13. Loosely speaking, the higher the variance
Kelemen for help in collecting the data on explained by the first principal component,
Hungary. the smaller is the importance of structural

2. See, among others, Berg and Sachs (1992), change or sectoral shocks.
Calvo and Coricelli (1992), Coricelli and 14. The DRCs are taken from Hare and Hughes
Rocha (1991), Dervis and Condon (1992), (1992) for Hungary and from de la Calle
Frydman, et al. (1990), Kolodko (1991), (1991) for Poland.
Lipton and Sachs (1990). 15. The negative numbers are for branches

3. The lack of adjustment associated with the with negative value added.
output decline in Poland during 1990 was 16. Also, for price changes the first component
detected early on by Frydman and Wellisz only explains 50 percent of the variability
(1991). for the period 1989.02-1991.12.

4. McKinnon (1991) has stressed the 17. For Hungary, we carried out regressions
difficulties during the transition arising for a sample of 30 branches over several
from the fact that reforming governments subperiods. The coefficients on the relative
heavily rely on revenues from state-owned price term range between 0.13 and 0.39 and
enterprises. are significant at the 5 percent level. For
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Poland, regressions involve 85 industrial Cooperation. Thus, final data would imply a
sectors for the first quarter of 1990 and 20 much smaller decline in total exports than
sectors for 1991. the one reported in Table 7, based on the

18. See Calvo and Coricelli (1992). first three quarters of 1991.
19. See Berg and Blanchard (1992) and Berg and 30. Indeed, in 1990 the share of CMEA exports

Sachs (1992). in GDP was about 15 percent.
20. It is worth noting, however, that this 31. This calculation has been provided to us by

significant correlation is found in a regression Luca Barbone of the World Bank.
incorporating credit as an explanatory 32. Other estimates, similarly sensitive to
variable for inventory changes. Interestingly, valuation of transferable ruble surpluses
the credit variable is strongly significant and base year quantities and prices, indicate
while the sale variable is only weakly major incomes and commodity terms of
significant. trade deterioration vis-a-vis the Soviet

21. In Poland, as in market economies, most of Union. Oblath and Tarr (1991) estimate an
finished goods inventories are held in the income loss of around US$1.5 billion in
trade sector. Movements of enterprise 1991 or 4.5 percent of GDP, with roughly
inventories are thus affected by changes in 20 percent decline in the bilateral terms of
demand from the trade sector, which in turn trade.
depends on a credit squeeze on trade 33. Major items such as gasoline and heating oil
companies. were significantly in excess of economic costs

22. Finished goods inventories at the firm level by 1989.
were extremely low before 1990, both in 34. By 1991 most energy prices were at or above
Hungary and Poland (Table 6). Indeed, in economic costs.
Poland-excluding the food sector for which 35. Giving rise, at the upper bound, to a trade
inventories declined in 1990-finished goods gap amounting to around 4.5 percent of GDP
inventories were equivalent to 6 days of sales in 1991.
in 1989. The ratio increased to 10 days in 36. In 1990 consumer goods imports declined by
1990, an increase of about 70 percent. This about 3 percent, according to official statistics.
large percentage increase could have arisen Partner countries data, however, indicate
from a forecast error of about 10 percent on that these likely underestimate by more than
demand, a forecast error which seems more 40 percent actual imports (Berg and Sachs,
than plausible for an economy experiencing 1992).
shortages a few weeks before the 37. The contribution is defined as the difference
implementation of the reforms. between the change in real exports and real

23. See Frydman and Wellisz (1991), Pinto (1991). imports as a share of 1990 sales.
24. Therefore, the negative short-term effects on 38. The sample is for larger firms (>300 workers)

domestic production of the appreciation of where output losses have been higher than
the exchange rate should be weighted against average.
productivity improvements brought by 39. A caveat is in order here. There is clear
imports of capital goods from developed evidence that particular branches-
countries. particularly capital goods producers-have

25. For automobiles there is anecdotal evidence been seriously adversely affected by the loss
of such a phenomenon. of CMEA markets. But this type of fixed-

26. The increase in imports is perhaps a natural factors problem has been largely concentrated
outcome of trade opening and an attendant in branches of engineering; transport
increase in variety in the consumption equipment, communications, and precision
basket. tools are clear instances. In general, export

27. The role of credit is discussed at length in switching across payment medium and trade
Calvo and Coricelli (1992). zones was significant in 1990 and 1991, with

28. The cross-section regression over 85 indus- compositional changes outweighing
trial branches yields a coefficient on the credit aggregate export changes.
variable of 0.33, with a t-statistics of 1.9. 40. There is increasing evidence that this is also

29. This is based on final customs data provided widely true for Hungary in 1991-92.
by the Ministry of Intemational Economic 41. Hare and Hughes' (1992) estimates indicate
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that for Hungary the ratio of labor costs to S. Zecchini (eds.), The Transition to a
world value added for total industry was Market Economy, OECD, Paris.
already rather high at around 0.8 in 1988. Dabrowski, J., M. Fedorowicz and A. Levitas

42. Amounting to over 6 percent of GDP between (1991), "Report on Polish State Enterprises,"
1989 and 1991 in Hungary and 8 percent in Research Center for Marketization and
Poland. Property Reform.

43. In 1988 barely 21 percent of total supply in Dervis K and T. Condon (1992), "Hungary: An
product markets for manufactured goods Emerging "Gradualist" Success Story?"
could be classed as competitive, see NBER Macroeconomics Annual, forth-
Landesmann and Szekely (1991). coming.
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Comment

Roman Frydman

The substantial drop of officially measured out- and it initiated a substantial reform of its com-
put in Poland in the aftermath of the big bang mand economy in 1968. In a last-ditch effort to
reform program of January 1990 has engen- preserve their power, the Communist authorities
dered an often heated debate among the econo- initiated, in 1988, the last phase of reforms of the
mists and policymakers in the post-communist Hungarian socialist market system. They actu-
and Western countries about the advisability ally managed to carry out elements of price liber-
and the role of such comprehensive programs in alization, introduced the tax system, and pre-
transitions to market economies. Furthermore, vented extreme monetary instability. Thus, when
the comparatively better macroeconomic per- the last Communist government fell from power
formance of Hungary during the last two years in 1990,itdidnotleavebehindahyperinflationary
has been interpreted recently by some Western economy. The first post-Communist government
analysts as an emerginggradualist success story. in Hungary accelerated the gradual reforms be-

The paper by Commander and Coricelli ana- gun under the previous regime.
lyzes the recent behavior of aggregate output in During the 1980s, the Communist authorities
Poland and Hungary. They evaluate various in Poland gradually lost control over inflation.
explanations recently advanced to account for Unable to finance escalating budgetary expen-
the Eastern European output decline. Com- ditures, swelled by subsidies and other forms of
parative perspective also serves as a spring- support for its enterprises, the authorities were
board for their analysis of the relative merits of forced increasingly to rely on monetary expan-
the so-calledgradualist andbigbangapproaches sion. As a result, the Solidarity-led government,
to the Eastern European transitions. My brief which assumed office in September 1989, faced
comments on this wide-ranging paper will be an enormous budget deficit and rapidly acceler-
confined to a few issues, which in my opinion ating inflation. Thus, the basic reforms had to
require elaboration or emphasis. be implemented as soon as possible.

The first post-Communist government in Po-
BiG RANG VERSUs GRADUALuSM land decided on a two-phase strategy of eco-

nomic reforms. During a necessarily short pre-
The apparent relative success of the gradualist paratory phase, implemented in the fall of 1989,
transformation strategy in Hungary naturally the government sought to regain a degree of
raises the question whether the big bang ap- control over the budget and correct some price
proach was needed in Poland. The two coun- distortions. It also created an unemployment
tries, however, began their latest reform pro- compensation system, and elaborated the legal
grams in very different circumstances. basis for bankruptcy procedures. The big-bang

Already in the 1960s, Hungary was more open phase of the program began on January 1, 1990.
than the other Eastern European economies, Itcanbearguedthatsomecomponentpolicies
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of the big-bang program were inappropriate or output very sharply in Poland. The authors
too restrictive. However, given the firmness of attribute this outcome to the difference between
the commitment by the government to a radical enterprise responses to the big-bang and gradu-
transformation of the economic system and the alist policies.
quickening pace of deterioration of the economy The essence of their argument is that follow-
in 1989, the gradualist strategy of spreadingthe ing a severely contractionary policy, incentives
introduction of the basic reform measures over for adjustment were not very strong, since the
many years could notbe pursued at that timeby threat of wholesale bankruptcy in Poland was
the Polish authorities. not credible. Other reasons can also be ad-

vanced to support the argument that enter-
Microeconomic adjustment to big-bang prises find it more difficult to adjust to a larger

and gradualist policies than to a smaller policy shock and that the
perception of the future course of stabilization

When the big-bang program was launched in policy plays an important role in the decision to
Poland in January 1990, it was widely believed adjust.
that the expected hardening of the budget con- However, to understand responses to policy
straint faced by the state enterprises would lead measures by enterprises in Hungary and Po-
to rationalization of production, employment land we have to specify clearly their governance
and other enterprise policies. In any event, the structure and the costs and benefits likely to
expected significant adjustment of enterprise have been expected from any particular re-
behavior has not materialized. sponse by major enterprise stakeholders. Thus,

Old reliance on subsidies and the associated modeling of the adjustment decisions by enter-
soft budgets have taken a new form with the prises in the Eastern European economies in
state enterprises not fulfilling their tax and transition is rather complicated and involves
other budget obligations in order to ease their many nonstandard features. I shall try to illus-
liquidity problems. To the extent that the con- trate this point using an example of the output-
traction of credit was effective, the state banks employment relationship, as reported by Com-
continued to favor large enterprises, and thus mander and Coricelli.
the demand for credit by the smaller, and often In 1990, Workers' Councils played a dominant
relatively more efficient, state enterprises and role in the governance structure of most state
the emerging private sector was crowded out. enterprises in Poland. In contrast, according to

Moreover, it appears that in the absence of knowledgeable observers, Enterprise Councils
large-scale privatization, Polish state enter- in Hungary have been effectively controlled by
prises, which were effectively controlled by the the enterprise management, and consequently,
Workers' Councils, were using up their resources blue-collar workers have had less influence over
to maintain employment and secure unwar- the key enterprise decisions. It seems plausible
ranted increases in wages at the cost of that this difference in the governance structure
decapitalization and long-term profitability and between enterprises in Poland and Hungary
growth. Thus, although successful stabilization, can explain much of the difference in adjust-
price liberalization, and other policies in the ment in employment following the aggregate
big-bang package seem necessary to provide the output declines in the two economies.
basis for privatization, they have turned out to be Another potentially important factor differ-
insufficient to induce significant widespread entiatingthecostsandbenefitsoftheenterprise
changes in enterprise behavior. The introduction adjustment in Poland and Hungary is the sig-
of a rational privately-based structure of corpo- nificant difference in the state policy toward
rategovernance has remained crucialfor success- decentralized and spontaneous forms of
ful post-Communist transition to a well-flmction- privatization. For various historical reasons, it
ing capitalist market economy. has been much more acceptable in Hungary

One of the points of the Commander and than in Poland for the managers of state enter-
Coricelli paper concerns the comparative be- prises to acquire substantial stakes in the com-
havior of output in Poland and Hungary prior to panies created in the privatization process. Thus,
the CMEA shock. They observe that in 1990 even if faced with the possibility of eventual
aggregate employment declined more rapidly privatization, Hungarian managers have been
than output in Hungary while lagging behind more likely than their Polish counterparts to
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reap the benefits of adjustment decisions aiming 1. See Dervis and Condon (1992).
at the improvement of longer-term prospects for 2. Despite the apparent continuity of reforms,
their enterprises. the announced goal of the new government

is the transition to a capitalist market
Alternative explanations of the output economy rather than another reform of a

decline socialist imitation of a market economy.
3. For an extensive analysis of Polish reforms

The paper by Commander and Coricelli provides see Frydman and Wellisz (1991).
an insightful comparative analysis of the aggre- 4. For example, Winiecki (1992) "regards the
gate output decline in the two countries in 1990 stabilization programme as by and large
and 1991. My brief comments will be confined to sound in its principles but on the verge of
Poland during the first few months of the reform an extremely costly failure. This looming
program. failure is the product of accumulating

The drastic decline of output in Poland in 1990 effects of policy errors and transplantation
has been a subject of intense debate for the last of policy instruments without regard for
two years. Even if the officially measured output the different institutional environment of
decline is likely to be overstated, most analysts the post-Soviet-type economy in which
agree that the aggregate output ofthe state sector these instruments have to operate."
did indeed fall precipitously. 5. For a critical analysis of credit policy during

Anumberofexplanationsfortheseverityofthe the first months of the Polish reform
Polish 1990 recession have been advanced in the program see Calvo and Coricelli (1992).
literature. Commander and Coricelli present evi- 6. See Winiecki (1992) for an extensive
dence against the hypothesis that output decline discussion of this issue.
in the first quarter of 1990 was the outcome of 7. For early analyses of these issues see Hinds
pure Keynesian demand contraction, with the (1991) and Frydman and Rapaczynski
attendantbuildup of inventories offinishedgoods. (1991).
They argue that the drastic increases in the costs 8. For an extensive analysis of this issue see
of inputs and interest rates are the main factors Frydman and Rapaczynski (1992).
accounting for the decline in aggregate output. 9. Although I think that the argument
Takingtheauthors'argumentabitfurther,credit advanced by the authors may have some
contraction causes restraint of nominal wages. relevance in the Polish case, it is not clear
This, coupled with a sharp increase in prices how it can rationalize the output-
following the January 1990 price liberalization, employment relationship in Hungary.
and the inability of Polish households to smooth 10. One of the key nonstandard features, not
consumption in the asset-poor economy, implies discussed here, is the applicability of the
the demand contraction. standard equilibrium approach to modeling

What are the policy implications of the Com- of the economies in transition-that is,
mander and Coricelli paper? I cannot deal here economies that have obviously not reached
with an important question of the potentially the equilibrium state. For some initial
inflationary consequences ofmonetary expansion analysis of this problem in the context of
in the current Polish macroeconomic situation. the Eastern European transition, see
However, the evidence presented in the paper on Frydman and Rapaczynski (1992).
the role of credit in output decline, coupled with 11. See Chelminski and Czynczyk (1992) for
my earlier remarks on the functioning of the recent evidence on the role of workers'
state-owned banks in Eastern Europe, suggests representatives in the Polish state
that much greater attention should be paid to the enterprises.
reform and privatization of credit allocation sys- 12. For an extensive discussion of this issue
tems in the post-Communist economies. see Mizsei (1990) and Voszka (1993).

13. This vast topic cannot be discussed here.
Notes See Frydman and Rapaczynski (1993) and

references therein.
The author would like to thank Simon Com- 14. For arguments in favor of this hypothesis,
mander, Fabrizio Coricelli, and Andrzej see Berg and Blanchard (1992).
Rapaczynski for helpful comments. 15. For some evidence on this point and an
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explanation based on the ownership and in Eastern Europe. Can Markets be
control structure of the Polish enterprises Designed?", in G. Winkler (ed.) Central and
see Frydman and Wellisz (1991). Eastern Europe: Roads to Growth,

16. There were also other reasons why International Monetary Fund, 255-285.
households reduced their consumption Frydman, R. and A. Rapaczynski (1993)
demand at the beginning of 1990. See Markets by Design: Privatizing
Frydman and Wellisz (1991) for a Privatization in Eastern Europe , Basic
discussion. Books, New York.
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Comment

Gyorgy Suranyi

The first part of my comment will be relatively the 1990s some experience had been accumu-
narrowly linked to the extraordinarily stimu- lated, and the system attained at least an opera-
lating and encouraging paper presented by the tional level.
authors. While I agree on a number of their * Hungary started to develop its security mar-
observations, I wouldfocus on those issues where ket at the beginning of the 1980s. By the early
the opinions are probably conflicting. 1990s, a great variety of securities were avail-

Perhaps the most general assertion of the able and the stock market had been re-opened.
paper is that the economic development of Po- * During the second half of the 1980s, tax
land and Hungary, especially from the growth reform was implemented in Hungary and is still
point of view, was rather similar. In the case of the only existing modern tax system in east-
a comparative analysis it is undoubtedly diffi- central Europe.
cult to determine the underlying structural, * As far as the ownership structure of the two
qualitative and policy-based differences. It is economies is concerned, there are decisive dif-
especially difficult when there are some real ferences. While the self-management system
similarities as far as the quantitative indicators had been deeply rooted in Poland, it was not
are concerned. taken seriously in Hungary at all. In fact, the

Havingreadthe analysis,readers'impression majority of the companies in Hungary enjoyed a
may have been that the paper probably under- great deal of independence not only from the
estimated the differences which have arisen in administration but from the workers' councils
the course of the recent years. According to the as well.
authors, the two countries reached broadly com- * Since 1968, in Hungary there has been basi-
parable stages of economic reforms and cally no central allocation of resources, which
marketization by the end of the 1980s. Was this has clearly determined the whole economic cli-
the real position? One can indeed observe basic mate.
differences in: * Even though liberalization started in Hun-

* institutional setting, gary as late as 1988, the allocation of resources
* legal surroundings, and the market forces had been able to operate
* implemented policy, on an incomparably wider field than in Poland
* degree of liberalization, before. Price, wage, and exchange rate distor-
* the degree of macroeconomic disequilibrium. tions were significantly bigger in Poland.

* One cannot compare the degree of openness
Let me just pick out some characteristic dif- or import-orientedness of the two countries.

ferences briefly: Hungary is traditionally at least twice as open
* Banking reform took place in Hungary in as Poland. This is one of the reasons Hungary

the mid-1980s. As a result, by the beginning of has been forced to be more organically linked to
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and direct its attention toward the world Finally let me make some observations on the
economy. causes ofthe unpredicted GDP decline and some

* As far as the macroeconomic situation is further factors bringing about the present situ-
concerned, there were striking distances be- ation.
tween the two countries' position. Even if it is a In the broader historical context, there has
bit of an exaggeration to say so, the Polish been a gradual decline in the growth rate in
financial system had collapsed by the end of the Hungary. Deceleration of growth started in the
1980s. There was hyperinflation; confidence in late 1970s. Since Hungary happens to be an
the domestic currency was totally lacking since open and small economy there was always a
the zloty could not fulfill the role of the means of trade-off between growth and external equilib-
exchange; and dollarization had become exten- rium on the basis of a planned economy. This
sive. The surcharge on the official exchange rate situation prevailed especially after the inter-
reached 300-400 percent; there was a nearly nal (COMECON) trade stared to decelerate.
unmeasurable liquidity overhang while an end- From the late 1970s, instead of contributing to
less monetization ofthebudgetdeficitwas expe- the economic growth potential of Hungary, the
rienced. role of the COMECON had been exhausted,

* In practical terms, for a decade Poland was then it gradually ceased to exist. In spite of this
totally insolvent. factor, the unpredicted fast collapse of the

COMECON clearly contributed to the serious
These significant differences were reflected in contractions within the Hungarian economy.

the degree of shortages for most types of goods, Since the contractions had started earlier,
a situation that was immeasurably higher in Hungary's reported economic growth was lower
Poland vis-A-vis Hungary. than the COMECON average in the 1980s. But

Even though on the face ofit there were-and precisely because of the above-mentioned argu-
still are-similarities between the two coun- ments, the decline was a bit smoother than
tries, because of the above-mentioned differ- elsewhere in the region.
ences, the characteristics of the economic sur- Paradoxically, the positive changes which took
roundings basically differed in them. At the place in these countries, especially in the form of
same time, one cannot argue against the neces- overall libelarization, also contributed to the
sity of a macroeconomic adjustment in both output decline. I'd like to focus on the striking
countries. However, the opportunities, the con- changes in the savings attitude of households.
cept of the means of an efficient demand man- In Hungary the average propensity to save
agement, the supply responsiveness, and the increased dramatically; meanwhile the compo-
role of an exchange rate policy are different. In sition of saving also changed remarkably. From
Poland, for example, the policy was based on an the growth point of view, there was and still is a
overshot exchange rate level; the exchange rate significant shift from fixed assets toward finan-
played the role of a nominal anchor, but this was cial assets. This is probably due to the changes
perhaps reasonable and inevitable in order to in overall economic circumstances. With pre-
regain the confidence in the financial and mon- cautionary motives strengthened, the majority
etary system. Implementation of full convert- ofthe people lost their confidence in the omnipo-
ibility was probably most reasonable in Poland. tent and paternalistic state. Therefore, house-
Without creating a condition for full convertibil- holds realized they could rely only on their own
ity, hyperinflation and the dollarization of the strength. The liberalization of the financial sec-
economy could not have been stopped. tor offered new and attractive financial assets to

The level of macroeconomic disequilibrium be invested. Again, due to the liberalization of
was clearly pervasive; therefore the macrosta- the market, for the first time in several years
bilization could be achieved only by drastic investors could realize positive real rates of
measures. Without these measures the economic return on the after-tax yield of these financial
collapse could not have been stopped, although assets. The changing ownership structure and
it is clear that the implemented adjustment the increasing role of private ownership also
program has created losses as well. In Hungary contributed to the increasingpropensity to save.
such drastic measures could be avoided and But the newly emerging income differences also
therefore those losses did not have to be under- created a better basis for the increasing savings
taken. ratio. (At the same time, social tensions have
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certainly been strengthened as well.) budget deficit is aiming at offsetting contrac-
As a result of these changes the average pro- tion. In fact, in Hungary, for example, this

pensity to save financial assets increased from situation, instead of offsetting contraction, cre-
the average during the 1980s of 4-5 percent to ates a deepfreeze situation.
over 16 percent. On the other hand, this in- In Hungary traditionally there has been a
crease in financial savings means a decrease in trade-off between external accounts and infla-
households' fixed assets investment. As a re- tion or the budget deficit. When the inflation
sult, domestic demandis also contracting, which rate continues to fall and the rate of interest
has clearly had a negative impact on the growth follows this trend as well, demand on money will
rate. be reduced. Demand for money will contract

Liberalization of the financial market is going even if the real interest rate is not reduced
to be coupled with strengthening of financial because there is a kind of negative money illu-
discipline as well. This means, on the one hand, sion. To avoid the negative impact of the in-
that the cost of the borrowed funds bears a creasing budget deficit either on the inflation-
positive real rate of interest which reduces the ary trend or on the external accounts, serious
demand for credit itself On the other hand, the restrictions have to be imposed on the monetary
strengthened financial discipline, the fast grow- side. These drastic measures will clearly hurt
ing number of bankruptcies, and the newly business, especially the newly emerging private
implemented banking act and accounting law sector. Therefore, as a result of the increasing
also have significantly reduced the demand on budget deficit, not only a traditional crowding
credit. out will occur, but it will jeopardize the future

All in all, the switch from a modified planned vehicle of economic growth by killing the emerg-
economy to a market economy gives, paradoxi- ing private sector.
cally, in the short run a further temporary Finally, again I would like to emphasize how
impetus to the contraction of output. much I appreciate the basic approach of the

Contrary to the new official approaches, the authors even though I wanted to highlight those
increasing fiscal deficit is also reducing the issues where perhaps my approach is a bit
growth potential of these countries, even in the different from theirs. I hope the clarification of
short run. As a response to the contracting these differences will provide a better under-
domestic demand, it is not an exception that standing about the economic development of
officials are arguing in favor of increasing the these countries.
budget deficit. Meanwhile it is accepted that the
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Malcolm Knight

The papers presented during the past two days nomic activity in these countries during the pre-
have not eliminated all the mysteries concerning reform period were widely suspect, owing to the
the causes of the major macroeconomic develop- problems of valuing many of the goods produced
ments in Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, under central planning. While acknowledging
Poland, and Romania in the period since they the major improvements that have been made in
initiated programs to stabilize and transform compiling economic statistics in recent years,
their economies. Nevertheless, in a number of Andrew Berg stresses the difficulties of accu-
areas the discussions have helped to give us a rately measuring changes in output and living
better understanding of the main factors that standards in transforming economies. His paper
have been at work in this complex pattern of argues that the estimates produced by the Polish
events. In particular, the conference has provided Central Statistical Office-the GUS-have sub-
a solid foundation for further work on the causes stantially overestimated the declines in these
of these developments and their implications for variables in Poland over 1989-90.
the design and implementation of comprehensive Berg perhaps seems too intent on proving that
reform programs in economies that are undertak- the GUS overstated these losses. Nevertheless, I
ing reforms to introduce market-based resource believe that careful analysis of the statistics on
allocation and private ownership. the output loss in Poland is important for two

In this spirit, I would like to summarize some of reasons. First, this work can help to establish a
the aspects of the conference that I found most dialogue among experts from East and West on
interesting and to raise some questions for fur- the best ways of measuring important economic
ther work on the economic transformations which magnitudes-such as consumption and output-
are well underway in Eastem Europe and which in formerly centrally planned economies. The
are now beginning in the countries of the former methodological and index-numberproblemsposed
Soviet Union. by this situation are formidable, but they will

need to be dealt with effectively since-as was
Measuring the fall in output emphasized in several comments-accurate eco-

and living standards nomic data are an essential prerequisite for satis-
factory macroeconomic policy formulation and

It was widely agreed among conference partici- implementation. Second, it is important in all
pants that, whatever the problems in measuring these transforming economies to develop better
the declines in output and living standards in the ways of measuring the growth of activity in the
Eastern European economies following imple- private sector. This need for good statistics arises
mentation of their reform programs, these losses not only to provide a basis for macroeconomic
were substantial. Statistical measures of eco- policy formulation but also because the economic
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transformation of these economies will succeed Turkmenistan-were the recipients of implicit
only if the new expanding productive activities in subsidies from Russia, including the effects of
the nascent private sector are properly moni- low prices for Russia's energy exports. The
tored, regulated, and taxed. This requires the countries of the former Soviet Union may also
authorities to have accurate statistics on private take a proportionately larger hit than any of the
productive activity. This is a difficult task for countries of Eastern Europe, since they are
statisticians. While the difficulties in this area much more dependent on trade with Russia and
are likely to remain daunting for a long time, the rest of the former Soviet Union than the
fundamental progress on the statistical base is Eastern European countries were. A second
the sine qua non for understanding and monitor- lesson is that to the extent that a program of
ingthe transformation andfor strengthening the shock therapy does indeed exert a negative
fiscal system. initial effect on output, a program involving

stabilization through shock therapy in Russia
Causes of output declines not only might cause a substantial downturn

in Eastern European economies domestically but also might have a major nega-
tive impact on the other states of the former

Let me now turn to the sessions ofthis conference Soviet Union, regardless of whether they them-
that have dealt with the causes of the output selves undertook radical reform.
declinesthathaveplaguedthereformingecono- The paper by Calvo and Coricelli concen-
mies of Eastern Europe. Dani Rodrik's contri- trates on the role of the credit crunch as a factor
bution develops an interesting methodological contributing to the output collapse in Eastern
framework for estimating the impact of the Europe. Calvo and Coricelli argue that the
CMEA trade shock of 1991 on the Eastern decline in the stock of real credit (adjusted for
European economies. He decomposes this shock the capitalization of interest payments), the
into three distinct effects: (i) a terms-of-trade taxation of capital gains on inventory, and the
effect; (ii) a removal of domestic import-sub- shifts from negative to positive real interest
sidy/export-tax effect; and (iii) a market-loss rates in Eastern European economies more
effect. Rodrik estimates that the CMEA trade than offset any gains to firms from the revalu-
shock of 1991 (including multiplier effects) ac- ation of their inventories and the erosion of the
counts for about 30 percent of the downturn in real value of their debt. Most conference par-
Poland, 60 percent of that in Czechoslovakia, ticipants found this argument convincing at the
and 100 percent of that in Hungary. analytical level.

The ordinal ranking of these effects is about Nevertheless, questions remain. How much
what one would expect, since Hungary did not of the fall in output can we attribute to the
apply shock therapy, Czechoslovakia did not credit crunch, compared to other factors? Even
have raging inflation to eliminate, which Po- if this effect is fairly large, what is the implica-
land did, and Poland's exposure to Soviet trade tion for the credit policy that should be pursued
was less than its neighbors. At this stage, I at the outset of a program-is it appropriate to
would say that the methodology that Rodrik alter the policy prescription for the growth of
develops is more interesting than the numbers credit at the outset of the program to try to
he derives, owing to the major problems that avoid the credit crunch phase?
existin thebasic dataand estimates thathe has This latter question raises a particularly dif-
been obliged to use. ficult policy issue. How can we ensure that an

Nevertheless, if Rodrik's conclusions are increase in the stock of nominal credit would
broadly correct there would appear to be two actually give rise to an increase in the stock of
important lessons that may be applicable to the real credit? In an economy with a flexible
transformation programs that are about to be exchange rate, a higher initial credit stock
implemented in the countries of the former might simply lead to a higher price level, a
Soviet Union. First, the non-Russian republics lower exchange value for the domestic cur-
are likely to suffer a proportionately much rency, and possibly an even lower level of real
greater negative shock than Russia from a credit. With a fixed exchange rate, a higher
decline of trade and transfers within the former level of domestic credit might simply result in
Soviet Union. After all, most of them-with the an outflow of net international reserves.
possible exceptions of Azerbaijan and To summarize, even though the credit crunch
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mayhavebeenoneofthemostimportantmecha- of the output decline that has occurred since
nismsbywhichthenegative aggregatedemand initiation of the programs would have taken
shock required for stabilization was transmit- place anyway and how much is due to the
ted to output and employment, it is not clear adverse output effects of stabilization. Further-
that the best solution would be to reverse this more, the paper clearly recognizes that-given
process. the data constraints-the power of most stan-

In his comments on Calvo and Coricelli, dard statistical tests is likely to be relatively
Tosovsky made the important observation that weak. Accordingly, the authors make use of a
theirpaperhadnotundertaken a detailed analy- variety of such tests to get an idea of the causes
sisofthebehaviorofindividualeconomicagents. of the developments that they are studying.
He went on to identify the pre- and post-big- The question posed is whether the decline in
bang behavior of households, state enterprises, economic activity in the three economies was a
and private entrepreneurs. This discussion result of structural change-that is, a realloca-
raises the whole question of the microeconomic tion of resources from one segment of the indus-
aspects of enterprise adjustment in transition trial sector to another in response to a new
economies, which is addressed in the paper by structure of relative prices-or whether it re-
Estrin, Schaffer, and Singh. This is clearly a flected conventional recessionary supply/de-
very important area for empirical research, mand factors. They also assess the relative
since, as Mario Blejer noted in his introductory importance of supply-versus-demand factors in
remarks, one issue that has often been raised in these output declines.
Eastern European economies is that of inad- The variety of statistical tests marshalled to
equate microeconomic foundations to support analyze this question shows little evidence for
macroeconomic adjustment. structural change in the industrial sector per

This is, to my mind, a fundamental analytical se, primarily owingto the shorttime period that
and policy issue. If ownership of enterprises haselapsedsincethe initiationofthereformsin
and the incentive structure remain as uncer- these countries. Statistically, most of the vari-
tain as they presently are in Eastern European ance of output appears to be accounted for by
countries, the sorts of macroeconomic stabiliza- national (i.e., country specific) factors. The evi-
tion policies that seem to work reasonably well dence adduced by the authors appears to indi-
in mixed-capitalist economies may not succeed cate that supply shocks were dominant in Bul-
when transplanted to formerly centrally- garia and Czechoslovakia; the relative impor-
planned economies. They may simply foster tance of supply and demand shocks varies over
perverse behavior by workers and managers in time in Romania. On the supply side, they find
such forms as decapitalization and spontane- the effects of the increase in energy prices to be
ous privatization. I would have liked to see quantitatively more important than credit con-
Estrin et al derive their estimating equations traction or wage increases, but again these
for output and employment explicitly from real- empirical results can only be taken as sugges-
istic micro-assumptions about the objectives tive. The decline in real money balances and
and constraints of workers and managers in the real wages associated with the stabilization
present institutional structures of the formerly programs in all of the countries contributed to
centrally-planned economies. But perhaps it is the demand shocks which were reflected in
asking too much of the limited data available to lower levels of aggregate spending. These ap-
test empirically the perverse-response hypoth- pear to be reasonable results, and it was note-
eses. worthy that the discussants-one from each of

The paper by Borensztein, Demekas, and the countries considered-said they had few
Ostry analyzes the output decline that was problems with the analysis of the output de-
associated with the reforms in Bulgaria, Czecho- cline, except for what was said about their own
slovakia, and Romania. This is a readable, well country!
organized and methodical analysis. In particu- The sluggish response of the productive sec-
lar, the paper rightly stresses the importance of tor to the new price signals raises a set of issues
the counterfactual in the empirical analysis: concerning the enterprise sector, particularly
output was already falling in a number of East- its investment and output decisions. The tim-
ern European economies before the reforms ing of the output rebound, when it comes, will
were instituted. Thus it is not clear how much depend critically on the speed of structural
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adjustment, the privatization effort, and the reform-than was generally favored in the case
levels of foreign investment and other external of the Eastern European programs, although
financing. The general lesson to be drawn here the policy conclusion does not follow automati-
is that policy reforms must, from the beginning, cally from the observation. More generally,
place greater emphasis on the establishment of these two papers suggest that a production
institutions and on the implementation of rules turnaround will not come sufficiently fast to
of behavior (including legal norms) for generate or sustain, by itself, popular support
macroeconomic units. The more timid the policy for a big-bang approach.
implementation in this area, the longer will be
the delay in the output and employment re- Policy issues
sponses and the more likely a failure or reversal
of the stabilization effort. I would summarize the conference and the discus-

The paper by Commander and Coricelli con- sion by sayingthat the explanations of the causes
siders the output declines in Hungary and Po- ofthe output declines in reforming Eastern Euro-
land in 1990-91 and deals with structural peancountries,whentakentogether,mayplausi-
changes and aggregate shocks. This paper pro- bly account for the size of the initial output de-
vides an interesting counterpoint to the paper cline. But it is less clear that they explain why
by Borensztein et al, since it deals with a differ- weak levels of output and employment have per-
ent set of Eastern European countries-the two sisted or the extent to which they could have been
which have been reforming the longest-and avoided.
applies different techniques of analysis. Like One aspect of the conference that has been less
Borensztein et al, Commander and Coricelli prominent than I had expected is a discussion of
come up with evidence of across-the-board out- the relation between real wage and employment
put declines, which they ascribe more to sup- developments and their continuingimpact on the
ply-side pressures than to contractions in de- level of output. Second, knowing why output and
mand. Compared to Borensztein et al, they employment have declined is not the same thing
devote relatively less attention to quantifying as alleviatingorpreventingthe declines.AsRodrik
this finding and relatively more to identifying andotherconferenceparticipantshavesuggested,
the supply-side pressures. They point to credit a large part of the output decline came from the
contraction, import competition, rigidity in real sharp fall in CMEA trade in early 1991.
wages and uncertainty about future enterprise The question of what to do differently to mini-
reforms, but do not attempt to quantify the mize output declines in the future remains. In
relative contributions. this area, there were references during this con-

Unlike Borensztein et al, Commander and ference to the adverse effects of over-depreciation
Coricelli do find some evidence of structural at the beginning of the programs in Poland and
change. This may reflect the earlier starting Czechoslovakia.Thereisalsothequestionwhether
date of the reforms in Poland and Hungary. the trade policies adopted by the Eastern Euro-
According to their estimates, structural change pean Economies were initially too liberal. Several
appears to be greatest in Hungary, which has speakers argued the case for initial trade protec-
had a longer and more sustained history of tion, not only for senile industries but also for
pursuing structural reforms. If one puts the two industries that will have comparative advantage.
papers together, they appear to suggest, not In this context, it is important to remember that
surprisingly, that structural reform efforts can- tariff policy may be a convenient tax handle for
not, in the short run, compensate by intensity gaining revenue in the early stages of reform.
for what they lack in historical depth. Thus the question of trade policy needs to be

It could be argued that the former Soviet addressed in more detail.
Union is generally much more like the sample The output fall in Eastern Europe has not yet
of Borensztein et al than that of Commander been followed by a major restructuring of the
and Coricelli. Hence, a possible lesson from supply effort in the economy. There is, of course,
these papers for the former Soviet countries is some evidence of a shift out of agricultural pro-
that structural changes are likely to take a duction and also of a shift into the services sector,
number of years, perhaps up to a decade, to take but these movements are not untypical of eco-
root. This may argue for a more gradualist nomic developments in the twentieth century in
approach-at least in the area of structural other countries, and do not by themselves indi-
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cate that major structural changes have been taken in the former Soviet Union? I am not sure
unleashed by the transformation process. It is it tells us much. In Eastern European countries,
disturbing that there is not yet evidence that government structures capable of implement-
there have been major changes in relative input ing stabilization policies were already well es-
and output prices within the industrial sector. As tablished at the beginning of the reform process.
regards investment, Eastern European govern- The situation in the former USSR may be quite
ments have tended to cut back on their own fixed different. Although the organizational struc-
capital formation as a result ofthe fiscal crunch, ture of the USSR economy may have been domi-
butenterpriseshavenotsteppedintothebreach. nated by Russia, the institutions dedicated to
What can be done to foster stronger levels of economic management-the fiscal system, the
domestic savings and foreign investment in- food distribution system, the central planning
flows? and production process, and the banking sys-

tem-were, in principle and in practice, Union-
Lessons for the countries of the former wide institutions. When the Soviet Union self-

Soviet Union destructed late in 1991, the result was the
sudden creation of 15 separate sovereign repub-

A question that remains is whether the lessons lics where the institutional structures-par-
from the Eastern European experience are rel- ticularly fiscal and central bankinginstitutions
evant for the programs that are now being and expertise-were often limited. For this rea-
initiated in the former Soviet Union. One thing son, it may be that, at least in some republics, it
that has impressed me is the extent to which the will be necessary to build the institutional struc-
situation in a number of the larger countries of tures to implement macroeconomic stabiliza-
the former Soviet Union differs from that in tion policies before macroeconomic and struc-
Eastern Europe. In Eastern European econo- tural reform packages can be initiated. One of
mies it was decided to undertake forceful stabi- the standard arguments (apparently consistent
lization at the outset-the big-bang approach. with the Eastern European experience) is that
This approach broadly achieved the objective of one cannot really restructure an economy until
preventing an acceleration of price increases stabilization (particularly of price level) has
into hyperinflation. been successful. Is it possible that in the former

The problems in Eastern Europe have been Soviet Union this sequence will have to be in-
twofold: first, the costs of economic stabilization verted, in the sensethatafundamental strength-
are seen as substantial; and second, there is as ening of key institutions of economic manage-
yet little evidence of structural reform. How ment must be undertaken before stabilization
much does this tell us about the way stabiliza- can begin?
tion and structural reform should be under-
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